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ABSTRACT 
This investigation seeks to determine the appearance of West Country designed 
landscapes in the post-Restoration period, with particular emphasis on the use of trees 
at each site. It also examines how earlier garden designs were adapted to reflect the 
new fashions of the late 16`h and early 17th centuries and studies the physical evidence 
remaining in the field today. Contemporary illustrations (including 63 engravings by 
Kip and Knyff), garden treatises and other maps and documents are analysed for 
information on tree use. These sources, as well as fieldwork at six sites in Bristol and 
Gloucestershire, reveal that most West Country gardens were not created in the 
Franco-Dutch Grand Manner but were more restrained and simple. Their 
development was not only influenced by fashion but by many other factors, including 
the physical nature of the site, the status of the owner and the meaning he wished to 
give to his landscape. The main motive for tree-planting was to make a profit from 
wood and timber but trees were also used extensively in ornamental features 
(avenues, groves, rows and woods) which formed the skeleton on which the rest of the 
designed landscape was based. Much more survives of post-Restoration planting - in 
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Seven Rides. 
7/46 Rudder's 1779 plan of Oakley Great Park, the western part of 326 } 
Cirencester Park 
7/47 Robert Creighton's map of Cirencester, c. 1835. 327 
7/48 Extract from 6 inch OS maps, 1884-5, showing Oakley House and 329 
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7/51 Vertical aerial photograph of Ten Rides, 11th July 1976 (S0975028, 331 
NMR12223). 
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Oakley Wood to Overley Wood, 18th June 1999 (SO968024, 
NMR18380/02). 
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of Broad Ride, 11th July 1976 (S0968023, NMR12223). 
7/54 The same area in Rudder's 1779 map. 333 
7/55 Overley Wood, 11th July 1976 (S0980055, NMR12223). 334 } 
7/56 Hailey Wood, ls` December 1952 (S0969013, NMR3026). 334 
7/57 Broad Ride, looking west from Cecily Hill entrance. July 2002. 335 } 
7/58 Horse chestnut beside earthwork bank of South Terrace, c200m west of 335 
Cecily Hill. July 2002. 
7/59 Yews and horse chestnuts along the northern park wall, east end of 336 
Broad Ride. July 2002. 
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7/61 Extract from 1885 6 inch OS map (surveyed 1875), showing the Home 337, 
Park and Deer Park. Windsor Walk (with ha-ha to its west) is 
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2000. 
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Extract of 6 inch OS map, published 1888, showing Ten Rides and 
Alfred's Hall. 
Two avenues leading from the Ten Rides rondpoint: 
Alfred's Hall in the early 1700s, by Thomas Robins 
Evergreen shrubs and trees create a sombre mood on Woodhouse Ride, 
approaching Alfred's Hall. 
Extract from Rudder's 1779 map of Oakley Great Park showing Ten 
Rides and Sapperton Park. 
Looking west along Broad Ride, from the Park Corner to Chapman's 
Cross road (position 1 on map below), towards Sapperton Common, 
October 2002. 
Detail from 6 inch OS map, 1888, showing Sapperton Park 
and the western extension of Broad Ride. 
Extract from 6 inch OS maps of 1884-8 showing Overley Wood and 
Botanybay Plantation. 
Looking north along Overley Ride from south side of Overley Wood 
(position 1 on map above), June 2003. 
Dimensions of surviving avenues at Kings Weston. 
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Archaeology is nowadays taken to mean the study of objects which 
provide evidence of the activities and environments of the men of past 
centuries. Woodland and trees sometimes come within the 
archaeologist's province, because of their longevity and continuity and 
the many ways in which they interact with human affairs. 
Oliver Rackham, 1996, xiii 
RESEARCH AIMS 
This thesis is the first study to look specifically at the use of trees in the formal 
designed landscapes of the late 17th and early 18th centuries -a period of garden 
history that has been under-researched compared to the landscape park era which 
followed it. Trees were one of the most important elements of the formal garden and 
had a huge visual impact. They are often all that survives above ground today. This 
thesis will investigate exactly how and why they were used in West Country gardens 
and parks. It will examine the use of avenues but will also look at how other 
arboricultural features such as woods, groves and rows were used in the layouts of the 
formal garden and park; which species were available and popular; and how tree 
supply was managed. Trees will not be examined in isolation but in relation to 
associated garden buildings, views, terraces, water features, parterres and other 
aspects of the designed landscape. 
The study will investigate the creators of the gardens and look at external influences 
upon the design. As Chambers says: `what has not been overlooked is the place of 
artists, architects, and poets but that of botanists, nurserymen, and gardeners' (1993, 
1), hence all these elements will be examined. A theoretical approach will initially be 
adopted, with the examination of historical and modern literary material on garden 
design. The study will then expand, examining actual sites; the historical material 
specific to them; and the physical remains on the ground. 
This thesis also seeks to determine how much remains of 16`h/17`h century formal 
garden schemes today, given the traditional view that the landscape park destroyed all 
traces of these landscapes. It is hoped that this thesis will draw attention to the 
existence of other such sites, throughout the country. 
2 USE OF TREES IN THE LANDSCAPE 
As large, long-lived objects, present throughout the year, trees are highly visible in the 
designed landscape. They are aesthetically pleasing to humans, but are not planted 
just for this reason. Historically, trees have usually been planted in designed 
landscapes for one or more of the following visual and/or economic reasons. 
Trees provide regular crops of timber, wood, bark, fruit and leaves. Timber is 
valuable as a strong but flexible building material; and wood for lighter construction 
and fuel. Trees can be grown and pruned in different ways to provide different crops: 
trees that are grown closely together, for example, will grow straight upwards, 
eventually providing strong, straight timber; whilst those that are regularly cut back, 
by coppicing or pollarding, will provide frequent crops of thin poles, suitable for 
hurdle-making, charcoal burning etc. The bark and bast (inner bark) of certain trees 
can be used for specific tasks. Oak bark, for example, is used in the leather tanning 
process; and lime bast to make rope. Fruit (including nuts) and leaves can provide a 
variety of foods for humans and animals. Limes leaves have been used as domestic 
animal feed since the Iron Age and acorns and beech mast are traditionally used to 
fatten pigs. Historically, most parts of trees have been used to make medicines. 
Hunting of animals has always been practised by humans, first for food and, from the 
Middle Ages, mainly for sport. Woods of all sizes provide hiding and breeding places 
for hunted animals such as deer, pheasant and fox, from which they can be flushed 
when required. Compartmentalised parks, for example, were divided into coppices 
from which deer would be excluded until trees had grown sufficiently not to be 
damaged (Rackham, 1994,60). From the 19`h century, small woods known as coverts 
were planted, in which foxes were encouraged to breed. 
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The size and longevity of trees makes them suitable for use as boundary markers and 
they have been used in this way since at least the Anglo-Saxon period. Widely- 
planted rows of trees were used to divide areas under different ownership or 
management, such as parishes, estates and woods. Hedges - either planted, or allowed 
to grow along existing walls - were used to define field edges. 
As well as for such practical and economic purposes, trees on estates have been 
planted for numerous aesthetic and symbolic reasons. The arrangement of trees in 
unnatural positions, the training of individual trees into contrived shapes, and even the 
importation of trees from other countries, indicates the power over nature held by the 
instigator of these actions. Positioning of trees also expresses ownership and control 
of land - parkland planting of non-native trees, for example, makes the land that 
contains them instantly recognisable as part of a managed estate; and, from the 17th 
century particularly, belts of woodland have been planted along the edges of parks 
and estates, both to conceal the privately-owned land beyond and to mark its 
boundaries. 
The adoption of the classical form in architecture after the Restoration led to the 
building of symmetrical houses, replacing Elizabethan and Jacobean buildings built to 
the asymmetrical medieval plan. This encouraged the adoption of symmetry in the 
surroundings of the house and a shared axis often ran through the house, gardens and 
into the park (Williamson, 1995,27-8). The symmetry of the designed landscape 
could easily be shown by the formal positioning of trees. During the Stuart and early 
Georgian periods, trees were possibly the most important elements of the formal 
garden and park. They were arranged to form a number of different features, many of 
them formal and artificial, such as avenues, rectangular groves and geometric 
wildernesses. 
Later aesthetic uses of trees have included the beautification of landscapes by 
breaking them up and concealing parts - either to hide or soften industrial or highly 
agricultural landscapes or to increase interest by not revealing all parts of the view at 
once. 
3 THE STUDY REGION: THE WEST COUNTRY 
All 63 of the designed landscapes examined in this thesis are in Bristol and 
Gloucestershire (1019 sq miles, 2540 sq km): part of the region of England known as 
the West Country. Reference is also made to important gardens of the period in 
Somerset and Wiltshire - other West Country counties. The constraints of this thesis 
meant that a relatively small study area had to be chosen. The West Country was 
selected as it is only here that the topographical artists Kip and Knyff made detailed 
recordings of a wide range of post-Restoration gardens, belonging to owners of varied 
social status, not just to great landowners. 
Although the West Country exhibits a range of geology and topography, the 
comparatively small variations in altitude' and climate, compared to variations across 
the whole country, make it unlikely that any differences between gardens will be due 
to these factors. In addition, limiting the geographical area of study allows the 
influence of neighbours and nearby friends on garden design and planting to be 
examined and allows for meaningful comparison of neighbouring sites. 
3.1 Geology and Topography 
Gloucestershire and Bristol contain some of the most varied geology in the country, 
giving rise to a wide range of landscapes. The Severn Vale -a low-lying plain 
containing the River Severn - runs from north-east to south-west through the western 
part of the county, separating two physically and geologically different areas: to the 
west the Forest of Dean, which lies between the Rivers Severn and Wye on the border 
with Monmouthshire and is underlain by Palaeozoic rocks; to the east, the uplands of 
the Cotswold Hills consisting of younger, Mesozoic sediments, predominantly 
Jurassic in age (Gloucestershire Geology Trust website). The southern end of the 
Malvern Hills extends into the north west edge of the county. 
Much of Gloucestershire is underlain by a belt of oolitic limestone. This provides the 
most important parent material for the soils found in the gardens to be studied. These 
soils vary from relatively heavy and near neutral in the north Cotswolds to thin and 
1 Few hills rise to more than 300m. 
alkaline over broken limestone brash. Lias clays spread across the upper Severn 
Valley and older Keuper Marls stretch over the lower Severn Valley and Bristol. 
Carboniferous limestone, which forms the Mendips to the south, also crops out in 
Bristol and the Forest of Dean. Along most of the river valleys, especially in the 
Severn Vale, there are alluvial deposits of sandy and silty soils (Sales, 1981,17-18). 
The varied geology means, therefore, that although the study area is relatively small, 
the sites studied will be affected by variations in topography, geology and soils, as 
well as in microclimate and human input. Westbury Court, for example, lies on the 
flat, waterlogged plain of the Severn; Flaxley Abbey, though only a few miles to its 
west, is in the hills of the Forest of Dean; and Cirencester Park extends across the 
rolling hills of the Cotswolds. 
3.2 Climate 
Climate is one of the major limiting factors for tree growth and survival. The degree 
of exposure to wind, especially to westerly gales and north-easterlies, is particularly 
important. Within the relatively small study area of the West Country, however, 
climate does not vary greatly and any differences between sites will be due to their 
particular altitudes, orientation and microclimate. 
Average figures from data collected between 1961 and 1990 (South West Climate 
Change Impacts Partnership, 2003) show that wind speed in Gloucestershire and 
Bristol averages 4m/s throughout the year; maximum winter temperature ranges from 
6°C in North Gloucestershire, to 8°C in South Gloucestershire and Bristol; and 
maximum summer temperature is 20°C, across both counties. Mean temperature 
ranges from 4°C in winter to 16°C in summer. Mean annual precipitation is 20- 
60mm/month, with a mean high of 60mm/month in winter and a low of 20mm/month 
in summer. Comparison of climate figures for Ross-on-Wye with the UK average 
(http: //www. metoffice. gov. uk/research/hadleycentre/0bsdata), shows that, from 1971- 
2000, the West Country has achieved higher maximum and minimum temperatures; 
12 fewer days of air frost per year; 165 more hours of sunshine; 419mm less rainfall; 
and 40 fewer days of rainfall than the UK average. It is likely, historically, that the 
West Country's climate has always differed from the UK average in this way. 
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4 THE STUDY PERIOD AND GENERAL DEVELOPMENT OF 
GARDEN STYLE 
The designed landscapes which will be studied in this thesis are the gardens and parks 
of country houses. A garden or pleasure ground is an enclosed or bordered area, 
usually adjacent to the house, used for the growth of flowers, shrubs, trees and lawn 
(Symes, 2000,54). The park is a larger, enclosed, piece of land, which generally lies 
beyond the garden. It evolved from the medieval hunting park and much of it is 
generally covered with woodland or scattered trees, through which rides are cut. Its 
original purpose was to provide a contained area for the hunting of animals. The trees 
would provide cover for the game but would also produce useful crops of wood and 
timber and be aesthetically pleasing. Later, the park became more ornamental but was 
still economically important, supporting deer, sheep and cattle. 
This thesis will examine formal landscapes laid out between the restoration of Charles 
II, in 1660, and the era of landscape park creation which began c. 1730 
A number of different terms have been used to describe the types of designed 
landscapes made in Britain during this period. `Baroque', `French', `Dutch' and 
`Grand Manner' describe formal, often symmetrical landscapes of the late 17'h and 
early 18th century. As these terms can be misleading - different terms often being 
used by different authors to describe the same style of landscape - the term `formal' 
will mostly be used in this study. 
4.1 Restoration Gardens 
As garden-making is an activity suited to peace and settled times, the creation of new 
gardens decreased during the civil wars and the Commonwealth. With the 
Restoration of Charles II in 1660, a second phase of grand formal garden-making 
began, on an even more extravagant scale or `Grand Manner' than the Renaissance 
gardens which had come before. The role of the garden had started to change in the 
Renaissance, from small, inward-looking, productive gardens to more extravagant and 
decorative works of art, as at Nonsuch, Whitehall and Wilton. The large scale of the 
new gardens was made possible, in part, by the availability of large areas of land after 
Henry VIII's Dissolution of the monasteries from 1535. 
This change in garden style continued after the Restoration. A second great 
rebuilding of country houses began in the 170' century (the first rebuilding having 
been during the Tudor period, from c. 1570-1640) and in Gloucestershire this 
rebuilding was lengthy - from c. 1630-90, interrupted in the 1640s by the Civil 
War 
(Platt, 1994,2). New kinds of houses, including compact villas and double-pile 
buildings adopted from the continent, prompted the creation of new gardens to 
accompany them (Ibid. ). The development of internally symmetrical houses in this 
period encouraged the adoption of symmetry in their surroundings (Williamson, 1995, 
28). The role of the garden was now to act as an extensive geometric continuation of 
the house and to display the power, status and wealth of the owner. Like Renaissance 
gardens, post-Restoration gardens were formal and compartmentalised, with terraces, 
mounts, parterres and avenues. They differed in that their influence often spread over 
the surrounding countryside, with great avenues and plantations cut by rides 
stretching from the garden proper, across the park to the agricultural land beyond. 
Continental influences on British garden design had been important in the 16th century 
but after the Restoration these influences became a flood (Taylor, 1998,65). 
Royalists, who had been exiled during Cromwell's Commonwealth, returned to 
Britain having seen the great European gardens, particularly those of the court of 
Louis XIV (the most impressive of which was by Le Notre at Versailles). Charles II 
had been exiled in France and Holland and even received a sizeable pension from 
Louis XIV (Mowl, 2002,39). It is not surprising that, on returning to their own 
country, the king and his loyal subjects chose to refurbish their estates in the 
fashionable French style. 
The Grand Tour became popular in the late 17th century, enabling wealthy gentlemen 
to see at first hand the latest fashions in French and Italian architecture and garden 
style then apply them to their own estates. The terraced, architectural, 
compartmentalised gardens of Italian Renaissance palaces were adopted at places 
such as Powis Castle and Gamlingay but the extensive, geometric, late 17`h century 
gardens of France had an even greater impact (Taylor, 1998,66). Although no British 
gardens could approach the scale of Versailles, on some great estates, such as 
Badminton in Gloucestershire, deferential, neighbouring landowners planted trees to 
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continue the lines of the avenues across their own land and give the illusion of an 
enormous estate. 
4.1.1 French gardens 
The Classic French style so admired by the British was conceived c. 1628 when Louis 
XIII's minister, Cardinal Richelieu, commissioned Jacques Lemercier to design the 
chateau of Richelieu (Jellicoe et al, 1986,202). The 
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Fig. 1 /2 Part of the gardens at 
grounds, which approached 500 ha in extent, were laid 
out in a rectangular grid and included a new town (Fig. 
1/2). Gardens were arranged along two axes: on the line 
of the chateau; and at right angles to it. The gardens 
were too extensive to be strictly symmetrical. Instead 
they were balanced about the main axis. The possibility 
of infinite extension in any direction was implied by not 
creating perceptible boundaries (Jellicoe et al, 1986, 
470,202). 
Louis XIII bought the estate of Versailles in 1632. From 
1665, under the command of Louis XIV, royal gardener 
Andre Le Notre set about adapting the designs of Andre 
Mollet in Lejardin de plaisir (1651) to its irregular 100 
ha. Mollet's plan of the ideal garden was a regular 
arrangement of bosquets (groves) and parterres de 
broderie (embroidery) and de gazon (grass). At 
Richelieu, Indre-et-Loire. Versailles, the points of the compass were used as the Plan by Jean Marot, c. 1660. ý 
main axes and the whole site was criss-crossed by 
avenues extending from rond points (Jellicoe et al, 1986,584). Parterres, pools and 
bosquels were contained in geometric compartments bounded by avenues, canals and 
paths. Versailles and the other gardens of Louis XIV's court (Vaux-le-Vicomte and 
Saint-Germain-en-Laye) became the models for European gardens. 
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Fig. 1/3 VecsaAks, Oasis. ? %an by Abbe Delagrive, 1746 
(Bibliotheque National, Paris, in Jellicoe et a!, 1986,585). 
4.1.2 French style in England 
French baroque gardens came to be known throughout Europe by the spread of 
engravings by artists such as Silvestre, the Perelle family, Marot and Rigaud (Jellicoe 
et at, 1986,202). French gardeners also provided designs for English gardens: Mollet 
was made Royal Gardener at St James's in 1661 and Le Notre designed some English 
gardens, including Greenwich, but left the execution of the design to Charles II's 
gardener, John Rose. The best English gardeners learnt the French style through their 
training in France. The royal gardener George London, for example, learned from Le 
Notre and helped to spread French design ideas throughout England. 
Charles II remodelled the gardens of his royal palaces. At Hampton Court and St 
James's Palace, for example, he used Mollet's three-toed pastes d'oie, radiating from 
the house. Grand country houses followed suit, adopting the fashionable French style. 
London and Wise were responsible for many of the designs, including Chatsworth, for 
the Duke of Devonshire, Longleat, for Viscount Weymouth, Castle Howard and 
Blenheim. Other French designs were carried out by less-known designers such as 
the Dutchman Van de Meulen (Boughton); head gardeners, such as John Mansfield 
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(Badminton); and even interested owners themselves, such as William Blathwayt 
(Dyrham). 
French-style gardens in England were usually somewhat simpler than the French 
examples on which they were based. Many of them were simply altered and enlarged 
Renaissance gardens and as such retained some features from this period. These 
included plain grass parterres, rather than parterres de broderie; moats remodelled to 
canals; and a rather random, piecemeal feel, caused by their gradual development. 
Where more ruthless remodelling of gardens took place, the basically rectangular 
design would be laid out around a central avenue which gave a vista to the centre of 
the symmetrical house. 
4.1.3 Dutch gardens 
French gardens became the model for Dutch gardens in the second half of the 17`h 
century. Fundamentally, their layouts were very similar and any differences between 
the two were due mainly to the geographic, socio-economic and religious structure of 
the Netherlands (Jellicoe et al, 1986,391). As in the French garden, the Dutch house 
would stand at the centre of a rectangular plot and the gardens would be aligned upon 
it or on an axis parallel to that through the house. The more decorative 
compartments, including parterres de broderie, would be near the house, with 
bosquets and kitchen gardens further away. The Netherlands' high land values, 
strong winds and a surfeit of water, however, shaped the model French garden into 
something slightly different (Jacques, 2002,115). 
High land values and more modest aspirations meant that Dutch gardens tended to be 
smaller than their French counterparts. Even the gardens of the Stadholders 
(provincial governors) were relatively small in extent. The long, thin shapes of the 
land parcels forced the garden to adopt this outline and made tight organisation of 
features necessary and the use of an extended vista common. High hedges or walls 
were needed to give protection against the wind and ponds or canals were simply 
more decorative versions of the functional canals used to drain the land. Owing to the 
flatness of the land, terraces and cascades would be rare (Jacques, 2002,115). There 
was also an emphasis on horticultural productivity and espaliered fruit trees and 
vegetable gardens were common. 
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Fig. 1 /4 Honselaarsdijk, Netherlands. Engraving by A. Blooteling after drawing by A. Bega, c. 1680 
(Leiden University Library, in Jellicoe et al, 1986,260). 
Honselaarsdijk (Fig. 1/4), laid out in 1621 by Prince Frederik Hendrik, was the 
prototype of the classical canal garden. As in the French gardens, a central avenue 
acted as an axis, around which the gardens - parterres and wooded compartments - 
were laid out. Het Loo was the only new garden laid out by William and Mary and 
was the most ornate of the Dutch gardens, famous for its lavish ornamentation 
(Jellicoe et al, 1986,607). Later Franco-Dutch gardens like Het Loo and Zeist (for 
William, Count of Nassau-Odijk, and cousin of William III) were also laid out around 
a central axis but differed from French gardens in that each section was enclosed, with 
little continuity between compartments. 
4.1.4 Dutch style in England 
In 1689, a protestant king was needed to replace Catholic James II and, in spite of 
having recently fought three wars with England, William of Orange was invited to 
take the crown. As Mowl puts it: `all this political change and insecurity meant that 
landowners intent on advertising their loyalty to the reigning king had to produce 
modified provincial versions of Versailles, Marly, Het Loo or Heemstede' (2002,39). 
There is some debate, however, on the degree to which true Dutch gardens, rather 
than modified French-style ones, were made in this country. 
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Daniel Defoe noted in 1720 that `the King [William III] began with the gardens at 
Hampton Court and Kensington and the gentlemen followed everywhere with such a 
gust that the alteration is indeed wonderful throughout the whole kingdom' 
(Carmichael, 1995,111). William and Mary's accession to the English throne in 
1689, however, probably had little effect on garden design as, fundamentally, Dutch 
gardens only differed slightly from French ones, both being derived originally from 
Italian classical gardens. 
In the Netherlands, William had assembled a garden team, headed by Hans Willem 
Bentinck, to lay out Het Loo and look after plant collections at Honlelaarsdijk. He 
brought Bentinck (later Earl of Portland) and many of the Dutch team over to England 
to work on new gardens at Hampton Court and Kensington (Jacques, 2002,116). 
Bentinck was made Superintendant of the Royal Gardens. He chose George London 
as his deputy and William Talman as his comptroller (Jacques and Van der Horst, 
1988,64). Following the 1697 Treaty of Rijswijk, Bentinck went to Versailles as 
William's ambassador to Louis XIV. London accompanied him and would have seen 
many of the great French formal gardens during his time there (Ibid., 77). The Royal 
gardens of William III, though based on French designs, could be said to have been 
influenced by Dutch style. The compartmented and intricate plan of Kensington 
Gardens and Daniel Marot's (William's designer) parterres de broderie for the Great 
Fountain Garden and Privy Garden (Jellicoe et al, 1986,607) are obvious Dutch 
touches. Bentinck's tunnel arbours and urns at his own home, Bulstrode Park, in 
Buckinghamshire, were also characteristic of Dutch gardens (Jacques, 2002,116). 
There is some debate, however, as to whether the Anglo-Dutch garden really existed 
in the late 17`h/early 18th century. Indeed, even the Dutch influence of the gardens at 
Westbury Court, which have for so long been known as `Dutch water gardens', is now 
said to be a myth (Hadfield, M in Jacques, 2002,124). The term `Dutch-style' was 
first used to refer to gardens in 1715, when they were no longer fashionable and were 
ridiculed by Stephen Switzer (Fretwell et al, 2003,19). The term was only used to 
contrast English natural and irregular gardens from earlier formal gardens (Jacques, 
2002,129). Before this, no distinction had been made between French and Dutch 
gardens in England. It seems that, contrary to the historicist view, Dutch gardens 
were not widely adopted and the only Dutchness in the late 17th and early 18th century 
was only to be found in the gardens of the Court, not in smaller, rural or town gardens 
(Harris and Jacques, in Jacques, 2002,125). English design was following its own 
course: landowners did not automatically follow the fashion at Court and, indeed, 
some were resistant to any kind of change, even if this would mean that their gardens 
were considered old fashioned. Where royal fashion was followed, it was 
`reinterpreted to suit local factors and individual interests' (Jacques, 2002,115). 
Dutch gardens were also difficult to recognise as they did not use any new 
innovations. Most of the elements of Dutch gardens: axial avenues, topiary, statues, 
ironwork, jets d'eau and canals, had already been fashionable in England for nearly a 
decade before William came to the throne (Ibid., 117) and compact and inward- 
looking gardens with an emphasis on horticulture had been common in Tudor 
England. 
4.2 Transitional gardens 
The creation of formal landscapes continued under Queen Anne but, under the 
Georgians, these layouts began to be seen as overly stiff and expensive to maintain. 
In the early 1700s, writers and poets such as Anthony Cooper, third Earl of 
Shaftesbury, Joseph Addison, Richard Steele and Alexander Pope spoke out against 
the rigid and dull stiffness of the symmetrical garden and advocated a freer, more 
simple style inspired by the model of pastoral poetry (Jellicoe et al, 1986,166). 
The rejection of the authoritarian regime of Louis XIV and the Grand Manner 
landscapes associated with him meant that a less formal garden style was needed. As 
Reed (1990,251) says, `more relaxed, informal gardens were symbols of liberty, and 
in particular the Whig version of it', after their victory in 1714. New philosophies 
and aesthetics, such as a more correct use of Classical architecture, also contributed to 
the development of a more rigorous, `stripped-down' landscape which replaced the 
Tory baroque (Taylor, 1998,67). Formal avenues, rides and parterres were still used 
but this transitional style had cleaner lines, more areas of grass and started to use 
classical temples and statuary. For the first time, irregular devices, such as winding 
paths and serpentine lakes, were introduced to the landscape. Designers such as 
Stephen Switzer and Charles Bridgeman even suggested that landscapes which were 
productive and aesthetically pleasing could be created by merging agriculture with 
gardening. 
Active deformalisation of designed landscapes may have been started in 1727 by 
Bridgeman, when he advised William III to remove the topiary in his palace gardens 
as it was becoming overgrown and expensive to trim (Thacker, 1994,158). 
Bridgeman, working mainly from 1709 to the 1730s, was probably the most important 
garden designer in the transitional period between the formal garden and the true 
landscape park. He simplified the formal style, usually designing a garden around 
only one or two axes, often running from the house towards a garden feature, and 
flanked by curving paths (Ibid., 164). Horace Walpole believed Bridgeman to have 
been the first to build a ha-ha in England (Ibid., 183), allowing the pastoral landscape 
of the park to blend seamlessly with the gardens. 
Stephen Switzer (1682-1745) also advocated less formal garden design, using one or 
two great axial lines to link the house to the whole estate, not just to the pleasure 
grounds. This `rural and extensive gardening' combined beauty with utility by 
bringing agricultural land and plantations into the designed landscape and was, unlike 
gardens in the Grand Manner, affordable to local gentry as well as great landowners 
(Williamson, in Rdigway and Williams, 2000,29). Cirencester Park, Gloucestershire 
(c. 1714), is an example: a patte d'oie of straight walks cut through extensive 
commercial plantations, each walk focussing on a feature, such as a church or village, 
in the wider landscape. Other forest gardens included Bramham Park, Wrest Park and 
Eastbury. An even earlier example of forest gardening was created at Cassiobury 
Park, Hertfordshire, from c. 1699 by the Earl of Essex and his gardener Moses Cook. 
A series of radiating walks through woodland was used to extend the pleasure gardens 
to the edge of the estate (Chambers, 1993,39). 
The dramatist and architect Sir John Vanbrugh helped to pioneer the transitional 
garden by setting his houses and garden buildings against picturesque backgrounds, as 
at Kings Weston, Bristol. Although there is no evidence that Vanbrugh ever designed 
a garden himself, he worked with Bridgeman at Eastbury, Claremont and Stowe and 
was involved in the development of Castle Howard. These latter two sites are prime 
examples of landscape parks and it is suggested that `in the first quarter of the 18th 
century, his genius was the most important single stimulus to gardening imagination' 
(Clarke, G, in Jellicoe et a1,1986,579). 
Kings Weston and Cirencester are both reasonably extant examples of early 18th 
century transitional landscapes. Kings Weston's moderately large landscape had two 
phases of development, under Robert and Edward Southwell respectively. The 
second phase was linked to Vanbrugh's redevelopment of the house and, though still 
formal, included elements of later landscape park design. Cirencester's vast, 
productive landscape of woodland cut by rides was laid out in one phase (of several 
years duration) by the great landowner, Allen Bathurst, with advice from two well- 
known advocates of transitional design - Alexander Pope and Switzer. Transitional 
landscapes like these were largely erased from the 1730s to 50s by the landscape park, 
in which formal elements had no place. 
5 GARDEN ARCHAEOLOGY 
5.1 The Development of Garden Archaeology 
The discipline of garden archaeology did not appear in Britain until the start of the 
20th century (Taylor, 1997,18), though the term `garden archaeology' was not to be 
coined till 1983, when Christopher Taylor used it in his The Archaeology of Gardens 
(Shire Archaeology Series). Garden earthworks were first recorded as late as the 
1920s, by the Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of England (RCHME, 
later incorporated into English Heritage). Before then it seems likely that garden 
features were often misinterpreted by archaeologists as more functional features: 
paved areas, for example, were confused with farmyards; and water-features with 
drinking ponds (Taylor, in Brown, 1991,3). 
A pioneering work in the field was Maurice Beresford and J. K. S. St Joseph's 
identification of garden earthworks at Holdenby and Harrington in Northamptonshire, 
using aerial photography (1958,68-9). Archaeological remains of gardens began to 
be identified in larger numbers in the 1960s, when a team from the RCHME, headed 
by Christopher Taylor, made the first systematic attempt to list and survey all 
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abandoned gardens in West Cambridgeshire. Even this study, however, recognised 
only nine examples in 37 parishes (Taylor, in Brown, 1991,1). 
In 1978, Mick Aston surveyed garden earthworks at Hardington and Low Ham, 
Somerset and remarked that archaeological remains of post-medieval gardens in that 
county had not previously been studied and their existence not, perhaps, even 
suspected (Aston, 1978,11). This seems to have also been true of other counties. It 
is only fairly recently, therefore, that the number of archaeological sites of former 
gardens has been realised and it is now clear that these are amongst the commonest 
type of archaeological site in England. 
Chris Currie (2005,1) believes that the storms of October 1987 were a catalyst to the 
increasing interest in the restoration of historic gardens, and thus in garden 
archaeology. During the storms, large numbers of trees were uprooted and, in many 
cases, this was seen as an opportunity to replant gardens in an older style, giving 
heritage organisations the chance to research and reinstate previous layouts. 
To accompany this increasing interest in the subject, several county studies of historic 
parks and gardens have been published since the 1990s. These include Harding and 
Lambert's work on the former Avon (1994); Bond on Somerset (1998); Stamper on 
Shropshire (1996); Williamson on Norfolk (1998); and Mowl on Gloucestershire, 
Dorset, Wiltshire, Oxfordshire, Cornwall and Worcestershire. 2 These have tended to 
be broad in their outlook, covering all periods and all aspects of historic designed 
landscapes, and have usually taken an art historical approach, based on documentary 
and pictorial sources, rather than an archaeological one, which would place more 
emphasis on surviving evidence in the field. 
Previous work on the period covered by this thesis has been carried out in more depth 
by only a handful of authors, most notably Tom Williamson and David Jacques. 
Jacques' PhD thesis on The Grand Manner (1999) investigated how each aspect of 
the formal garden changed in popularity over time. Several other of his papers have 
2 Historic Gardens of Gloucestershire published 2002. Subsequent volumes on Dorset, Wiltshire, 
Cornwall, Worcestershire and Oxfordshire published yearly since 2003. 
examined other aspects of the late 17`h/early 18th formal garden (Jacques, c. 1999, 
2001,2002) and his book, written with Van der Horst (1988), looked at the so-called 
Dutch gardens of William and Mary, both in Britain and the Netherlands. Apart from 
this, Jacques believes that `the post-medieval, pre-Brownian, park has otherwise 
received little attention' (Jacques, post 1999,2). 
The examination of trees as surviving evidence of gardens is a branch of garden 
archaeology but relatively little previous work has been specific to this subject. 
Oliver Rackham has written several pioneering books on historic trees and woodland 
(including Rackham, 1996, first published 1976) but these tend to be more concerned 
with woodland and wood pasture than with trees in gardens and parks. John Phibbs, 
who has studied many parks, particularly landscape parks, was, in 1978 (at Wimpole 
Park, Cambridgeshire), the first to help broaden garden archaeology to include - 
analysis of the surviving vegetation (Jacques, 1997,4). Stephen Daniels (in Cosgrove 
and Daniels, 1988) has examined the symbolism of trees and woodland in later 
Georgian England -a period outwith the scope of this thesis. The work most closely 
related to this PhD study is Sarah Couch's unpublished thesis (1991) and her related 
article on avenue planting from 1660-1850 (1992). Her research examined many of 
the treatises also reviewed for this study. 
5.2 Sources used in Garden Archaeology 
The majority of garden restoration schemes before 1997 were based on archival 
sources, particularly contemporary views and maps (Currie, 2005,1). It was these 
sources that provided art historians with most of their evidence. Since then, however, 
it has been recognised that such sources can be misleading, in terms of the size and 
even the existence of features. Some were not true depictions of gardens but merely, 
`visions' for the site, showing proposals for changes which may have been carried out 
later or not at all. It is now common for those examining historic gardens to combine 
the art historical approach, of using mainly documentary materials, with the 
archaeological approach, of examining the physical remains on site, both above and' 
below ground. 
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5.2.1 Sources for desktop study 
The regressive analysis of maps and plans makes it possible to establish a relative 
sequence of changes in the landscape of each site. Maps consulted in this study dated 
not only from 1660-1730 but also from before and after this period. Maps used 
included all scales of Ordnance Survey map (from the mid 19th century onwards), 
tithe maps (available for most parishes from around 1840), county maps (though these 
are often of a scale too small to show details of gardens) and estate plans. 
The first Ordnance Survey maps were commissioned during the Scottish rebellion in 
1746, when a military survey of Scotland was needed 
(http: //www. ordnancesurvey. co. uk/oswebsite/aboutus/history/index. html). In the late 
18`h century, when there were fears of a French invasion, a survey of England's 
southern coasts was begun. The first one inch to a mile map, of Kent, was published 
in 1801 and within twenty years about a third of England and Wales had been mapped 
at this scale. Demands of the Tithe Commutation Act and of railway builders meant 
that a six inch series was produced from 1840, to cover those areas of England and 
Scotland not covered by the one inch maps. The need for more accurate mapping led 
to the use of six inch maps for mountain and moorland; 25 inch for rural areas; 
retention of the one inch map; and detailed plans, at as much as ten feet to the mile, 
for built-up areas. 
During the First World War, aerial photography started to be used to record survey 
information. Afterwards, in 1935, the retriangulation of the whole of Britain was 
carried out, leading to the production of up-to-date maps which used the National 
Grid reference system and a new scale of 1: 25 000. The 1: 50 000 scale series 
followed nearly 40 years later. 
Contemporary illustrations, especially bird's-eye views by Kip and Knyff and others, 
can help to confirm or clarify features on a map/plan. As already stated, they can, 
however, be inaccurate: exaggerating the size and intricacy of a parterre, for example, 
in order to flatter the owner; or even depicting features which were planned but never 
created. Whenever possible, therefore, the accuracy of illustrations should be tested 
by comparing them with other sources, particularly cartographic evidence. Kip and 
Knyff s views of Gloucestershire gardens are discussed further in Chapter Four. 
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For this thesis, information on specific designed landscapes was extracted from 
published and unpublished historic documents. Whilst documentary sources are 
usually patchy in what they record, due to the chance survival or loss of papers, when 
they do survive, they are often informative and sometimes detailed. Written accounts 
of gardens visited, by people who tend not to know the site intimately, often give a 
broad picture of their style, documenting the most striking features of the landscape. 
Letters, financial accounts, diaries and descriptions, often located in estate or public 
archives, tend to record more details, such as the reasons behind the creation of a 
feature, the exact number of trees planted in an avenue, and the cost of seeds from a 
supplier. As lain Soden points out, if an idea of the original planting is required, then 
documentary study is absolutely necessary (Soden, in Currie, 1996,149) as lists of 
what has been planted, and when, can often be found. As Carl Linneaus' Latin 
binomial classification was not adopted until the mid 18th century, however, the 
identification of listed plants can often be extremely difficult. 
Contemporary, published, gardening treatises which may have influenced the 
owner/designer have also been examined in this thesis, in an attempt to discover the 
reasons, including patriotism or simply the following of fashion, behind garden 
creation and tree planting. As Soden says, `archaeology may tell us the result, but it 
will not tell us the thinking behind the attempt.... Documents provide context and 
evidence of intent, trial and error, fancy and the mundane, the vision and the truly 
experimental' (Ibid, 152). 
Aerial photography for archaeology has been practised in the UK since the 1920s 
(Riley, 1996,56), when OGS Crawford flew over southern England, photographing 
archaeological sites, and regularly and systematically since World War II. Vertical 
and oblique aerial photographs dating from the 1940s onwards have given a useful 
overview of the sites examined. It is often easier to discern features in plan view on 
an aerial photograph than on the ground, e. g. slight earthworks; tree pits; or the line of 
an avenue which has since become invaded by woodland. In addition, it is possible to 
see buried features on an aerial photo, as crop or soil marks. A sequence of aerial 
photographs of one site can sometimes be used to give a relatively precise date for the 
creation or destruction of garden features, e. g. when an avenue is destroyed by the 
construction of a housing estate. 
5.2.2 Fieldwork 
Detailed measured surveys of the designed landscapes examined in this thesis were 
not carried out as most of the landscapes visited were too large to be surveyed in their 
entirety. In most cases it was found that the arboricultural features studied in the field 
were present on 25 inch to 1 mile OS maps dating from the late 19th and early 20th 
century and could simply be highlighted on them. Archaeological features not present 
on these maps could be surveyed using a tape measure and plotted onto the maps. 
Although geophysical techniques have been established as an archaeological tool 
since the late 1980s, there is some doubt about their usefulness in garden archaeology. 
Whilst geophysics can be used successfully to locate garden structures, such as walls, 
buildings and drains, it is less successful at locating garden features, such as beds, 
paths and planting holes. Indeed, the ICOMOS UK Guidelines for the use of 
Archaeology in Gardens, Parks and Estates (1998) identify the role of geophysics as 
allowing `investigation of buried structural elements... not normally detectable at the 
surface without physical intervention' (Locock, in Currie, 1996,54 and Cole et al, 
1997,29). 
The large area of the sites examined in this thesis made the use of geophysical 
prospection impractical. In addition, the archaeology under investigation in this thesis 
has tended to be mainly tree pits - non-structural features. Studies have shown that 
pits smaller than Im in diameter are unlikely to be located by geophysics as a single 
spike reading would be dismissed (Ibid, 54). Cole et al (1997) have located tree pits 
by magnetometry but, in this case, the pits were 2-3m in diameter. A resistivity 
survey was carried out in the former parterre area at Kings Weston during fieldwork 
for this thesis, but results were inconclusive. The presence of a high-resistance linear 
feature, probably a drain, prevented detention of more subtle, garden features. 
5.2.3 Tree dating 
In order to determine to which phase of the designed landscape's history surviving 
trees belonged, tree planting dates had to be calculated. This, however, is a very 
inexact procedure. Alan Mitchell's principle that one inch of girth equals one year's 
growth is only effective until the tree is fully grown3 and variations in soil conditions 
and exposure can mean that trees of a similar age, grown in the same area (even in the 
same avenue), can vary significantly in size and shape (Pigott, 1989,291). An exact 
planting date can only be obtained by counting annual rings, although even ring 
counts can be misleading as several annual rings sometimes fuse together to produce 
only one or two rings (Ibid, 300). Ring counting is sometimes possible when a clean 
stump remains after the felling of a tree but the number of years since felling will 
need to be known, if a planting date is to be calculated. Alternatively, a core could be 
taken but drilling is a time-consuming procedure which could potentially weaken the 
tree and should be avoided in large trees of historical or conservation significance 
(White, 1998,1). In addition, mature trees are often hollow, making ring counting 
impossible. 
The tree dating method used in this thesis was developed in 1998, for the Forestry 
Commission, by dendrologist John White. It dates trees by comparing their diameter 
at breast height (DBH, 5 feet from the ground) with that of trees of known age4. This 
method is probably the most accurate non-invasive dating procedure so far developed. 
It acknowledges that there may be differences in tree growth rate due to age, site and 
competition with other trees and allows for some additional data to be entered into 
calculations. Variations in these factors over the life of the tree, however, are almost 
impossible to accurately determine. White's method should not, therefore, always be 
relied upon and the exact planting dates it generates should be used only as a guide, to 
be backed up wherever possible with documentary evidence and on-site observations. 
In addition, White's method does not yet provide data for all garden species. When 
dating these, data for the species with the most similar growth rate were used instead. 
When a precise date of introduction of a species to Britain is known, this can be used 
to give a maximum possible age for a specimen of this species. 
3 Mitchell said girth increases 1"/year at a good location, 1.5" in average location and 2" in woodland - 
Mitchell, 1996,7; White, (1991), 1. 
° Data is taken from the Forestry Commission's National Tree Register, the Tree Register of the British 
Isles and English Nature's Veteran Trees Initiative. 
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White's full method for calculating age from DBH is shown in Appendix 1 but can be 
summarised as follows: 
Measure the circumference of the trunk at breast height. 
2 Convert girth (cm) to diameter by dividing by it. 
3 Use Table 1a to determine the age when optimum crown development 
occurred and the possible average annual ring width up to this point (by 
selecting the tree species and appropriate site category). 
4 Use Table 2 to calculate the core radius (age of optimum crown development x 
ring width), basal area of this central core of wood, and CAI (current annual 
increment of new wood) of the outer annual ring of the core. 
5 Calculate the basal area of the whole tree, using the equation given. 
6 Subtract the basal area of the core. 
7 Divide the remaining basal area by the mature state CAI to give the age of the 
outer section. 
8 Add the age of the core to the age of the outer section to obtain the total age of 
the tree. 
In order to accelerate the calculation process for the numerous trees surveyed during 
the course of this study, a computer programme was developed6 to automatically 
generate a tree age, using White's method, when species, site and circumference at 
breast height data were entered. 
Attempts were not made to measure the height of trees in order to determine age, as 
after middle age, height is not a realistic guide to age (White, 1998,2). In addition, 
the relationship between height and age is easily confused by artificial or natural 
topping, by the loss of branches and by stag-heading (Pigott, 1989,290). 
Past tree-management strategies can sometimes be detected. Coppicing, for example, 
is indicated by many similarly sized trunks growing from a coppice stool (a low 
stump). Pollarding - the removal of all branches, at the top of the trunk - causes a 
tree to branch at this point. Similarly, heading or topping - the removal of terminal 
5 It should be noted, however, that site conditions may have altered since the tree was young. 
growth, also leads to branching at the point of pruning. Bulges in the branches here 
show the points at which they were cut. Scars remain where side branches have been 
removed to create a clean, straight trunk. 
6 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 
In order to avoid using the potentially misleading terms `French', `Dutch', `Baroque' 
etc to describe gardens, the sites studied have been grouped by size, not style. Nor 
was the date of creation a suitable parameter for grouping gardens as, by their nature, 
gardens are subject to continual development and absolute dates for their creation 
cannot be applied. Later gardens have, however, been allocated a separate category as 
those studied were significantly different in style to pre-transitional examples. 
The present chapter summarises the development of the discipline of garden 
archaeology and introduces past work in the study of arboriculture in gardens. It 
states the aims of this thesis and describes the study area, historical period and the 
methods used in the field and in desktop research. 
Chapter 2 takes an art-historical approach, in that it investigates the advice given in 
popular contemporary French and British garden treatises, likely to have influenced 
the designers of landscapes examined in this thesis. It analysis the tree species 
mentioned by each author and notes which species are recommended for use in each 
garden feature. 
Chapter 3 follows this theoretical approach with an examination of the hard evidence 
(both documentary and in the field) for the ways in which trees were used, both for 
profit and ornament, in formal parks and gardens. It gives an overview of the trees 
which were available in Britain, either by natural colonisation or by artificial 
introduction, during the study period of 1660-1730 and looks at the late 17`x' century 
timber shortage, to combat which landowners were urged to plant trees in large 
numbers. The different ways in which trees were formally planted, e. g. avenues, 
6 By Alex Dowler, Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Bristol. 
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groves and rows, are defined and the species of tree commonly used for these 
purposes investigated. The supply of trees to estates, particularly from public and 
private nurseries, is examined. 
Kip and Knyff s early 18th century bird's-eye views provide a detailed and invaluable 
record of the formal gardens of West Country houses and the ways in which trees 
were used in them. In Chapter 4, the arboricultural information provided by 63 of 
these views is analysed and three are studied in detail and compared with map 
evidence to test their accuracy. 
In Chapter 5 the evolution of French and Dutch-style gardens is summarised and two 
relatively small Gloucestershire landscapes - Westbury Court and Flaxley Abbey 
(both less than 40ha) are examined. Desktop research shows how their formal 
gardens and parks would have looked in the early 18th century and fieldwork 
investigates what survives of these landscapes today, with particular emphasis on 
arboricultural features. The extensive landscapes of two further Gloucestershire seats 
- Dyrham (108ha) and Badminton (over 800ha) - are also examined in this way, in 
Chapter 6. Chapter 7 examines the landscapes of Kings Weston, Bristol, and 
Cirencester, Gloucestershire with particular emphasis no their transitional aspects. 
Chapter 8 summarises this thesis' findings on the tree use in post-Restoration parks 
and gardens. 
7 APPENDICES AND REFERENCING 
7.1 Appendices 
Four appendices contain the following supplementary information: 
1 Estimating the age of large and veteran trees in Britain, by John White, 1998. 
2 Major 16`h to 18`h century gardening treatises, particularly those relating to 
timber trees. 
3A list of the West Country sites depicted by Kip in Atkyns' The Ancient and 
Present State of Glostershire (1712) and by Kip and Knyff in Britannia 
Illustrata (1707). Information on modem names and locations is included. 
4 Tables of analysis of arboricultural features in Kip and Knyf 's engravings. 
7.2 Aerial photographs 
All aerial photographs were supplied by the NMRC at Swindon unless otherwise 
stated. The following information is given by each photograph: date taken; sortie 
number, e. g. OS/76153; library number, e. g. 9896 or accession number, e. g. NMR 
21204; and frame number (given when possible), e. g. 201. North is always to the top 
unless otherwise stated. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ARBORICULTURE IN LITERARY AND HISTORICAL SOURCES 
INTRODUCTION 
Garden-makers after the restoration are likely to have been influenced by a variety of 
factors including personal taste, local traditions, advice from friends and professionals 
and information in published treatises. Advice given and details of taste and tradition 
do not survive to be studied unless recorded in letters, diaries or illustrations and 
these, unless published, would have influence over a limited number of people and be 
unlikely, therefore, to set trends in garden style. Many published treatises, on the 
other hand, have survived to the present day and are known to have been influential in 
their time. Some were so popular that they ran to several editions and lists of 
subscribers show that many owners of country estates of all sizes must have read 
them. Treatises must have been the main source of information on how to create 
gardens and plant trees, in the style of English and European formal gardens. By 
studying their recommendations, one can see how arboricultural features such as 
groves and avenues would have looked in their heyday and how fashions changed 
over time. 
The major gardening treatises of the 16th to 18th centuries are listed in Appendix 2. 
Of these works, those examined in depth in this chapter are those which were most 
popular in their time (i. e. ran to more than one edition and/or were referenced by other 
authors) so are likely to have had some influence on garden-making from 1660 to 
1730. This chapter will take an art historical approach: discussing the ideas of each 
author and analysing their works, with respect to individual arboricultural features. 
The more influential writers, such as Evelyn, Cook and Switzer, will be discussed in 
more detail and assessment of their recommended tree species made. 
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2 PERIODS OF GARDEN STYLE AND WRITING 
2.1 Early Writers 
Major advances in printing after the Dissolution of the monasteries resulted in the 
wide dispersal of horticultural knowledge (Harding and Lambert, 1994,18). 
Numerous works were written on the design and planting of ornamental and 
productive gardens. Most 16th and early 17th century gardening books, such as 
Thomas Hill's The profitable arte of gardening (1563), Leonard Maschal's A Book of 
the Art and manner how to graff and Plant all sortes of Trees... (1572) and Gervase 
Markham's The English Husbandman (1613) gave practical advice on how to lay out 
and plant smaller gardens, but the emphasis was on fruit and vegetable growing and 
timber trees for gardens and parks were rarely mentioned. Orchards, however, were 
obviously extremely important. A wide range of fruit trees was available including 
apples, pears, cherries, 'filberds' (hazelnuts), red and white plums, damsons and 
`bulles' (Lawson, 1618,3) and sophisticated techniques such as grafting and training 
as espaliers were being used in their propagation. 
Some authors did suggest the creation of larger gardens in which the design and use 
(for recreation, relaxation etc) of the garden was as important as the plants grown in it. 
An example is William Lawson's A New Orchard and Garden (1618) which greatly 
influenced Jacobean gardens. Lawson advocated planting flowers amongst 
vegetables, and making knots and mounts in the orchard - thus combining the 
utilitarian and aesthetic aspects of the garden (Anthony, 1991,34). Few features 
involving forest trees were mentioned but Lawson did suggest making walks, which 
might have been flanked with trees, within the orchard: `large walks, broad and long, 
close and open, like the temple groves in Thessalie, raysed with gravell and sand, 
having seats and banks of camamile, all this delights the mind, and brings health to 
the body'. He also advocates exercise within the orchard: `it shall be a pleasure to 
have a bowling alley, or rather (which is more manly, and more healthful) a payre of 
buttes, to stretch your armes' (Lawson, 1618,57-8). In Paradisi in Sole Paradisus 
Terrestris (1629) John Parkinson, apothecary to James I, advocates the use of walks 
and avenues, saying `the fairer and larger your allies and walks be, the more grace 
your Garden shall have' (Johnson, 1982,83). 
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Early to mid 17th century references to timber or ornamental trees are relatively scarce 
but they do get the occasional mention. In A New Orchard and Garden, Lawson 
remarks on how long-lived timber trees are and in Paradisi John Parkinson mentions 
walnut, sweet chestnut (which he confuses with the horse chestnut: `just come from 
Turkey, and but little known'), bay, pine, fir, evergreen oak, cypress, arbutus, yew, 
box, larch, lime, savine, Christ's Thom, tamarisk, sycamore/bladder nut and sumach 
(Ibid, 92). 
An early treatise dealing solely with forest trees was Arthur Standish's 1613 pamphlet 
on New directions of experience... for increasing of timber and firewood. This, and 
his other pamphlets, including the 1611 The Common's Complaint, contained a 
detailed national tree-planting plan. New directions... was so highly approved by 
James I, presumably due to fears of a shortage of timber for the navy, that a second 
edition was issued in 1615 (John Nesbit, 1908, plxvi of introduction to 12`h volume of 
Sylva). 
Francis Bacon's essay Of Gardens, XL VI (1597) discouraged the creation of 
medieval-style knot gardens and laid down how a geometrical garden, based on those 
of the continent, should be planned: the garden should be less than 30 acres, divided 
into a4 acre green approach, 12 acre main garden and 6 acre wild garden. Alley- 
ways to each side should cover 4 acres and provide shade in summer. There should 
also be a mount, banqueting houses, fountains, bathing pools and flowers (Jellicoe et 
al, 1986,33). 
A typical garden already in existence by the Restoration might, therefore, have 
retained medieval and Tudor features such as knots, mounts and moats and would be 
more than likely to have an orchard, but might also have some characteristics of larger 
geometric gardens: tree-lined walks, green approaches and wild gardens for example. 
The design of these gardens may have been influenced by treatises such as those 
above but would also have been affected by local fashions and the tastes and needs of 
the owner. 
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2.2 Post-Restoration Treatises 
In the late 17th and early 18th century there was a huge increase in the publishing and 
purchase of treatises which described how to raise and plant trees in complex 
geometric layouts, following the example of the French (Couch, 1991,30). The 
influence of French gardens, which had started to show in some earlier 17`h century 
works, became more pronounced after the return of Charles II from exile in France. 
Some treatises, such as John Worlidge's Systema Horti-Culturae or The Art of 
Gardening (1677) continued to be partly influenced by Italian garden practice but the 
works of French royal gardeners such as Mollet (The Garden of Pleasure, 1670) and 
d'Argenville were increasingly being translated into English and adopted as the latest 
fashion. 
English gardening traditions still continued and fruit trees were still extremely 
important in the garden, as shown by works such as Ralph Austen's A treatise of fruit 
trees and The spiritual! use of an orchard (1653) and Leonard Meager's The new art 
of gardening (1707). Evelyn's 1684-5 replanting of his oval garden at Sayes Court, 
with fruit trees including 12 varieties of cherry and more than 21 of pear (Leith-Ross, 
2003,29) indicate the ongoing importance of fruit trees but forest trees, planted 
largely for ornament and partly for timber, were becoming more and more popular in 
the park and garden. 
John Evelyn was one of the first authors to write (in Sylva, 1664) almost exclusively 
about forest trees and their practical and ornamental uses, including the earliest 
English reference to trees in avenues (Couch, 1991,30). Many other writers followed 
his example. The most well-known and influential of these were Moses Cook in 
1676, London and Wise in 1706 (The Retir'd Gardner), John James in 1712 and 
Stephen Switzer in 1718. Their books, and others of the time, were much influenced 
by French authors - many, such as James' The theory and practice of gardening and 
Evelyn's The Compleat Gard'ner, l being direct translations from the French. 
Successive books also tended to draw much material from their predecessors, 
especially Sylva and Cook's The manner of raising, ordering and improving forrest- 
1 Translated from Jean de la Quintinie's original in 1693. Later abridged by London and Wise. 
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trees (1676), which became standard works, thus many tend to have a similar format 
and contain much the same information. 
The architect John James translated Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d'Argenville's 1709 
work La theorie et la practique dujardinage which had popularised the Le Notre 
school (of grand geometric gardens with parterres, fountains, bosquets and basins) in 
France (Jellicoe et al, 1986,142). The theory and practice of gardening (1712) 
became the standard work on the Le Notre style and was `perhaps the single most 
influential publication giving specific directions for laying out gardens' (Couch, 1992, 
179) giving, for example, practical advice such as how to lay out a bosquet: rows of 
elms, chestnuts etc, 3 feet apart in rows 6 feet apart `will, in time, form the head of the 
grove, if care be taken to trim their branches, and conduct them to their proper height' 
(Jacques and Van der Horst, 1988,158). Dezallier d'Argenville thought the `true size 
for a handsome garden' should be no more than 30-40 acres, and it should have steps 
down from the house to garden, a parterre nearest the house and an abundance of 
groves (James, 1712,2-18). 
London and Wise's The retir'd gard'ner, published in 1706, was a translation of 
Francis Gentil's Le jardiniere solitaire (1706). Like The theory and practice of 
gardening, it examined French garden design but, as Mowl remarks, both books were 
published `to pontificate over a style that had long been popular and was just about to 
become unfashionable' (Mowl, 2002,40). The second edition was published in six 
parts in 1717. Parts one and two are devoted to fruit trees, indicating their continuing 
importance, whilst only part six contains information on forest trees and their uses. 
John Worlidge's (a. k. a. JW Gent) Systema horti-culturae or The art of gardening was 
a popular treatise. First published in 1677, further editions were brought out in 1683 
and 1688. It was divided into three books dealing with: site, ornament, walks and 
arbours; trees and flowers; and kitchen gardens, food plants and soil. Worlidge 
discusses trees such as the cypress and bay for the `garden, avenue and grove' and 
advocates using `gilded' (variegated) trees such as holly, laurel, phillyrea and box in 
groves and walks. It seems that rare trees were seen as collectables at that time: 
Worlidge suggests that `for the rarity of it more than for its beauty may the famous 
cedar find a place in your garden' (Worlidge, 1982,77,80,88). 
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John Worlidge made no mention of parkland tree planting but after the Restoration 
other authors were beginning to treat this as their main subject. Moses Cook, a 
partner in the Brompton Park nursery, was an early specialist in forest trees and wrote 
The manner of raising, ordering and improving forest- trees: with directions how to 
plant, make and keep woods, walks, avenues, lawns, hedges... in 1675 while he was 
gardener at Cassiobury (Harvey, 1972, p10). The first two-thirds of the book deal 
with silviculture, while the rest concentrates on the design of walks, avenues and 
figures and the assessment of woods planted for profit: rules and tables showing how 
the ingenious planter may measure superficial figures, divide woods or land, and 
measure timber and other solid bodies, either by arithmetic or geometry.... John 
Evelyn referred to it as `that useful work of his: where in chapter the 38th ['Of making 
walks, avenues, or lawns'] he has laid down all that I can conceive necessary' (Evelyn 
1908 (reprint of 1708 edition), vol. 2,175). 
2.2.1 John Evelyn 
John Worlidge (1982,75) called John Evelyn (1620-1706) `our best arborist' and the 
garden designer and writer's work Sylva, or a Discourse of Forest Trees and the 
Propagation of Timber in his Majesty's Dominions (1664) was probably the most 
influential arboricultural treatise of the 17th century, remaining the standard work on 
the subject into the 19th century. In the preface to the second edition of 1670, Evelyn 
stated that the first impression had sold more than a thousand copies in less than two 
years - an unusually high number for that time (Couch, 1991,30). 
Sylva was commissioned by the Royal Society, of which Evelyn was one of the first 
members, as an encouragement to landowners to maintain the supply of timber, 
damaged during the Civil War, for the use of the Navy. Trees had come to be closely 
associated with the Royalist cause, after so many had been felled during the 
Commonwealth and Evelyn's frequent correspondence with his friend Samuel Pepys, 
the Naval administrator, must have kept him up to date with Naval issues. On 15th 
October 1662, Evelyn records in his diary, `I this day delivered my Discourse 
concerning Forest-trees to our Society upon occasion of certain Queries sent us by 
the Commissioners of his Majesties Navy' (Bowle, 1983,197). Evelyn believed that 
woods were in decline and `nothing less than an universal Plantation of all the sorts of 
Trees will supply, and well encounter the defect' (Rackham, 1996,92). 
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In 1641, Evelyn started a prolonged tour of Holland, Flanders, Italy, France and 
Germany, recording the state of the arts and gardening in these countries in his diary. 
Evelyn was impressed by the planting of long lines of lime trees in the streets and 
gardens of the Low Countries and Mowl (2000,36) believes that his four months 
spent here had far more impact on his future garden ideas than the subsequent time 
spent in Italy. After a short spell in the army during the Civil War, he spent much of 
his time during the Commonwealth at the French court of the exiled Charles II 
(Nesbit, 1908, ppxxi & xxx, 120' edition of Sylva). On his return from Europe he `cast 
about how I should employ the time which hangs on most young men's hands, to the 
best advantage'. Eventually he `set... upon planting of trees, and brought forth my 
Sylva, which book, infinitely beyond my expectation, ... has been the occasion of 
propagating many millions of timber-trees throughout this nation' (letter from Evelyn 
to the Countess of Sutherland, in Chambers, 1993,33). 
Evelyn had, however, been involved in silviculture long before Sylva came out. His 
diaries record his creation of the garden at Sayes Court, Deptford: in 1653 he began 
laying out the `Gardens, Walkes, Groves, Enclosures and Plantations there' (Bowle, 
1983,152). In the same year, four years after purchasing Warley Place in Essex, he 
`went to Warley to see my Woods' (Evelyn's diary, in Chambers, 1993,35). During 
his travels in Europe he visited many great gardens, remarking in the 1640s, for 
example, on `the delicious walkes planted with Lime-trees' at `Risewick' (Rijswijk), 
`a stately country house of the Prince of Oranges'; the plantations of tall trees, 
especially elm and mulberry, and the labyrinth of cypresses at the Tuileries; and the 
gardens, groves and fountains of Tivoli (Bowle, 1983,19,47,101). He also visited 
British gardens such as Hampton Court (in 1662): `the Park... now planted with 
sweete rows of lime-trees... The Cradle Walk of home-beame in the Garden'; Wilton; 
and his brother's seat at Wotton, where he gave advice on altering the gardens (Ibid., 
146,159,195). 
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After the publication of Sylva, Evelyn advised on the planting of royal woods: being a 
frequent visitor in Charles II's court he `loved to sun himself in the royal presence' 
and appears to have had quite a close relationship with the king (Nesbit, 1908, 
ppxxxvi & lxviii of 12th edition of Sylva). He also continued to give advice on laying 
out private plantations and ornamental gardens and was considered one of the leading 
authorities of the time. In 1671, at the Lord Chamberlain's house near Newmarket, 
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for example, `my Lord was pleasd to 
advise with me about the ordering his 
Plantations of Firs, Elmes, limes etc up his 
parke, and in all other places and Avenues; 
I perswaded him to bring his Park so neere, 
as to comprehend his house with in it, 
which he now resolved on; it being now 
neere a mile to it' (Bowle, 1983,238). 
Thus Evelyn aimed to bring the park or 
countryside into the garden 60 years before 
William Kent was credited with being the 
first to do so. He quoted Andre Mollet as 
saying `The middle Ally should go out of 
the Garden Walk, out of sight into the 
Park' and, at sites such as Lord Arlington's 
Fig. 2/1 Figure from Sylva, 1706, showing 
an ideal formal layout with a grand axial 
avenue. Each triangular quarter behind the 
house was to be planted with a different 
species of timber tree or with pasture or 
corn. 
Euston, he planted avenues on the east and 
west axes of the house, extending into the 
park (Chambers, 1993,36). 
Evelyn believed that no English writers 
before him had `taken any considerable pains how to Direct, and Encourage us in the 
Culture of Forest-Trees (the grand defect of this Nation) besides some small 
sprinklings to be met withal in Gervas Markham, old Tusser, and of Foreigners... ' 
(Evelyn, 1706, lxxxxiv). Although Evelyn's primary aim was to promote timber 
production, Sylva also included descriptions of the laying-out of walks and groves 
and, by the fourth edition of 1706, a plan of an ideal, regular layout suitable for the 
country seats of landowners (Couch, 1991,30) (see Fig. 2/1). Evelyn praises the 
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writing of Moses Cook, recognising that he too was `eager... to reconcile the use and 
beauty of trees' (Chambers, 1993,41), and summarises Cook's recommendations on 
the design and planting of walks (Evelyn, 1706,175). All Evelyns's advice on garden 
design, however, took up only one chapter of his book. He was more concerned with 
advising how to grow trees in woods and plantations and discussing the uses of each 
species for timber, medicine etc. Apart from the chapter on design, Evelyn makes 
only a few scattered comments on the applications of trees in gardens: growing beech 
as a screen to shelter oranges from the sun, for example (Ibid., 76). 
Sylva expanded with each edition but reached its final form in the fourth edition, of 
1706, including, for the first time, the book called Dendrologia: an historical account 
of the sacredness and use of standing groves, &c, which was a `philosophical and 
aesthetic justification' for the late 17th/early 18th century shift from contained 
traditional gardens to large estates in the French Grand Manner (Chambers, 1993,34). 
The fourth edition was a mixture of `woodmanship, horticulture, forestry and folklore, 
combining scientific experiment with popular mythology' (Rackham, 1990,92). It 
consisted of four books, including chapters on: soil and seeds; tree nurseries and 
transplanting; more than 45 genera of native and exotic trees; the uses and infirmities 
of trees and their timber; pruning, felling, coppicing; laws on tree preservation; 
planting for ornament; and `the sacredness and use of standing groves'. Whole 
chapters were devoted to native trees such as oak, elm, beech and ash. Many exotics 
were also mentioned, including olive, plane, cedar, cypress, cork oak and thuja. 
Evelyn had a great interest in exotic trees: in 1681, he wrote to William London in 
Barbados of his longstanding curiosity about `your culture of trees and plants'; and in 
1699 he highlighted a list of trees from Maryland, some of which were not introduced 
widely in the UK until the early 18th century, in his copy of a published letter 
(Chambers, 1993,36-7). He grew exotics himself at Sayes Court: in his diary he 
mentions how a severe frost in 1684 had affected his oranges, myrtles, laurels and 
cypresses (Bowle, 1983,310). 
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In Sylva, Evelyn gave detailed information on the form, uses and propagation of each 
species. He also suggested the most appropriate location, in the garden and park, for 
each species, including: 
In wood-pasture Oak (which Evelyn says is absolutely necessary in naval 
architecture) 
For hedges Elm, beech, hornbeam. 'alaternus'. holly. hawthorn. 
cypress. yew 
on exposed sites Beech, hornbeam 
In the park Sweet chestnut, oak 
In the distant part Sycamore, black poplar 
of the park 
In avenues and walks Elm, horse chestnut, walnut, lime, poplar and 
abeal/white poplar (where wet), plane, acacia, 
laurel/cherry bay, pines and firs 
For topiary and bed-edging Swedish juniper, privet. Dutch box 
In the formal garden 
2.2.2 Moses Cook 
Cypress, yew, phillyrea. 
Moses Cook was the head gardener to Sir Arthur Capel, Earl of Essex at Cassiobury 
and Iladham, both in Hertfordshire (Harvey, 1972,10). From c. 1669 he helped Capel 
to create a formal but productive forest garden at Cassiobury (Fig. 2/2). Capel's 
royalist father had been executed in 1648 for his part in the Civil War and this may 
have encouraged Capel to create a garden dominated by trees - which were closely 
associated with the Royalist cause (Chambers, 1993,37-8). Evelyn was an admirer of 
Cook's work at Cassiobury, writing The Gardens are... very rare, & cannot he 
otherwise, having so skillfull an Artist to governe them as Mr Cooke' (Jellicoe et al, 
1986,96). In 1681 Cook left Cassiobury to be a founding partner of the Brampton 
Park nursery, retiring in 1689. 
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Fig. 2/2 View of Cassiobury 
by Kip and Knyff. early 
1700s (Brilunniu llluslruta, in 
Chambers, 1993,39). 
Cook wrote The manner of raising, ordering and improving tbrest tree, in 1675 
(published 1676) whilst at Cassiobury. He dedicated it to Capel, who appears to have 
been personally involved in arboriculture at Cassiobury: Cook writes that Capel had 
him raise thousands of trees from seed and that your excellency knows full well how 
to prune young trees' (Cook, preface dated 1675. in 1717 edition, vi) - Capel had, for 
example, pruned lime trees himself, at Hadham (Chambers, 1993,41). Cook 
mentions that he has read Evelyn's Sylva and Parkinson. Gerard, Bacon and the 
Curate of Henonville's books on gardening but does not say to what extent he has 
been influenced by them (Ibid., x-xi). 
Chapters 1-9 of The manner ofraising... deal with the propagation of forest trees 
(from seed, by layering, from cuttings and by grafting), what soil is best for trees; and 
how to water them. Chapters 10-29 are concerned with the raising and ordering' of 
30 different species of tree, only nine of which are evergreens. Information is given 
on how to raise seedlings, transplant, prune, and care for each species. Like Evelyn, 
Cook describes in what situation each should be planted and what products they 
provide - timber, fuel, charcoal, fibre etc. Chapters 30-35 are concerned with the 
planting and care of trees in forests and orchards and Chapters 36-37 describe how to 
measure the height of trees the better to judge the worth of them" (Cook, 1717,161) 
and how to fell woods and coppices. 
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As in Sylva, only one chapter, 38, is dedicated to non profit-making arboriculture but 
this 17 page-long chapter, `Of making walks, avenues and lawns', contains much 
detailed information on laying out decorative arboricultural features. In later editions 
of Sylva, Evelyn praises `that useful work of his', particularly `chapter the 38`h [in 
which] he has laid down all that I can conceive necessary' (Evelyn, 1706, vol. 2,175). 
Cook does indeed give instructions on every stage in the creation of avenues and 
walks, from how to mark out a straight path through woodland, preferred depths for 
tree holes, to how long and wide avenues in various positions on the estate should be. 
He describes layouts for terminating avenues and the various means of joining one 
avenue to another, using circles (sometimes with a tree in the centre), semi-circles, 
ovals, triangles etc. The rest of the book also contains occasional aesthetic 
observations, though profit is never forgotten. When making hedges, for example, 
`There are and may be made many sorts of Hedges of one particular sort of Wood 
alone, some for Ornament only, some for Ornament and Profit, and some for 
Ornament, Profit and a Fence' (Chambers, 1993,42). 
2.2.3 London and Wise 
George London (d. 1714) and Henry Wise (1653-1738) were nurserymen and garden 
designers rather than writers of garden treatises but they became the best-known 
designers of French-style geometric gardens `to suit with Versailles', at sites such as 
Hampton Court, Blenheim, Chatsworth, Castle Howard and Longleat. Their fame and 
ideas diffused throughout Britain by word of mouth rather than in printed form: 
London travelled about the country, giving advice on planting and his satisfied 
customers spread the word on their designs. Their apprentice, Stephen Switzer, who 
later worked with Wise and Vanbrugh at Blenheim, wrote down much of London's 
theory and practice in The Nobleman, Gentleman and Gardener's Recreation (1715) 
(Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,30) but London and Wise's own two gardening 
books were simply translations of the works of French gardeners. The Compleat 
Gard'ner had originally been translated in 1693 by John Evelyn from Jean de la 
Quintinie's French original and was abridged by London and Wise in 1699.2 The 
Retir'd Gardner, published by London and Wise in 1706, was a translation of Francis 
Gentil's Le Jardinier Solitaire (The Solitary or Carthusian Gardner). 
2 Chambers believes that London may have been co-translator with Evelyn in 1693 (Chambers, 1993, 
44). 
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London had spent some time in France, where he met John Rose (later Charles II's 
gardener), to whom he was apprenticed. In 1681 he was one of the founding partners 
of the Brompton Park nursery, the first garden design commission of which was 
Longleat, c. 1685. Three years later Henry Wise became joint partner with London 
and by 1700 it had been decided that Wise (later gardener to Queen Anne) would 
work mainly on the royal parks whilst London dealt with the rest of the country. 
Many of the trees for their designs came from their own nursery. Evelyn, a great 
admirer, wrote that they `understand what best to plant the humble boscage [bosquet], 
wilderness or taller groves with' and that `I not only acknowledge my self particularly 
oblig'd; but the whole nation for what they have contributed to the sweetest, useful, 
and most innocent diversions of life, gardens and plantations' (Couch, 1991,14). In 
an advert for their Compleat Gardner, Evelyn continued to promote them, saying 
`they have a numerous Collection of the best Designs, and I perceive are able of 
themselves to Draw, and contrive others' (Chambers, 1993,205). In The Retir'd 
Gard'ner many designs are described, including the star, the patte d'oie, grove and 
labyrinth. 
2.2.4 John James 
The architect John James (1672-1746) was one-time clerk of works at Greenwich and 
master carpenter in the building of St Paul's Cathedral. He was part of a society of 19 
gardeners which had produced a `Catalogus Plantarum or Catalogue of Trees, Shrubs, 
etc for sale in the gardens near London'. James retired to his home county of 
Hampshire in 1723 and built himself a house and garden to his own design (the 
garden following d'Argenville's principles) at Warbrook, Eversley (Bilikowski, 1983, 
15). James is also said to have inspired John Aislabie in laying out the formal water- 
gardens of Studley Royal, North Yorkshire (Jellicoe et al, 1986,292). He is most 
well known, however, for producing The theory and practice ofgardening3 (1712)- 
the only translation of Dezallier d'Argenville's La theorie etpractique dujardinage 
(1709). 
3 Full title: The theory and practice of gardening: wherein is fully handled all that relates to Fine 
Gardens, commonly called Pleasure-Gardens, as parterres, groves, bowling-greens, &c. Containing 
diverse plans, and general dispositions of gardens; new designs ofparterres, groves, grass plots, 
mazes, banqueting rooms... 
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D'Argenville appears to claim that his was a fairly original work and that although he 
had read Latin, Italian, French and Spanish authors, their works `tho' good in 
[themselves, had] however, been of no great service to me in this case'. French 
garden books had surprisingly little influence on him and he considered their ideas 
dated: `we have but two or three authors that have spoke of fine gardens, and they 
have done no more than lightly touch'd upon them; besides that the designs they give 
at the End of their Books are of very mean gusto, and such as are now quite out of 
use' (James, 1717,2). La theorie etpractique dujardinage became a classic on 
French formal gardens and ran to 11 editions, in three languages (Jellicoe et al, 1986, 
142). James' translation became the standard work in England on gardens of the 
French grand manner. 
That the translation must have been eagerly anticipated is indicated by the list of 
subscribers to the first edition. This ran to four pages of gentlemen, lords and dukes, 
including Joseph Addison, the garden writer Sir Thomas Hamner and the Duke of 
Devonshire. Several West Country landowners were listed, including Simon Harcourt 
Esq (Henbury), Edward Southwell Esq (Kings Weston), Allen Lord Bathurst 
(Cirencester) and the Duke of Beaufort (Badminton). 
The theory and practice of gardening contains Ii chapters. Seven are concerned with 
garden location, design, physical attributes of the site (soil, water etc) and raising 
plants. Four chapters deal with non-arboricultural formal features: parterres and 
borders; bowling greens and turf; terraces and stairs; and water features. Five 
chapters are devoted solely to arboriculture - an indication of its importance in this 
type of garden. These chapters deal with nurseries; walks, counter-walks and 
palisades; woods and groves; porticos, bowers and cabinets etc; and trees for pleasure 
gardens. James mentions 29 species of tree (cf. Cook's 30 species), six of them 
evergreen. Like Evelyn and Cook, he mentions their uses and suggests where they 
should be planted. The book also includes around 50 detailed illustrations of designs 
suitable for gardens of various sizes and geometric walks and cabinets that can be 
incorporated into woods. 
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2.3 18th Century Transitional Writers 
As early as 1685,4 the statesman and gardener William Temple had described 
Chinese landscape design in his essay The garden of Epicurus: `Beauty shall be 
great and strike the Eye, but without any order or disposition of parts, that-shall be 
commonly or easily observ'd. ... We have 
hardly any Notion of this sort of 
Beauty, yet they [the Chinese] have a particular Word to express it; and where 
they find it hit their Eye at first sight, they say the Sharawadgi is fine or 
admirable' (Jellicoe et al, 1986,513). Thus, with this explanation of Sharawadgi, 
Temple was the first to describe informal garden landscapes, in contrast to the 
geometric gardens of his time. The truly informal style of the landscape park was 
not to come into fashion until c1730 and would not reach the height of its 
popularity till around 1750 but a transitional style, which brought informal 
elements such as irregularly-shaped lakes and winding paths into the grand 
manner landscape, did start to appear in the early 18th century. Woodland within 
parks reached the height of its popularity from the 1710s-30s (Jacques, 1999,205) 
and forest gardens became fashionable. 
The garden designer Stephen Switzer had been apprenticed with George London 
at Brompton Park in the 1690s then worked with Henry Wise and Vanbrugh at 
Blenheim, before setting up as a seedsman in 1724 (Brogden and Goode, in 
Jellicoe et al, 1986,545). In The Nobleman, Gentleman and Gardener's 
Recreation, volume one of lchnographia Rustica (1718), Stephen Switzer 
proposed that the gardens of country houses no longer be separated, by walls and 
by design, from the park and farmland. The whole estate was to be subject to a 
uniform design, with one or two great axial lines connecting all areas in the grand 
manner: `that noble Taste with which gardens in France and other countries 
abound' (Switzer, 1718, vol 1, x-xi). Switzer wished to mix `the useful and 
profitable parts of gardening with the pleasurable in the interior parts of my 
designs, and paddocks, obscure enclosures, &c in the outward: my designs are 
thereby vastly enlarged, and both profit and pleasure may be said to be agreeably 
mixed together' (Ibid., xvii). 
4 Though it was not published until 1692. 
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Switzer admired the grand manner gardens of the continent but despised the 
`crimping, diminutive, and wretched Performances' that were the Englishman's 
attempt at recreating this style. He saw the 'Clipt Plants, Flowers, and other trifling 
Decorations' in these gardens as a waste of time and money only fit for small urban 
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Fig. 2/3 Plan of a forest or rural garden, from 
Switzer's Ichnographia Rustica, 1718, vol. 3. 
an axis were the key features in 
Switzer's 'forest or rural garden' 
but watercourses and curving 
paths started to introduce an 
element of informality, as can be 
seen in Fig. 2/3. The winding 
paths within woodland replaced 
the formal maze of earlier 
gardens, adding an air of mystery 
and suspense to the garden 
(Coote. in Jellicoe et al. 1985, 
604). With the adoption of the 
new style, Switzer hoped English 
gardens would 'excel the so- 
much-boasted gardens of France, 
and make that great nation give 
way to the superior beauties of 
our gardens, as their late prince 
has to the invincible force of the 
British Arms' (Switzer, 1718, vol. 
1.273). 
Switzer greatly approves of Cook's book (Jacques, 1999.203) and also refers 
several times to `Mr. Evelyn'. Whilst he tends to agree with his suggestions in 
Sylva, he believes that in some areas, such as raising trees in nurseries, Evelyn's 
method `was not so plain and proper for instruction, as that which I have 
followed' and `we have now much better methods of raising trees than they had 
then, at least they are more universally known; (the rules there deliver'd, being 
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chiefly extracted out of the ancient writings of Pliny Columella, &c)' (Switzer, 
1718, vol. 1, xiii, 264). 
Switzer had worked with the garden designer Charles Bridgeman at Brompton 
Park and may have encouraged him to adopt his transitional style of gardening. 
By 1715 Bridgeman had become the leading professional of the transitional 
period, using the ha-ha, rather than walls, to allow gardens and estate to be drawn 
together. Fig. 2/4 shows that his design for Stowe used many of Switzer's devices 
- formal parterres around the house and straight, axial avenues combined with 
curving walks through woodland. 
Bridgeman was royal gardener to George 
II from 1728-38, succeeding Henry Wise 
(Willis, in Jellicoe et al, 1986,72). 
Fig. 2/4 Rigaud and Baron's plan of 
Bridgeman's Stowe, 1733-4, published 
1739. 
The landscape gardener and architect Batty 
Langley also supported the transitional 
garden but although he considered the best 
books on this subject to be those by Switzer 
and James' translation of The Theory and 
Practice of Gardening, he thought that `even 
those are far short of that great beauty which 
gardens ought to consist of (Langley, 1728, 
iii). His New Principles of Gardening or the 
laying out and planting parterres, groves, 
wildernesses, labyrinths, avenues &c. After 
a more Grand and Rural manner, than has 
been done before was published in 1728. 
Designs from it bear a resemblance to those 
of Switzer and Bridgeman but he makes even greater use of elaborate networks of 
avenues to connect the house and park, and winding, almost labyrinthine paths within 
the wooded park. Ruins and statues play a great role as eye-catchers at the end of 
walks. 
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Designs fron Langley's New Principles of 
Gardening, 1728. 
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Left Fig. 2/7 
Design for woodland 
gardens adjacent to 
house. 
Some practical gardening books of this time, however, showed a reaction against the 
forest or rural garden. In 1718, for example, John Lawrence, a Northamptonshire 
clergyman, brought out Gardening Improv'd which contained The Clergy-man's 
Recreation, The Gentleman's Recreation and, by one Charles Evelyn, The Lady's 
Recreation. Where Switzer had reacted against the fussy details of formal gardens, in 
The Gentleman's Recreation Lawrence speaks out against vast designed estates, 
attacking Switzer's ideas (in italics) in particular: 
`What some modern authors mean by putting gentlemen upon Grand Designs, 
and vilifying all others as crimping, diminutive and wretched performances, I 
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Left Fig. 2/5 'Part of a Park... after a more 
Grand Manner than has been done before'. 
Below Fig. 2/6 `Views of ruins after the old 
Roman manner for the termination of walks, 
avenues &c. 
could never understand. I believe it will be found that nothing hath more 
tended to the ruin of brave estates, then these prolated gardens, as they call 
them, and a fond affectation of imitating a vain people in what they call La 
Grand Manier. ... 
If gardens are only to be valued for their largeness, there 
will be no end of multiplying the number of acres, will gentlemen have got to 
the end of their estates: so that I cannot but think, there must be a great defect 
in the contrivance, if a very beautiful and magnificent garden of pleasure and 
profit too, be not formed out of a very few acres' (Lawrence, The clergy- 
man's recreation, 1717,36-37). 
Although he disagreed with the designs of the transitional gardeners, Lawrence 
was as passionate as they were about the propagation of trees, saying `we must by 
no means forget, as soon as possible, to begin to raise nurseries of all sorts of 
trees, which will be growing up to exercise our art and skill, and supply all our 
future wants, which also will still answer our purpose of pleasure and profit'. He 
describes in detail how to lay out separate nurseries for different forms of tree 
`quite close to the house to ensure that they are not forgotten or neglected' (Ibid., 
29). 
3 TREATMENT OF ARBORICULTURAL FEATURES IN 
GARDEN TREATISES 
3.1 Reasons to plant 
There is an overwhelming impression that the writers of the better-known British 
arboricultural treatises were urging landowners to plant trees for profit more than for 
any other reason. In Sylva John Evelyn gives ten pages of instances in which 
landowners made huge profits from planting trees then selling either the young trees 
or the timber and wood from mature trees. He even recommends planting trees as 
soon as children are born, to provide a dowry for them when they are married 
(Evelyn, 1706,182-92). He states repeatedly how much more money can be made by 
preserving or creating a plantation, rather than turning land over to arable, reminding 
landowners of how quickly they can make their money in this way: `And who would 
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not preserve timber, when within so few years the price is almost quadrupl'd? ' (Ibid., 
165). 
Moses Cook's interest in measuring timber and taking `the height of trees several 
ways, the better to judge the worth of them, &c' suggests that planting for economic 
reasons was also important to him (Cook, 1717,161). John Lawrence agrees, saying 
of oak: `Be sure observe not to cut the heads of any trees design'd for timber', but he 
also mentions the aesthetic benefits of planting: `... now to larger plantations, such as 
avenues to your house, walks in your parks or meadows, wildernesses, &c... Works 
of this nature are too often neglected or forgotten, tho' they are not only attended with 
a great deal of pleasure, but are exceeding profitable' (Lawrence, 1717,138). Evelyn 
is also aware of the ornamental properties of trees but, like Lawrence, mentions profit 
at the same time: `And what... can be more delightful, than for noble persons, to 
adorn their mansions and demesnes with trees of venerable shade, and profitable 
timber? ' (Evelyn, 1706,174). 
Evelyn makes a strong link between trees and national pride, saying `our forests are 
undoubtedly the greatest magazines of the wealth and glory of this nation; and our 
oaks the truest oracles of its perpetuity and happiness, as being the only support of 
that navigation which makes us fear'd abroad, and flourish at home... ' (Ibid., 157). 
He encourages the preservation of existing timber trees, saying that an act of 
parliament is required to save them from `the ax of the neighbourhood' (Ibid., 165) 
and tries to flatter landowners into planting more trees for the future, assuring them 
that `Trees and vegetables have perpetuated some names longer, and better than a 
pedigree of numerous off-spring... and it were a pledge of a noble mind, to oblige the 
future age by our particular industry, and by a long lasting train, with the living work 
of our own hands' (Ibid., 183). 
Another important reason for planting after the Restoration, especially to loyal 
Royalist Evelyn, was to repair the damage done to Royal and Royalist woods and 
trees `by the Cromwellian rebels'. Trees in parks had been `the spoil of the late 
usurpers and sequesters' (Ibid., 169) and Evelyn urged landowners to `arise then and 
plant, and not give it over till we have repaired the havock our barbarous enemies 
have made' (Ibid., 171-2). John James does not list any such political grounds for 
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planting but this is not surprising as The theory and practice of gardening was 
originally a French treatise. His reasons for planting are mainly aesthetic: `... all that 
is most noble and agreeable in a garden, namely woods and groves; for no garden 
without these can be accounted handsome, since they make the greatest ornament 
thereof (James, 1712,47) but later on he mentions the uses of timber and wood so 
obviously has the practical uses of trees in mind too. In general, writers only start 
discussing the aesthetic aspects of tree planting when describing individual species 
and the ways in which they can be planted in the garden and park. 
The transitional writers also had aesthetic and economic motives for tree-planting. 
Switzer uses woods as locations for the improvement of the mind: `I preserve some 
private walks and cabinets of retirement, some select places of recess for reading and 
contemplation, where the mind may privately exult and breathe out those seraphick 
thoughts and strains, by which man is known and distinguished as an intellectual 
being' (Switzer, 1718, vol l., xxxvi). He also, however, advocates planting woods 
and coppices not only because he considers them `much more rural and beautiful in 
country-seats than new fine gard'ning' but also because they are five times cheaper to 
plant than `the set wildernesses and groves' (Ibid., xxxvi, 272). Profit from timber 
also appears to be important: Switzer advises the reader that `Lime, altho' we find it 
the only furniture of all our country seats, is, in my opinion, one of the worst trees a 
man can plant, in hopes of ever receiving future profit by it' (Ibid., 331). 
3.2 Where to plant 
Trees could be planted purely for economic gain in woods, coppices and plantations 
but, if sited in country estates, could be admired for their beauty as well as exploited 
for profit. Evelyn writes: `How goodly a sight were it, if most of the demesnes of our 
countrey gentlemen were crown'd and incircl'd with such stately rows of limes, firs, 
elms, and other ample, shady and venerable trees as adorn New-Hall in Essex... with 
what has been planted of later years by the illustrious Marquess of Worcester; the 
most accomplish'd Earl of Essex... ' (Evelyn, 1706,166). 
John James mainly discusses tree planting within the garden or in woods adjacent to it 
(James, 1712,16) but Evelyn suggests that `gentlemen may not only lawfully plant 
trees upon their own demesnes but in commons also, and open fields, in spacious 
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rows, or otherwise; provided they set them so far from other mens grounds, as that 
their boughs hang not over them... or... so as not to hinder the plough' (Evelyn, 1706, 
181). 
A large section of volume one of Ichnographia Rustica is devoted to planting trees in 
the open park but Switzer also agrees with Evelyn that planting should not be limited 
to the park and garden: `since... the pleasures of a country life cann't possibly be 
contained within the narrow limits of the greatest garden; woods, fields and distant 
inclosures should have the care of the industrious and laborious planter' (Switzer, 
1718, vol. 1, xxxv). 
3.3 Preferred species 
The treatises examined in depth in this chapter tend to mention 20 to 40 species or 
varieties of tree each. Sylva is the exception, mentioning one hundred 
species/varieties and Evelyn adventurously suggested that landowners should try out 
all kinds of seeds to see which were most suited to their grounds (Evelyn, 1706,130). 
The descriptions of each species in these treatises suggest, however, that relatively 
few of them were considered appropriate for ornamental planting. Little-admired 
trees for ornament included birch, which produced poor timber (Cook, 1717,103) and 
was `good for little but shade' (James, 1717,143); ash - `the meanest of all these 
trees' (Ibid. ) (though Lawrence [1717,143] thought it attractive for walks); and the 
willows (including sallow, withy and osier), which were planted for their usefulness 
rather than their appearance. 
Trees were divided into evergreens and timber trees. The former were usually 
considered most suitable for the garden, the latter for the park, though sometimes 
there were overlaps. In the pleasure grounds, small evergreens, which could be 
clipped into standards, pyramids etc, were very popular. These included phillyrea, of 
the olive family, ('so easily managed with the shears, that it is esteemed one of the 
most pleasant Plants that nature yeilds' [Worlidge, 1677,74]), box, holly, laurel, bay 
and yew ('one of the most ornamental Trees you can desire' [Ibid., 75]). Some 
conifers were also popular. One cannot be sure which species were used as they are 
referred to simply as `fin', `pine', `cypress' and `juniper', of which several varieties 
were available in Britain by the late 17`h century. Others, such as 'Larsh' and 
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`Thuya'/`arbor vitae' are easier to interpret - as European larch and Thuja occidentalis 
- as these were the only species belonging to those genera that had been introduced by 
that time. 
Many of these evergreen broadleaf and coniferous trees were recommended for lining 
walks and for formal arrangements in parterres. Charles Evelyn, for example, 
believed that fir `deserves a place in your gardens; especially being planted at the 
corners, or in the center of your squares, or grass plots, or in direct lines at a little 
distance from your walks' (Evelyn, 1717,132). Cypress was a favourite conifer for 
the garden. Lawrence and Worlidge agree that it is the `most uniform, straightest, and 
most slender of any other [of the winter greens]' - these attributes make it `the most 
beautiful and most celebrated Tree', suitable for planting as a standard or clipped into 
a hedge (Worlidge, 1677,70-2). London and Wise prefer it topiarised, at the edge of 
alleys (London and Wise, 1717,392). 
Newly-introduced and rare plants were very popular, such as the cedar - `regarded for 
the rarity of it, not for its beauty' (Evelyn, 1717,131) and the horse chestnut, being 
`very lately made English, being brought... from Constantinople' (Worlidge, 1677, 
87). Variegated or `gilded' plants were popular, `for what can be more pleasant than 
to have Groves or Walks... apparently with Gilded party-colour Garments... 
emulating the two royal Metals that by the Gilders hand adorn the palaces of Princes' 
(Ibid., 80). These included holly, laurel and unusual plants such as a variegated 
variety of elder, appearing `to the Eye most beautiful and rare... no small curiosity' 
(Ibid., 84). 
The upright and tapering qualities so admired in the cypress seem also to have been 
valued in ornamental deciduous timber trees. Of these tapering trees, the lime seems 
to have been the most popular. There is some confusion amongst treatise writers as to 
which species were available after the Restoration. Most are aware of the native 
small-leaved lime (Tilia cordata) which Evelyn is probably referring to here: `our 
own woods do in some places spontaneously produce them, and though of somewhat 
a smaller leaf, yet altogether as good, [they are] apt to be civiliz'd, and made more 
florid' (Evelyn, 1706,122) but the common lime (Tilia europaea), with which Evelyn 
was comparing it, is generally preferred. James calls this the `Dutch lime', which has 
large leaves and is easily propagated from layers (James, 1712,141). Cook knows it 
as `the broad-leaved lime... from Holland' (Cook, 1717,93). Evelyn refers to male 
and female limes, which have slightly different characteristics but Cook believes that 
the different sexes do not exist. 
All agree that `for [the lime's] conick or pyramidal Form it exceeds most Trees' 
(Cook, 1717,199) and that the sweetness of its flowers, its straight trunk, smooth bark 
and its ability to cast shade makes it `one of those that are most sought after for - 
planting alleys and groves' (James, 1712,141) and Worlidge notes that `The many 
large Avenues planted of them in most places, sufficiently demonstrate their beauty, 
shade and flavour' (Worlidge, 1677,87). Surprisingly, London and Wise do not 
mention the use of limes in avenues but instead suggest they be used in groves, 
palisades and bowers (London and Wise, 1717,412). Switzer recommends them for 
walks (Switzer, 1718, vol 1., 225) and Cook `to bound in your lawn, because it is a 
tree that will grow well on any soil, having but care to plant it as it should be, beside 
the fine shape all the trees will naturally grow in; for they will seem as tho they were 
cut, provided they are not set too thick, for then one hinders the shape of another' 
(Cook, 1717,199). 
Another tapering tree which was almost as warmly recommended was the elm: 
presumably the native wych elm (Ulmus glabra) and, introduced by the Iron Age, the 
English elm (U. procera) and smooth-leaved elm (U carpinifolia). Evelyn refers to 
four or five sorts, including the `Mountain/vulgar' elm, with a smaller, less jagged 
leaf, and the `Vernacula/French' elm (possibly the smooth-leaved elm), which was 
`more florid, glabrous and smooth' with thicker leaves (Evelyn, 1706,62). James 
called the elm `one of the finest trees that grow' (James, 1712,140) and Cook 
admired its green leaves, great height and straightness (Cook, 1717,199). James, 
Lawrence, London and Wise and Switzer agree on its worth for flanking avenues - 
Charles Evelyn (1717,142) goes as far as to say that `The elm makes the most 
magnificent avenues and walks of any tree' - though James points out that its 
invasive, suckering roots could be a problem in gardens (James, 1712,140). Cook 
prefers to plant them thickly around the edge of a lawn (Cook, 1717,199) and London 
and Wise recommend that tufted elms be planted in groves (London and Wise, 1717, 
403). Switzer also uses `Dutch', wych and English elms as espaliers for bounding 
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borders, walks, avenues and as a wind-break. He names several other species which 
can be espaliered, including lime, abele, pine, beech and oak (Switzer, 1718, vol. 2, 
225). 
Beech was another tree admired for its height and uprightness and James remarks that 
it `grows very beautiful, and one of the straightest that are' (James, 1712,142). Cook 
also recommends it for bordering a lawn and Charles Evelyn (1717,144) suggests 
that, though they are more frequent in woods than in `walks or visto's', they can be 
used to `furnish stately walks at some distance from your house, as in your park or 
grounds, contiguous to your gardens, where they make an agreeable variety. ' 
Of the spreading broadleaved timber trees, the horse chestnut (the sweet chestnut was 
recommended for its fruit and timber but was not popular in avenues), the plane and 
the white poplar, or abeal, were frequently commended. In 1664, Evelyn wrote `I 
wish we did more universally propagate the horse-chesnut' which was `now all the 
mode for the avenues to their countrey palaces in France', suggesting that it was quite 
rare in England at that time. It continued to be recommended and Worlidge said of it: 
`for the beauty of its Leaves in the Spring, and the complete form of its Bole, [it] is 
not unworthy of a place amongst the best of Trees for Shade, and Ornament' 
(Worlidge, 1677,87). James was equally flattering, calling it `one of the most 
agreeable trees to sight that can be' but recommended it only for walks (James, 1712, 
142). Charles Evelyn agreed that the horse chestnut was ideal for walks in the garden 
or park, in the latter of which they would `make a most beautiful solitary walk, being 
permitted to rise to their full growth', but he also suggested that they could be kept 
small by clipping (Evelyn, 1717,133-4). 
Evelyn maintained that `abele' was the Dutch name for `a finer kind of white poplar' 
which was shipped from Holland but the white poplar was in fact brought to England 
very soon after the last ice age. He recommends it, and other poplars, `for walks and 
avenues about grounds which are situated low, and near the water, till coming to be 
very old, they are apt to grow knurry, and out of proportion'. Evelyn says that the 
quick growth of white poplars (they mature in 18-20 years) is useful in giving an 
impression of antiquity to new houses (Evelyn, 1706,131-3). Cook remarks that Lord 
Essex had two abeles from Holland but, unlike Evelyn, says they are best used in 
woods (Cook, 1717,106). 
Oak is almost in a separate class to the rest of the timber trees. It is rarely 
recommended for ornamental planting in gardens or avenues but is probably the most 
written-about tree in post-Restoration treatises. It seems that the oak was the most 
highly esteemed tree and was considered the most useful. This is suggested by that 
fact that it is usually described before other species and all aspects of its character, 
propagation, planting and uses are discussed. James calls it the `king of trees' (James, 
1712,140) and Evelyn, who writes 30 pages on the oak, encourages the `planting of, 
the large spreading oak above all that species' (Evelyn, 1706,163). The importance 
of the oak appears to be due to its superior timber which Evelyn calls `the most 
universally useful and strong', as well as hard and long-lasting. He names dozens of 
uses for its timber and wood, including wheel-spokes, firewood, charcoal; its bark - 
tanning and dyeing; its ashes - `bucking' linen and curing `the roapishness of wine'; 
and its roots - knife handles, tobacco boxes, mathematical instruments etc. He even 
speculates that Jesus' cross could have been made of oak. Above all, however, 
Evelyn wishes to make clear `How absolutely necessary the oak is above all the trees 
of the forest in naval-architecture' (Ibid., 52-5). 
By the time Sylva was written in 1664, four species of oak were available in Britain: 
the native Quercus petraea (sessile oak) and Q. robur (common oak) and the 
imported evergreens - Q. ilex (evergreen or holm oak) and Q. suber (cork oak). 
Evelyn, however, complains that "Tis pity that the several kinds of oak are so rarely 
known amongst us, that wherever they meet with quercus, they take it promiscuously 
for our common oak... ' which he calls Q. robur or sylvestris. He describes another 
species, `Q. urbana' (presumably Q. petraea) as more erect and better for timber and 
says that it keeps its yellow, withered leaves all winter (Evelyn, 1706,32-3). Cook 
refers to the four oaks mentioned by Evelyn but says he `shall not trouble you with the 
several kinds there be' (Cook, 1717,47). Cook tends to give few personal opinions 
on the merits of different tree species but he supplies four pages of information on 
`Raising and improving oaks', suggesting that this genus is particularly important to 
him. 
3.4 Obtaining trees 
Vast numbers of trees were required to plant the woods, park and gardens of even a 
modest estate. Many of these were bought from commercial nurseries, to be 
discussed further in chapter three. Switzer suggests that young stock should be 
bought as `a more speedy method for advancing the growth of plantation' - `for there 
being several nursery-men about London that raise abundance of these plants... 'tis 
easie to procure them, and that at the expence of about 20 or 5 and 20 shillings a 
thousand; a price very cheap, for the trouble those persons must be at that raise them' 
(Switzer, 1718, vol. 1,217). Evelyn, however, warned against buying trees: `A 
timber-tree is a merchant-adventurer, you shall never know what he is worth till he be 
dead' (Evelyn, 1706,51) and most of the other treatises examined barely mention the 
purchase of trees, recommending instead that estates have their own nurseries, in 
which thousands of trees can be grown from seed, cuttings or by layering. 
3.5 The nursery 
Evelyn dedicates a whole chapter to `The seminary and transplanting'. He and other 
post-Restoration authors tend to recommend the propagation of trees in a private 
nursery to supply `all the naked quarters of a lordship, or demesnes' (Ibid., 12) as the 
trees would be of better quality than those transplanted from a wood. Cook states that 
`one ash-tree raised in a nursery is worth five taken out of a wood; for there you shall 
have them grow taper and strong'. From nursery-raised seedlings one could have 
`great hopes of a stately timber-tree' but from a tree taken from a wood one could 
expect at best a good pollard as it would have to be pruned hard to compensate for a 
lack of roots (Cook, 1717,3). James agrees, saying that hornbeam and maple from 
woods are not worth transplanting. He adds that another advantage of a nursery is the 
ease with which dead trees can be replaced (James, 1712,151&177). 
The economic advantages of growing one's own trees are not mentioned as much as 
might be expected though Lawrence does urge that'... we must by no means forget, as 
soon as possible, to begin to raise nurseries of all sorts of trees, which will be growing 
up to exercise our art and skill, and supply all our future wants, which also will still 
answer our purpose of pleasure and profit' (Lawrence, 1717,29). 
Authors do not seem to agree on where the nursery should be sited. James remarks 
that nurseries are `ordinarily set in by-places, as at the end of a park' but that they 
could be made more agreeable to the eye (James, 1717,177), whilst Lawrence 
suggests that they should be quite close to the house to ensure that they are not 
forgotten or neglected (Lawrence, 1717,29). Evelyn simply requires `some fit place 
of ground, well fenced, respecting the south-east, rather than the full south, and well 
protected from the north and west' and does not comment on the visual impact of a 
nursery (Evelyn, 1706,13). 
Few descriptions of ideal nurseries are given, though Lawrence does suggest that the 
nursery should consist of several triangles of trees within an irregular figure and that 
separate nurseries should be made for tall standards (such as apples, oaks, sycamores 
and limes), dwarfs (peaches, plums etc) and evergreens (Lawrence, 1717,29). 
Switzer describes a nursery containing many thousands of trees raised from seed and 
by layering, planted in several beds, `all ready to plant-out and dispose in the open 
nursery, in order to be train'd up for the last and most proper End, (viz. ) the planting- 
out in the several parts of the grand design'. He states that the `open nursery' or 
plantation as: a fenced-in area of 6-8 acres; quartered by direct and cross walks `as 
may a little add to the Beauty, as well as be for the conveniency of carting in and out 
all that is wanting, as dung, &c'; the quarters should be trenched and compost added 
and a different species planted in each (Switzer, 1718, vol. 1,230 & 231). 
All authors agree that timber trees should be raised from seed, cuttings/avulsion or 
layering (also known as laying or arcuation [Ibid., 224]), rather than being 
transplanted, and extremely detailed directions are given on how to collect, store and 
sow seeds of various species and how and when to transplant and prune the resulting 
saplings. Generally, seeds are sown in rills and, after two years, are replanted at least 
one foot apart. After a further two years they are again transplanted, either to another 
part of the nursery or to their final positions. 
Advice on pruning saplings varies. Evelyn suggests cutting off the top of the tree one 
inch from the ground and, one year later, topping it again, half a foot from the ground. 
After this the top should be left to grow but the branches should be pruned. Evelyn 
claims that this process `does not only greatly establish your plants by diverting the 
sap to the roots; but likewise frees them from the injury and concussions of the winds, 
and makes them produce handsome, straight shoots, infinitely preferable to such as 
are abandon'd to nature, and accident, without this discipline'. He says that trees like 
chestnut and ash produce poles `which you may reduce to standards at pleasure' 
whilst oaks treated in this way become `excellent timber' (Evelyn, 1706,17). This 
seems to contradict his advice later in Sylva to not cut off the `heads' or over prune 
trees grown for timber. He says that even trees grown only for shade, fuel or mast 
should have only their tops and unhealthy branches removed (Ibid., 1706,49). 
3.6 Woods and groves 
Areas of trees tended to be referred to as woods, forests, coppices or groves. The 
terms `wilderness' and `bosquet' were less common at that time, the latter being 
simply the French term for a grove and the former also seeming to often fall under the 
category of grove. Woods and coppices were planted more for profit than ornament 
in the geometric designed landscape so will not be discussed in detail here. Post- 
Restoration treatises did, however, give a great deal of information on managing 
woodland, describing which species could be grown, how trees should be cared for, 
when they should be felled and how much profit could be made. This illustrates again 
how important it was to gain an income from arboriculture. 
James suggested that woods should be simply sown with seeds and fruit placed at 3 ft 
intervals (James, 1712,160) whilst other authors thought that saplings should be 
planted. Any sickly trees should be felled to allow others to flourish and, for good 
timber, standard oaks should be left for up to 40 years, although enough should be 
felled to allow the understorey to thrive (Evelyn, 1706,165). Woods planted for 
profit were generally encouraged to `obey the natural site' rather than having a 
geometric form but their interiors could be modified to fit with the formal fashion 
(Ibid., 163). Evelyn urged planters to consult Kip's engravings to see how square, 
oblong, regular or irregular woods could be adapted using avenues and vistas (Ibid., 
176-7) and James believed that `You should always observe to make something noble 
in the middle of a wood' (James, 1712,49). To encourage this, he provided several 
figures of `Designs of Woods of Forrest Trees' which showed how geometric 
compartments, or cabinets, often incorporating a lawn or fountain, could be created 
within a wood (see Figs. 2/9-10). Although the rest of the wood was designed to 
make money, rather than to be aesthetically pleasing. Evelyn reminds planters of the 
great and masculine beauty which a wild quincunx. as it were. of such trees 
[preferably oaks] would present to your eye' (Evelyn. 1706.16' ). 
. At, Designs from James' The Theory and Practice of 
Gardening, 1717. 
Left Fig. 2'8 'A great wood of forrest trees cut into a 
single star with cabinets'. 
Below Fig. 2'9 -Designs of groves of a middle height' 
Being largely concerned, however, with large-scale commercial planting in parks and 
woods, Evelyn and Cook give very little information on the design of smaller groves 
and wildernesses. Evelyn barely mentions groves. whilst Cook only refers to them 
when describing some tree, e. g. box or bay, that he considers suitable in 'green groves 
and wildernesses' (Cook, 1717,119). James, on the other hand. is more interested in 
design and believes that woods and groves are 'all that is most noble and agreeable in 
a garden' and no garden without these can be accounted handsome' (James. 1712, 
48). lie divides woods into six categories: 'Forests, or great woods of high trees'; 
`coppice-woods'; 'groves of a middle height. with tall palisades'; 'open groves in 
compartiments'; 'groves planted in quincunce or squares'. and 'woods of evergreens' 
Their features are summarised in table 1, below. The woods of the first category. 
'wild and rural' forests as at St. Germain, Senlis etc, should cover several acres and 
consist of tall, close trees with `tufted heads'. The woods should have no walks or 
palisades (hedges) and should be cut only by ridings. radiating from a star in the 
middle of the wood. Coppices should be of a similar form to forests but he felled 
every nine years. 
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Table 2/1 James' terms for types of woodland, from 
The theory and practice of gardening, 1712. 
James' categories of Features Comparative terms 
wood, 1712 and other references 
Forests, or great woods of Tall, close trees with tufted 
tall trees heads. Covering several 
acres and cut by ridings 
radiating from a star. 
Coppice woods Similar to forests, but 
felled every 9 years. 
Groves of a middle height, Thickets, cut by walks, `Wilderness', Timothy 
with tall palisades (a. k. a. with palisades to screen Nourse, 1700, London and 
hois Marmanteaux) the tree trunks. May Wise, 1717 (using low, 
contain cabinets. rather than high, palisades) 
Open groves in Cut by walks with low 
compartiments (a. k. a. palisades. Grass or low, 
hosquets pares) flowering shrubs between 
trees, instead of 
understorey. Open views 
across sections. 
Groves planted in No palisades and no Grove 'planted in 
quincunce or squares understorey beneath trees. quincunce or squares', 
Unimpeded views across London and Wise, 1706, a 
sections. 'wild quincunx', Evelyn, 
1664 
Woods of evergreens 
In gardens. James states that groves of a middle height, or hois Marmanleoux, `are 
truly the groves of delight and delicacy' (Ibid., 50) and they were indeed the most 
frequently planted type of grove (Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,158). The trees, a 
mixture of elms, chestnuts etc, planted 3 ft apart in rows 6 ft apart, should he a 
maximum of 30-40 ft high and gravelled paths between them should he edged with 
straight palisades or lattice work, which would screen the tree trunks. The tops ol'the 
trees would be trimmed to form a level top to the grove and the base of the grove 
would be thickened with shrubs. At the centre of these groves, geometric cabinets 
should be made. These could contain fountains, arbours or even bowling greens. 
London and Wise give advice on planting a similar grove, of regular or irregular form. 
Theirs has low, rather than high, hornbeam palisades, over which the tops of little 
wild trees would be visible, resembling a low copse. Tall trees would grow out of the 
hedges at equal distances (Ibid. ). London and Wise state that groves such as these are 
not suitable for everyone but are only proper for spacious gardens, belonging to men 
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of the highest quality, for 'tis a very great expence to keep them up' (London & Wise, 
1717,96). 
Fi,. 2 10 A meeting point of 
several walks ý%ithin a grove of 
middle height at Bramham 
Park, Yorkshire. Low hedges 
ý, k ith trees growing out of them, 
as described by London and 
W1 ise. have been used to edge 
the pith,. (Dutton. 1 U50.64). 
Palisades, as used in groves of a middle height, obviously played an important role in 
the garden and James provides much detail on their planting and maintenance. He 
describes them as usually being of a great length and height. At the most, they could 
be two thirds the height of the walk. They should be kept at this height by shearing 
their top and sides, using tall double ladders and 'rolling carriages'. In order to 
resemble a great, green wall, palisades should be slim with smooth and even sides, 
filled up from the bottom. They could be made more ornate by cutting arches into 
them or trimming them into fans or curtains (Cook, 1717,41 & 46-7). 
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Left Fig. 2/11 Palisades at Hartwell House. Buckinghamshire, Balthasar Nebot. 1738. Note tufting of 
tops. Right Fig. 2/12 Design for a hornbeam palisade with arches, from The Retir'd Gard'ner, 
London and Wise, 1717,394. 
James' third category of woods, groves of a middle height, were also sometimes 
known as wildernesses. Timothy Nourse for example, in Campania Foelix (1700), 
wrote that a wilderness should be `natural-artificial, as to deceive us into a belief of a 
real wilderness or thicket'. The quarters should be planted with different kinds of 
trees and shrubs and furnished with `all the varieties of nature' (Jacques & Van der 
Horst, 1988,159). 
James' fourth category, `open groves in compartiments', or bosquets pares5, allowed 
strollers on different paths to see each other as the centre of each quarter contained no 
trees or thicket of shrubs. The quarters could contain yews and flowering shrubs but 
were usually laid to grass and bounded by rolled walks of limes or horse chestnuts, 
with palisades low enough to see over. 
Groves planted in a quincunx or square consisted of several evenly-spaced rows of 
trees standing on rolled earth or turf. There should be no underwood or palisades, 
allowing a completely open view. London and Wise's version was again very similar: 
a grove `planted in quincunce or squares' which is `neither inclosed with borders of 
hornbeam, without, nor tufted within, but consists only of trees with high stems, such 
as elms, or horse chestnut trees, &c planted at right angles' or `at the cinque-points of 
a die'. For their shade-giving properties, London and Wise preferred to use elms 
planted 15 ft apart for this type of grove (The Retir'd Gardner, 1706, in Jacques and 
Van der Horst, 1988,157). 
The sixth category, `woods of evergreens', was considered by James to be `the finest 
of all due to continued verdure' (James, 1712,49-51). Worlidge agreed, asking `what 
could be more pleasant' than the `golden grove' of variegated evergreens (Worlidge, 
1677,80-1). 
In spite of his assertion that `Groves make the chief of a garden, and are a great 
ornament to all the other parts; so that one can never plant too many of them', James 
reminds the planter that the view should not be `shut up with groves, unless they be 
planted in a quincunx, or opened with low hedge-rows, which hinder not the eye from 
5 Pare translates as arrayed or adorned. 
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piercing through the trees, and discovering the beauties of the prospect on every side'. 
If the view is not pleasing, however, palisades and groves can be used to conceal it 
(James, 1712,18). 
Switzer agrees with James that trees should not be planted too closely and is as 
passionate that, in the transitional garden, woods and groves are still `the greatest of 
all the natural embellishments of our country-seats' Switzer, 1718, vol. 2,196). He 
advises that one should `endeavour to follow and improve the advantages of nature, 
and not to strain her beyond her due bounds' when planting woods for walking near 
the house but still advocates the use of a regular scheme for a large wood in an open 
park and even says that James' designs for cabinets could be used (Ibid., 197,199 
200). Switzer advises on suitable species for woodland planting: `there cann't be too 
many limes, witch and Dutch elms, Platanus, &c. since these will not only very much 
enoble the nature of the wood, but will also by their shooting faster away... give 
present succour from the winds to the tender seedling' (Ibid., vol. 1,269). 
3.7 Avenues, rides and walks 
Avenues, walks, rides and allies are simply different styles of straight, tree-lined 
routeway and can be laid out, joined and planted in very similar ways. `Avenue' can 
be used as a broad term for the other three but tends to refer to the main path to the 
house or to a route across open ground, such as a park. It is generally wide enough to 
accommodate a carriage. An alley/allee or walk is usually narrower and tends to be 
found within the garden. A ride/riding usually runs through woodland and is used by 
those on horseback, particularly during a hunt. Confusingly, these terms seemed to be 
interchangeable in the late 17th/early 18th century and it can be difficult to determine 
to which feature a writer is referring. 
Cook and Evelyn, who had only briefly mentioned groves in their treatises, are much 
more expansive on the subject of avenues, which are also ornamental features. 
Perhaps this is because, as Lawrence reminds us, `works of this nature... are not only 
attended with a great deal of pleasure, but are exceeding profitable' (Lawrence, 1717, 
137). Cook dedicates a whole chapter to `making walks, avenues, or lawns' and 
Evelyn, in his chapter `containing some encouragements and proposals for the 
planting and improvement of his Majesty's forests, and other amoemities for shade 
and ornament', commends the creation of `ridings for exercise, health, and prospect' 
and would `here presume to furnish some further directions, were it not already done 
to my hand by the often cited Mr Cooke, in that useful work of his... ' (Evelyn, 1706, 
175). 
Writers advocated the use of various kinds of avenue all over the estate. All agreed 
that the principal, and widest, avenue should lead to the front of the house and could 
continue on the other side of the house. Another could pass through the other axis of 
the house. Others should lead to specific features. As Cook put it, `most walks that 
are made abroad, either terminate, or end, or lead to the front of a house, or door, or 
garden-gate, or other gate, high-way, or wood &c. ' (Cook, 1717,183). Switzer 
warned readers not to bring avenues too close to the house, `by which means we very 
often lose the beauty of a very noble lawn' (Switzer, 1718, vol. 2,204). Walks could 
be used to separate different sections of the formal gardens and to provide an axial 
path. The garden wall at the end of a walk could be pierced with grills (clairvoyees) 
or openings with ditches at their foot, to continue the view (James, 1712,19). 
At the head of the formal garden, furthest from the house, James suggests that a patte 
d'oie of `great walks' should lead into the park (James, 1712,19). Cook also 
suggested avenues or rows could be used within the park, to edge lawns (formal, often 
rectangular plains of at least 30-40 acres). He thought trees such as lime, oak, elm, 
beech or chestnut appropriate for this purpose and suggested that avenues also break 
out from the corners of the lawn and from the middle of the edge opposite the house 
(Cook, 1717,198-200). Avenues were central to Switzer's transitional gardens and he 
states that `these kinds of rural gardens shall be laid open to the extensive avenues all 
round, in an open and unaffected manner' (Switzer, 1718, vol. 1,273). 
Avenues could also be used to break up areas of woodland. James thought that groves 
should be pierced with alleys as much as possible (James, 1717,48) and provides 
several designs for walks or rides through groves and larger woods. Switzer also used 
long, straight rides and walks for hunting or riding in the park or forest but he thought 
something else was needed for pedestrians: `for though a few of these walks are 
absolutely necessary, in respect to the grandeur and general beauty of a situation, as 
the middle and side walk, and a very few diagonals, yet it is an unpardonable fault... 
to have scarce any thing in a whole design, but carries open walks; so that... one shall 
scarce find any private or natural turn in the whole' (Switzer, 1718, vol. 2,197). 
Where two or more avenues met or crossed, a number of different intersections could 
be employed. London and Wise (1717,395) recommend the patte d'oie, saying 
`when a man understands this compartment well, 'tis a very fine ornament to a 
garden'. Cook's preference is for walks to meet or terminate at a circle of trees (or an 
oval, triangle, semi-circle or square, where a circle would be inappropriate) (see Fig. 
2/16). To facilitate this, he suggests a square arrangement of trees in their rows, 
rather than a triangle/quincunx, as the two or four trees in the two or four rows of a 
single or double avenue will all end together (Cook, 1717,186). The circle used 
should be at least three times the width of the walk and the trees in the circle should 
be planted at a similar distance to those in the rows. Cook suggests planting `a fine 
tree in the center of all circles' and also in the centre of the avenue at every junction - 
roughly every quarter of a mile (Ibid., 186-194). 
Designs from The Retir'd 
Gard 'ner, London and Wise. 
1717. 
Left Fig. 2/13 A goose foot 
or patze d'oie, p395- 
D= middle of goose foot 
C= rolled walk 
Right Fig. 2/14 A star, p394 
B= `grass-plots that adorn it' 
C= 'the walks that divide 
them and are kept rolled' 
D= 'representation of those 
which are in the other parts 0' 
the garden, consisting of trey 
and green-plots' 
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FYI . ý, 
Fig. 2/15 Cook's illustrations of 
the geometry for terminating 
walks from The manner of 
Jý _77 raising, ordering and improving 




Evelyn agrees with `Mr. Cooke' that walks should terminate in `some capacious or 
pretty figure' but adds that the circle with a star of walks radiating from it [is] 
likewise exceeding pleasant' and mentions several places, including Longleat and 
Badminton, where this device has been used (Evelyn, 1706,175-6). London and 
Wise and James also admire the star but James also commends the direct cross, St. 
Andrew's cross and the patte d'oie and, as secondary paths in woodland, lists the 
parallel walk, the cross-walk, the strait-walk, the winding or circular walk, the walk 
returned square and the diagonal or thwart-walk' (James, 1717,41 & 49). 
James and Cook give, by far, the most detailed information on avenue dimensions and 
tree planting distances. Evelyn gives a few general tips, such as advising that avenue 
trees are not planted too close together in an attempt to gain `speedy shade and 
ornament' (Evelyn, 1706,177), but largely agrees with Cook in these matters and 
quotes extensively from The manner of raising.... 
James refers to walks as close/shady or open; and single or double. Close avenues are 
narrow to allow trees or palisades to meet at the top and provide cool shade. Open 
walks can be alleys of small trees, such as yew, within the garden or walks of taller 
trees or palisades, kept open at the top by clipping (Cook, 1717,40). Single walks 
consist of two rows of trees or palisades, whilst double walks have four rows, creating 
three parallel walks, the outer of which were known as counter-walks. James (1717, 
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41) suggests that the two outer rows should be edged with palisades. Cook suggests 
that double avenues be used if shade is required - the counter-walk being narrow and 
not, therefore, allowing much sunlight in. 
The width of an avenue is largely proportional to its length: the longer the avenue, the 
wider it should be. Writers proposed the following proportions for single walks: 
Table 2/2 Recommended avenue width, compared to length 
Author and date of Length of avenue (ft) Width of avenue (ft) 
treatise 
Cook, 1676 2641 (0.5 miles) 40+ 
>2641 50-60 or breadth of house 




Langley, 1728 Long 40,50 or 60 
For double avenues, James thought the width should be doubled. Half the total width 
should be taken by the middle walk, the other half divided in two for the counter 
walks. A width of at least 3 ft should be allowed per person and the avenue should 
never be less than 6 ft wide (James, 1717,42). Alleys in distant groves would not 
need to be so wide if not on the main axis, though middle walks passing through 
cabinets in woodland should be wider than usual, e. g. 18 ft where a normal walk 
would be 12 ft (Ibid., 19). 
The guidelines of Batty Langley, writing in 1728, and Cook are less strict but tally 
loosely with James'. Langley recommends a width of 40,50 or 60 feet for long 
avenues planted in elm, lime or beech (Langley, 1728, A sure method of improving 
estates, 120, in Couch, 1992,187) whilst Cook states that if a walk was half a mile 
long (805m), it should be at least 40 ft wide. If longer, it should be wider (50-60 ft, or 
the breadth of the house front). For double avenues, the middle walk should be 40 ft 
wide and the counter walks 20 ft each. For a middle walk of 50 ft, the counter walks 
should be 25 ft each, and so on - again this agrees with James' proportions. For the 
principal double avenue leading to the house, however, the width could be greater (up 
to the entire width of the main facade) as one should not `mask a fine front, nor veil 
L 
and pleasant Prospect (as too many do) by making the walks too narrow' (Cook, 
1712,186). James agrees that the principal walks should be wider, and more open, 
than the rest (James, 1717,41). 
Planting distance between trees in their rows depends largely on the length, width and 
location of the avenue (the longer the avenue, the greater the spacing), the species 
used and the desired final form of the tree. Different treatises suggest quite varied 
distances. Cook, for example, states that for a fine-shaped tree, limes should be 
planted 2 rods (33 ft) apart but for a shady walk, any smaller distance would do 
(Cook, 1712,98). Evelyn suggests that trees that `grow best in consort, as the elm, 
ash, limetree, sycamore, firr, pine &c. ' and `such trees as are apt to spread, than 
mount (as the oak, beech, wall-nut, &c. ) be dispos'd at wider intervals, than the other' 
(Evelyn, 1706,21-2). He uses distances of 18-20 ft between limes (or 25 ft in `rich 
ground'), 16-18 ft for elms, 10-30 ft for sweet chestnuts and 40-50 ft for walnuts. He 
also instructs that `If trees that affect cold and moist grounds, be planted in hot and 
dry places, then set them at closer order; but trees which love dry and thirsty grounds, 
at farther distance' (Couch, 1992,187). For walks within a grove, London and Wise 
advise 15 ft for elm and 18 ft for horse chestnut (Ibid., 188). James, however, simply 
says that in walks of elm, lime or chestnut, trees should be planted 12 ft apart (James, 
1717,156). Switzer is even more vague: he suggests that the spacing should relate to 
the width of the avenue by a factor of two or three. In elm walks on a terrace, for 
example, the walk should be 20 ft wide and the trees 30 ft apart (Switzer, 1718, in 
Couch, 1992,188). He states that in almost all avenues created in the last 18-20 years 
(before 1718), the trees have been planted too close together. To remedy this, he 
suggests that alternate trees in each row should be removed (Switzer, 1718, vol. 2, 
207). 
Avenues were usually planted with just one species. As can be seen from the 
recommendations for planting distance, lime, elm, sweet and horse chestnut, beech 
and walnut were popular for use in avenues. Lime was without doubt the most 
popular avenue tree. Evelyn wrote of it: `They may be planted as big as ones leg; 
their heads topp'd at about 6 or 8 foot bole; thus it will become (of all other) the most 
proper, and beautiful for walks, as producing an upright body, smooth and even bark, 
ample leaf, sweet blossom, the delight of bees, and a goodly shade' (Evelyn, 1706, 
122). 
Limes and other avenue trees could be trimmed, to open up views between them. 
Langley recommended pruning trees up to 20 ft high, whilst London and Wise 
suggested only 15-16 ft. Trees which were severely trimmed, leaving only the 
branches near the top, were known as `tufted' (Couch, 1992,193). Trees could also 
be pruned to produce a more pleasing or symmetrical shape. Evelyn, for example, 
writes of limes: `take of the prepondering branches with discretion, and so you may 
correct any other tree, and redress its obliquity' (Evelyn, 1706,122). However 
Evelyn also liked some avenue trees to be hardly pruned at all, allowing the 
`intermingling [of] their reverend tresses' (Evelyn, 1670,142). 
3.8 Analysis of recommended species 
In order to establish which species were recommended by the writers of the main 
post-Restoration treatises, the following were analysed: 
Evelyn, 1706 (first edition 1664) Sylva 
Worlidge, 1677, Systema horti-culturae: or, the art of gardening 
London and Wise, 1717 (first edition 1706), The retir'd gard'ner 
James, 1712, The theory and practice of gardening 
Cook, 1717, The manner of raising, ordering and improving forest trees 
Switzer, 1718, Ichnographia rustica 
Lawrence, 1717/1718, Gardening improv'd (including The Lady's Recreation, by 
Charles Evelyn) 
Jacques and Van der Horst, 1988, The Gardens of William and Mary was also 
consulted for information on Switzer and London and Wise. 
Two tables were compiled and summarised. The first lists all tree species mentioned 
by each author. The second lists those species which authors felt suitable for planting 
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Table 2/4 Summary of table 2/3 














Evelyn 29 70 10 15 10 15 49 100 
Cook 18 28 4 4 4 7 26 39 
Worlidge 6 6 9 11 6 6 21 23 
James 18 24 1 1 5 5 24 30 
Lawrence/ 
C Evelyn 
17 20 6 6 7 7 29 33 
Switzer 17 26 1 1 4 4 22 31 
Table 2/5 Total numbers of tree genera and species/varieties mentioned in table 2/3 
Deciduous Evergreen Conifers TOTALS 
broadleaves broadleaves 
Number of enera 30 10 9 49 
Number of 84 17 17 118 
species/varieties 
Table 2/6 Number of tree species known to have been available in Britain, 1664- 
1717 (see table of tree introductions, Chapter 3) 
Number of species 
available in 







1664 57 4 13 74 
1676 58 4 13 75 
1677 58 4 13 75 
1712-18 61 4 14 79 
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Table 2/8 Summary of table 2/7 (species recommended for specific locations) 
Location Species recommended Total number 
of species 
Deciduous Evergreen recommended 
er location 
Avenues/ English elm, common lime, broad- Pine, fir, spruce, 21 
walks leafed lime, sweet chestnut, walnut, laurel, holm oak 
mulberry, white poplar, plane, horse 
chestnut, sycamore, acacia, beech, 
hornbeam, aspen, ash, poplar 
Rows Elm, lime, beech, walnut, chestnut, Pine, fir, yew 10 
black cherry, oak 
Woods Oak, hornbeam, ash, black poplar, Holly, fir, 17 
sweet chestnut, sycamore, birch, white spruce 
poplar, beech, field maple, wych elm, 
Dutch elm, plane, lime 
Coppices Oak, hazel, (sweet? ) chestnut, 5 
sycamore, hornbeam 
Wilderness- Ash, plane, English elm, common Box, bay, laurel, 21 
es/groves lime, hawthorn, chestnut, robinia, holly, Norway 
hornbeam, field maple, alder, beech, spruce, 
white poplar, white willow, wych elm pyracantha, 
phillyrea, 
Gardens Phillyrea, 12 
juniper, cypress, 
box, yew, holly, 




Parks Oak, hornbeam, sweet chestnut, lime Yew 4 
Hedges/ Beech, hawthorn, hornbeam, Cypress, 26 
palisades sycamore, field maple, sweet chestnut, phillyrea, yew, 
common lime, wych elm, alder, privet, holly, laurel, 
apple, blackthorn, common pear, pyracantha, box, 
English elm, Dutch elm, wych elm Scots pine, 
Swedish 'unier 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The majority of gardening treatises were written by those with an active and 
professional interest in design and/or gardening. All of the authors studied in this 
chapter, for example, were either recreational or professional gardeners and/or garden 
designers (Evelyn, Switzer, Cook, London and Wise); architects (James); nurserymen 
(London, Wise, Cook and Switzer); or agriculturalists (Worlidge). The publication of 
gardening treatises could, therefore, help their careers by increasing public awareness 
of fashions and design possibilities and generating commissioned work and/or orders 
for trees. It was, therefore, in the interests of authors to highlight new fashions in 
garden design, which would give rise to lucrative commissions for alterations to the 
gardens of the fashion conscious. 
Many authors quoted from older garden treatises, and re-used large sections of 
information from them. As so much material was recycled, most books ended up with 
a similar format and content. Evelyn's Sylva became the most influential work - 
Nisbet states in the preface to the 1908 reprint of the fourth edition that `There can be 
no doubt that John Evelyn, both during his own lifetime and throughout the two 
centuries which have elapsed since his death in 1706, has exerted more individual 
influence, through his charming Sylva... than can be ascribed to any other individual' 
(Nisbet, in Evelyn, 1908, lxv) - but Cook and James' books were also much referred 
to. Translations of French works were popular, as English gardeners tried to emulate 
baroque gardens. 
Lists of subscribers published within the treatises suggest that their main market was 
owners of country estates. Evelyn, for example, addressed himself `to our better- 
natured Countrymen' and `all Persons who are Owners of Land', urging them to 
preserve and repair damaged woods (Evelyn, 1706, lxxviii). Although the destruction 
of woodland during the civil war and Commonwealth prompted Evelyn to urge 
landowners to plant trees, other authors, such as Standish (in the 161 Os) had 
encouraged large-scale tree planting well before this. 
Subscriber lists, when available, can tell us who bought the treatises but it is much 
more difficult, and outside the scope of this thesis, to ascertain if the buyers actually 
used them when laying out or updating their own gardens. The following chapters of 
this thesis will indicate the extent to which landowners were trying to follow fashions 
in garden design but, in order to determine the degree to which they were influenced 
by individual treatises, it would be useful to examine the books themselves, to check 
for any highlighted passages or annotation, and to locate any references to them, 
perhaps in letters or diaries. The only references we tend to see fairly regularly are 
those in published treatises, such as Evelyn's comments on Cook's work, and vice 
versa. 
Although the plates and descriptions within the treatises studied show changes in 
garden design from 1660 to 1730, e. g. the merging of the gardens with the park and 
the introduction of sinuous paths, most of the individual elements of the design 
remain the same: avenues, groves, wildernesses, woods etc are used throughout the 
period and their appearance does not alter significantly over time. Overall, however, 
the arboricultural emphasis shifts slightly from fruit orchards to ornamental groves 
and eventually to forest gardens. 
Most treatises suggested that landowners set up their own nurseries to provide cheap, 
reliable young trees in great numbers. It must have been worthwhile, however, for 
those writers, such as London and Wise, Cook and Switzer, who had interests in 
commercial nurseries, to also encourage the purchase of large quantities of several 
varieties of tree. Switzer, for example, with his link to the Brompton Park nursery, 
urges planters to save time and money by buying young stock, rather than growing it 
themselves. 
Most post-Restoration gardening treatises dealt with all aspects of laying out gardens 
and did not give detailed directions on growing forest trees. Fruit trees were 
discussed much more than forest trees, presumably because they produced a useful 
crop. Only a handful of treatises, the most influential of which were by Cook and 
Evelyn, discussed forest trees specifically. Again, the emphasis was on producing a 
I&L ML 
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crop - this time wood and timber. Ornamental planting of timber trees was generally 
of less importance. 
In total, the treatises examined referred to 49 tree genera, or families, (e. g. lime, Tilia) 
and 118 species or varieties (e. g. common lime, Tilia europaea) within these genera. 
About 79 tree species appear to have been available in England by 1718. Most 
authors referred to around 30 species each but Evelyn knew more than a hundred. He 
was extremely interested in newly-introduced species and Chambers notes that 
`throughout his library any reference to the introduction or propagation of a new 
species is marked or annotated' (Chambers, 1993,45). There were more deciduous 
broadleaves available than evergreen broadleaves or conifers. Trees of the latter two 
categories were usually recommended for the gardens whilst deciduous broadleaves 
could be grown in the park or garden. The total number of species recommended by 
authors for use in various locations is not conclusive, as writers often mentioned a 
species without saying where it could be used, but the totals do indicate which 
arboricultural features writers were most interested in: apparently avenues, groves and 
hedges as more than 20 species are suggested for each. 
The importance of groves and avenues continued throughout the period studied. 
Groves were admired for their beauty and ability to provide a place for quiet 
contemplation. All the treatises studied described several kinds of grove and 
suggested how they could be ornamented - with fountains, mazes, seats etc. Avenues 
were used first to provide a grand approach to the house (along which the road would 
not necessarily run) and as a framework around which rectangular garden 
compartments could be placed. Later on they were also used to link the gardens 
around the house to the park - both being subject to one grand design - and to lead the 
eye out into the surrounding countryside. Lime has always been the most popular tree 
for the post-Restoration avenue, followed by elm. Spacing of trees in their rows 
varied, depending on the width and height of the species used. Switzer suggested that 
trees be planted further apart than they had been in earlier gardens. The width of the 
avenue increased with its length and, if double, the main walk was generally twice as 
wide as the counter walk. The following chapters will reveal the extent to which 
directions like these were followed by the individuals who were responsible for 
actually creating arboricultural features in their parks and gardens. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ARBORICULTURE IN THE LANDSCAPE 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter has examined the theoretical use of trees in post-Restoration 
designed landscapes, based on suggestions and designs put forward in contemporary 
treatises. It is known that those treatises examined were widely read, but it cannot, 
however, be assumed that they were closely followed. This chapter will examine 
evidence, on the ground, for the actual use and characteristics of each of the features 
introduced in the previous chapter. 
2 TREE COLONISATION AND INTRODUCTION 
2.1 Definition and lifespan 
A tree is a perennial plant that has rigid woody parts persisting above the ground 
throughout the seasons and from year to year (Jellicoe et al, 1986,561). Generally 
trees have one main trunk (whereas shrubs have several), but they can become multi- 
stemmed in response to their environment or to cultivation techniques used upon 
them. The stems and branches of trees increase in girth every year so, in theory, there 
is no limit to tree growth and trees can live for hundreds, or even thousands of years 
(Ibid. ). Their growth is eventually checked by disease, decay, and damage by storms, 
humans and animals. 
Some tree species achieve a greater longevity than others. In general, the faster a tree 
grows, the shorter its life will be. In Britain, tree lifespans vary from around 80-100 
years (silver birch, crack willow) or 200 years (e. g. shallow-rooted beeches) to more 
than 500 years (oaks, sweet chestnuts and yews) (Mitchell, 1988,16). 
2.2 Native species 
Trees have grown in Britain for millennia. They have retreated, then returned to this 
country during a succession of glacials and interglacials. At the height of the last 
glaciation, there were no trees left in Britain (Ibid., 13). Trees moved south to warmer 
climes but there was a limit to how far they could go. A barrier of mountains and the 
Mediterranean Sea, prevented many species from migrating further south. As a result, 
when the ice did retreat, few species had survived to recolonise. 
Around 10,000 years ago, trees did start to return slowly to Britain, as the ice retreated 
northwards. Colonising trees had only 6 000 years in which to spread from the 
mainland, before land bridges with mainland Europe were flooded by the melting ice 
and Britain became an island (Mitchell, 1996,354). The first to colonise were the 
hardiest, such as alder, birch, willow and Scots pine. The most recent were the oak, 
poplar, beech and field maple. The later trees were either trees of warmer climates, 
such as hornbeam and maple, or bad colonisers, like broad-leafed lime (Rackham, 
1996,27). The earlier trees spread throughout Britain and Ireland, except the far 
north of Scotland, but some later species, such as beech and lime, did not spread 
beyond the lowland zone of England. Latecoming trees were slow to become 
abundant, as most vacant ground had been occupied by early colonisers (Ibid., 27-8). 
Pollen analysis has shown that, around 4 500 BC, climax wildwood communities 
were reached. These fell into five regional types or provinces. Those parts of the 
West Country studied in this thesis, and, indeed, most of lowland England, were 
covered by the Lime Province - dominated by small-leafed lime, Tilia cordata, with 
some broad-leafed lime, Tilia platphyllos (Ibid., 28-31). 
Due to its isolation from the mainland, its cold, northern latitude and the loss of 
species which were trapped by the mountains of southern Europe, Britain now has 
only 33 species of native tree (shown below). All other trees now grown in Britain - 
well over 600 species and varieties - have, therefore, been introduced by man 
(Mitchell, 1988,14). 
Table 3/1 Tree species native to Britain 
Native conifers: 
Pinus sylvestris Scots pine 
Juniperus communis Common juniper 
Taxus baccata Yew 
Native broadleaves arrived in the following stages: 
1 Betula pendula & pubescens Silver & Downy birches 
Early Salixpentandra Bay willow 
invaders Populus tremula Aspen 
after ice age Ulmus glabra Wych elm 
Salix caprea Sallow/Goat Willow 
Alnus glutinosa Alder 
Prunus padus Bird cherry 
2 Sorbus aucuparia Rowan 
Corylus avellana Hazel 
flex aquilfolium Holly 
Fraxinus excelsior Ash 
Quercuspetraea Sessile oak 
Tilia cordata Small-leafed lime 
3 Quercus robur Common oak 
Salix fragilis Crack willow 
Salix alba White willow (probably) 
4 Prunus avium Wild cherry/Gean 
Populus nigra Black poplar 
Sorbus aria Whitebeam 
Crataegus monogyna Hawthorn 
Crataegus oxyacantha Midland Hawthorn 
5 Sorbus torminalis Wild service tree 
Malus sylvestris Crab apple 
Fagus sylvatica Beech 
Acer campestre Field maple 
Carpinus betulus Hornbeam 
Tilia platyphyllos Broad-leafed lime 
Buxus sempervirens Box 
Sorbus Whitebeam hybrids' 
1 Tiny populations, such as that in the Avon Gorge, Bristol (Mitchell, 1988,14). 
2.3 Introduced species 
Early humans probably brought some tree species with them, for shelter, food and 
fuel, when they moved into Britain after the Devensian Glaciation. These included 
English and smooth-leaved elms (before the Iron Age [Mitchell, 1996,354]) and 
white and grey poplars (useful for colonising poor sands and glacial outwash [Ibid., 
278]) The pear, medlar and myrobalan plum were brought for their fruit and the 
Romans brought the walnut, fig and sweet chestnut. 
Trees have been brought back to Britain from all over the world by explorers and 
collectors and the introduction of non-native tree species continues today. During the 
Renaissance, a new interest in the plants of the classical world led to collectors 
exploring the Mediterranean and Levant from 1550 to 1620. Ornamental trees like 
the white-flowered horse chestnut (Aesculum hippocanastum), laburnum, holm oak, 
Italian cypress (Cupressus sempervirens), oriental plane and stone pine were brought 
back to Britain. Some of these had been grown in Britain during the Roman period 
but had died out during Saxon times (Bond, 1998,47-8). In his mid 16`h century New 
Herball, William Turner provides the first written English record of several new fruits 
such as the apricot and improved grafts of apples, pears and cherries from France and 
the Low Countries. Turner also records that by the mid 1500s, almonds, black 
mulberries, quinces, pomegranates and figs were quite common in England (Ibid., 
47). 
From eastern North America have come over 200 introductions, including the white 
cedar, balsam poplar, locust tree and tulip tree. The three periods of maximum 
activity in this area were from 1660-1700 (after the establishment of English colonies 
in Virginia and Canada), 1732-60 and 1785-96. Huge conifers, including the Douglas 
fir, sitka spruce and giant sequoia, were introduced from the Pacific coast of North 
America from the late 1700s to mid 1800s. Trees from South America include the 
monkey-puzzle (1797) and three southern beeches (early 200' century). 
Trees came from the Himalayas throughout the 1800s. These included conifers and 
the Indian horse chestnut. Plant collecting in China began in the mid 1700s (gingko, 
pagoda tree, Chinese thuya etc) but did not become prolific until after 1900. Japan 
was closed country2 until 1854, so few trees could be collected before then. In the 
late 19th century, huge numbers of species, including Nikko and hornbeam maples, 
were collected. Most flowering cherries arrived after 1900. Trees from Australasia 
included the mimosa, blue gum and cabbage Tree, all in the early to mid 19th century. 
The first trees to come from the Caucasus Mountains were zelkova, then Caucasian 
wingnut, in the late 1700s, followed by a wave of trees, including Persian ironwood 
and oriental spruce, between 1838 and 1841 (Mitchell, 1988,14-15). The dates of 
introduction of the tree species found in British parks and gardens are shown below. 
Table 3/2 Chronology of tree introductions to Britain 
NB. This is not an exhaustive list. Some species or varieties may have been excluded if no 
date for their introduction could be found. 


























Castanea Sweet chestnut S Europe, SW 
saliva Germany, France, Asia 
Minor, Caucasus, 
Persia 
Juglans regia Walnut S Europe, Caucasus, MH 
Greece, Asia Minor, 
Persia 
2 No-one could enter or leave the country, under penalty of death. 
3 Dates of introduction taken from: 
M Mitchell, A (1988) Trees of Britain and Northern Europe 
T Thacker, C (1985) The history of gardens 
JGL Jellicoe, Goode and Lancaster (Eds) (1986) The Oxford companion to gardens 
L Leathart, S (1991) Whence our Trees 
H Harvey, J (1972) Early Gardening Catalogues 
MH Hadfield, M (1976) Trees and their periods: some notes on arboricultural planting in the 
British Isles, Garden History, vol 4, no 2,23-9 
PH Hobhouse, P (1992) Plants in Garden History 
I Ficus carica I Fig I Possibly from Caria, II 
Asia Minor 
Prunus dulcis Almond IIM 
Total number of species available by 1500: 44 
1500s 
Botanical name Common name Country of Introduced to Date of 
origin Britain by introduction 
Mores nigra Black Mulberry Persia & central c. 1500 T 
Asia 
Quercus ilex Holm oak Italy c. 1500 
T&MH 
Arbutus unedo Strawberry tree Mediterranean Pre 1548 T 
& SW Ireland 
Pin us pinea Stone pine Italy and 1548 T& MH 
Mediterranean 
Picea abies Norway spruce Europe Pre 1548 M. & MH 
Prunus persica Peach China Pre 1548 M 
Mespilus Medlar SE Europe & Pre 1548 MH . 
germanica SW Asia 
Populus alba White Europe c. 1548 MH 
Poplar/abeal 
Acer Sycamore Central and S Pre 1551 L 
pseudoplatanus Europe (MH) 
Platanus Oriental plane Persia, SE c. t bL 
oriental is Europe &W T& MH 
Asia 
Yucca gloriosa Yucca Central America 1593 T 
Laburnam Laburnum S& central Pre 1596 
anagyroides Europe T& MH 
Pinus pinaster Cluster/Maritime Mediterreanean Pre 1596 MH 
Pine 
Cercis Judas Tree S Europe &W Pre 1596 MH 
siliquastrum Asia (M says by 
1600) 
Laburnum Scotch Laburnum S Europe 1596 MH 
alpinum 
Viburnam linus Laurustinus S Europe Pre 1597 T 
(shrub) 
Thuja American E Canada T 1597 MH 
occidentalis Arborvitae USA 




Laurus nobilis Bay By 1600 M 
(also Roman? ) 
Chamaecyparis White cedar E USA By 1600 M 
thyoides 
Populus Balsam poplar E USA By 1600 M 
trichocarpa 
Number of species introduced during the 16th century: 22 
Total of species available by 1600: 66 
1600s 
Botanical name Common name Country of Introduced Date of 
origin to Britain introduction 
by 
Tilia vulgaris Common Lime Imported from C17 MH 
(hybrid of native T continental 
platyphyllos &T nurserymen 
cordata) 
Abies alba Common Silver Fir Central &S 1603 or earlier 
Europe MH 
Larix decidua European/Common Europe 1629 MH 
Larch 
Aesculus Horse chestnut Balkans & 1637 T& MH 
hippocanastum Greece (but 
was long 
believed to be 
from India) 
Taxodium Swamp/Deciduous SE USA 1640 T& MH 
distichum Bald cypress 
Robinia False acacia E USA 1640 MH 
pseudoacacia 
Sorbus Swedish Whitebeam S Sweden c. 1650 MH 
intermedia 
Cedrus libani Cedar of Lebanon Lebanon By 1659 
(1665-70, L) 
1684 MH) 
Liriodendron Tulip tree E half USA 1663 H 
tulipifera (MH says 
0650) 
Platanus London Plane Possibly from 1670 MH 




Quercus suber Cork oak S Europe & Late C17 MH 
Mediterranean 
Liquidambar Sweetgum 1683 H 
Norway Maple Europe 1683 MH 
atanoides platanoides 
Number of species introduced during the 17`h century: 13 
Total number of species available by 1700: 79 
1700s 
Botanical name Common name Country of Introduced to Date of 
origin Britain by introduction 





Magnolia Southern USA c. 1730 
andi ora Magnolia 
Salix babylonica Weeping 1730 MH 
Willow 
Quercus cerris Turkey Oak S Europe, Asia 1735 MH 
Minor 
Tsuga Eastern E USA 1736 MH 
Canadensis Hemlock 
Robinia Rose acacia 1743 H 
hispida 
Thuja oriental Chinese Arbor- N&W China, 1743 MH 
vitae Korea 
Amelanchier Snowy mespil 1746 H 
laevis 
Ailanthus Tree of heaven China 1751 T& MH 
altissima 
Populus Lombardy Italy (Turin) 1758 T& MH 
italica poplar 
Ginkgo biloba Maidenhair tree Japan Pierre 1754 T&M 
d'Incarville? 
Ginkgo first planted Utrecht, Holland, 1730 
First in UK, James Gordon's nursery at Mile End, by 1754 (L) 
Pinuspoiretiana Corsican Pine Corsica &S 1759 MH 
Italy 
Sophora Pagoda tree China P d'Incarville By 1760 M 
japonica 
Thuja Chinese thuja China P d'Incarville 1752 M 
Orientalis 
Zelkova sinica Zelkova Caucasus 1760 M 
Quercus Lucombe Oak Raised at Exeter 1765 MH 
lucombeana 
Pyrus Willow-leaved 1780 MH 
commansis pear 
salici olio 
Pterocarya Caucasian Caucasus 1782 M 
fraxinifolia wingnut 
Araucaria Monkey puzzle Chile 1795/7 T&M 
araucana tree 
Number of species introduced during the 18th century: 19 
Total number of species available by 1800: 98 
1800s 
Botanical name Common name Country of Introduced Date of 
origin to Britain by introduction 
Quercus American Red & E USA Early 1800s MH 
borealis, rabra & Scarlet Oaks 
coccinea 
Juniperus Chinese Juniper China & Japan 1804 MH 
chinensis 
Crataegus Oriental Thom SE Europe &W 1810 MH 
orientalis Asia 
Aesculus carnea Red Horse France 1818 MH 
chestnut 
Picea smithiana Morinda spruce Himalayas 1818 M 
Acer palmatum Smooth Japanese Japan Philip von 1820 M 
Maple Siebold 
Acacia dealbata Mimosa Tasmania 1820 M 
Abies Himalayan fir Himalayas 1822 M 
spectabilis 
Pinus gr fthii Bhutan/Himalaya c1822 MH 
n Pine 
Pinus Bhutan pine Himalayas 1823 M 
Wallichiana 
Cordyline Cabbage tree New Zealand 1823 M 
australis 
Picea Sitka spruce W coast USA David c. 1824 JGL 
stichensis Douglas 
Pseudotsuga Douglas fir W coast USA David c. 1824 JGL 
menziesii Douglas MH says 1827) 
Abies grandis Grand fir W coast USA David 1826-33 M 
Douglas 
Abiesprocera Noble fir W coast USA David 1826-33 M 
Douglas 
Pinus Sugar pine W coast USA David 1826-33 M 
lambertiana Douglas 
Pinus Ponderosa pine W coast USA David 1826-33 M 
ponderosa Douglas 
Pinus radiata Monterey pine W coast USA David 1826-33 M 
Douglas 
Eucalyptus Blue gum Tasmania 1829 M 
lobules 
Abiesprocera Noble Fir Washington & 1830 MH 
Oregon 
Cedrus Deodar Himalayas 1831 M 
deodara 
-1 1 
Abies grandis Giant Silver Fir Pacific coast of 1831 MH 
USA 
Picea slichensis Sitka Spruce USA coast 1831 MH 
Pinus radiata Monterey Pine California 1832 MH 
Pinus nigra Austrian Pine Austria, 1835 MH 
Yugoslavia, 
Hungary 
Abiespindrow Pindrow fir Himalayas 1837 M 
Cupressus Monterey Cypress S of Monterey 1838 MH 
macrocar a Bay, California 
Tsuga dumosa Himalayan Himalayas 1838 M 
hemlock 
Cappadocian Caucasus 1838-41 M 
Wingnut 
Parrotia Persian ironwood Caucasus 1838-41 M 
persica 
Picea orientalis Oriental spruce Caucasus 1838-41 M 
Tilia petiolaris Weeping Silver c. 1842 MH 
Lime 
Laburnum vossii Hybrid Laburnum 1842 MH 
Cryptomeria Japanese Cedar Japan & China 1842 MH 
japonica 
Trachycarpus Chusan palm China Robert 1842-58 M 
ortunei Fortune 
Lacebark pine China Robert 1842-58 M 
Fortune 
Pseudolarix Golden larch China Robert 1842-58 M 
amabilis Fortune 
Sequoia Giant Redwood Pacific coast 1843 MH 
sempervivens USA (via 
Russia) 
Cedrus atlantica Atlas Cedar Atlas Mountains 1845 MH 
Eucalyptus Cider gum Tasmania 1846 M 
gunii 
Sequoiadendron Wellingtonia N California William Post 1848 JGL 
giganteum Lobb H says 1853) 
Aesculus Indian horse Himalayas 1851 M 
indica chestnut 
Tsuga Western Hemlock Pacific coast 1851 MH 
heterophylla USA 
Thujaplicata Western Red Pacific coast 1853 MH 
Cedar USA 
Calocedrus Incense Cedar Sacramento 1853 MR 
/Libocedrus River, USA 
decurrens 
Chamaecyparis Nootka Cypress Nootka Sound, 1853 MH 
nootkatensis via Hamburg 
NB Japan closed until 1854 
Chamaecyparis Lawsons' Cypress Pacif ic coast 1854 MR 
lawsoniana USA 
Chamaecyparis Hinoki Japan & 1861 MH 
obtuse Formosa 




Larix le tole sis Japanese Larch Japan 1862 MH 
Acer nikoense Nikko maple Interior Japan 1872-90 M 
Acer 
car ini olium 





Interior Japan 1872-90 M 







China Ernest Henry 
Wilson 
1898-1919 JGL 
Number of species introduced during the 18`h century: 55 
Total number of species available by 1900: 153 
1900s 
Botanical Common name Country of Introduced Date of 
name origin to Britain by introduction 
Prunus Most flowering Japan Post 1900 M 
cherries 
Nothofagus Rauli, Roble & S America 1900-23 M 
procera, Dombey's Southern 
oblique & Beeches 
dombeyi 
Davidia Dove/ China Ernest Henry 1903 JGL 
involucrata handkerchief tree Wilson (1902 PH) 
Sorbus Asia George c. 1904 JGL 
harrowiana Forrest 
Total number of species available by c. 1904: 155. 
Total number of species and varieties/cultivars available in UK at start of 21 at century: >600. 
3 ECONOMIC EXPLOITATION OF TREES 
Individual trees and areas of woodland within the designed landscape of the park have 
had a dual purpose since at least the medieval period. The primary function of the 
park may have been to provide a suitable environment for the breeding and hunting of 
deer but the woods, belts, clumps and individual trees within the park were also 
important in their own right. These may appear to have been planted primarily for 
aesthetic reasons but were also extremely valuable in generating revenue. Park 
woodland was managed in a way that exploited all its resources, including grazing on 
wood pasture; pannage for pigs; thorn-cutting; coppicing and pollarding to provide 
wood and fuel; and timber trees for building materials (Taylor, 2000,50). The 
properties and economic functions of the main species historically used for wood, 
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3.1 Coppicing and Pollarding 
Rods, poles or logs of wood, suitable for light construction or firewood, were 
produced by coppicing and pollarding. In coppicing, trees were felled at ground level, 
leaving a stool, from which new shoots, or spring, would grow. These could be 
harvested indefinitely, at intervals of 3 to 40 years, depending on the size of the spring 
required. The length of rotation also increased over time: before 1500, it was unusual 
to fell a wood less than every nine years; but by the 18th century, rotations of 15-20 
years were common, as logs, rather than faggots, were required (Rackham, 1996,82). 
18th century coppices tended to be less varied than those in medieval woods and 
generally consisted of a single species such as hazel, sweet chestnut and alder 
(Williamson, 1998,184). 
Pollarding produced a similar crop of wood but the shoots were cut back 6-15 feet 
above the ground, leaving a permanent trunk, or boiling. The advantage of pollarding 
over coppicing was that grazing animals could not reach the new shoots but coppicing 
was preferred as the poles were easier to harvest at ground level. The distinctive 
appearance of pollards, caused by the swelling of the trunk where branches have been 
removed, made them ideal boundary markers along field, park and parish edges and in 
woodlands. Traditional pollarded trees were pruned and managed as pollards 
throughout their lives and may even have been planted specifically for that purpose. 
Wood-pasture - the practice of using one area of land for both pollard trees and 
grazing - probably goes back to prehistory (Rackham, 1996,143). Wooded commons 
- wood-pasture on common land - have been used since the Saxon period, when they 
are mentioned in several charters. The common land, and often the trees, belonged to 
the lord of the manor. By the 13th century, wooded commons had greatly declined 
due to assarting for agriculture or conversion of the land to parks and coppices (Ibid., 
144). In the late 18th century, many were lost to enclosure. Rackham calls parks 
`private wood-pasture'. Parks did indeed provide grazing for deer in a semi-wooded 
environment but cattle and sheep would often be grazed in them too. Parks might 
even contain arable, meadow and common grazing (Ibid., 151&155). 
4 http: //www. btintemet. com/-arb_exchange/index. htznl. 
Trees are permanently altered by human activities such as coppicing and pollarding. 
In simple terms, removal of shoots stimulates the growth of new shoots, leading to 
branching at the point where the shoot was cut. As already described, pollarding 
usually leads to many-branched trees with swollen stems and coppicing produces 
multi-trunked trees, arising from a stool. Scars are left where individual branches 
have been removed. The past management of individual trees during this period can, 























3.2.1 The timber shortage 
Fig. 3/1 Rackham's diagram of the 
various ways of managing trees to 
produce a crop of wood. 
The tree is shown just before 
cutting, just after cutting and one 
year after cutting. 
(Rackham, 1996,9). 
Before the creation of the Forestry Commission in 1919, the landed estate and the 
royal Forests were the principal sources of commercial timber (Clemenson, 1982, 
76). 5 There were 63 royal Forests at the Restoration - Dean, the New Forest and Alice 
S It should be noted, however, that the royal Forests were not, generally, entirely wooded - the word 
forest then meaning an area subject to Forest Laws (concerning the protection of deer), rather than 
today's meaning: an extensive, uncultivated tract of land covered by trees. Some forests, such as 
Dartmoor and Exmoor, contained no woodland at all (Rackham, 1996,169). 
Holt being the main producers of ship timber. In Gloucestershire there were five 
Forests, including Dean and Kingswood: four were royal; and one private. 
Large-scale deforestation occurred during and after Henry VIII's Dissolution of the 
monasteries in the 1530s. During the dissolution, monks began cutting and selling 
timber to provide moveable assets. Shortly afterwards, royal agents cut timber from 
former monastic estates for the benefit of the exchequer, then the purchasers of the 
estates continued to fell and sell timber to fund the development of their acquisitions. 
As the shortage of timber became apparent, Lord Burghley was prompted in 1580 to 
create what Albion called `the oldest authenticated plantation recorded' - sowing 
acorns on 13 acres of Windsor Park. Further felling, however, occurred under Charles 
I when much royal Forest was sold to private owners. In 1640, for example, Sir John 
Wintour, bought 18 000 acres of the Forest of Dean for £206 000, with no stipulation 
to replant what he felled (Hadfield, 1967,80). 
The timber shortage of the late 16th century was caused largely by the increased use of 
wood for charcoal in iron smelting. Wood for charcoal had traditionally been 
coppiced on a 15 year cycle but it seems that new iron-masters started to fell timber 
trees indiscriminately for use as fuel or to make charcoal. In 1550, for example, the 
first Lord Paget set up furnaces at Teddesley, Abbots Bromley and Cannock with a 
full licence from the crown `to use as coal for making iron' all the `timber trees of 
oak, ash and beech growing thereabouts'. Within 30 years, the Surveyor of her 
Majesty's Woods reported that all the timber left on Cannock Chase would not yield 
over £1000 (Ibid., 79). In Gloucestershire, the Forest of Dean was the chief iron 
producing area of the country, until the development of the Sussex mines in the 16th 
century, and the wood here must have been greatly affected by charcoal production. 
From 1612, ironmasters were permitted to set up their furnaces in the Forest and were 
assigned a large annual quota of coppice wood (VCH, 1996). Just before the Civil 
War, it was estimated that 300 iron works were using 300 000 tons of timber per year 
(Hadfield, 1967,82). 
Oliver Rackham (1996,84-5) disagrees, however, with the long held belief that the 
iron smelting industry entirely `used up' the woods of England. Blast furnaces could 
be located in one spot for up to a century so must have been using renawable coppice 
wood, rather than timber. Although timber was generally protected from the smelters, 
its growth was discouraged as it occupied space that could have been growing the 
underwood. Timber within the woods decreased as a result, but the woods themselves 
continued to exist. Indeed, Rackham has noted that medieval woodland has more 
often survived in industrial areas, such as the Forests of Dean and Wyre, than in non- 
industrial, but agriculturally prosperous areas such as Norfolk (Ibid, 85). It seems that 
the ironmasters were actually protecting their woodlands from clearance for farmland. 
The timber shortage worsened from the Civil War onwards. During the Interregnum, 
the woods of Royalists were destroyed and woods were seized and felled by the 
government to raise revenue. Even if Royalists managed to retain their woods, they 
were often forced to fell them to pay fines (Albion, 1926,128). From 1649 to 1657, 
the navy was authorised to take whatever oak it needed from the royal forests, parks 
and chases, leaving them seriously depleted. In 1653 an act `for the deafforestation, 
sale and improvement' of most of the crown lands stated that `all Timber Trees... 
shall be valued... and sold for the benefit of the Commonwealth as the rest of the 
premises... are appointed to be sold'. Seven forests, including Dean and New, were 
excluded from the act but four of these were sold one year later (Ibid., 128-9). In 
September 1662 Sir Robert Moray put the problem of the shortage of timber for the 
navy before the Royal Society. Once month later John Evelyn responded by 
delivering Sylva, a discourse offorest trees (published in 1664) to encourage the 
reforestation of country estates. Evelyn also blamed the ironworks for the destruction 
of woodland but it was more often the case that the great woods, such as the Weald, to 
which Evelyn was referring, had actually been lost during the early medieval 
expansion of agriculture, long before the heyday of the iron industry (Rackham, 1996, 
85). 
6 Rackham bases his argument on the following research: Flinn, MW, 1959, Timber and the advance of 
technology: a reconsideration, Annals of Science, vol 15,109-20; Hammersley, G, 1973, The charcoal 
industry and its fuel, Economic history review, 2"d ser. vol 26,593-613. 
By the end of the 1670s, Samuel Pepys believed that demand for shipbuilding timber 
could only be met `if the gentlemen will fell' (Ehrman, 1953,46). Evelyn's claim, in 
later editions of Sylva, that his book led to action against deforestation seems credible 
(pers. comm. Mike Baker, Exeter University, 2002) but, in spite of his 
encouragement, planting in parks was sporadic until the 1710s, the most significant 
planting from 1660 until then being carried out by the Crown, for the navy, in the 
Forest of Dean and New Forest (Jacques, 1999,204). 
3.2.2 Timber production 
Shipbuilding required different types of timber, usually from oak trees: straight timber 
from tall trees grown in woodland; and crooked/compass timber from trees grown in 
open conditions, such as in parks or hedgerows (Ehrman, 1953,39). Such timber 
could generally be relied upon from royal Forests but supply from private estates was 
not so predictable: felling was often too late or too early in the tree's life (timber from 
80-120 year old trees was needed for shipbuilding); and there was competition from 
other wood-consuming businesses - private shipyards, iron-smelters, glass and lead 
producers and breweries, for example - that could pay higher prices than the navy 
(Ibid., 46-7). Trees were also grubbed up to convert land to arable, which could bring 
a higher revenue. 
Timber was produced in two main environments: `high woods' of tall trees were 
grown in parks and estates, primarily for ornamental purposes; `coppice with 
standards', a medieval practice which continued to be used well into the 19th century 
(Williamson, 1998,183), was a two-storey wood of underwood trees, cut at regular 
intervals, scattered with about 50 high trees per acre. The wood would be fenced (a 
bank and ditch, with a hedge or fence, would often be used) to mark the boundary and 
to keep out grazing animals and trespassers (Rackham, 1996,10). This system was 
used on estates where trees, usually oaks, were grown for profit (Albion, 1926,99). 
Maiden or timber trees were unpruned and were allowed to grow straight upwards. 
The development of tall, straight trunks, ideal for planks, beams and posts, was 
encouraged by growing trees close together so that they were forced to grow straight 
up, towards the light. Timber trees could also be shredded: a variant of pollarding 
whereby side branches were repeatedly harvested to provide poles or leafy boughs 
(e. g. elm and lime) for animal feed. A tuft of branches was left at the top and the long 
trunk of the tree could also eventually be felled and used for timber (Rackham, 1996, 
8). 
3.3 Plantations 
In the 18th century, coppicing gradually decreased and was replaced in part by 
plantations of standard timber trees, without a coppiced understorey. Plantations were 
clearfelled periodically and few original trees survived the cycles of felling and 
replanting. Plantations were at the height of their popularity in the later 18th century 
and the 19th century but some woodland gardens, such as Cirencester, have always 
been commercially managed in this way (Williamson, 1998,184). The earliest 
plantation in a park is thought to have been in 1580 when 13 acres were planted in 
Cranbourne Walk, Windsor Great Park (Jacques, 1999,203). 
4 ARBORICULTURE FOR AESTHETIC EFFECT 
During the late 170' and early 18th century, coppicing, pollarding and the growth of 
timber trees in woods, commons and parks continued for economic gain but trees 
were also planted and pruned for aesthetic and symbolic reasons. Garden fashions 
developed along formal lines, as described in Chapter 1. Graham Stuart Thomas 
believes that people had a fear of `the wild forest', hence no large native trees were 
planted in gardens adjacent to the house. Fruit trees became popular instead. He 
believes that `people wanted to feel the influence of the formal house extending its 
safety all around, helped by walls, avenues and hedges' (Thomas, 1983,26). 
Formality also extended into the park, in the form of regimented rows, avenues and 
groves. 
Late 17`h century and early 18th century garden treatises and engravings, particularly 
those of Kip and Knyff, show that certain arboricultural features were common in 
parks and gardens of that period. Avenues, rides and rows; and woods, clumps and 
belts were found in the park whilst orchards, groves and wildernesses were usually in 
or adjacent to the gardens around the house. The management of individual trees is 
not always obvious in these bird's-eye views but it is clear that some intricate 
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techniques, such as topiary and training fruit trees as espaliers, were popular within 
gardens. 
4.1 Symbolism 
Throughout ancient and recent history, and across cultures, trees and woodland have 
been ascribed more symbolic meaning than any other plant. This may be partly due to 
woodland, until recently, having been the dominant habitat in Europe and many other 
parts of the world and to the size, complexity and longevity of trees, compared to 
other plants. As Davies says, `Grass, the most universal and successful of plants, has 
seldom fed the flames of creative thought to any marked extent. Trees have done so 
because they possess not only a variety of parts but because they stand over and 
against human generations in a way which demands acknowledgement' (Davies, 
1988,41). Asa living entity spanning many human lives, a tree is often seen as a 
historical marker and a social focus for events (Ibid, 33). 
Trees and woodland can be symbolic in a number of ways and the symbolism may or 
may not have been intended by the planter. Most simply, obviously artificial planting 
of a piece of land indicates ownership, and the larger the piece of owned land, the 
higher the apparent status of its owner. Formal parkland planting expressed a 
`military sense of command', whilst the informal styles which followed were more 
artful but no less domineering' (Daniels, 1988,45). More subtly, tree planting can 
reflect the patriotism and political leanings of the landowner. Royalists after the 
Restoration, for example, were urged to plant woodlands, to replace those damaged or 
lost during the Civil Wars and Commonwealth. The type of woodland planting 
might, in some cases, show whether the owner was a conservative Tory or an 
improving Whig: the former fitting new planting into the older, often agricultural 
landscape, without trying to alter or dominate the latter; and the Whigs using vast 
areas of formal planting to manipulate the landscape. In reality, there were, of course, 
numerous exceptions to the ideal of the Whig and Tory landscape. Tory Cirencester, 
with its numerous, baroque rides, resembles a Whig landscape, whilst Tory Alexander 
Pope thought Stowe - often considered quintessentially Whig -a `work to wonder at' 
(Pope's Epistle to Lord Burlington, in Everett, 1994,25). 
Planting, in particular the use or avoidance of individual tree genera, might also have 
hinted at the education of the planter and his or her knowledge of tree iconography. 
Well-educated landowners in this period could read Greek and Latin and may have 
been familiar with the traditional symbolism of individual trees in these cultures. In 
Greek mythology, willow, for example, represented both chastity (as the willow's 
blossom usually dies before it can set fruit) and fecundity (due to the tree's prolific 
suckering habit) (Davies, 1988,37). Willow continued into Christian iconography, as 
symbol of death ('murderer' of its own fruit); sometimes of negativity; and sometimes 
of heavenly reward, through sacrifice in life. In this country, oak has the richest 
symbolism of all trees and is thought of as venerable, patriarchal, stately, a guardian 
and quintessentially English (Daniels, 1988,48). Evelyn thought that `our forests are 
undoubtedly the greatest magazines of the wealth and glory of this nation; and our 
oaks the truest oracles of its perpetuity and happiness' (Evelyn, 1706,157). 
The bible was also a rich source of tree iconography, indeed there are several biblical 
references to Christ having be crucified on a tree, rather than a cross (Davies, 1988, 
39). 
We cannot know full reasons for planting particular trees in particular ways but it is 
fair to assume that it may go beyond the useful, fashionable or aesthetic. 
Arboricultural iconography should, therefore, be taken into account where possible, 
and is particularly useful where written or anecdotal evidence survives to explain tree 
use on a specific site, but care should be taken when attempting to interpret planting 
in this way. It will not usually be possible to determine the extent to which 
symbolism has affected the layout of a landscape, as this kind of information is not 
often recorded in the physical remains of the landscape itself or in the documentary 
evidence relating to it. Numerous legends surround trees and woodland and many 
historical ones must have been lost over time. Individual types of tree may have been 
given several, sometimes contradictory, meanings. It would be a misinterpretation of 
the designed landscape to assume iconography exists in its trees and woodlands, 
where perhaps none was intended. 
4.2 Avenues 
Straight, formal avenues have been used in England since at least the Roman period, 
as a way of extending the garden's formal design. They became increasingly popular 
after the Renaissance and avenues to the house had a revival after the Restoration, 
along with a general increase in tree-planting, partly prompted by Evelyn's Sylva. By 
1700 they were ubiquitous and they remained popular until the 1730s. Williamson 
considers them perhaps the most distinctive feature of the geometric period 
(Williamson, 1995,26). Evelyn was the first to use the term avenue (from the French 
avenir, meaning `to come to') to refer to `the principal walk to the front of the house' 
(Evelyn, 1706, xcix) but it is generally accepted that an avenue can be inside or 
outside a garden. Avenues often led from the house, extending its main axis to the 
edge of the garden or to a road. Planting of avenues in the park began in the 1670s (in 
1671 Evelyn advised one to link Euston Hall to its park), slightly later than their use 
in the garden (Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,114). They also sometimes left the 
park and crossed the surrounding enclosed fields of the landowner's estate. They 
were a symbolic suggestion of the ownership of the land over which they passed 
(Williamson, 1995,29) though very occasionally, as at Badminton, they extended 
onto land that did not belong to the avenue planter. 
The central avenue, which focussed on the main front of the house and formed the 
axis of symmetry for the gardens, was usually the longest and widest. It was often the 
same width as the house or as the porch, and would frame the view as the house was 
approached. Single avenues consisted of two rows of trees, with enough space for a 
carriage, horse or pedestrian to pass between them. Avenues often had four rows, 
arranged to form a central route for vehicles and two narrower side avenues, or 
counter-walks, for pedestrians. This arrangement is described as a `double avenue' in 
this thesis. Occasionally avenues would have several rows, and would appear, in 
effect, to be flanked by platoons - strips of regularly-spaced trees. An example of this 
can be seen in Kip's view of Brympton d'Evercy (Fig. 3/2). 
Fig. 3/2 Detail from 
engraving of Brympton 
D'Evercy, Kip and 
Knyff, 1707. 
A double avenue leads 
into an avenue flanked 
by eight rows of trees. 
The avenue width would depend on how the avenue was used (by vehicles or 
pedestrians) and on the effect desired upon arrival at its end. A wide avenue would be 
suitable for framing a wide view of the countryside or of the seat. A broad arch could 
be used to frame a statue or garden building and a narrow avenue would emphasise 
the height of a tall structure such as an obelisk (Carmichael. 1995.117). Avenue 
width would also be determined by the type of trees used. In a narrow avenue, the 
canopies of trees with spreading crowns such as oak. beech and lime (Ibid. ) would 
meet, creating a dark, covered avenue. Low branching species such as oak would also 
block the route through a narrow avenue unless their lower branches were pruned. 
Axial avenue width, in views by Kip (in 
Atkyns, 1712). 
Left Fig. 3/3 A double avenue frames the 
"hole house at Dumbleton. 
Right Fig. 3/4 The porch at Hull Als Hill 
is framed by a narrow single avenue. 
The planting distance between trees also depended on the species used and the type of 
effect required and could vary from 8m (26.2ft) between individual trees to 50m 
(164ft) between clumps of trees. If closely-planted, crowns would merge, giving the 
impression of a tall hedge. Well-spaced trees (about 15m apart if large-domed) would 
be able to develop individual crowns and a lighter avenue would be created. On 
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exposed or poor land, trees could be planted closer together as they would never grow 
as large as those on better ground (Carmichael, 1995,116-7). In general though, 
Couch has found that the spacing in the majority of avenues ranged from 18-36 ft for 
a variety of trees, including lime, beech, horse and sweet chestnut and oak, with lime 
avenues having the closest spacing. She has discovered that published guidelines on 
spacing were closely followed and that constant planting intervals, often multiples of 
3 and 5 ft or of rods (16 ft 6 inches), were used. Multiples of 3 ft may have related to 
the toise - the French measure of 6 ft, as used by Mollet (Couch, 1993,187-8). 
Avenue length varied from short avenues running from the edge of the garden to the 
house, to those several miles long, running across parkland and fields - their length 
allowed by the increasing consolidation of estates (Williamson & Bellamy, 1987, 
143). These long avenues would often be focussed on some distant feature, such as a 
church, warren, or neighbouring large house, though they would not necessarily reach 
these features. The focussing of avenues on landmarks was at its maximum 
popularity in the 1720s (Jacques, 1999,220). 
The number of avenues per seat usually depended on the size of the seat and the 
wealth and influence of the landowner. As Williamson notes, most local squires had 
only one avenue, running from the main front of the house. Few members of this 
social group owned a deer park so the avenue would run instead across adjacent 
farmland (Williamson, 1995,31). The engravings in Britannia Illustrata and Atkyn's 
Glostershire illustrate at a glance how the poorer gentry, whose seats were depicted in 
the latter work, tended to have far fewer avenues than the nobility at seats such as 
Chatsworth, Badminton and Longleat, illustrated in the former. 
Networks of avenues in parkland were at their maximum popularity from the 1680s to 
the 1720s (Jacques, 1999,215). The first was laid out at Greenwich Park in 1664, to a 
design by Le Notre. In the 1680s they could be found at great hunting parks like 
Badminton, Hackwood and Drumlanrig (Ibid., 216) and were reminiscent of hunting 
rides through French forests of that period (Carmichael, 1995,112). Where avenues 
intersected, they could be joined in a number of ways: a simple junction, where one 
avenue merged into another; a rond point or circle; a semi-circle or half-round; or a 
paste d 'oie or goose foot. A rond-point is a large circular area which acts as a 
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meeting point for a number of avenues or rides (Symes, 2000,101). These were at 
their most popular from the 1700s-30s (Jacques, 1999,215). The semi-circle was at 
its height in the 1660s and 171Os but was always quite popular (Ibid., 214). A paffe 
d 'oie, possibly adopted from Italian town planning, was used where several avenues 
(usually three to five) radiated forwards from a single point, often the house (Symes, 
2000,88). The first English example was at Greenwich in 1664 and they were most 
widespread in the 1720s (Jacques, 1999,219). 
Fig. 3/5 A parterre-filled 
semi-circle from which 
three avenues radiate into 
the park as a patze d'oie. 
Detail from Kip's view of 
Hampton Court, c. 1712 
(Britannia /Ilustrata). 
Avenues were given a number of different names when used in different situations 
within the designed landscape. A tree- or hedge-lined gravel path within the garden 
was known as a walk, alley or allee. Walks could be open or closed. An open walk 
was lined with dwarf trees or high trees kept open at the top by trimming. In a closed 
walk, the trees were allowed to meet at the top, providing a cool, shady path below 
(Ibid., 115). An avenue cutting through woodland was called a ride as it was 
primarily for used for riding on horseback. These broad, straight paths were often 
lined with evenly-spaced trees but could also be unlined, flanked simply by the trees 
of the wood. 
4.2.1 Avenue trees 
Individual avenues were usually planted with one species. The most popular species 
for avenues were those which grew quickly, had an upright habit and could be easily 
propagated. The lime and elm, the most commonly-used species in the post- 
Restoration avenue, could be easily reproduced from basal suckers and are tall, 
narrow trees. Less common but still popular were horse chestnut and abele (white 
poplar) and the slower growing oak and sweet chestnut. Trees would have been 
transferred from nursery beds to the avenue when they were a few years old. 
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Variation in the width of annual rings at the centre of avenue lime trees has shown 
that these were mostly transplanted at 5-7 years old (Pigott, 1989,289). 
4.2.1.1 The Lime 
Lime was by far the most popular avenue species until c. 1750 (Jacques & Van der 
Horst, 1988,118). Britain had two native lime species: broad-leafed lime (Tilia 
plaryphyllos) and small-leafed lime or pry (Tilia cordata) but, despite the small-leafed 
lime's suitability for use in avenues, these were not generally used. The preferred 
strain, probably due to its more upright habit, was the common or European lime 
(Tilia x europaea, also known as Tilia x vulgaris L) which, although a naturally 
occurring hybrid of the two native limes, was not native itself (Mitchell, 1988,230). 
There are many different strains or clones (produced by vegetative propagation) of 
Tilia x europaea though those planted between c. 1600 and 1750 belonged to two 
distinct clones. Clone I (the `buttress-trunked clone', Tilia x europaea `pallida'), the 
most common, was probably first introduced from the Netherlands c. 1580 (Pigott, in 
Couch, 1991,36 & appendix, 2). It develops a buttressed trunk and masses of 
epicormic shoots as it matures. Mature trees may have two to three vertical and 
almost parallel main branches, probably the result of topping of the young tree. The 
upright nature of this clone, along with its dense, bright green foliage, makes it 
particularly suitable for avenues although its burrs and basal shoots can be disfiguring. 
Clone 2 (the `tall clone' [Ibid, 36]) retains a cylindrical trunk, is usually free of 
epicormic and basal shoots and grows taller than clone I but often develops horizontal 
rather than vertical branches in the crown and has duller, less attractive foliage 
(Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,205-6). Both lime clones are prone to aphid 
infestation, leading to the deposition of sticky 'honeydew' beneath the tree. 
During the 16`h century, limes were popular in England for walks within the garden 
(Pigott, 1989,289). From the early 17`h century common limes became popular in 
avenue planting and were imported from Europe in large numbers. Evelyn records 
limes being brought over from Flanders and Holland (Hunt & Willis, 1988,89). In 
1662, for example, Christian van Vranen was sent to Holland to fetch 4 000 limes for 
Hampton Court (Ibid., 90). Common limes continued to be imported from Europe till 
the 1680s, when Brompton Park nursery started to grow its own (Jacques. 2002,122). 
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As trees of a similar shape were required for an avenue, and limes were easy to 
propagate by layering of basal suckers, limes were generally bred in this way, rather 
than from seed (which was possible but would produce seedlings with different 
characters). This method produced genetically identical trees and, as a result, there 
are relatively few different clones in old avenues (Pigott, 1989,297). Limes were 
usually planted in avenues at the age of 5 to 7 years. In most instances, the distance 
between trees in their rows was 1,1.5 or 2 rods (about 5,7.5 or I Om) (Pigott, in 
Couch, 1991, appendix, 3). It appears that avenue limes did not require much training: 
the preservation of the cut bases of side shoots within the trunk has shown that trees 
were pruned at 5 to 10 years old but wide growth rings after this point show that most 
avenue trees were never pleached or severely pruned (Pigott, 1989,299). The 
division of the trunk into branches at 3m from the ground in many old avenue limes 
suggests that trees were frequently topped at this height (Ibid., 297). 
Limes are very long-lived trees. Some in central Europe are more than 500 years old. 
Due to their longevity, many remain from original plantings of late 17th/early 18th 
century avenues (Ibid., 289-90). Limes were out of fashion from 1750 to 1820 as they 
were too tall and narrow for the landscape park and avenues were no longer used. 
Lime avenues underwent a revival in the 19th century and continue to be planted 
today. 
4.2.1.2 The Elm 
English elm (Ulmus procera), introduced to Britain before the Iron Age, was as 
popular an avenue tree as the lime (Couch, 1991,39). Its height and tapering shape, 
topped by a broader crown were ideal for walks and avenues but its strongly- 
suckering roots made it invasive and more suited to avenues in the park than walks 
within the garden. It was also used widely in hedgerows. 
Elm rarely produces fertile seeds but can be easily propagated from suckers. The lack 
of genetic variation in offspring produced by this method meant that most elms 
succumbed easily to a virulent strain of Dutch Elm Disease (caused by the fungus 
Ceratocystis u1mi, carried by the Elm-bark beetle) in the 1960s (Mitchell, 1988,154- 
5). 7 Very few mature English elms remain in the British landscape today though 
saplings, from the surviving roots of diseased trees, are not uncommon. 
Dutch elm (Ulmus x hollandica) is a hybrid which arose in Europe between the wych 
(Uglabra) and smooth-leaved elms (Ucarpinifolia) (Ibid., 157). 8 It was imported 
from Holland to England into the 1700s (Jacques, 2002,122). 
4.2.1.3 Other avenue trees 
The horse chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum) is an ornamental, spreading tree with 
conspicuous flowers and large leaves which open early in the year. It was introduced 
to Britain c. 1615 (Mitchell, 1988,275), and became popular in that century, being 
already commonly used in French avenues. The horse chestnut often lives to only 
about 150 years so few early 18th century plantings survive (Couch, 1991,44). 
Sweet chestnuts (Castanea saliva), probably introduced by the Romans, were less 
common in post-Restoration avenues as their habit was not tapering but spreading. 
Evelyn wrote that they are `a magnificent and royal Ornament... for Avenues to our 
Country-houses' (Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,119) but as they had been in use in 
designed landscapes for some time before the late 17`h century (e. g. in the avenue at 
Croft Castle, Herefordshire, which may have been present by 1650 [Uhlman, 1982, 
26])9, they may have been considered too common and unremarkable for use in many 
new avenues (Couch, 1991,48). 
Native oaks are also spreading trees but these were much more popular than sweet 
chestnut, possibly due to the great usefulness of oak timber (see Table 3/3). Moses 
Cook wrote in 1676 that there were several varieties of oak but it was later thought 
that only two species were available in the late 17th century: the English oak, Quercus 
robur ('robur' being the Latin word for `oak timber') and the durmast or sessile oak, 
Quercuspetraea. English oak grows best on heavy soils such as clays and loams 
whilst the sessile oak prefers heavy, alkaline soils (Hadfield, 1967,15-17). Oak's 
7 NB the name `Dutch Elm Disease' is used because the Dutch studied it in order to breed resistant 
trees, not because the Dutch elm is particularly susceptible to it (Rackham, 1988,154). 
Although Rackham (1997,88) says it is a hybrid between wych elm and East Anglian Elm (U minor). 
Although Mitchell (1996,211) disputes the age of the avenues at Croft Castle, suggesting they may 
date from only c. 1750. 
slow growth and the difficulty of transplanting it (Couch. 1991.48) would have made 
it more unsuitable for avenues than lime and elm but it as still used occasionally: in 
1664 Evelyn's brother had a 56 ft wide avenue at Baynard's. Surrey; and in the 1690s 
there was an oak avenue in the park at Levens (Jacques & Van der Horst. 1988.188- 
9). Oak's great longevity (often more than 500 years) means that many original post- 
Restoration plantings survive today. 
Beech (Fagus sylvatica), another native, was occasionally used in avenues as it has a 
tall, straight habit and attractive, smooth bark. It does, however, need certain soil 
conditions and is short-lived. The abele or white poplar (Populus alba) was a very 
early introduction, recommended in several garden treatises for walks and avenues. It 
is a relatively small tree but has attractive white undersides to its leaves, suckers 
strongly and grows quickly, even on poor soils (Mitchell. 1988.110). Conifers were 
sometimes used in avenues and walks and can be seen, usually within the garden, in 
many of Kip and Knyffs views. The trees used are usually referred to as 'pines and 
firrs' (Couch, 1991,48) (the Scots pine was referred to as 'fir' [Hadfield, 1967.401) 
so it is difficult to determine which species were used, especially as their short 
lifespan means that few have survived. 
4.3 Rows 
Rows - straight, or sometimes curving lines of evenly-spaced trees - are often shown 
in illustrations of post-Restoration parks and gardens. They were of variable length: 
some garden rows were extremely short, contained by the compartment walls: whilst 
other rows could stretch the entire length of the park. Their purpose appears to have 
been to divide the designed landscape into geometric areas: to mark the boundary of 
the park or garden (e. g. Cook advocated the use of single rows to bound the edge of 
the park and lawn [Jacques, 1999,205]): to flank walls or paths: or simply to 
ornament the landscape. The use of peripheral rows was at its most popular in the 
1720s (Ibid, 206. ). Rows were either deliberately planted or were created by 
reworking former hedgerows. Double or multiple rows are easily confused with 
walks or avenues and may indeed have been used as such (Ihid.. 114). 
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4.4 Belts 
Belts - thin strips of trees around the perimeter of the estate - were particularly 
common in the landscape park, from the mid 18th century, but were also used in the 
formal garden. Early belts may have been more practical than aesthetic: Evelyn, for 
example, planted a shelter belt around his front field at Sayes Court in the 1650s 
(Ibid. ). 
4.5 Formal plantations: 
4.5.1 Wildernesses and groves 
Formal areas of trees, often outside the walled garden courts, were prolific by the late 
17`h century. They were known as wildernesses (this term was in use by 1610 [Ibid., 
118]), groves or bosquets (the French term for wilderness) and could be open or 
closed: open groves had widely-spaced trees; closed groves consisted of closely- 
planted trees, sometimes underplanted with shrubs. Closed, and sometimes open 
groves would usually be cut by paths which would sometimes be edged by hedges to 
hide unsightly tree-trunks. Hedged wildernesses were known as `fine set'. They were 
first made in the 1650s, their use increased c. 1680 and they remained popular into the 
1700s (Ibid., 127). An example of an open grove without hedges at Hartwell House, 
Buckinghamshire, is shown below. The trees appear to have been shredded to 
halfway up their trunks. This type of grove became popular by the late 1720s 
(Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,157). 
Fig. 3/6 The Wilderness 
and Exedra at Hartwell 
House. 
Balthasar Nebot, 1738. 
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Fruit trees were often planted formally, forming a rectangular orchard of trees (at the 
height of their popularity in the 1680s and 90s [Jacques, 1999,1871). In illustrations 
it is hard to distinguish these from open groves and there is no reason why they should 
not have been used as such. Indeed Taigel and Williamson (1991,14) remark that 
memoranda books and diaries from the early 18th century make the aesthetic 
importance of orchards very clear. Fruit trees could also be incorporated into formal 
wildernesses. At Moor Park, for example, William Temple described how fruit trees 
were `ranged about the several quarters of a wilderness'. 10 Several species could be 
planted in one wilderness. At Raynham, Norfolk, for example, a document of c. 1699 
showed that the wilderness should be planted with `several varieties of Flowering 
Trees', including lime, horse chestnut, wild service, variegated sycamore, beech and 
birch, mixed with `Silver Firs, Spruce Firs, Scotch Firs and Pine' (Taigel & 
Williamson, 1991,11). 
Most groves were geometric: rectangular or polygonal blocks of woodland divided by 
straight paths of sand or gravel. Occasionally, wildernesses covered larger areas and 
were cut by winding paths. Examples of these can be seen in Kip's views of Cassey 
Compton and Rendcomb Park. Some groves would contain buildings or seats: at 
Houghton and Gunton in Norfolk, for example, groves contained arbours and a mount 
with a summerhouse respectively (Ibid. ), and at Dyrham the wilderness contained 
several small reading desks. 
Large, often irregularly-shaped wildernesses were located away from the house, either 
at the edge of the garden or in the park. They sometimes spread along ridges, 
hillsides and watercourses, providing a different type of walk to that in the level 
garden (Jacques, 1999,118). Occasionally ancient woods, often coppices, would be 
converted to wildernesses by adding ornamental walks. These irregular wildernesses 
were at the height of their popularity from the 1710s-20s whereas geometric 
wildernesses were most common from the 1680s to the 1720s (Ibid., 123-4,125). 
Early wildernesses were cut by straight gravel paths but by the early 18th century more 
serpentine paths were becoming popular (Symes, 2000,134). 
1° Upon the Gardens of Epicurus, 1692, cited in Jacques and Van der Horst, 1988,161. 
4.5.2 Platoons 
Platoons, most popular in the 1730s (Jacques, 1999,210), were regular groups of trees 
planted in the park to form an avenue, sometimes flanking a road. They were either 
circular clumps or plumps or rectangular groves of about nine trees (Symes, 2000, 
93). 
4.6 Forest gardens 
Forest or `extensive' gardening aimed to unify the whole estate by using great axial 
avenues and rides to bring woods and plantations into the park (Ibid., 50-1). This 
approach was advocated by Switzer in the early 18th century, when informal gardens 
were coming into fashion, but had been used before his time at sites such as 
Cassiobury, New Park and Castle Howard (Jacques, 1999,114). Forest gardening 
was even older in France: at Fontainbleau and Saint-Germain-en-Laye, for example, 
where wooded parks had been designed for hunting during the mid 16th century (Ibid., 
143; & Jellicoe et al, 1986,193). 
5 TREE SUPPLY AND PROPAGATION 
Nurseries selling fruit trees, vegetables and seeds existed before 1600 but more 
general commercial nurseries did not appear in England until the mid 17`h century 
(Jellicoe et al, 1986,403). Before this, trees would have been procured by exchange 
with neighbouring estates; propagation from seed or by layering; and transplantation 
of trees from hedgerows and woods. 
Until 1548, there were no written records of which trees were being grown in Britain 
(Mitchell & Wilkinson, 1988,14). Plant catalogues took off in the Elizabethan 
period, following the first great wave of plant introductions from Europe. Before 
c. 1650, these catalogues were simply lists of plants grown in several gardens, or lists 
of plants considered desirable by various garden writers, rather than lists of plants for 
sale. John Gerard's garden in Holborn, London, for example, contained over 1 000 
different trees in 1596 and by 1648 Oxford Botanic Garden listed c. 1 600 types of 
plant in its catalogue (Harvey, 1972,5&7). Fully priced catalogues did not appear 
until 1775 (Ibid., 46) but, after the mid 17th century, partially-priced lists started to be 
published by nurseries and by private gardeners who had plants and seeds to spare. 
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One of the latter was John Rose, gardener to Charles II. In The English Vineyard 
Vindicated (1666) he states that people `may receive... (sets and plants of all those 
sorts which I chiefly recommend) of me at very reasonable rates' (Harvey, 1972,7). 
In c. 1677, William Lucas published what was possibly the first complete English list 
of plants and seeds available at three London nurseries. 12 It gives a good idea of the 
trees and shrubs that were available for purchase at the time, including nine species of 
conifer, six other evergreen trees and only five species of deciduous tree. Perhaps the 
latter were less in demand as they could be propagated relatively easily from native 
trees. 
Table 314 Tree and shrub species in William Lucas' list, c. 1677 
Name as 
published 
Modern name (as 
suggested by Harvey) 





Alatemus Rhamnus alaternus Rhamnus S 
Perecanthus Pyracantha coccinea Firethom S 
Limetree seed Tilia x europaea Common/European lime T 
Chestnuts Castanea sativa Sweet chestnut T 
Allmonds Prunus communis Almond T 
Laburnam 
majus Laburnum anagyroides Common laburnum T 
Labumam 
minus Laburnam alpinum Scotch laburnum T 
Sena seed Hibiscus syriacus Hibiscus S 
Mezereon 
berries Daphne mezereum Mezerium S 
Spanish Broom 
seed Spartium junceum Spanish broom S 
Amomum Solanum 
Plinii pseudocapsicum Christmas cherry S 
" Few catalogues printed the prices of their stock - these could be changed at will. Harvey, in 
introduction to Gelpine, 1983,9. 
12 The nurseries belonged to: Edward Fuller at 'The Three Crowns and Naked Boy at Strand-Bridge'; 
Theophilus Stacy at `The Rose and Crown without Bishopsgate'; and Charles Blackwell at 'The Kings 
Head in Holborn'. Harvey, 1972,46. 
Evergreen 
broadleaves: 
Phillyrea vera Phillyrea latffolia Phillyrea SIT 
Arbutus Arbutus unedo Strawberry tree T 
Laurus tinus Viburnum tinus Laurustinus S 
Holly Ilex aquifolium Holly T 
Laurell Prunus laurocerasus Cherry laurel S 
Bay Laurus nobilis Bay SIT 
Evergreen 
Oake acorns Quercus ilex Holm oak T 
Corktree 
acorns Quercus suber Cork oak T 
Mirtle Myrtus communis Common myrtle S 
Conifers: 
Cypresse Cupressus sempervirens Italian cypress T 
Silver Fir Abies alba Common silver fir T 
Norway Fir Picea abies Norway spruce T 
Scotch Fir Pinus sylvestris Pinus Scots pine T 
Great Pine pinaster? Maritime pine T 
Pinaster Pinuspinea? Stone pine T 
Cedar Juniperus bermudiana Juniper T 
Juniper Juniperus communis Common juniper T 
Yew Taxus baccata Yew T 
(Data from columns 1 and 2 taken from Harvey, 1972, appendix II, 65). 
From the Restoration to the middle of the 18`h century, most commercial nurseries, set 
up to meet a new demand for young trees needed for large geometric gardens, were to 
be found in London. By 1691 there were at least five nurseries in the capital and it 
was common practice until about 1700 to send to London for plants (Couch, 1992, 
189). 13 The few provincial nurseries of note included John Rea's nursery in 
Shropshire, c. 1605-1681, and William Lucombe's nursery in Exeter, started 1720 
(Harvey, 1972,29). 
The first large nursery, pre-eminent in the post-Restoration period, was at Brompton 
Park in London. It was founded in 1681 by Roger Looker, royal gardener to 
Catherine of Braganza, and his partners John Field (head gardener at Woburn Abbey), 
Moses Cook (head gardener to the Earl of Essex at Cassiobury) and George London, 
head gardener to Bishop Henry Compton and a former apprentice of John Rose. By 
c. 1688, all the founders except London had either died or retired and London took on 
Henry Wise as his partner. London and Wise were employed to design and plant 
13 The London nurseries included Leonard Gurle's, at Whitechapel (Taigel & Williamson, 1991,8). 
gardens throughout England. By 1705, the 40ha nursery contained about ten million 
plants (Harvey, 1972,10) and Switzer called it `the Nursery and Fund of Gardening 
and Plantation with which the Nation was stocked' (Johnson, 1982,65) adding of 
London and Wise: "twill be hard for any of posterity to lay their hands on a tree in 
any of these kingdoms that have not been a part of their care. ' Brompton Park lost its 
prominence after 1714 as provincial nurseries, such as that of John Perfect of 
Pontefract, and others in Yorkshire, Hawick, Edinburgh and other parts of Scotland, 
grew more important (Jellicoe et al, 1986,403). 
It was extremely expensive to stock an entire large garden and park with trees from 
nurseries such as Brompton Park and trees from these sources were sometimes of poor 
quality and/or damaged during transportation. When Blenheim, for example, was 
stocked by Henry Wise with trees from Brompton Park in the early 1700s, several 
barge-loads of forest and fruit trees (including `fully grown trees in baskets' for the 
great avenue [Couch, 1992,189]) would be shipped up the Thames from London to 
Oxford then transported by wagons to Blenheim. One order of trees for Blenheim 
cost more than £1 400 (Clarke, 1985,74). Another indication of how expensive the 
Brompton Park saplings were is shown in Stowe's accounts: in 1722, William 
Jackson, a local, sold 4 500 sets of privet and 1 250 sets of field maple - presumably 
for hedging - to Edward Bissell, Lord Cobham's gardener, for £1 Os 7d. A similar 
order -5 900 sets of hornbeam, privet and sweet briar from Brompton Park, cost £30 
14s l Id. Buying from the nursery was 30 times more expensive (Ibid., 75). 
A letter to Sir Willoughby Aston, of Aston Hall, Cheshire, from his son Willoughby, 
describes in detail the difficult and expensive process of transporting 150 lime trees 
from a London nursery (possibly that of the Hunt family in Putney) to Cheshire in 
November 1700 (Harvey, 1972,26). Willoughby junior had to oversee the digging up 
of the trees `that I might be sure of the same Trees which I had mark'd, and to see 
them taken up with good Roots'. The trees were seven to eight feet tall and six to 
eight inches in circumference at breast height. After some pruning of the heads (the 
last time the trees would ever be pruned), they were packed into bundles of seven or 
eight - each tree being wrapped in mats and having its roots covered in straw. The 
bundles were taken by cart from the nursery to a barge which then took them to a 
ship. They were to be delivered to Liverpool or nearby Frodsham. The total expense 
of delivering the limes, plus a few peach trees and grape vines, was £9 13s Id, of 
which £7 paid for the limes and 11 s 4d for their transportation. Willoughby could 
have acquired 150 limes much more cheaply by simply layering from a local tree but 
he would have had to have waited up to 30 years for them to reach a circumference of 
six to eight inches. He must have considered the expense and the long journey worth 
the trouble, saying `I believe they are the finest trees in Cheshire'. 
To keep down the costs of stocking an estate, trees were also obtained by other means. 
At Stowe, for example, 60 to 70 000 trees were needed to stock the park but account 
books show that no more than £4 a year was spent on stock from Brompton Park. It is 
likely that only rare or exotic trees were bought from the nursery. Most of the others 
must therefore have come from the estate or surrounding countryside: 14 hedgerow 
sets; transplants from woods; trees raised in villagers' own gardens; and seedlings and 
cuttings grown in the estate's own nursery (Clarke, 1985,74). The nursery needed to 
be walled to keep out grazing animals like deer and rabbits so could simply be a 
corner of a walled kitchen garden, as at Stowe, or an extensive garden designed 
specifically for raising trees, as at Badminton. Switzer wrote that a private nursery 
would cover two to eight acres and should include `some thousands of Oak, Ash, 
Beech, Chesnut, Hornbeam, Scotch and Silver Firs, for Walks, Avenues and Groves, 
rais'd from Seed,... I suppose to find some Thousands of Elms, Limes, Abeals, 
Poplars, &c. rais'd from the Layers' (Switzer, 1718, vol. 1,230). 
Gardeners were sometimes sent further afield than the estate and surrounding 
countryside to find suitable trees for the park and garden. In the 1720s, Viscount 
Cobham sent Bissell to look for elms for Nelson's Walk at Stowe, writing that he 
hoped they `will be found somewhere in the country' (Clarke, 1985,76). Professional 
plant collectors were continually bringing back new tree species from abroad. By the 
Restoration, species had been brought to England from Europe, the Near East, Canada 
and Virginia. From 1687, the rest of North America was explored (Jellicoe et al, 
1986,435). Gardeners too were sent abroad, but were not, presumably, expected to 
discover new species. Peter Arum, for example, Sir Edward Blackett's gardener at 
14 In 1588 a labourer was employed to gather `younge trees to sett & for plauntinge of them in the Cony 
Court' at Gray's Inn. Jacques and Van der Horst, 1988,116. 
Newby Hall near Ripon, was sent to Holland in 1695/6 for trees and seeds (Harvey, 
1972,28). He brought back 2 000 elms, 2 000 beeches, 27 fruit trees and various 
seeds (Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,118). 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter has examined the historical evidence for actual post-Restoration tree 
planting, compared with the idealised views expressed in contemporary treatises and 
discussed in Chapter 2. It has been found that, in the late Stuart and early Georgian 
periods, trees continued to be planted and managed as they had been since the 
medieval period - this agrees with the methods put forward in the treatises. 
Coppicing and pollarding were employed to produce regular crops of wood and 
standard trees were felled to provide timber. 
The increase in iron smelting from the mid 16`h century and deforestation during the 
Civil War and Commonwealth led to concern that timber supplies for shipbuilding 
would run out. In order to combat this, landowners were encouraged by writers like 
Evelyn to plant trees on their estates. Although there was much foreboding about a 
timber crisis at the time, it is now, however, thought unlikely that there was ever a 
lack of trees for shipbuilding (Rackham, 1996,94-7) and, in spite of his claims, it 
seems that Evelyn was not as successful as he had thought, in encouraging private 
landowners to plant huge numbers of trees. Landowners may have patriotically (but, 
it seems, sporadically) planted trees with the future needs of the navy in mind but they 
were also influenced by other factors. Trees and woods had long been planted in 
parkland for aesthetic and economic reasons and to make the park more suitable for 
hunting in. Changes in the style of planting occurred as the formal, symmetrical 
houses of the Restoration required an equally formal and balanced setting and this was 
best achieved by planting rows, avenues and blocks of trees to extend the axial lines 
of the house through the gardens and into the park. The planting devices used match 
those described in the treatises and it seems fair to say that these must have been 
closely consulted, probably along with other sources such as descriptions of the 
fashionable gardens of the court and illustrations, such as those of Kip and Knyff. 
Avenues would have made the biggest visual impact of all the arboricultural features 
used. They were generally planted with tall, narrow trees such as lime and elm, with 
trees usually 18-36 feet apart in their rows. Huge numbers of trees were needed for 
avenues and the rest of the planting scheme. These could be purchased, at 
considerable expense, from London nurseries (and provincial nurseries, after c. 1700) 
or grown in a private nursery on the estate. As a basic rule, the higher the social 
status and the greater the wealth of the landowner, the greater the number of 
fashionable, arboricultural features he would have. The time and money devoted to 
the purchase and raising of trees was an indication of their great importance in the 
post-Restoration designed landscape. 

CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF GLOUCESTERSHIRE ARBORICULTURE IN 
THE VIEWS OF KIP AND KNYFF 
1 INTRODUCTION 
An invaluable record of 63 West Country gardens, 60 of which were in 
Gloucestershire, was created by the topographical artists Kip and Knyff in the first 
decade of the 18th century. The sample of sites recorded shows a range of garden 
types, with houses, gardens and parks of various sizes, belonging to landowners of 
moderate to high status. The designed landscapes show the diversity of styles which 
existed at the time, ranging from those which developed piecemeal from medieval 
foundations to those in the grand manner, built over a relatively short period, often to 
enhance fashionable modifications to the house. 
As evidence from Kip and Knyff s engravings will be used later in this thesis, it is 
necessary to test their reliability as a research source. This chapter will therefore 
examine their West Country views in detail and will test their accuracy by comparing 
them to other primary source material. It will investigate how trees were used in the 
landscapes they depicted and statistical analysis of common arboricultural features, 
such as avenues, groves and rows, will be carried out to look for patterns of use. 
2 TOPOGRAPHICAL VIEWS 
The topographical or bird's-eye view, an artificially-projected aerial perspective, was 
ideal for displaying the grand architectural landscapes of the Baroque and for 
portraying the landowner's circle of influence (Williamson & Bellamy, 1987,143). 
The style came to England via Italy and France and by the early 18th century a number 
of topographical artists were specialising in this area (Brown, 1989,13). The most 
popular early producer of bird's-eye views was Hendrik Danckerts, from the 
Netherlands. His first commissions were from Sir Roger Pratt in 1666 and Samuel 
Pepys (prospects of four royal palaces) in 1669 (Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988.93). 
By Danckerts' death in 1679, other north European topographical artists had come to 
England. Amongst them was David Loggan. originally from Poland. who produced a 
series of bird's-eyes of Oxford and Cambridge colleges, published 1675 and 1685 
(Ibid. ). Dutch oil painter Jacob Knyff, brother of Leonard. arrived in the country in 
1673 and helped to popularise the bird's-eye (Harris. 1979.44). His commissions 
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included Durdans, Surrey in 1673 and Berkeley Castle. c. 1676 (Jacques & Van der 
Horst, 1988,93). From the 1680s, bird's-eye views were also made by British artists 
such as Robert Thacker, Henry Winstanley, Thomas Badeslade and John Harris the 
elder and younger. Others were mainly by French, German and Dutch artists like Jan 
Siberechts (who arrived from Antwerp in 1673), John Slezer. Jean Drapentier and Kip 
and Knyff(Thacker, 1994.143). 
18d'century topographical views: 
Top left Fig. 41 Hampton Court. 
I Ierefordshire. by Stevens, c. 1705. 
/op right Fig. 42 Dunham 
Massey, Cheshire. by John Harris 
the Younger. 1751. 
Left Fig. 43 Chevening, Kent. by 
Badeslade. c. 1719. 
Collections of seats drawn, engraved and sold by private subscription ere also 
published in book form. John Slezer's failed project, Theutrum Scotiue (c. 1693) 
probably inspired Colen Campbell to produce his 6'itruviu. s Britannicus published 
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1715.1 Sir Henry Chauncey's Historical antiquities of Hertfordshire was published in 
1700 and James Beeverell's Les Delices de la Grande Bretagne in 1707 (Thacker, 
1994,143). 
3 KIP AND KNYFF 
Leonard Knyff (1650-1722), the Dutch artist described as a `painter of dogs and 
poultry' (Blomfield, 1901,61), was trained with his brother Jacob by his father, in 
Haarlem. He arrived in London after 1676, was living in Westminster by 1681 and 
was naturalised in 1694. His early career is unknown but by 1697 he had started a 
project to engrave `100 Noblemens and Gentlemens seats' (Harris, 1979,92). Each 
subscriber would receive two prints of his seat. The project was slow to take off - 
Knyff first advertised for subscribers in 1701 and was still looking in 1707 (Strong, 
2000,260). He had originally planned to draw one hundred seats but only attracted 
80 subscribers. He took eight years to survey all the gardens (Jacques & Van der 
Horst, 1988,99) and by 1702 he had finished 69 of the drawings to be engraved. All 
80 engravings were eventually published, first in 1707 then yearly until 1722, as 
Britannia Illustrata, or the Views of Several of the Queen 's Palaces as Also of the 
Principal Seats of the Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain, Curiously Engraven on 
80 Copper Plates (Harris, 1979,92). 
Johannes Kip (1653-1722) was also born in the Netherlands and was a pupil of 
Bastiaen Stopendaal from 1668 to 1670 (Renow-Clarke, 2002,1). He emigrated to 
England soon after the Restoration, settling in Westminster. He is usually thought of 
as the engraver of Knyff's drawings and indeed all but one of Knyff's drawings for 
Britannia Illustrata were engraved by Kip. Kip also engraved nineteen of Thomas 
Badeslade's 33 views for John Harris' History of Kent, 1719 and was `the key figure 
in English topographical printmaking for twenty years' (Jacques, 2002,115). But Kip 
was also an artist in his own right. It was Kip who first drew and engraved a building 
(Chelsea Hospital) in the Britannia Illustrata style in 1690, seven years before 
Knyff s earliest view, of Dunham Massey, Cheshire (Tinniswood, 1997,12). Kip 
Vols 1-3 by Colen Campbell, 1715-25, vol 4 by T Badeslade and J Roque, 1737 (Thacker, 1994,143). 
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drew and engraved all 65 plates for Robert Atkyns' history of country houses: The 
Ancient and Present State of Glostershire, published 1712 (Harris, 1979,92). This 
was the first written history of the county and contains a history of every parish, 
paying particular attention to the Lords of the Manor, their houses and other notable 
houses in each. Jacques and Van der Horst note that whereas only 15% of the seats 
illustrated in Knyffs Britannia Illustrata belonged to untitled gentlemen or their 
widows, in Atkyns' Glostershire this figure is around 70% (Jacques & Van der Horst, 
1988,94). The latter series is thus more representative of the houses and gardens of 
the middle ranks of society. 
In 1709, a second edition of Britannia Illustrata was published with the preface: 'NB 
There is a second volume preparing for the press, some of which are already 
engraven: if any Nobleman or Gentleman is pleas'd to have their seat inserted in that 
New Volume, on their sending to the undertakers a good draught of their Seat & 
paying 5 Guineas (if contained in one sheet) towards the Charge thereof, shall have it 
very neatly Engraven, & put into the second Volume. ' This suggests that Knyff did 
not visit and draw all of the seats to be engraved. This must surely affect the accuracy 
of the depiction. Le Nouveau Theatre de la Grande Bretagne brought together the 
engravings from Britannia Illustrata and Atkyns' Glostershire and was published 
c. 1715 (Harris, 1979,92). 
Of the estates studied in this thesis, all but four were drawn and engraved by Kip and 
published in Atkyns' Glostershire. The others: Badminton, Brympton d'Evercy, 
Longleat and Orchard Portman, were drawn by Knyff and engraved by Kip and 
appeared in Britannia Illustrata. 
As no working drawings for their engravings survive, Knyff and Kip's methods are 
unknown. Presumably each site was visited and detailed plans and elevations were 
made which were then worked up to create a bird's-eye view from an imaginary 
viewpoint (Tinniswood, 1997,14). It is known that Kip and Knyff made personal site 
visits: the Duchess of Beaufort wrote from Badminton in 1699, `I have Mr Kniff here, 
who is doing 3 drafts... my designs when these are all done is to have some of them 
bound in books and given them to show what a noble place my deare Lord has left' 
(Ibid. ). 
4 THE ACCURACY OF KIP AND KNYFF'S VIEWS 
The views of Kip and Knyff are particularly useful as they show, in great detail, 
houses and designed landscapes before they were swept away and replaced by 
landscape parks in the mid 18th century. Often they are the most detailed depiction - 
almost a three-dimensional map - available for a site. Simon Thurley, for example, 
claims that Knyff's drawing of Hampton Court, c. 1702, includes the `earliest and 
most reliable view of the Privy Garden' and greatly influenced its 20th century 
restoration (Thurley, 1995,3). 
Most of Kip and Knyff s plates have proved to be quite accurate when compared with 
remains on the ground (Anthony, 1991,84) and contemporary garden descriptions 
sometimes corroborate the engravings. At Newby Hall in Yorkshire, Celia Fiennes' 
1697 account of the gardens described everything in Knyff s view (Tinniswood, 1997, 
14) and Stephen Switzer did the same for Dyrham in 1718. Kip and Knyff's 
engravings should, however, always be used with caution. Some of the plates were 
drawn to flatter the owners `and convey an impression of immense grandeur'. At 
Flaxley Abbey, for example, Mowl notes that Kip shows the canal to be up to a 
quarter of a mile long and the parterre to be `equally royal in scale' when, in fact, the 
site occupied by the garden is actually quite small (Mowl, 2002,39). Subscribers 
occasionally requested the inclusion of features that they planned to add to the garden 
but never did. For example, in Kip's depiction of Wimpole Hall, Cambridgeshire, the 
Earl of Radnor had him include a gate by Tijou, to see how it would look. This gate 
was probably never erected and trusting Kip's engraving would, in this instance, be 
misleading (Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,116). 
As the engravings were not made in plan view, there are a number of problems with 
their interpretation. Firstly there are several blind spots in each illustration: one can 
not, for example, see what is going on directly behind the house or over a hill. Scale 
is another grey area: in Kip's view of Cirencester (Fig. 4/4), many distant trees are 
much bigger than houses in the foreground! In the same view, Oakley House and the 
church of St John the Baptist are much bigger than the surrounding houses. Their size 
was exaggerated presumably because they were considered to be the most important 
buildings in the view. 
Fig. 44 Kip's view of 
Cirencester, c. 1712. 
Oakley House and the 
church of St John the 
Baptist are marked by 
arrows. 
Scale is even more distorted when two seats are shown in the same view. Kingsley 
(1992,155) calls Kip's views of Henbury Great House and Henbury Awdellet 
`masterpieces of tact'. Each plate shows both houses but in each, the house that the 
view focuses on is maximised and the other minimised and shown in less detail to 
look less important. In the view of Henbury Awdellet (Fig. 4/6), for example, two 
formal square compartments of trees (a) are shown but in the view of Henbury Great 
House (Fig. 4/5), the same area, now at the edge of the picture, has been reduced to a 
loose straggle of trees contained by the curve of the road. Kip also adds a short 
avenue behind the house, where one of the formal groves should be. It would appear 
then that whilst the main subject of the view is generally accurately depicted, the 
background may be altered, possibly just to create a scenic setting which will not 
overwhelm the house and grounds of the engraving's commissioner. 
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Kip's engravings of Henbury Great House (Fig. 4/5, top) and 
Henbury Awdellet (Fig. 4/6, bottom), c. 1712. 
As trees were one of the most important structural elements of Baroque gardens, Kip 
and Knyff show them in some detail. Evelyn (1706,163) urged planters to consult 
Kip's engravings, to see how woods of all shapes could be adapted using avenues and 
vistas. In Kip's drawings, avenues, woods, bosquets, orchards and wildernesses are 
drawn tree by tree. The stylised nature of the trees does unfortunately make it 
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impossible to determine which species were used. Trees can only be identified as 
deciduous (lollipops), coniferous (dark pyramids) or topiarised. Occasionally tall, 
narrow deciduous trees are shown in rows, as at Fairford, Upper Dowdeswell and 
Kempsford or in bosquets, as at Shipton Moyne. These resemble Lombardy poplars 
but, as this species was not introduced to Britain until 1758, are probably English 
elms (Ulmus procera). Perhaps Kip and Knyff did not have a great knowledge of 
different tree species so used a stylised tree instead or perhaps they did not have the 
time to carefully record the species of each tree during their site visits. It may be that 
some details, such as tree species, were lost in the translation from drawing to etching. 
Unfortunately, no original drawings survive so this cannot be checked. The inability 
to differentiate between fruit and timber trees also makes it hard to determine if an 
area of trees is a functional orchard or a decorative bosquet. 
Figs. 4/7-8 Deciduous trees at Broadwell (top) and shredded at Cleve Hill. 
a". 
tý 
Figs. 4/9-10 Probable elms at 
Kempsford (left) and Shipton Moyne. 
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Figs. 4/13-14 Topiary at Siston (left) 
and Batsford. 
Where trees are shown in a formal arrangement, i. e. ranked in a bosquet or in rows in 
an avenue, Kip and Knyff appear to record their positions precisely. Presumably the 
location and size of the feature is generally accurate but it is doubtful, however, that 
Kip and Knyff took the time to count the trees in long avenues and record their exact 
positions in bosquets. These aspects should always be checked against other evidence 
such as maps and tree pits/mounds. 
Individual large or veteran trees, which would have stood out from the rest of the 
garden scheme, were not always treated in the same way by Kip and Knyff. At 
Westbury Court, for example, a Holm oak in the pleasure gardens would have been a 
large, mature specimen in the early 18`h century but is not recorded in the bird's eye. 
At Tortworth Court, on the other hand, the famous Tortworth Chestnut, which Atkyns 
calls `remarkable' (1712,786), is shown in some detail, even though it is obviously 
out of place in the later garden. 
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Figs. 4/1 1-12 Conifers at Flaxley 
Abbey (left) and Kings Weston. 
5 CASE STUDIES 
To test the accuracy of Kip's engravings, three small to medium sites were selected 
and the features shown on Kip's views were examined using map regression. 
5.1 Kings Weston 
Kings Weston, in the north-west of Bristol, will be examined in detail in Chapter 7. 
In his engraving (Fig. 4/15), Kip shows a strip of formal gardens stretching away from 
the side of the house. These consist of two large parterres with kitchen gardens and 
an orangery and associated garden to one side. A rectangular bosquet stands to the 
other side of the parterres. The park lies behind the house and is crossed by a broad 
double avenue which terminates at a semi-circle, from which three single avenues 
extend. Woods lie to one side of the park. A bowling green is in front of the house, 
next to the road. 
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Fig. 4/15 Kip's view of Kings Weston, c. 1707. Looking south-ýýe, i. 
I 
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Fig. 4/16 1720 estate map. 
By drawing garden features onto estate maps dating from 1720 and 1771 and by 
consulting artists' views of the house and estate (see Chapter 7), it can be seen that 
Kip's view is largely accurate but several details are not. Firstly, the main avenue (a) 
appears to be very wide in the bird's-eye - its inner avenue is almost the width of the 
house and one of the outer rows runs from the middle of the first parterre. The 1720 
estate map shows that the whole avenue was the same width as the house but there 
was a single row (b) running parallel to the avenue, up to the first parterre. Kip seems 
to have confused these two. Kip also misrepresents the semi-circle (c) and the 
avenues running from it. He shows two avenues running from it at right-angles to the 
main avenue but in reality they meet it at 50 degrees and 130 degrees. He also missed 
out a third avenue (d), leaving the semi-circle at a 90 degree angle to the main avenue. 
Kip is also inaccurate when it comes to field shape and boundaries: he truncates 
Penpole Wood, omitting section e, shown on the 1720 map. He also omits the walks, 
rond-points and avenue shown in the woods in 1720 but perhaps these were added 
after the drawing was made. 
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Apart from the relatively minor inaccuracies above, Kip's engraving appears to be a 
detailed and faithful record of Kings Weston at that time and greatly helps with the 
interpretation of the two-dimensional features - especially garden buildings, parterres 
and other garden enclosures - shown on later maps. 
5.2 Fairford Park 
Fairford Park lies near the eastern border of Gloucestershire, 12km east of Cirencester 
and 4km south of Hatherop Park (also depicted by Kip). In the early 16`h century, 
Warwick Court was built near the church by the Tames family. This was acquired in 
1591 by the Tracy family who used Fairford as a secondary estate to that at 
Toddington. The fine to retrieve their estates which had been sequestered during the 
Civil War forced the Tracys to sell Fairford, to Anthony Barker (Kingsley, 1989,94), 
who had prospered during the interregnum. 
From 1661-2 Valentine and Thomas Strong built an elegant new Restoration house 
for Barker, north of the old manor (Verey, 1989,248), and 500m north of the village 
of Fairford. Samuel Barker, High Sheriff of Gloucester in 1691, inherited Fairford in 
1700. Atkyns said of him: he has a `new built house, at a convenient distance from 
the town, with large and beautiful gardens, and many pleasant long walks of trees' 
(Atkyns, 1712,431). Mowl thinks it likely that Fairford was the earliest formal 
garden in the county: `the creation of a Puritan gentleman following French fashions 
prudently and, by the size of his vegetable plots, commercially' (Mowl, 2002,43). By 
1751 the formal gardens had been modernized but had not been lost completely 
(Kingsley, 1992,138). The house was demolished in 1955 (Kingsley, 1989,95). 
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Kip's engraving (Fig. 4/17), in Atkyns' Glostershire, shows Anthony Barker's house 
in the middle of a rectangle of formal gardens. Behind the house, a double avenue the 
same width as the house leads from the village along the main axis of the garden. 
Further avenues and rows of trees extend around two and a half sides of the gardens. 
Behind the house, the park is simply divided, by lines of trees, into quarters. In front 
of the house the parterres consist of ten squares of grass, divided by paths. These 
lawns are edged by ornate topiary and at the centre of each stands a statue. A pool 
and fountain lie in the middle of this garden area. Apart from two more 
compartments of formal lawns at the side of the house, most of the rest of the gardens 
are taken up by several formal vegetable plots enclosed by hedges. A bowling green 
is shown at the corner of the gardens. The house and its surrounding gardens are 
enclosed by a wall. In the foreground of the view this wall extends outwards in a 
semi-circle. A clairvoyee of railings replaces the top of the wall here making it 
possible to see out into the park. A substantial ditch on the park side of the wall 
would have ensured that no grazing animals blocked the view. 
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Fig. 4/17 Kip's engraving of Fairford, c. 1712. Looking south. 
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Fig. 4/18 Plan of Fairford, x". 1690. GRO D674b P53. 
As Kingsley says: `It is often claimed that the details of Kip's views owe as much to 
artistic licence or the wishful thinking of his patrons as to reality, but at Fairford it is 
clear from a survey plan of c. 1690 (Fig. 4/18) that almost every hedge and tree in 
Kip's engraving actually existed' (Kingsley, 1989,94). The plan was made around 
ten years before Kip's engraving so some discrepancies would be expected. In spite 
of this, Kip does indeed depict almost every feature shown on the plan. The positions 
and number of rows of trees in each avenue are largely correct though Kip has 
simplified the angle of one avenue, making the quartered plot behind the house 
rectangular rather than sub-rectangular. He has also added a tree to the middle of 
each quarter, though these could indeed have been planted between 1690 and c. 1710. 
Kip also fails to show certain details, such as the fact that in most of the avenues, the 
trees are planted in a quincunx. This detail is, of course, much easier to depict in 
vertical, rather than oblique, view. Kip also omits the patze d 'oie of avenues north of 
the gardens (though he does show the semi-circle of trees at its start) but this is 
understandable as he must have been instructed to focus on the house and gardens, 
rather than the wider park. On the whole, however, Kip's engraving is surprisingly 
accurate and provides much more information than can be shown on a map. 
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5.3 Tortworth Court 
Tortworth Court lies just south of its estate village in the parish of Tortworth, 1 km 
east of junction 14 of the M5 and 5km west of Wotton-under-Edge. In the 18`h 
century it was held by the Webb family and was then sold to Sir Robert Ducie. When 
Kip made his bird's-eye, Matthew Ducie Moreton Esq., High Sheriff of 
Gloucestershire in 1705, was Lord of the Manor. The house shown by Kip was built 
in the 1500s (Kingsley, 1989,221). Atkyns described Ducie Morton as having `a 
large house near the church, and a very great estate. Has three large parks in this 
county. ' Tortworth Park was enclosed in 1661 (Atkyns, 1712,785). The house was 
abandoned c. 1850 (Harding & Lambert, 1994,25) when the new Tortworth Court was 
built 1 km to its south-west. The famous Tortworth Chestnut grows in the gardens of 
the old Court. It is said to have been a boundary marker in the reign of King Stephen 
and so to have been prominent in the 12`1 century (Mitchell, 1996,210). Atkyns 
referred to it as `a remarkable chestnut tree growing in the garden, belonging to the 
Mannor-House, which by tradition is said to have been growing there in the reign of 
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Fig. 4/19 Kip's engraving of "l ortworth, c. 1712. Looking south. 
King John; it is 19 yards in compass, and seems to be several trees incorporated 
together, and young ones are still growing up, which may in time be joined to the old 
body' (Atkyns, 1712,786). 
The gardens shown by Kip had clearly extended gradually, one compartment after 
another, as fashions changed (Harding & Lambert, 1994,25). There are four main 
garden compartments. A rectangle of kitchen gardens north of the house is bounded 
on three sides by a probably medieval moat. South-east of the house, a large sunken 
lawn is edged by a canal (possibly former fishponds [Harding & Lambert, 1994,26]) 
to one side and ranks of small trees to the other. West of this is the church, with a 
square of parterre de broderie (probably laid out in the 1660s to 80s)2 to its south. 
The southernmost compartment appears to contain more kitchen gardens, orchards 
and another area of parterre de broderie. The Tortworth Chestnut stands in this 
fourth compartment, appearing to grow out of the wall that edges the parterre. The 
chestnut in no way fits into the garden scheme and its survival is probably due to the 
fact that at no point were the gardens completely cleared and replanned from scratch. 
Also, by the early 18th century, the tree was already well known for its great age and 
was probably a feature to be proud of and protected. Tortworth Court has no formal 
avenues. East and south of the garden, the deer park contains extensive woodland, 
enclosed by a curving park wall. 
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2 Its style suggests it was created in this period. Harding and Lambert, 1994,26. 
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Fig. 4/20 Plan of 1760 showing Tortworth and part of its park. GRO D340A/P3 
The map closest in age to Kip's engraving is an estate map of 1760 (Fig. 4/20). 3 The 
garden compartments are still present but are just shown as grassy fields: the canal, 
parterres and kitchen gardens have been removed. The map shows that some 
compartments are sub-rectangular rather than rigidly rectangular, as Kip showed 
them, but apart from this their exact shape and size are much as Kip suggested - there 
has been no flattering exaggeration. An indication of the accuracy of Kip's bird's-eye 
is his inclusion of two small openings, possibly doorways, in the south wall of the 
lawn garden (marked by arrows in Fig. 4/22). These are shown in exactly the same 
positions on the map. Kip's depictions of the roads, moat and park wall were also 
accurate. 
By 1760, the park has been divided into fields, the largest of which are labelled Wood 
Park and Nuttree Park. Only Wood Park is shown to contain any woodland - along 
its northern and eastern edges. This disagrees with Kip as he showed most of the park 
to be well-wooded. This could have been an exaggeration on his part but it is feasible 
that much deforestation could have occurred between c. 1712 and 1760. 
3 The Manor the estate of the right hon. Matthew Lord Ducie... Baron of Morton Tortworth, 1760. 
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Figs. 4/21-2 Extracts from the 1760 map 
(left) and Kip's engraving, showing the 
gardens and chestnut. Openings in the 
garden wall (marked by red arrows) 
confirm the accuracy of Kip's depiction. 
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The chestnut, though unlabelled, is shown as a large, wide-trunked tree standing at the 
corner of a garden compartment, just as Kip showed it. That it is the only tree on the 
map depicted in such detail is an indication of its status at that time. 
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6 ANALYSIS OF KIP AND KNYFF'S DEPICTIONS 
Assuming that Kip and Knyff's depictions are largely accurate, it should then be 
possible to perform statistical analysis upon them. To this end, their views of 63 West 
Country sites (see Appendix 3 for list of sites) published in Atkyns' Glostershire and 
Britannia Illustrata were studied, and the relative size of the designed landscape was 
judged by assessing the extent of the park compared to that of the gardens, as follows: 
Size of designed landscape Size of ark compared with gardens 
Small Same size or slightly larger 
Medium At least twice as large 
Medium to large At least three times as large 
Large Several times as large 
The occurrence of the following arboricultural features in each engraving was then 
tabulated: 
Axial avenues: number of; width; and number of rows per avenue; 
Other avenues: number of and number of rows per avenue; 
Rows of trees: number of, 
Rond-points, semi-circles and pattes d 'oie: number of; 
Groves (small, geometrical, planted woods, including orchards): number of, 
Wildernesses (designed, close-planted wood, cut by paths): number of, 
Orchards: number of, 
Other features (woodland, individual trees etc): presence of. 
The full results are shown in Appendix 4. 
6.1 Analysis of results 
Of the 63 sites analysed, 18 were judged to have relatively small designed landscapes, 
39 were medium, three medium to large and three large. In this case, the designed 




Number of avenues: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 15 107 
Sites: 
Small 6 6 4 1 2 
Medium 3 7 6 11 4 1 4 2 
Medium/large 2 1 
Large 1 1 1 
TOTAL: 9 13 10 12 8 2 4 3 1 1 
Above Table 4/1 Size of designed landscape compared to number of avenues. 
Below Fig. 4/23 Line graph of the same data. 
Data for 15 and 107 avenues omitted to avoid skewing. 
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Number of Avenues 
Avenues were a common feature, with 85.7% of the sites having at least one. As 
might be expected, larger designed landscapes had more avenues than smaller ones 
and the sites which had no avenues were mostly those with a small designed 
landscape. Small sites generally had one to two avenues. 28.9% of medium sites had 
three avenues, 18.4% had one avenue and 15.7% had two. The medium to large sites 
all had four to five avenues each and the large sites had seven to 107 (the latter site 
being Badminton, with its unusually extensive network of avenues). 20.6% of all the 
sites had only one avenue, 19% had three and 15.8% had two. 
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46 of the seats (73%) had at least one axial avenue around which the gardens were 
balanced. 17 had none. At four sites the axial avenues were not aligned on the house 
but extended from some other feature such as a canal (as at Westbury Court) or a 
terrace walk (as at Lypiatt). The widths of the axial avenues varied. Of those that 
were aligned on the house: 32 were less wide than the house (including II which were 
the exact width of the entrance porch); 15 were the same width as the house; and only 
5 were wider than the house. It was very rare for an axial avenue to carry the 
approach road to the house - as Mowl (2002,43) says, `it is characteristic of an age 
only recently coming to terms with the carriage that... houses were approached in 
practice not through their formal gates and avenues' but usually arrived from the side 
of the house, as the main facade was built parallel with the nearby road. So, in many 
cases, the road actually divided the house from one of its axial avenues. This can be 
seen at Cleve Hill, Westbury Court, Rendcomb and Witcombe, for example (Figs. 
4/24-5). 
Figs. 4/24-5 Roads separate the 
house from the axial avenue at 
Witcombe (above) and Cleve Hill. 
There did not seem to be any correlation between the total number of avenues at a site 
and the number of double avenues. 17% of the sites had 3 single avenues, 12.7% had 
I single avenue and 9.5% had 2 single avenues. Only 4.8% had a double avenue only 
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and only 2 sites had 2 double avenues. Only 23.8% of sites had any double avenues 
and relatively few sites had both single and double avenues: 4.8% had I double and 3 
single; and 1.6% had 2 double and 4 single avenues. Badminton had by far the 
highest number of double avenues - of its 107 avenues, about half were double. 
6.1.2 Groves 
Number of groves (including wildernesses) 
0 1 2 3 4 8 9 10 
Sites: 
Small 3 7 6 2 
Medium 7 8 12 9 3 
Medium large 2 1 
Large 1 1 1 
TOTAL: 10 15 18 13 4 1 1 1 
Above Table 4/2 Relationship between the size of the site and the number of groves. 
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Number of Groves 
84.1% of the sites had one or more groves - planted bosquets or shrubberies either in 
solid blocks or cut through by walks (Symes, 2000,22). As it is virtually impossible 
to determine, from Kip and Knyff s depictions, which bosquets consist of fruit trees 
and can therefore be called orchards, orchards are included in this category. It seems 
likely that, as well as being productive plantations, orchards would have had an 
aesthetic value and would, like the grove, have been used for strolling and 
contemplation. As an alternative or supplementary source of fruit, most sites appear 
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to have had some small standard or espalier fruit trees growing in their kitchen 
gardens (Fig. 4/28). 
The term `wilderness' - an ornamental grove or wood, with straight or serpentine 
paths cut through it, in which to wander or pause (Symes, 2000,132) - was rarely 
used in late 17th and early 18th century garden literature and, in illustrations of the 
period, was almost impossible to distinguish from a grove or bosquet. For these 
reasons, apparent wildernesses have been included in the `grove' category. 
. 'ýý 
Lefi Fig. 4/27 A probable orchard, doubling as an open grove, at Henbury Awdellet. 
Right Fig. 4/28 Fruit trees in the kitchen gardens at Bradley. Note espaliers along the wall (top left). 
Va MOM 7 
jaj Fig. 4/29 A simple, open grove, 
cut by a central path, at 
Shurdington. 
On average, the number of groves increased with the size of the designed landscape. 
Small sites had an average of 1.39 bosquets each, medium sites had 1.82, 
medium/large sites had 5 and large had 7.33. The ten sites with no bosquets were 
small or medium and seven of them had extensive woodland outside the gardens or in 
their parks. Perhaps, with natural woodland close at hand, as at Flaxley Abbey, the 
owners felt there was little need to plant more blocks of trees. 
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Figs. 4/30-1 Closed groves at Nibley (left) and Ampney. 
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Figs. 4/32-4 Wildernesses of woodland, cut by paths: 
left: Cassey Compton; right: Rendcomb; below: Longleat. 
Figs. 4/35-6 Geometric, closed wildernesses 
at Durham (left) and Badminton. 
Most of the hosquets depicted were simple rectangles of evenly-spaced trees. Most 
were not cut by walks - instead the trees were spaced widely-enough to allow walking 
between them. Wildernesses were rare - only 12 sites had them - and consisted of 
three types: the small, closed grove, uncut by paths (as at Ampney, Fig. 4/31); 
extensive woodland, cut by straight or curving walks (as at Rendcomb and Cassey 
Compton, Figs. 4/32-4); and closed, sometimes hedged, wildernesses, cut by 
geometric paths (as at Badminton and Dyrham, Figs. 4/35-6). No sites had more than 
one kind of wilderness and the presence of a wilderness did not seem to relate to the 
size of the designed landscape. No one style was more popular than another, there 
being four examples of each kind between the 12 sites that had wildernesses. 
6.1.3 Rows 
Number of rows 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7+ 
Sites: 
Small 11 1 2 2 1 1 
Medium 9 11 10 3 2 1 3 
Medium/large 2 1 
Large 1 l 1 
TOTAL: 21 12 12 5 4 4 4 1 
Above: Table 4/3 Number of rows compared to size of designed landscape. 
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Number of Rows 
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66.6% of sites had at least one row -a straight or curving line of evenly-spaced trees. 
These varied in their length and position: some were very short, within a garden 
compartment or along a terrace; others were long, stretching across the park; others 
stood along boundary walls or roads or acted as a boundary in their own right. Some 
are likely to have been derived from former field boundaries. There is a slight 
increase in the number of rows as the size of the designed landscape increases: the 
small sites had an average of 1.2 rows; medium sites had 1.8; medium/large sites 4.3; 
and large sites 4. The average number of rows for large sites is brought down by 
Badminton which, surprisingly, had none. 
Figs. 4,38-41 Rows: 
Left: Along the park wall at 
Maugersbury. 
Left to right: Dividing the gardens from the park at Longleat; dividing the park into 
compartments at Clearwell; and diverging at the end of an avenue, Williamstrip. 
6.1.4 Avenue-linking devices 
Only six of the 63 sites depicted used rond-points, semi-circles or pastes d'oie to link 
one avenue to another. These sites were either medium or large and generally also 
had a relatively high (always more than 2) number of avenues. Semi-circles were 
used at Badminton, Fairford and Kings Weston; pattes d'oie at Cleve and Fairford; 
and rond-points at Badminton, Cassey Compton, and Longleat. At the latter three 
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Left: Rond-point or circle at Badminton. 
Right: Semi-circle at Kings Weston. 
6.1.5 Social status 
Atkyns' Glostershire was a history of every parish of the county and, as such, it 
described every manor house and other land-owning seat, regardless of the status of 
the owner. It is very interesting to be able to study the depictions of these seats as 
most other collections of engravings of the time tended to deal only with the homes of 
the titled. A small number of seats of the latter are depicted in Atkyns' history 4 and 
this allows for comparison between class and complexity of landscape. Table 4, 
below, shows the average number of arboricultural features found in the West 
Country parks and gardens of each rung of the social ladder. 
It would be expected that, as social status increases, the complexity of the landscape 
and thus the number of arboricultural features would also increase, but this is not the 
case for all features. The Earl of Berkeley's seat, Berkeley Castle, was an unusual 
4 And one, Longleat, in Britannia Illustrata. 
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site, which had developed from the 11`h century on a rocky outcrop unsuitable for the 
laying out of avenues. This has affected the results of the upper ranks of society. 
Ignoring this site, however, it can still be seen that, with increasing social status, there 
was not a corresponding, even increase in arboricultural features. The number of 
axial avenues, for example, peaks at baronets, then decreases through viscounts and 
earls, only to reach its maximum number at the Duke's seat. The highest social status 
also had the highest number of groves, avenues and avenue-linking devices but, 
surprisingly, had no rows and relatively low numbers of closed groves and orchards. 
Knights had the most rows; baronets and knights had more closed groves than 
viscounts and earls; and esquires and gentlemen had more orchards than everyone 
except the Duke. 
Reasons for these apparent discrepancies may be that the seat depicted was not the 
primary residence - one would not expect a secondary seat to be as grand as the 
primary one - or that the seat had further, detached landscapes associated with it, 
which are not shown in the engraving. This was the case at Berkeley Castle, for 
example, which had adjacent deer parks, including Whitcliff Park. Other factors such 
as the size of the estate and the age and style of the house and garden must also have 
had an effect on how extensive and fashionable the gardens were. Different owners 
may also, simply, have had different levels of interest in their own landscapes, 
regardless of their status and the expectations of society. Strong Whig or Tory 
political affinities may also have affected the size of the designed landscape and the 
degree of visible landscape `improvement' landowners wanted to show. It would not 
be surprising to find, for example, that the designed elements Tory parks were smaller 
and had fewer avenues than those of Whigs. Such generalisations can, however, 
always be argued against - for example by the high number of avenues at Cirencester, 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
The general accuracy of Kip and Knyfrs views has been demonstrated by the three 
case studies in this chapter; by their frequent use in other garden research; and by 
corroboration with contemporary descriptions of gardens. The bird's-eyes are useful 
in interpreting features which would only be shown in two dimensions on maps. 
Above all, they show the reality of individual landscapes in the early 18`h century, 
rather than the imagined and perfect post-Restoration landscapes depicted in garden 
treatises. Broad trends suggested in these treatises have been adopted but instructions 
have been adapted to suit the site and the preferences of the owner, giving rise to 
fascinating micro-management at each site. Avenues, for example, are common, but 
sophisticated linking devices such as pattes d'oie and rond-points are rarely used. 
Groves are frequent but simple, often doubling up as orchards. There are a few 
parterres de broderie but most owners have chosen to plant decorative vegetable plots 
as an alternative. Most of the gardens have evolved slowly and retained or adapted 
features from earlier periods of the landscape, such as the moats at Tortworth and 
Flaxley. A few gardens, such as Fairford, have been laid out more or less from 
scratch with all the symmetry and grandeur fashionable at the time, but these are the 
exception rather than the rule. 
As well as showing houses, garden buildings, parterres, canals etc, the views give 
great insight into post-Restoration arboriculture and show its obvious importance at 
the time. As Mowl (2000,52) points out, although many sites lack parterres and 
waterworks and may have only the vestige of an axial plan, hardly any lack avenues 
and groves. The engravings show that trees were used in five main ways: avenues, 
and the means to connect them (pattes d'oie, rond-points and semi-circles); bosquets 
(including wildernesses and orchards); rows; woodland; and individual/specimen 
trees. The views can show details such as the width and number of rows of an 
avenue, planting distances in a bosquet, and the use of espaliered trees on the walls of 
the kitchen garden. 
They do, however, have certain limitations. Although the contents of the garden were 
usually depicted correctly, the scale of those features was sometimes exaggerated or 
distorted, presumably to flatter the owner of the seat. Although trees are shown in 
some detail and their positions seem to be largely accurate when checked against map 
and field evidence, they are stylised, making it impossible to say much more than if 
they are deciduous or evergreen. The treatment of veteran trees depended on how 
well known they were - they may be excluded from the depiction if they were 
discordant with the garden design. But the accuracy of the views can be quite hard to 
check - if no map or illustration contemporary with Kip's view is available then it is 
harder to prove that features that appear to be inaccurately shown are indeed so. It 
may of course be possible that some of these features were as Kip showed but had 
changed by the time the next map was drawn. 
As only the house and its surroundings were usually shown, any avenues or other 
arboricultural features in the rest of the estate are not visible. It may appear, 
therefore, that a seat has no avenues when in fact they are just out of view. It is also 
sometimes difficult to judge the length of avenues or the extent of woods etc, if these 
features disappear off the edge of the view. Other sources always need to be 
consulted to check what was going on in the wider landscape. 
Statistical analysis of Kip and Knyfrs views has revealed some patterns. Generally, 
as would be expected, the larger sites had more garden features than the smaller ones. 
Avenues were common, with 86% of sites having at least one. Most sites had 1-7 
avenues but Longleat (with 15) and Badminton (with 107) were exceptional. Axial 
avenues were very common, forming a link between the house and landscape and 
providing a line of symmetry for the gardens. The linking of one avenue to another 
tended to be unsophisticated: pattes doie, rond-points and semi-circles were rare and 
only occurred at sites with medium or large designed landscapes. Rows were a 
commonly-used way of dividing spaces and defining boundaries and their numbers 
increased slightly with the size of the designed landscape. Simple rectangular 
bosquets were popular and many of those shown may have been orchards. Geometric 
wildernesses of closely-grown trees or shrubs were less common. Instead, it seems 
likely that open bosquets and even natural woodlands would have been used as 
wildernesses. Where these were present, the owner may not have felt the need to also 
create the high-maintenance geometric wilderness, with palisades and a shrub and 
flower understorey, so admired by James and others. 
Of the 63 seats examined in Atkyns' Glostershire and in Britannia Mustrata, Only 18 
belonged to those of high social status: dukes, earls, viscounts, baronets or knights. 
The rest were the seats of esquires (sons of nobles and gentry, but who possessed no 
title themselves) and untitled gentlemen. A title does not necessarily mean more 
wealth and better gardens and Kip and Knyff s engravings show that the status of the 
owner does not generally seem to have had much of an effect on the grandeur of the 
park and gardens. Toddington and Cassey-Compton, for example, owned respectively 
by a Lord and a Knight, are, though grand and fairly extensive, much less impressive 
than untitled William Blathwayt's gardens at Dyrham. And Berkeley Castle, seat of 
the Earl of Berkeley, only had utilitarian kitchen gardens and orchards, with no 
avenues, parterres or other fashionable early 18 th century features. Perhaps those 
whose status was already established and acknowledged with a title, felt secure 
enough in their positions that they had no need to broadcast their social standing 
through their gardens. Badminton is the only seat where wealth and status could be 
said to have made a great difference to the designed landscape. As Gloucestershire's 
only ducal seat, it is appropriately grand and its numerous, dominant avenues put it in 
another league. 
In the early 18th century, published books of engravings such as Britannia Illustrata 
and The ancient and present state of Glostershire must have been more responsible 
for the spread of garden design ideas around the country than any other factor. 
Landowners would no longer have to travel to distant gardens to see them at first hand 
and could now . be influenced by designed landscapes other than those of their 
neighbours. As Evelyn (1706,176) puts it, Kip and Knyffls `most laudable 
undertaking' should encourage `those noble persons who would do honour to 
themselves, the family, and whole nation' by learning how to `contrive and adapt a 
square, oblong, regular or irregular feature, according as their woods, groves and 
parks are dispos'd, and lie pTppgr for gvcnueý 4p4 Vjata's, radiating from their Seats in 
the country'. 
CHAPTER 5 
SMALL FORMAL LANDSCAPES: 
WESTBURY COURT AND FLAXLEY ABBEY 
INTRODUCTION 
French and Dutch garden styles are thought to have greatly affected the development 
of British formal gardens during the reigns of Charles II (1660-1685) and William and 
Mary (1689-1694/1702) respectively. Both Charles and William had lived on the 
continent and were fond of strictly formal gardens and both had several gardens 
created for them. Those of the former were said to be French in style, as St. James' 
Palace and Hampton Court; whilst the latter preferred so-called Franco-Dutch 
gardens, such as Kensington Gardens and alterations to Hampton Court, laid out in a 
the Grand Manner but with each compartment remaining autonomous. On the 
ground, however, there would have been little to distinguish between these two 
garden styles. 
This chapter deals with two small Gloucestershire landscapes, each of less than 40ha, 
and both sharing many similarities with the 57 other small to medium-sized 
landscapes recorded by Kip for Atkyns' Ancient and Present State of Glostershire. 
Flaxley Abbey was laid out by the Dutch Boevey family but has no obvious Dutch 
touches - its canals could not be said to be particularly Dutch as they were common in 
all formal gardens of this period. Westbury Court, however, in spite of having no 
Dutch connections, apart from its proximity to the Boeveys at Flaxley, has long been 
described as a `Dutch Water Garden'. Examination of documentary and physical 
evidence at both sites will investigate the extent to which these gardens were trying to 
follow the models set up by Charles and William and allow one to see, in detail, how 
trees were actually, rather than theoretically, used in such landscapes. 
2 WESTBURY COURT 
2.1 Location and physical characteristics 
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Fig. 5/1 Extract from 
1: 50 000 OS map 
(Landranger 172), 
published 1996, showing 
Westbury Court (marked 
`Water Gardens') and 
village. 
Westbury Court gardens (NGR SO 718 138) lie at the south-east end of the village of 
Westbury-on-Severn, Westbury Parish, to the south of the A48 Gloucester-Chepstow 
road, 14km south-west of Gloucester. The 1.6ha site, in the Forest of Dean district, is 
only about 0.5km north-east of the River Severn and, at 9m OD, is frequently flooded. 
Westbury Brook flows south through the gardens, feeding its two canals. The gardens 
are surrounded by farmland on all but the west side, where the church and churchyard 
are situated. Flaxley Abbey stands 3km to the north-west, on the edge of the Forest of 
Dean. The site is owned by the National Trust and in 1986 was graded II* in English 
Heritage's Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England. 
2.2 History 
A manor house was recorded at Westbury from the 13`}' century and the first buildings 
probably stood in the field south of the present garden (Kingsley, 1989,194). By 
1489 the manor was held by Sir Alexander Baynham. In 1619, the lawyer Nicholas 
Roberts bought the estate and may have built the house shown on Kip's engraving of 
c. 1712 (Ibid. ). In 1625 Roberts sold to John Dutton. The manor then passed briefly 
to the Roberts of Stanton Harcourt and in 1641 Giles Roberts sold it to his nephew, 
Richard Colchester (died 1643), one of the six Clerks of the Chancery (Anon., VCH, 
1972,87). Richard's widow Elizabeth held the manor during the minority of their son 
Duncombe (born 1630), who inherited in c. 1650. In 1643, when Duncombe was still 
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a minor, Westbury Court was captured by Parliamentarian troops. Duncombe later 
became a notorious Royalist and was rewarded with a knighthood after the 
Restoration (Jackson-Stops, 1980,7). Duncombe's son Maynard was born in 1664. 
In 1689, Maynard married Jane Clark, daughter of the Lord Mayor of London. When 
he inherited Westbury Court from his grandfather Richard in 1694 (Sales, 1981,114) 
he was therefore financially in a strong position to carry out improvements (Jackson- 
Stops, 1980,7). During the next decade, he laid out the garden: digging the long 
canal from 1696-1705 (Hunt, 1988,262); planting thousands of yews and hollies; 
building a pavilion (1702-3) (Ibid. ); and laying out a Dutch parterre (1700). In 
c. 1710, Robert Atkyns (1712,799) described Maynard as having 'a large house and 
seat, and great estates in this and other places. Maynard was MP for Gloucester and 
a religious and social reformer, co-founding SPCK, the Society for the Propagation of 
Christian Knowledge, in 1698 (http: //www. mundus. ac. uk/cats/5/1030. html). 
Maynard Colchester died in 1715 and was succeeded by his nephew, also named 
Maynard. Maynard II was probably responsible for the creation of the T-shaped 
canal, built soon after he inherited (Kingsley, 1989,195). Between 1715 and 1725, a 
gazebo (replacing the twin pavilions shown by Kip at the north end of the long canal) 
and enclosure were also added to the garden. ' 
1 Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England, 1986, part 16. 
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Fig. 5/2 The Long Canal and pavilion, from the north. July 2002. 
1ý 
In 1742 the Tudor house was destroyed by fire (Kingsley, 1989,195). It was rebuilt 
in the 1740s by Michael Sidnell2 but, soon after its completion, the Colchesters moved 
to their house at the Wilderness near Abenhall3 and apparently only lived at Westbury 
Court from c. 1780 to 1805 (Anon., VCH, 1972,88) when the main house was burnt 
and demolished (Anon., 1988,262). The gardens were, however, kept maintained in 
their absence. An old people's home now stands on or near the site of the 18`h century 
house. In 1895 a new house was built, enclosing the summerhouse, and the 
Colchesters moved back to Westbury Court. The 19`h century house was demolished 
c. 1960 when Stella Colchester-Weymyss sold the estate to the County Council 
(Kingsley, 1989,196). In 1967, Westbury Court became the first historic garden to be 
acquired by the National Trust, who, from 1967-75, restored the garden to its early 
18 `h century state. 
2.3 Documentary sources 
Maynard Colchester I kept a detailed personal account book from 1696 to 1705.4 The 
accounts show that large numbers of trees, particularly fruit trees, were being planted 
in what was a relatively small garden. For example, the following entries appear 
under `work and materials': 
Z Ibid. 
' In the Forest of Dean, 6km NW of Westbury-on-Severn. 
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I ig. S31 he I -Canal, Faith Neptune statue, Crum the north. Juli 'UU'. 
1699 30 May. Pd. Mr Wells 12 spruce firrs 24 Scotch frrrs £1 2s Od 
1702 19 Feb. Pd. Mr. Wells the garner in full, 64 plumbs, 24 pears, 
70 cherries, 12 Scotch firs, 6 peaches, 1 apricock, 
12 filbeards, 6 matts £5 lOs Od 
1702 20 Apr. Pd. Coz. Colchester5 for 4 perimyd hollys, I perimyd yew, 
6 lawrestinus headed, 6 headed phillereys, 30 plain 
phillereys, 5 mizerean [Daphne mezereum] trees, 12 
tuberoses, 1 bay, baskets, mat 
Pd. Mr. Huft in full carriage £2 7s Od 
1702 13 Oct. Pd. Mr Wells 60 cherries, 6 apricocks, 3 plumbs, 
2 nectarines, mats £2 14s 4d 
1703 27 Nov. Pd. By order of Mr Wells to Joseph Butler in full for 24 
standard cherries, 36 Scotch firs, 4 sweet briars, 6 wall 
cherys, 4 plumbs, 4 apricocks, 2 wt. &1 red sweet water 
grape, 6 peaches £3 7s Od 
And listed under `expenses': 
1698 24 March Pd. Coz. Colchester 500 hollys & ews lOs Od 
12 hollys etc 12s 9d 
1699 21 March Pd. Coz. Colchester 1000 ews, 3 yrs. growth, 
hollys the same, 12 standard hollys £2 12s Od 
1702 7 Nov. [Various flowering bulbs and] 1000 ews £3 17s Od 
The 2500 yews and around 1500 hollies must have been used to make hedges, (either 
in the knots [towards which Thomas Hall was paid £4 in 1700: GRO, D36 A4] or 
4 Estate and personal accounts of Maynard Colchester 1695-1708, Gloucester Record Office, D36 A4. 
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parallel to the long canal) or topiary, as shown by Kip in the parterre/knot south of the 
house and in the area east of the long canal. 
No other deeds and estate records of the Colchester family contain references to the 
gardens, apart from a deed of 1725 (GRO, D36 T57), which refers to `the canal and 
fountain'. No mention is made either of an architect for the gardens, or to any 
Dutchman who may have been associated with them. 6 
2.4 Pictorial and cartographic evidence 
The most useffil and detailed illustration of the site is Kip's engraving of 1707 (Fig. 
5/4), published in Atkyns' Ancient andpresent state of Glostershire in 1712. It 
depicts the gardens as Maynard Colchester I created them, before Maynard 11 
completed them. The rambling Tudor house stands north-east of the church. To its 
south is a quartered cutwork parterre accented by topiary. East of the house the long 
canal (1) extends north-south across the entire width of the garden. At its south end is 
the tall pavilion; to its north, twin pavilions stand each side of a circular basin. The 
long canal is flanked by topiary-crowned hedges. A large area of what appears to be 
vegetable gardens (2), edged by fruit trees (Mowl, 2002,55)7 and more topiary, lies 
east of the canal. North of the vegetable gardens is a short, broad, east-west-running 
canal (3). A further long, narrow L-shaped canal (4, possibly a canalised section of 
Westbury Brook) marks the eastern and southern edges of the vegetable area. To the 
other side of this is a large area of fairly regularly-planted trees, probably an orchard 
(5). The garden is enclosed on three sides by a wall but the eastern boundary is not 
visible, perhaps being obscured by the orchard. The main road runs alongside the 
northern wall and another road runs east, towards the tall summerhouse, before 
turning away to the south. 
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5 `Coz. Colchester' was apparently a relation who had a nursery garden. 6 The changing fortunes of the Westbury garden, unpublished report at Westbury Court. 7 Jackson-Stops (1980,21) says that they were plum trees. 
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Kip shows several avenues, all outside the garden proper. The most prominent (a, in 
Fig. 5/4) runs east from the summerhouse, terminating at the eastern end of the 
orchard. The start of a second avenue (b) is shown flanking the road south of the 
summerhouse. A third (c) runs north from the main gateway, on the same alignment 
as the entrance drive. This may be the western half of a double avenue, the eastern 
side of which (d) is only just visible. The area enclosed by these two avenues cannot 
have been an approach route to the house as it contains a north-south tributary of the 
Westbury Brook and its southern end is blocked off by scrubby trees edging the banks 
of the main brook. A gate (6) at the south end of the western avenue does, however, 
suggest that this avenue was used as a private walk or ride. 
An early plan of the gardens appears in a `survey of the estates of Maynard Colchester 
esquire, ' 1785 (Fig. 5/5). This shows the long and T-shaped canals, the former with 
the summerhouse at its south end. The 1740s house stands east of the gardens. 
Unfortunately, the map does not show the avenues depicted by Kip, but two trees near 
the boundary of field 6 (Oxmeadow), NNE of the gardens line up with the long canal 
(see Fig. 5/6). The survey notes that Oxmeadow contains two `good oaks' - 
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Fig. 5/4 Kip's engraving of Westbury Court, c. 1707. Looking , outh-cast. 
presumably the trees shown. Two other trees, on the boundary of field 11, are also on 
line with the long canal. They appear to be hedgerow trees in 1785 but, if the 
hedgerow was not yet present in the early 18`x' century, may have been avenue trees, 
later incorporated into the hedge. 














Fig. 5/5 `A survey of the estates of Maynard Colchester esquire, ' 1785. GRO D2123. 
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Fig. 5/6 Detail from 1785 
map, re-aligned with north 
to top. Two pairs of 
possible avenue trees 
circled and probable route 
of avenue shown by dashed 
line. 
One hundred years later, the first edition OS maps8 (Figs. 5/7 - 5/8) show that the two 
oaks in field 6 have gone but the two possible avenue trees to the north remain, 
although the field boundary they stood on has been removed. 
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1: 71 1 
-6 inch OS, published 1883, and 25 inch OS, published 1880 or later (Map of Colchester-Wemuss 
family estate in Westbury-on-Severn on 25" OS sheets D2305/9, GRO). 
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Previous page Fig. 5/7 
Detail from first edition 
25 inch OS map. 
Left Fig. 5/8 Detail 
from 6 inch OS map, 
published 1883. 
Possible avenue oaks 
circled. Dashed line 
shows probable route of 
avenue, on line with 
Long Canal. 
2.5 Aerial photographs 
A vertical aerial photograph of 24`x' May 1970 (Fig. 5/9) shows the gardens as they 
were during restoration. All that appears to remain from the 18`h century are the two 
canals and the outline of the garden plot. There is no sign of the avenues shown by 
Kip, apart from the two mature oaks, mentioned above, two fields to the north of the 
gardens. 
An oblique photograph of 8t' May 2001 (Fig. 5/10) shows that parterres, quincunxes 
and a short section of avenue have been added to the gardens. 
, I'A 
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Fig. 5/9 Vertical aerial 
photograph of Westbury, 
24`h May 1970 
(S0718143, NMR10523), 
during restoration of the 
gardens. Possible avenue 
oaks circled. 
Fig. 5/10 Oblique 
acrial photograph, 






2.6 Site description and fieldwork 
The gardens were restored by the National Trust in the 1960s and 70s. Maynard 
Colchester I's long canal and tall summerhouse and Maynard 11's T-canal, gazebo and 
enclosure were repaired. As mentioned above, the Tudor house had been demolished 
in 1805 and the 1895 house, which incorporated the summerhouse, was pulled down 
in the 1960s. Today there is no house at the site and old people's homes stand on the 
site of the Tudor house and parterres. Using Kip's engraving as a guide, the parterre 
was recreated as part of the garden restoration, but relocated to the site of the 17 th 
century vegetable garden. A quincunx of Portugese laurel, Phillyrea, thorn, cherry 
and other fruit trees was planted in the 1960s, surrounding the parterre (pers. comm. 
Jerry Green, NT Gardener, July 2002). 
The yew hedges along the canals and dividing the garden were replanted during 
restoration. Few trees planted before the last century remain. The largest and oldest 
tree at Westbury Court is a Holm/evergreen oak (Quercus i1ex) which stands near the 
south end of the long canal, south-east of the tall pavilion. It is the largest recorded 
holm oak in Britain (Thomas, 1979,253), with girth at breast height9 of 8.7m. 
Mitchell has calculated its year of planting as 1570-1600 [Hadfield, 1971,1241, 
making it a fairly early specimen, as the species was not introduced to Britain until 
c. 1500. The tree appears to have been anciently pollarded. It must have already been 
a large tree when Kip drew his topographic view but, strangely, it is missing from the 
engraving. It has been suggested that Kip omitted the oak as it would have obscured 
other details of the garden (Renow-Clarke, 2002,9) or because it 'provided an 
unwelcome note of asymmetry' (Jackson-Stops, 1980,18). 
`' Should be measured 5 ft from ground but swelling of the trunk at this height meant the girth had to be 
measured at the narrowest point, 4 ft above the ground. 
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Figs. 5/11-12 Left: Holm oak, July 2002. Right: Detail of holm oak trunk (50cm scale stick) 
A second tree that may have been present in the original formal garden was a 
mulberry that, until the late 1990s, stood in the orchard, east of the stream. Maynard 
I's account book shows that from 1700-1703 he bought a lot of fruit trees: 71 plums, 
24 pears, 160 cherries and 12 'filbeards' (filberts or hazelnuts). Some of these would 
have been trained up the garden walls or planted around the edge of the vegetable 
garden but it is likely that the majority of them were grown in the orchard. Today the 
orchard contains mainly 'Blakeney Red' pears, plums and cherries, none of which are 
old enough to have been present in the early 18 th century garden. Modem aerial 
photographs (wwww. oldmaps. com) show marks where the orchard trees probably 
were but no remains are visible at ground level. 
Kip's engraving shows a long avenue running east from the summerhouse, parallel 
with the southern boundary of the gardens and orchard. It is now thought that the 
avenue was not as shown by Kip. His engraving may show its intended position but 
the Holm oak would have blocked its route (pers. comm. Ken Vaughn, fon-ner NT 
gardener at Westbury Court, June 2003). It seems that the avenue did in fact start at 
the south-east comer of the garden, aligned on the east wall of the summerhouse. 
Until 1980, a few Barland pears stood in the field south-east of the garden (possibly 
those trees shown on the OS six inch map of 1883 [Fig. 5/14]) and were thought to 
have been possible survivors from the avenue (Jackson-Stops, 1980,18). This area 
was replanted as a short avenue in the late 20'h century, using Barland pears -a 17 
1h 
century perry pear, which can grow to the size of an oak. The species originally used 
in this avenue is not, however, known for certain. Pears would have made an 
attractive and useful avenue but the use of fruit trees for this purpose is unusual. Kip 
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shows 10 1 trees in this avenue, matching a payment in Colchester's account book for 
102 oaks in 1702 (Ibid. ). Two horse chestnuts now stand to the east of the Westbury 
Brook, at the point where the avenue is likely to have started. With girths of 3.3m and 
3.5m, calculations suggest they were planted no earlier than the 1820s-40s, but may 
have replaced earlier avenue trees. 
ns 
per.. 
Fig. 5/15 Avenue of 
Barland pears and (in 
background) two horse 
chestnuts, 
aligned on tall pavilion 
(window visible). 
July 2002. 
There is no evidence, apart from its appearance in Kip's view, that a second avenue 
ran south from the summerhouse, continuing the line of the long canal. There is some 
evidence, however, for the third avenue, running north from the garden, but it does 
not appear to be quite as it was depicted by Kip (Fig. 5/16). He shows a double 
Figs. 5/13-14 The southern avenue: 
Above: In Kip's c. 1707 engraving, 
looking south-east. 
Left: Detail from 1883 OS map 
showing Barland pears (highlighted) 





avenue, enclosing a tributary of the Westbury Brook, with the west side (c) aligned on 
the entrance gates and driveway and the east side (d) aligned on the middle of the 
north face of the house. This position seems unlikely for a useable avenue, as both 
halves would have had to cross the Westbury Brook. Kip shows a bridge and gateway 
at the south end of the western half and this was still present in 1883. If an avenue did 
extend NNE from the bridge, the 1883 map (Fig. 5/17, route marked by dashed red 
line) shows that it would have started west of the brook tributary, then crossed to the 
east bank, sharing the same route as a c. 130m straight stretch of footpath and, north of 
that, would have passed along the centre of a thin strip of trees. These trees cannot be 
dated as they are no longer present in the field but they were on the correct alignment 
and it is possible that they may have been avenue trees. 
Below Fig. 5/16 Extract from Kip's 
engraving, showing south end of possible 
north avenue. 
Right Fig. 5/17 Extract from 6 inch 1883 OS 
map, with possible routes of avenue added. 
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The eastern half of the avenue (d) is harder to find. Kip shows a weir and building 
(possibly a mill)just to the west of its southern end. This weir is still present on the 
OS map of 1883. Its route, as suggested by Kip, is shown in blue in Fig. 5/17, but it is 
more likely that this half of the double avenue was aligned with the long canal, 
constructed 1696-1705, so was further east than Kip showed (magenta line in Fig. 
5/17). In 1704, Colchester's accounts refer to payment for 'pineaples and pillers' 
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which must have been those flanking the clairvoyie at the north end of the canal 
(GRO, D36 A4). Today this clairvoy& frames perfectly the view of a pair of oaks 
about 400m to the NNE (previously discussed in section 4.5). With girths of 4.9m 
and 5-75m, and assuming the trees grew in average conditions, calculations suggest 
that they were planted c. 1705 and c. 1610 respectively. A planting date of 1610 is too 
early to fit into the Colchesters' garden scheme (Maynard I only started work on the 
garden in 1696) but the oaks line up so accurately with the canal and clairvoy& that it 
seems safe to assume that both were planted in the 1690s or the first decade of the 
1700s, as the long canal was being dug, and that variations in health and/or 
environmental conditions (perhaps a pocket of fertile alluvial soil, on the Westbury 
Brook's floodplain) have caused one oak to grow at a faster rate than usual. 
eýý 
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Left Fig. 5/18 Maynard I's -pincaples and pillcrý, ' ýpfflars inarked bý rcd artoý, ) X tile 
north end of the long canal frames two oaks (marked with black arrows) which 
may survive from the original avenue. 
Right Fig. 5/19 Close-up of the oaks (both photographs July 2002). 
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3 FLAXLEY ABBEY 
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Fig. 5/20 Extract from I: 
50 000 OS map 
(Landranger 162), 
published 1996, showing 
Flaxley Abbey (circled). 
Note proximity to 
Westbury Court, to the 
south-east (labelled `Water 
Gardens'). 
Flaxley Abbey (NGR SO 690 154) stands 150m north of the B-road that runs through 
the small hamlet of Flaxley, Blaisdon Parish, at the north-east edge of the Forest of 
Dean, 3.5krn north-east of Cinderford. The house and its immediate gardens are at 
50m OD and lie on the floodplain of the Westbury Brook, the course of which was 
altered to serve the abbey and later manor house and ironworks (Anon., VCH, 1996, 
140). The ground rises to the north and east of the house. The gardens are 
surrounded by farmland and woodland. Westbury Court gardens lie 3km to the south- 
east. The c. 40ha site (including a deer park) is privately owned and in 1986 was 
registered grade 11 by English Heritage. 
3.2 History 
The Cistercian monastery of Flaxley was founded in the mid 12 1h century. Henry 11 
granted the abbey an iron forge and unlimited timber from the Royal Forest. The 
overfelling of oaks, however, caused Henry III to revoke the grant of royal trees and 
in 1258 the monks were given their own wood - Flaxley Wood - instead (Lees-Milne, 
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1973,843). At its dissolution in 153610 the abbey and manor were granted to Sir 
William Kingston (Atkyns, 1712,43 6). His son Anthony demolished the abbey 
church and some of the claustral buildings. The remaining buildings were patched up 
to form an occasional residence (Kingsley, 1992,14 1). In 164 8 the half-brothers 
William and James Boeve, Dutch merchants from London, bought the estate as an 
investment (Anon., VCH, 1996,142). William Boeve gained sole ownership of 
Flaxley in 1654 and assigned half of the estate to his widowed half-sister, Joanna 
Clarke. On her death in 1664, Flaxley passed to her son, Abraham Clarke (died 
1683). It passed next to his cousin, William Boevey (died 1692) then to William's 
wife, Catharina (of rich, Dutch-bom. merchant parents) whom he had married in 1685, 
when she was 15 (Baden Watkins, 1985,280). In 1691 William was appointed by the 
Treasury as one of ten commissioners to report on the condition of the Forest of Dean 
which was then devoted mainly to raising timber for the Navy. The commissioners' 
report pronounced the Forest to be in a flourishing condition and 'perhaps the best 
nursery for a Navy in the world' (Anstis, 1996,86). 
William Boevey 'pursued a speedy rake's progress to an early grave' (Kingsley, 1992, 
141) but was responsible for the first remodelling of Flaxley Abbey (Stamper, 1999, 
2) and also started to lay out the formal gardens, as depicted by Kip in 1712. On 
William's death in 1692, Catharina was left a large inheritance. She completed the 
gardens at Flaxley (Anon., VCH, 1996,142), using a sum left for that purpose by 
William (Gibson, 2001,13), and gave generously to charity, helping to found the 
SPCK for the 'Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Lands' of which Maynard 
Colchester was a leading member (Baden Watkins, 1985,285). Atkyns (1712,436) 
described Catherina as having 'an handsome house, and pleasant gardens, and a great 
estate; a furnace for casting of iron, and 3 forges. With only one avenue, no formal 
planting in the deer park and a parterre much smaller than Kip suggested, Flaxley's 
gardens were fashionable but unexceptional. As Mowl (2002,39) says, 'The garden 
was formal but it was never grand; it offered only a pleasant, token formalism to 
dignify an amateurish conversion of one-time monastic premises'. 
10 Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England, 1986, part 16. 
After Catharina's death in 1722, Flaxley passed to Thomas Crawley-Boevey and it 
remained in that family until 1960. By the mid 18'h century, parts of the medieval 
deer park (which had covered c. 50 ha at its most extensive)" north-east of the Abbey 
had been landscaped (Anon., VCH, 1996,139). In 1777 a fire destroyed the southern 
half of the medieval house. The wing was rebuilt by Anthony Keck (Kingsley, 1992, 
141) and by the late 18th century, possibly as part of the alterations, the formal 
gardens were removed and replaced by lawn. 
In 1960, Flaxley Abbey was sold to the local industrialist Mr F Baden Watkins. With 
the help of the stage designer and artist Oliver Messel, he restored the house and laid 
out the present formal water gardens. The house is now L-shaped, with the west wing 
consisting of remodelled monastic cloister buildings and the south range being that of 
Keck, with 1960s alterations. The main parts of the abbey and church now lie under 
the gardens east of the house (Verey, 1979,186). 
3.3 Documentary sources 
The published diaries of Francis Crawley-Boevey (2001) record certain 
(events/discoveries up to 1928'. On 6h November 1912, Crawley-Boevey records the 
replanting of the lime avenue: 'Planted avenue of 21 lime trees 14ft high in Park. 
Correct centre of original avenue judged from remains of a central bridge over sunk 
fence and stream etc. Avenue 40yds [36.58m] wide at lower end, 30yds [27.43m] at 
upper end and trees planted 40ft apart' (Ibid., 6). 
Another entry, the following day, records the clearance of several trees and shrubs 
'out of the shrubbery by Drawbridge at south-east comer of front lawn. Took down I 
ash, 4 spruce, 3 elm, 4 holly, 2 chestnut, I birch, 6 large laurels; leaving I beech, I 
copper beech, 2 yew, I chestnut, I oak, 3 spruce, 2 holly, and I laurel' (Ibid. ). The 
'Drawbridge' could refer to a footbridge over the stream, south-west of the house, or 
to the drive, under which the stream passes in a culvert. Either way, the course of the 
stream is now ftulher south than it was in Kip's day and the area mentioned by 
Crawley-Boevey is likely to have been outside the formal gardens of that time. 
11 NMR Monument Report 858603, Swindon, 1'` July 2003,4. 
Presumably the trees mentioned were planted in the later 18`h century, when the 
gardens were deformalised. 
3.4 Pictorial and cartographic evidence 
A view of the west front of Flaxley Abbey, probably painted c. 1690 (Fig. 5/2 1, from 
Harris, 1979, plate 413) is a naYve depiction of which Harris says, 'the artist has 
avoided any attempt to indicate the landscape situation' (Ibid. ). The house is indeed 
the focus of the painting but the tops of a few mature trees (a) can. however, be seen 
behind it. Beyond the house, to the east, is shown a strip of woodland (b) at the 
summit of the hill, presumably representing Flaxley Wood. Trees labelled c may 
simply be tall trees growing directly behind the house but could possibly represent an 
avenue, extending from the house to the woods. 
Fig. 5/21 View of west front of 
Flaxley Abbey, c. 1690. 
Artist unknown. 
The most detailed view of Flaxley is that by Kip, c. 1712 (Fig. 5/22). In this depiction, 
the approach drive is from the south and leads into a rectangular forecourt (a) west of 
the abbey, edged on two sides by what appear to be immature conifers. East of this is 
another rectangular court (b), walled, with gazebos at its north-east and north-west 
comers. The northern half of this enclosure contains a simple parterre with a central 
basin and fountain. The southern half has a lawn and a path to the house. 
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Presumably the trees mentioned were planted in the later 18'h century. when the 
gardens were deformalised. 
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Behind the house, to the east, is a vast formal quartered parterre of lawns edged with 
topiary (c). A raised terrace runs along its northern edge. The parterre is enclosed by 
a wall. Two canals (d and e) flank the east and south sides of the parterre. Kitchen 
gardens lie to the north and south of the southern canal. The main axis of the parterre 
is not aligned upon the centre of the house but on a point about two-thirds southwards 
along its length. Hence the gardens lie to the east and south-east of the house. The 
line of the main axis of the parterre passes through two sets of gates. in the east wall 
of the parterre and the eastern boundary of the garden, and continues through the park 
as an avenue (0, terminating at a further set of gates at the top of the hill. The top part 
of the avenue appears to be in a cutting. 
Signs of the industrial activity mentioned by Atkyns can be seen to the south-east of 
the formal gardens: a mill (g) stands next to the stream; behind the mill are three more 
buildings, one of which, billowing smoke, is likely to be an ironworks (h). 
The first edition 6 inch (surveyed 1878) and first (Fig. 5/23, surveyed 1877-8) and 
second edition 25 inch (early 20th century) ordnance survey maps show the abbey 
before its 20th century water gardens were added. East of the house, on the site of the 
parterres, is a path leading to a short, circular walk, with a stand of trees on its south 
side. The lime avenue leading east from the garden is not present but a ride through 
the woods on the line of the avenue remains, as does a small building at the eastern 
end of the ride. Undated photographs (presumably pre-1960s, GRO D3921 111/13) 
confirm that today's water gardens were not present before the 1960s so are not. 
therefore, simply a restoration of those shown by Kip. 
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Fig. 5/23 Extract from first edition 25 inch OS map, surveyed 1877-8, published 1900, 
showing Flaxley Abbey and surroundings. Lime avenue has not yet been replanted. 
The lime avenue east of the house is not shown on the 6 inch or 25 inch OS maps but 
is depicted on a plan accompanying sale particulars of 1960 (Fig. 5/24). This 
confirms that the avenue shown in the early 18th century had been completely 
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Fig. 5/24 Plan of Flaxley, 1960. GRO SL 568 (sale particulars of 1960). 
3.5 Aerial photographs 
. t: 
Vertical aerial photographs of 1952-3 show that the avenue is still open and in use, as 
a track can be seen leading to the top of the hill, presumably for access to the fields 
there. The ramp in the middle section of the avenue is visible as it has not yet been 
covered by scrub. Messel's water gardens have not yet been laid out and the gardens 
east of the house consist simply of lawn, with several geometric beds. Earthworks 
south of these beds may date from the 18"' century gardens. Two mature trees stand 
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in the eastern garden -a deciduous tree near the south-east comer of the house and an 
oak in the north-east comer of the garden. Both remain today. 
Fig. 5/25 Vertical 




Fig. 5/26 Vertical 
aerial photograph, 









NM R 18663/06). 
3.6 Site description and fieldwork 
The gardens have been much simplified since 1712. The drive to the house is now a 
curving one, leading from the road west of St Mary's church and passing through an 
area of grass and specimen trees. There is no trace of the straight approach shown by 
Kip. Part of the house court wall on the west side of the abbey remains. The main 
entrance to the house is now at its southern end, in the late 18'h century extension. 
IN 
Fig. 5/28 West face of Abbey, November 2003. 
The gardens behind the house are the product of the 1960s restoration by Oliver 
Messel, based loosely upon those shown by Kip. The two long canals have been 
recreated, roughly in their original positions, although the east-west canal is shorter 
and several metres further north than the original, as depicted by Kip. A terrace still 
runs along the northern edge of the garden but the parterres and kitchen gardens are 
no longer present. On the site of the parterres, there is now a pair of large, semi- 
circular, ornamental pools. Further, smaller ponds lie to their east and west. 
Figs. 5/29-30 1960s restoration of the formal gardens: canal and pools in front of east face of Abbey 
(above); and canal running along south edge of garden (below). November 2003. 
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The only trees that Kip shows in the formal garden, c. 1712, are small, topiarised 
bushes. One would not, therefore, expect to find large trees surviving from that 
period and this is indeed the case. The oldest tree in this area is a common oak, 
located 10m west of the north end of the north-south canal. This has been pollarded at 
1.5m above ground level and its girth of 2.6m suggests that it was planted in the 
1880s. Other trees of note are two rows of Indian Bean Trees (Catalpa bignonioides) 
on the north and south sides of the lawn. The girth of the largest bean tree is only 
2.3m' 2 and an article in Country Life suggests the trees were planted shortly before 
1973 (Lees-Milne, 12 April 1973,984). 
Outside what would have been the formal garden are four other mature trees. On the 
south side of the east-west canal, at its eastern end, is a yew which appears to consist 
of either two trees that have become fused together, or a single specimen that has been 
topped at a low height, producing multiple, parallel branches. The main trunk has a 
girth of 4.3m (giving a planting year of c. 1725) but divides into two trunks about 
1.5m from the ground. Each of these trunks has a girth of 2.5m - if these were the 
trunks of individual trees, they would each have been planted by c. 1890. The trees 
are probably significantly older than this, however, as their growth would have been 
slowed by being grown so close together. East of the yew, at the south end of the 
north-south canal, is a common oak with a girth of 4m, probably planted in the 1780s. 
West of these two trees, around 25m south of the east-west canal, is a cedar of 
Lebanon. Its girth of 3.6m suggests it was planted in the mid 1800S. 13 
South-west of the cedar, next to the stream, stands the only tree that must definitely 
have been present in the early 18th century: a common oak, with a girth of 5.1 in, 
which calculation suggests was planted in the 1680s. The course of the stream 
appears to have altered since it was depicted by Kip, who showed it flowing very 
close to the house, but is unlikely that this was the case. It is more likely that Kip 
simply exaggerated the width of the gardens, showing the canal almost meeting the 
stream when it was, in fact, about 80m from it. It is also, probable, therefore, that Kip 
12 The Forestry Commission has no growth rate data available for calculation of Indian Bean Tree age. 13 There is no data available for the growth of cedars of Lebanon in average/garden conditions, hence 
planting dates for good and poor conditions have been generated and the planting date for 
average/garden conditions assumed to be between these two. 
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omitted some garden features in the area between the stream and the canal. The 
1680s oak and the c. 1725 yew could, therefore, have been growing in this area. 
Fig. 5/31 Yew, beside east-west canal, which 
may have resulted from the fusion of two 
trees. 
November 2003. (50cm scale stick. ) 
Fig. 5/32 South of 
formal gardens: cedar of 
Lebanon (left) and 
common oak, the latter 
may have been planted in 
the 1680s. 
November 2003. 
The lime avenue depicted by Kip is still present at Flaxley but, as mentioned above, 
was replanted by Francis Crawley-Boevey in 1912. Crawley-Boevey says that he 
judged the correct centre of the avenue from the 'remains of a central bridge over 
sunk fence and stream etc. ' - presumably the gated bridge which Kip shows crossing 
the north-south canal. This suggests that he did not re-use the original planting pits - 
which would surely have been a more accurate way of replanting the avenue. Uthe 
pits could not be seen in 1912 (and they are not visible today either), then Crawley- 
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Boevey's replacement limes cannot be assumed to be in the same positions as their 
predecessors. Crawley-Boevey mentions that the limes were 14ft high when he 
planted them so it would be expected that girth measurements would give a planting 
date a slightly before 1912 as the saplings must have already been a few years old 
when they were planted. The girths of a sample of the 21 limes were measured and 
found to range from 2.4-3.25m, giving an average planting date of 1913. This is near 
enough to 1912 to corroborate Crawley-Boevey's statement. 
At the top of the slope, four older avenue limes of similar sizes remain at the top of 
the cutting (which is about 2-3m deep) here, two to each side of the now overgrown 
fide. The distance between the top pair of limes, which stand around 5m below the 
crest of the hill, is only 13m. One of these trees, which appears to have been naturally 
coppiced, had a girth at ground level of about 4m, giving it a planting date of c. 1850. 
As the tree had grown in woodland and had later been coppiced. its growth would 
have been slower than usual. It seems likely, therefore. that these were part of the 
original avenue, as shown by Kip. 
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Fig. 5 33 Loýker part of lime avenue. Lar-th%%ork ramp marked bý triangle n 
and original avenue limes indicated by arrows. November 2003. 
The planting distances in the lower part of the avenue range from 12.1-13.5m, with an 
average distance of 12.58m (41.26ft). Crawley-Boevey stated that he had planted the 
trees 40ft apart. The distance between the two rows, i. e. the width of the avenue, 
decreases from 35.3m (38.6 yards) at its west end to 27m (29.5 yards) at its east end, 
supporting Crawley- Boevey's distances of 40 and 30 yards. At the top of the slope, 
near the original limes, the width decreases to only 10.5m. 
A 5.5m wide earthwork ramp starts at the west end of the avenue and rises gradually 
along its centre. It has the effect of evening-out the break of slope and decreasing the 
steepness of the ride. It is not possible to tell if this feature is depicted in Kip's 
engraving but Kip does show that the route of the avenue further up the hill is in a 
cutting (which survives today and is 2-3m deep). If this landscaping had been carried 
out to make the avenue less steep, it is conceivable that the ramp was constructed at 
the same time, for the same purpose. 
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Left Fig. 5/34 One of the original avenue limes, now an veteran coppice tree, at the top of the slope. 
November 2003. (50cm scale stick. ) Right Fig. 5/35 Detail of avenue from Kip's c. 1712 engraving. 
Fig. 5/36 Base of 
earthwork ramp, looking 
east. 
November 2003. 
uttiný at top of 
,: nue, looking west. Two 
original limes marked by 
arrows. November 2003. 
An area of woodland either side of a track, about 200m north of the eastern end of the 
avenue, consists mainly of coppiced beeches, with some coppiced sweet chestnuts. 
Although the Forest of Dean was most significant as a producer of oak timber, there 
was, until the early 17'h century, as much beech as oak among the large timber trees 
and sweet chestnuts were once proftise in the north-east side of the Forest, near 
Flaxley (Currie et al, 1996,285-94). The beeches and chestnuts appear to have been 
anciently coppiced and one of the larger beech stools has a girth of 6m at its base, 
giving it a planting date of at least c. 1560. Presumably this was either part of the 
woodland granted to the abbey in 1258 or was planted within the deer park by the 
monks or the Kingstons. Coppicing may have been used to produce poles for 
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firewood and a crop of edible nuts. Beech and sweet chestnut both bum with a fair 
heating power (http: //web. onetel. net. uk/-npwiIson/maering/wood. htm) and may also 
have been made into charcoal for use in Flaxley's ironworks, shown just south of the 
avenue in Kip's view. 
Fig. 5/38 Beech and 
sweet chestnut coppice in 
woods east of Abbey. 
November 2003. 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The formal gardens at both Flaxley and Westbury were built on sites that had been 
occupied for at least 400 years - the former since the foundation of a 12 th century 
monastery, and the latter since a 13 th century manor house was built. Although the 
gardens were brought up to date in the 1680s and 90s, not all elements of their flormer 
layouts were wiped away. Westbury, for example, kept its fish ponds, by the church, 
and Flaxley, it is suggested, retained and adapted its moats. 
Kip's bird's-eye views of the gardens in the first decade of the 18 th century showed 
that they had many features in common: quartered parterres, canals, kitchen gardens, 
topiary and avenues. In spite of these similarities, however, Westbury Court came to 
be known as a Dutch water garden whilst Flaxley did not, despite being laid out by 
Dutch-born owners. Perhaps the flatness and wetness of the site at Westbury, as well 
as the presence of William of Orange on the throne, encouraged the Colchesters, uncle 
and nephew, to build a Dutch-style garden. They used features that were common in 
many other gardens of this time. but added an unmistakable Dutch twist - the tall 
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pavilion - to ensure that the visitor knew exactly what kind of garden this was 
supposed to be. 
Westbury Court's Tutchness' has, in fact, come into question as it is so hard to 
distinguish between Dutch-style gardens (derived from French and Italian models) or_ 
French-style gardens (derived from Italian models) and those of 'indigenous tradition' 
(Gibson, 2001,21). In a typical 17'h century Dutch Classical garden the house would 
stand in the centre of a rectangular plot enclosed by canals and trees. 'Megardens" 
would be aligned on the house or on an axis parallel to that through the house. 
Complex sections, such as parterres and orangcrics, would be near the house, with 
orchards, kitchen gardens and bosquets further away. Different sections would be 
separated by high hedges which would also shelter the gardens from the wind 
(Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,95). Dutch gardens were compact, in%,, rard-looking, 
intricate and useful: providing fruit and vegetables; and fish from the canals. 
Westbury Court follows these design rules in that it is a compact garden, with a sense 
of independence from the house (Ibid., 262), on a flat site amongst water meadows. It 
has two straight canals, a tall, Dutch-style pavilion and ornamental but productive 
fruit and vegetable gardens. The gardens are aligned on the long canal, the axis of 
which is parallel to that through the house. Two avenues extend the main axis beyond, 
the garden, following the Dutch fashion of the 1680s. 14 In the Netherlands, the axis. 
would usually be extended along a drive but, as Jacques and Van der Horst (1988, 
113) state: 'the legacy of Tudor and Jacobean houses separated from the public 
highway only by a forecourt made monumental avenue approaches impossible... At 
some of these places a roadless avenue was planted beyond the highway, purely to 
extend the axis'. This was the case at Westbury. 
Many of these so-called Dutch features do, however, occur in gardens of other 
nationalities. For example, compact and inward-looking gardens with an emphasis on 
horticulture also appeared in Tudor England whilst canals and axial avenues are also 
features of French baroque gardens. The previous chapter has shown that 73% of the 
This extension of the axis in Dutch gardens 'encouraged a reorientation of the parts of the garden 
along a strong axial alignment, opening up views and connections with outlying parts of the estate. ' 
Gibson, 2001,5. 
Gloucestershire seats depicted by Kip in the early 18 th century had axial avenues. 
Overall, though, touches such as the tall pavilion and a sense of exclusion of the 
landscape beyond the garden, do make the garden seem more Dutch than French or 
English Renaissance. 
What then influenced Colchester to make a Dutch-style garden? And why did he 
improve just the garden and leave the Tudor house untouched? The first phase of the 
garden was completed while William of Orange was on the throne and Colchester 
may simply have been copying the style of William's alterations at Kensington 
Gardens and Hampton Court (F Hopper in Jellicoe et al, 1986,607). It is unlikely that 
Colchester's design was influenced by European landscape art as the collecting of 
landscape paintings did not take off until the 1720s and even then the fashion was for 
Italian, rather than Dutch works. By the 1660s, however, engravings of French and 
Italian gardens and of more local water gardens were widely available and must have 
had some influence (Gibson, 2001,13). Indeed, 20 of the 63 gardens depicted by Kip 
in Atkyn's Glostershire had variations of the water garden (Verey, 1979,400). 
It is not known whether Maynard Colchester I ever visited the Netherlands himself 
but Catharina Boevey, daughter of an Amsterdam merchant, was his near neighbour at 
Flaxley Abbey. She was known to Colchester through their involvement in founding 
the Societies for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge, for the Propagation of the 
Gospel in Foreign Parts and for the Reformation of Manners. They probably saw 
each other in London too as Colchester was an MP in the first decade of the 18 th 
century and was often there (Anstis, 1996,104). Colchester prosecuted Catharina 
Boevey in 1710 for letting her servants kill a Forest deer. She won the case but 'he 
bore her no grudge' (Ibid., 103), perhaps because they were already acquaintances. 
William and Catharina Boevey's garden at Flaxley also had straight canals, also off- 
line with the house, and had other features typical of Dutch gardens, including 
extensive use of topiary; and an avenue to extend the main axis out of the garden. All 
these, however, could be found in many early 18'h century native or French-influenced 
gardens in that area. The gardens also lacked other Dutch features such as hedges, 
fruit trees and tall garden buildings, all of which could be seen at Westbury, and the 
vegetable gardens lay to the side of the main parterre, appearing incidental to the main 
design. Although Catharina and Maynard were acquainted, it is not known how I 
familiar she was with garden design fashions or whether she advised Colchester on his 
garden, and vice versa. It seems likely that the factors influencing both Colchester 
and the Boeveys in their choice of garden would have been mixed: partly a nod to the 
Franco-Dutch formalism fashionable at the time; and partly the adoption of elements 
from other Gloucestershire gardens, which were also attempting, to various degrees, 
to adapt the vernacular. 
In spite of sharing many garden features, the use of trees differed considerably 
between the two sites. Although both made extensive use of topiary and small, 
cliPped trees, Westbury had three or four avenues and an orchard or grove, whilst the 
only use of full sized, formally-placed trees at Flaxley was in its single, axial avenue. 
This is, perhaps, accounted for by the fact that Flaxley lay within the Forest of Dean 
and the gardens were, therefore, surrounded by woodland. The Boeveys, having the 
Forest at their disposal, must have felt little need, therefore, to create groves or 
wildernesses in which to wander. 
No references could be found as to where the Boeveys obtained trees for the topiary 
and avenue but it is unlikely that William would have bothered to create his own 
nursery to supply so few trees. William Boevey was a forest commissioner so must 
have been well aware of the economic value of wood. But would he have been 
encouraged to plant trees himself, being already surrounded by flourishing forest? 
Unfortunately, apart from the area of coppiced beeches and sweet chestnuts on the 
hillside north-east of the Abbey, it is impossible to tell which woodland trees were 
planted and which were self-seeded. Nor could any written evidence be found for the 
economic exploitation of the woodland. 
Francis Crawley-Boevey's diary suggests that when the lower part of the avenue was 
replanted in 1912, the earthwork ramp was taken to be the centre of the original 
avenue. No tree pits or extant avenue trees are mentioned and map evidence shows 
that no original trees remained. It can therefore be assumed that avenue width and 
planting intervals in the new avenue are not necessarily the same as in the Ie century 
one. There are now ten limes in each side of the avenue but Kip showed 15 trees on 
each side. If the length of this section of avenue was the same in c. 1712 as it is today, - 
the trees shown by Kip must have been planted closer together than today's limes. 
The pronounced narrowing of the avenue as it goes uphill is not evident in Kip's 
engraving but early OS maps show that the ride through the woodland at the top of the 
avenue does indeed narrow as it goes uphill. Perhaps Boevey was using this device to 
make his avenue appear longer - narrowing into the distance. 
The purpose of the avenue is not clear. Perhaps, as at Westbury, it was mainly 
ornamental, aiming to extend the main axis of the garden. It does not lead to any road 
and it has been suggested that the avenue simply provided vehicular access between 
Home Farm, just north of the Abbey, and the park (Stamper, 1999,3). The 25m 
section through woodland is, however, extremely steep: with a gradient of 1: 2, it must 
have been too steep for carriages and carts. It is unlikely, therefore, that the avenue 
was used as a drive or as a route for farm vehicles. Steps had, however, been taken to 
reduce the gradient by constructing a ramp at the bottom of the wooded section and 
digging a cutting (shown by Kip and still present today) at the top, so the route must 
have had some circulatory use. It seems most likely that its primary function was 
aesthetic and its secondary use was as a route for horse-riding and walking. 
At Westbury, the most prominent aspects of the design were the two canals, the 
hedged and walled compartments, the tall pavilion and the use of topiarised trees. 
Little previous research has been done into the avenues at Westbury Court and even 
Kip played down their importance on his engraving of c. 1707 - two of the three are 
only partially shown - suggesting that these were almost incidental to the design, the 
detail of the gardens being more important. The avenue extending south from the 
summerhouse does not appear on any other maps and no field evidence could be 
found to show that it existed. Kip also appears to have been inaccurate with his 
placing of the other two avenues, one of which is believed to have been planted with 
Barland pears. This use of fruit trees would confiann with the usefulness of the Dutch 
garden, but a payment for 102 oaks in 1702 tallies with the 10 1 trees shown by Kip in 
this avenue and suggests that this may have been the species used. 
The third avenue, leading north, is enigmatic. It may have been a double avenue, with 
widely-spaced side avenues, or may have consisted of two, parallel avenues. 
Assuming that the former was intended, two surviving oak trees suggest that the 
eastern side avenue may have been of this species, matching that which ran east from - 
the summerhouse. The intended use of the whole avenue is, however, unclear. 
Access to its southern end would have been impeded by a line of trees and by 
tributaries of the Westbury Brook, one of which also ran up the centre of the avenue. 
It is very unlikely, therefore, that the avenue was used as a drive or a ride but it seems 
that the side avenues may have had some purpose: a gate from the road to the western 
arm suggests that this side avenue was in use as a routeway (presumably a walk or 
ride, as at Flaxley, rather than a carriage drive) and, from at least 1888, a footpath also 
traced the route of part of this arm. 
The third avenue, or at least its eastern arm, may have been the most important of the 
three at Wesbury (and not incidental to the design, as Kip appears to suggest) as it had 
the purpose of extending the garden, along the main axis - in this case the long canal - 
into the surrounding countryside. This feature, adopted from the French Baroque, had 
appeared in Dutch gardens from about 1680 (Renow-Clarke, 2002,3). The second 
avenue, from the back of the summerhouse, also extended the main axis but would 
only have been visible from the cupola on top of the pavilion, not from the garden, 
whereas the north avenue could be seen through the clairvoyee. 
Trees were grown extensively within the garden, as well as in the avenues extending 
from it. The garden accounts indicate that most of the trees in the orchard and 
espaliered on the garden walls were productive fruit and nut trees, including plums, 
pears, cherries and hazelnuts and hothouse fruit like peaches and apricots which were 
probably espaliered on south-facing walls. Trees (probably fruit trees, round hollies 
and conical yews [Mowl, 2002,55]) between the long canal and the orchard were 
regularly-spaced, in straight rows, emphasising the formality and linearity of the 
garden and following the Dutch fashion for combining the useful with the ornamental. 
Great numbers of yews and hollies were purchased but were not shown as mature 
trees by Kip - presumably most were topiarised. 
As at Flaxley, it seems that Colchester did not raise his own trees at Westbury Court 
and in this relatively small garden there would have been little space available for a 
nursery. Instead the accounts record payments to 'Coz' Colchester, mainly for yews, 
hollies and shrubs, and to 'Mr Wells the Garner' for fruit, nut and fir trees. Mr Wells, 
in turn, was supplied with fruit trees by one Joseph Butler. 
The only tree to predate Colchester's design and still remain today is the holm oak, 
south-east of the tall pavilion, which probably dates to the 1500s. Kip may have 
omitted this tree because it interrupted the symmetry of the formal design but 
Colchester must have had some respect for it as he did not have it felled. Perhaps the 
oak, up to 200 years old at that time, provided some interest and antiquity in an 
otherwise young layout. 
It is interesting to note that Flaxley and Westbury, two sites of a similar size and age, 
and very near to each other, shared fundamental similarities in the layout of their 
gardens, whilst the details, particularly the use of trees, were affected by the 
characteristics of the local landscape. The flatness and wetness of the land at 
Westbury gave rise to a Dutch-style garden of canals and spreading avenues, whilst 
the wooded hills at Flaxley encouraged the Boeveys to create a more compact garden, 
lacking groves and orchards and with only one avenue extending its axis. 
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CHAPTER 6 
LARGER FORMAL LANDSCAPES: 
DYRHAM AND BADMINTON 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will examine the arboriculture of two further West Country designed 
landscapes. Like Westbury Court and Flaxley Abbey, Dyrham. and Badminton were 
influenced by French and Dutch formal gardening but their much greater size - 108 
and 800 ha respectively, compared with 1.6 and 40 ha - meant that more kinds of 
arboricultural features could be employed, in greater numbers. Unlike at Westbury 
and Flaxley, the park was also part of the designed landscape, linked to the house and 
gardens by networks of avenues. 
2 DYRHAM PARK 
2.1 Location and physical characteristics 
Fig. 6/1 Extract ftom 1: 50 
000 OS map (Landranger 
172), published 1998, 
showing Dyrham Park 
(house marked by arrow) 
with Dyrham Wood I km 
to its south. 
Dyrham Park house (NGR ST742 757) stands in its square kilometre of parkland 8krn 
east of Bristol's eastern suburbs and 2krn south of junction 18 of the M4, in the 
district of South Gloucestershire. The house stands at the west side of the park, 
adjacent to Dyrham village, in the parish of Dyrham and Hinton. The house is at 
120m OD but stands at the western end of a valley that rises to 190m OD. The park, 
on thin alkaline soil overlying limestone (Sales, 1981,58), is surrounded by farmland 
on all but its western side. Dyrham Park is owned by the National Trust and the park 
and gardens were listed grade II* by English Heritage in 1987. In 1998-9, the 
National Trust commissioned a resistivity survey of the gardens east of the house, 
revealing buried walls and paths belonging to the early 18 th century gardens. In 2001- 
2, further archaeological investigation was commissioned in the gardens west of the 
house. This involved fluxgate gradiometry, resistivity and excavation and resulted in 
the location of an early 18th century garden path, wall and gateway. No recent 




The name Dyrharn probably comes from the Saxon deor-hamm, meaning 'enclosures 
for deer' (Harding & Lambert, 1994,2), and suggests that Dyrharn had one of the 
oldest parks in the country. In the II th century, Dyrharn was held by William Fitz 
Wido. It then passed to the Barons of Newmarch; the Russells of Berkshire; and the 
Denys family (Cooke, 1957,105) who built a courtyard house in the 16 th century 
(Kingsley, 1992,128). The first licence to empark land at Dyrharn was granted 
c. 15 10. It allowed 500 acres of wood, pasture and meadow to be enclosed - double 
the size of the present park (Harding & Lambert, 1994,5). This 16 th century deer 
park may have lain about half a mile south of the present house. ' The present park, 
the boundary of which bears no resemblance to a medieval park pale, may not have 
been created until after 1638 (Ibid. ). In 1571 the estate was sold to George Wynter. 
His great-granddaughter, Mary Wynter, married William Blathwayt in 1686, after 
Blathwayt's friend Robert Southwell, of Kings Weston, had introduced the two 
(McVerry, 2000,38). Mary inherited Dyrham two years later. 
Blathwayt (born in 1649) was brought up by his civil servant uncle, Thomas Povey. 
He later served James 11 and was secretary to the Dutch ambassador, Sir William 
Temple, from 1668-72. It was at this time that he leamt Dutch, which probably 
brought him to the attention of William III (Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,79), to 
whom he transferred his allegiance in 1689. In 1672, he served the Duke of 
Richmond and travelled with him to Sweden, Germany, Italy and France (Anon., 
1999,48). Blathwayt purchased the position of Secretary of War in 1683, putting him 
in almost sole charge of the administration of the Army (McVerry, 2000,27). lie 
continued to hold this position under William, accompanying him on several 
occasions to the Netherlands (Jacques & Van der Horst, 1988,79) where he was given 
his own apartment at Het Loo (Garnett, 2000,27). Blathwayt became Surveyor and 
Auditor-General of the Plantations Revenues in 1680, having worked in the 
Plantations Office in Whitehall for a decade (McVerry, 2000,48). In 1687, John 
Evelyn wrote of Blathwayt: he 'has married a very greate fortune, his incomes [alone] 
by the Army, and his being Cl: [erk] of the Counsel, and Secretary to the Committee of 
Foraine Plantations, brings him in above 2,000 pounds per annum' (de Beer, 2000, 
'NMR Monument Report, ST 77 NW 29, July 2003. 
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48). This income more than doubled before King William's death saw the decline of 
his career (Kingsley, 1992,128). Blathwayt was also a Whig MP for Bath. In 1710, 
he retired to Dyrham, seven years before his death. 
The impoverishment of Mary's father John Wynter had meant that the house and 
estate at Dyrham were in poor condition when she inherited and the 16'h century 
house needed to be rebuilt (Ibid. ). Mary died in 1691 and Blathwayt began to build 
the present house in 1694 (Cooke, 1957,106). In 1698 his income was such that he 
could afford to employ William Talman to build a new east front for the house and 
George London to lay out new gardens. Talman and London designed and supervised 
the improvements from afar2 and the gardens were finished c. 1704 (Harding & 
Lambert, 1994,23). The house was completed the following year (Quiney, 1977, 
360). 
The estate stayed in the Blathwayt family until 1936 and was acquired by the National 
Trust in 196 1. Blathwayt's descendants found that they did not have the income to 
keep up William's elaborate gardens and by 1790 they had been almost completely 
replaced by open parkland. In 179 1, Bigland (p533) wrote that they were 'now 
reconciled to the modem taste'. From 1798, Bath surveyor Charles Harcourt-Masters 
was employed to remodel the gardens. He moved the entrance drive to the east of the 
house, created a smaller garden west of the house and brought the park up to the 
eastern faqade, planting clumps of cedar, chestnut and beech on the slopes. Those 
parts of the park out of sight of the house were, however, left largely untouched and 
the elm avenues here survived until they were killed by Dutch Elm disease in 1976 
(Sales, 1981,58). Some 350 dead elms were removed by the National Trust that year 
(Anon., 1999,41). From 1800-4 the park achieved its present size and in 1802 
Repton appears to have made some minor contributions to the gardens, though his 
Red Book (Jellicoe et al, 1986,151) has not survived (ibid. ). 
2 Jacques and Van der Horst, 1988,79. When London was working at Longleat. another of his 
commissions, he often met Dyrham's head gardener, Thomas Hurnall, there and supplied him with 
seeds and instructions for Dyrham's gardens Obid. ). Hurnall also met London at one Colonel Ireton's 
(possibly in Nottingham or London) (Fretwell. 1997 [unpublished], 4). 
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Fig. 6/2 Talman's 
east front, with 
orangery to the left, 
July 2002. Formal 
gardens in front of 
the house have been 
replaced by lawn. 
2.3 Documentary sources 
The creation of the baroque gardens is well documented by letters between Blathwayt, 
his post-1698 agent 'Cozen' Charles Watkins and his gardener Thomas I Jurnall dating 
from the early 18 th century, when Blathwayt was living at Whitehall (GRO D 1799, 
E244 & D1799 E245). Blathwayt is very specific in his instructions, directing 
Watkins, for example, to 'put Humall in mind of cutting the Two Hedges in ye Arbor 
Terras much lower that they may not hide the prospect from ye Long Terras. The 
Furthermost must be lowest' (GRO DI 799 E245, n. d. ). He is also knowledgeable 
about tree planting: 'I would not venture ye Horse Chestnuts into Mrs. Burton's 
orchard but me thinks they might have been best made use in ye plantings between ye 
Upper Parterre and ye Cataract and the Walkes thereabout, which being mixed with 
ye Firrs would have done better than Wiche Elm anywhere in ye view of Garden 
except in High Grove which exposes them too much to ye wind. They would have 
done well mixt from ye Nursery Gate downwards and before ye Iron Gates to have 
made a continuity with ye Trees in ye Valley' (]bid. ). 
Documentary evidence shows that tree-planting was carried out continuously from 
c. 1693, when the accounts mention men employed to dig tree holes (G RO D 1799 
A 103), to the early 1700s. In 1699, for example, weekly payments from January to 
March record 'Preparing ye Ground for Planting in the Wilderness, 'planting trees in 
ye Park... ye Park Warren and Church-Way' and the making of stakes to secure 
newly-planted trees (GRO DI 799A 107,1699-1704). 
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The letters indicate that the trees planted at Dyrham came from several sources. 
Blathwayt writes to Watkins of Humall, saying 'maybe he will send me too the 
number and quality of trees he shall want from hence, ' suggesting that Blathwayt was 
obtaining trees in London (GRO D 1799 E245). One of his suppliers here was James 
Fuller of the Orange Tree nursery in Tle Strand. A bill of Yd March 1692 (GRO 
D1799 A 102) lists the tree seeds bought here: 
s d, 
Silver Firr Seedes I oz 00 02 06 
ffor 20 Doz Norway Firr cones 00 03 00 
Scotch Firr seeds I oz 00 04 00 
Cyprus seeds Ioz 00 00 08 
Phillirea or Allaturnus 14 oz 00 08 04 
Piracantha Berrys 6oz 00 01 06 
Juniper seeds 00 01 00 
Yew berrys 4oz 00 of 00, 
ffor a large Garden Lyne [lime? ] 00 02 00 
Hurnall was also buying seeds in Bristol (GRO D 1799 E244,5" Feb 1704), though he 
does not name his source and it is not known whether these were tree seeds. The - 
accounts mention other sources of trees. In 1696 payments included: 'To Jo: Harper a 
Bill for plants of Oak, Ash, Elm etc... To - Hilfried - May 23 in full of a Bill for 
200 filbeards [hazels], 6 dozen & 1/2of Philarea's, 25 large Abealis, 200 Quinces, 30 
Crabb Stocks -, 4 Oaks, 4 Laurels, etc... To Jo. Smalcomb - And for I hundred & 
'/2 of white-thorn plants. ' 
Trees were not just bought in from outside. Hurnall mentions a tree nursery in 
Dyrharn park which supplied 'abeals' (white poplars) and presumably other species 
(Ibid. ). Accounts from 1699 record payments 'To Walter Crow for... taking up [ash] 
trees at Nibley' and 'for Help to carry ye, Trees up a steep Hill where ye Waggon 
could not come near, ' (GRO D 1799 Al 07,1 e& 17th Feb 1600) suggesting that trees 
were transplanted to the park, presumably from woodland in other parts of the estate. 
Blathwayt's connections with Virginia (as Secretary to the Committee of Foreign 
_' , 
Plantations) cnablcd him to receive some of the newest plant introductions from 
America. Colonel William Byrd, Blathwayt's deputy auditor of the revenues in 
Virginia, exchanged plants with some of the leading botanists and gardeners of the 
time in England (Fretwell, 1997,6). In 1693 he sent Blathwayt tree seeds, including 
black walnut and hickory. In 1694, Sir Edmund Andros, Governor of Virginia, sent 
seeds including earlier introductions, like the tulip tree, and new introductions, such as 
Kalmia and Viburnam prunifolium. Francis Nicholson, Andros' successor as 
Governor, also sent seeds, in 1691 and 1698. Edward Randolph, deputy auditor of 
New England sent a package which included cranberries, acorns and chestnuts. It is 
not known what happened to these plants and seeds once they reached Dyrham, but 
presumably they were planted in either the hospital or the nursery (Ibid. ). 
A letter from John Povey, Blathwayt's nephew, to Thomas Povey, dated December 
1700 (GRO D1799 E240) describes the house and unfinished gardens: 'the whole 
Disposition of the garden consisting chiefly in walks and Terrases'. Povey describes 
the system of streams and pools in detail but does not mention the park or any tree- 
planting therein. The diaries of Dudley Ryder, 1715-16, mention a trip to Dyrham. 
Again the pools, fountains and cascades are marvelled at but the wilderness is also 
described as 'of high large trees in which there are a great many agreeable shades' 
(Matthews, 1939,248). Bigland (1791,533) claims that the pleasure grounds, 'now 
reconciled to modem Taste, ... were designed by Le N6tre' and that 'Every caprice of 
the Dutch Style, which could be affected by Art, abounded at Dyrham. ' Of the park, 
he says only that it is 'extensive and well planted. ' 
Stephen Switzer's account of 'a beautiful Rural Garden' in the third volume of his 
Ichnographla Rustica (1718) is the most detailed description of Dyrham. Again, there 
is an in-depth description of the waterworks but he also mentions the trees grown in 
different parts of the gardens: the parterres are 'set off with' pyramid silver hollies, 
yews, round-headed laurels and bays; the walls parallel to the canal are lined with 
fruit trees and evergreens; dwarf elms and firs grow along the long terrace; and dwarf 
fruit trees on the slope below. Some parkland planting is mentioned: south of the 
cascade is 'a fi-ne winding Valley of about half a Mile in Length, planted with Horse- 
Chesnuts'; a 'fine Brake of Wood' at its upper end. Switzer also describes individual 
trees: the 'aspiring Fir-Tree, ' surrounded by a seat, in the centre of the wilderness; the 
'large spreading tree, with a Vane at the Top' on an artificial mount; and the two 
thoms at the bottom of the cascade which are encompass"d with seats' and rigged 
with lead pipes to shower the unwary. The Aarge Nursery of Trees' is briefly 
mentioned. 
In 1766, when most of Blathwayt's formal layout still survived, an agreement to sell 
timber standing in Dyrham Park and Wood to James Chambers of Minchinhampton 
and William Gabbitas of BriSt013 lists many species which. in order to be ready for 
felling in 1766, must have been planted before or during Blathway-t's time. The trees 
to be sold are 122 ash, 83 chestnuts, 75 wych elms, 50 limes, 32 'beals' (white 
poplars), 14 walnuts, 5 beech, 4 cherries and 20 elms -All growing and standing being 
mark'd and number'd in the park and Nursery Warren and Wilderness belonging to 
the said William Blathwayt'. From Dyrharn Wood, also belonging to Blathwayt, a 
further 45 oaks, 105 ash and 19 acres of coppice-wood were to be removed. 
2.4 Pictorial and cartographic evidcnce 
4 An estate map of 1689, by Christopher Jacob . shows the 
Tudor house of the Denys 
family (Fig. 6/3). The house is approached from the west and is surrounded by a 
garden to the east; orchards to the south and south-west, and the church and church- 
yard to the north. To the east, beyond the garden, is a large stream-fed pond from 
which water flows into a canal south of the house then a string of three ponds south- 
west of the house. The deer park, of only 78 acres, lies east of the house. Between it 
and the Warren, a large field north of the house. is a lodge. No trees or woods are 
shown in the deer park or around the house but 'Dirharn Wood% a large stretch of 
woodland, is shown to the south, south of fields called 'The Old Parks' which must 
have been William Denys' 500 acre, 16 th century park. 
3 GRO, D 1799 T22: 'Timber standing in Dyrharn Park and Wood. 1766'. 






The next depiction of Dyrharn is Kip's bird's-eye view of the gardens (Fig. 6/5). This 
dates to 1710, when an entry in the accounts reads 'paid Mr Kip for Drawing and 
Engraving the House and Garden, etc. for Sr Robert Atkins survey of the County. 
E06.09.00' (Fretwell, 1997,2). This engraving, which would cost around f 690 today, 
is thought to be one of Kip's more accurate workS5 and shows the gardens and sonic 
of the park in great detail. Switzer's description, published 1718, agrees so closely 
with Kip that 'one might even be tempted to suppose he had the engraving before him 
when he wrote of his visit 'some years before" (Mitchell, 1978,89). Parterres extend 
' Bigland remarked that it was made 'with more than his usual fidelity. ' Mitchell, 1978,89. 
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Figs. 6/3-4 Map of Dyrham estate, 1689, by Christopher Jacob. Below: detail ofhousc and gardens. 
from the east and west faces of the new house. The hill to the north has been shaped 
into a series of terraces, above which are a wilderness (a) and a tree nursery (b). The 
stream and pools have been rebuilt as an elaborate, formal scheme: water issues from 
a statue of Neptune at the summit of the hill east of the house and falls down a 
stepped cascade (c) to the foot of the hill where it passes underground. It re-emerges 
in a round pool with a fountain then flows through a long straight canal. The water 
passes under the house to feed two rectangular ponds (originally the fish ponds). One 
approach to the house is from the west, along a straight path between lawns with 
topiary-filled beds. Another, parallel to this, is aligned on the church. A third 
approach is from the east, first along a curving, tree-lined avenue then along a straight 
drive south of the formal gardens. Kip shows a carriage and horses here. 
Of the park, relatively little is shown as the higher ground on which much of the park 
lies would not have been visible from Kip*s viewpoint. It was probably also 
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Fig. 6/5 Kip's engraving of D)rharn, 17 10. Looking ca. m. 
considered more important to display the lavish new gardens. What can be seen of 
the park is the hill down which the cascade flows (c): the cascade is edged with trees 
to either side and the rest of the hill is dotted with trees. To its south is the curving 
approach avenue (d), with a single row of trees to each side of the drive. South-east 
of the eastern gardens is a grass and tree-covered hillside (e). Two avenues running 
north-south and one east-west form a rectangular enclosure planted with well-spaced 
trees and a small patch of woodland. A large, elaborate garden building on this 
hillside is echoed by another on the other side of the valley. 
The next depiction of the park is on Giles Coates' estate map of 1766 (Fig. 6/6) .6 It 
shows most of the formal gardens still surviving, including the wilderness and nursery 
(a and b). The cascade down the hillside has now gone. The deer park itself is much 
the same size as it was in 1689 but some of the fields to the north-west have been 
merged and brought into the park by having avenues and rows of trees planted across 
them. Further avenues and rows stand in the deer park proper but two of the three 
avenues which formed the rectangle south-east of the house in 1712 have now been 
removed, presumably in an attempt to deformalise the area visible from the house. 
The other avenues have survived as they could not be seen from the house (Mitchell, 
1978,89). A rather exaggerated colour wash drawing, perhaps of the 1790s (Fig. 
6/7), shows the parkland to be completely defon-nalised, planted only with woodland 
and clumps of trees. All that remains of the formal scheme shown by Kip is the long 
terrace north of the house and the pools and lawn to the west. A timber yard (a) lies 
south of the stables and contains huge tree trunks, produced perhaps by the felling of 
the avenues (Ibid., 93). 
6 GRO, D2659 acc. 3399/18, 'A survey of the manor of Dirham in the county of Gloucester, the estate 
of William Blathwayt Esq. '. 
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Fig. 6/6 Map of 
the estate, 1766, 
by Giles Coates. 
Wilderness and 
nursery marked a 
and b respectively. 
Fig. 6/7 Colour wash, 
c. I 790s, looking east 
across deformalised park 
and gardens. 
Timber yard marked a. 
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Thomas Weaver's map of 1833 7 (Fig. 6/8) shows that the formal gardens have been 
almost completely removed and the deer park has been extended by the enclosure, 
c. 1800, of Dunsdown Furlong to the north and White Field to the south. The lines of 
trees that marked these field boundaries remain. Other changes are the addition of a 
curving drive (by Harcourt-Masters, post 1798), a couple of new clumps and several 
small areas of woodland, one of which overlies part of the old nursery site. 
Hullmandel's lithograph of c. 1840 (Fig. 6/9, from Mitchell, 1978,96) shows that one 
of the clumps added was a cedar plantation (marked a on map), possibly designed by 
Repton, at the north end of the house. This had the effect of softening Talman's east 




ieiI 1. '. 
Fig. 6/8 Thomas Weaver's map of Dyrham, 1833. 
GRO, D 1799 P7, 'Plan of the Manors of Dyrham, Hinton and West Littleton'. 
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Fig. 6/9 Hullmandel's 
lithograph of 
Dvrham's east front, 
c. 1840. New cedar 
clump marked a. 
The 1843 tithe map' does not show avenues, lines oftrees or clumps. only the wood 
on Old Pool Plantation and a new triangle of woodland, Badminton Plantation, in the 
north-east comer of the park. The park remains the same shape on the 1923 six inch 
OS map (surveyed 1880, revised 1919) but now the trees are shown in great detail. 
The avenues on the 1833 map remain. New additions include Peter's Piece, a 
rectangular plantation south-east of the house; and strips of woodland just outside the 














Fig. 6/10 Tithe map of Dyrham 
Park, 1843. 
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Fig. 6/11 OS map of Dyrham, 1923.6 inch: I mile. 
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2.5 Aerial photographs 
Aerial photographs from 1946 show that the original trees in the early 18 th century 
avenues in the eastern part of the park were alive at this time. The trees are starting to 
die in 1974 and, by 1989, photographs show that the avenues have been replanted, 
apparently re-using the original planting holes. 
Fig. 6/12 Vertical aerial photograph, 14'h April 1946 (RAF 1066 UK 1416). 
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Photographs from 1974 (Fig. 6/13) clearly show the avenue (outlined in green), 
planted in a quincunx, on the hill south of the house. A straight line fon-ned by four 
other trees (outlined in purple) appears to lead at fight-angles from the northern end of 
the avenue and could be the remains of another avenue which Kip shows running 
along the bottom of the hill (Fig. 6/14). 
Fig. 6/14 Extract from Kip's 17 10 engraving 
showing the quincunx-planted avenue 
(outlined in green) and adjoining avenue 
(purple), the remains of which can be seen in 
the 1974 aerial photograph above. 
Many of the aerial photographs of Dyrharn show earthworks in the park. These are 
particularly clear in the obliques taken in February 2001. Prehistoric/Roman and 
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Fig. 6/13 Vertical aerial photograph, I Ith June 1974 (OS/74115). 
Medieval field systems cover much of the park, the latter associated with large areas 
of ridge and furrow. 9 Undated pillow mounds, probably associated with the post- 
medieval park, are located immediately north and south-east of the house. 
' 0 
Figs. 6/15-16 Oblique aerial photographs, 7'h FebruarN 200 1. A h"ve. Looking west, ST 7475/17, 
NMR 21102/10. Prehistoric or Roman field system marked a. Medieval field system marked b. 
Following page: Looking south, ST 7475/2 1. N MR 21102/224 
9 NMR Monument Report ST 77 NW 18, unique identifier 204874, July 9d, 2003. 
10 NMR Monument Report ST 77 NW 3 1, unique identifier 137220 1, July 9 th 2003. 
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2.6 Site description and fieldwork 
z 











Fig. 6/17 1923 OS map of 
Dyrham, annotated to show 
features described in text. 
Today, the main approach to the house is from the east, through the park. The routes 
of the three elm avenues radiating as apatte doie from the east lodge remain but the 
trees themselves (Figs. 6/18-19) succumbed to Dutch Elm disease and 350 were felled 
in 1976. The oldest trees, some of which were wych elms, in each avenue were found 
to date to about 1706 (Mitchell, 1978,89,99). The avenues were replanted in the 
same position in the late 1970s, using small-leafed and broad-leafed limes (Tilia 
cordala and Tilia platyphyllos). The tree-pits of the original elms can still be seen 
between the limes. Although the original planting pits were not re-used it appears that 
the planting distances are the same. These averaged 10.5m in the east-west avenue 
(1), 19.8m in the north-west - south-east avenue (2) and 12.7m in the north-east - 
south-west one (3). The avenue width is 18.8m in avenue 1,12.9m in avenue 2 and 
15.7m in avenue 3. 
S 
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Figs. 6/18-20 Former 
elm avenues in the 
upper park: 
Top: an avenue 'from 
the Whitfield Fnd', 
1908. 
Lefi: an adjacent 
avenue, killed by 
Dutch elm disease, 
before felling, 1976. 
(Both photographs, 
Mitchell, 1978,10. ) 
Below: replanted 
approach avenue (1) 
from cast lodge, 
looking west. 
Parallel to the east-west avenue, about 300m to the north, is another slightly curving 
avenue (4) of young limes (width 15m, average planting distance 20.6m) (Fig. 6/2 1). 
An earthwork bank around 0.5m high runs along the middle of this avenue and the 
estate map of 1766 shows a fence here, dividing the deer park from Upper Tyning. 
This must therefore have been designed as a boundary avenue, rather than one for 
walking or riding along. A line of trees (5) south of the east-west avenue mirrors 
avenue 4 and was also planted along a field boundary, between the deer park and 
White Field. This was only ever a single row. 
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A single veteran ash is the only tree still standing in the area of a later cross-avenue 
(6), shown on the 1923 OS map, which ran south from the north-west end of avenue 
2. Girth measurement dates the tree to c. 1830 but it is likely to be older than this as 
its growth must now be very slow due to a reduction in living canopy. The late 
Wh/early 19th century maps do not show an avenue here so this ash would not have 
been a replacement for a failed 18'b century avenue tree. It is most likely that this was 
a single specimen tree, as shown in this area on the 1833 map, but it may also be the 
only survivor of the later avenue. Ash, however, was unusual in 17th century avenues, 
recommended only by Lawrence, in 1717. 
Figs. 6/22-3 Left: Veteran ash, possibly a 
survivor from a lost avenue (6). July 2002. 
Below: Extract from aerial photograph, 14'h 
April 1946, showing avenues 6,7 and 8. 
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Fig. 6/21 Looking west along avenue 4 which follows earthwork bank. 
East part of deer park, July 2002. 
Another cross-avenue (7) curves north-west, following the contours of the slope and 
the route of a prehistoric or Roman lynchet (NMR Monument Report, ST 77 NW 18, 
2003) below, between the western ends of avenues I and 3. This avenue is not shown 
on early maps but is present in an aerial photograph of 1946 (Fig. 6/23). This 
photograph shows another avenue (8), north of avenue 1, extending north-south and 
echoing the curve of avenue 7. Avenue 8 may have originated as the line of trees 
which ran along the eastern edge of the nursery, as shown in the 1766 map. As no 
trees remain from either avenue, both may have consisted of elms which died in the 
late 20th century. Avenue 7 has been replanted with limes which girth measurement 
suggests date to the 1960s. The avenue is around 12m wide and the average planting 
distance is 13.7m. The avenue slopes sideways from east to west, suggesting that it 
was an ornamental feature, not meant to be used as a routeway. 
A single row of young sycarnores (9), with an average planting distance of 12.2m, 
runs east-west in the north-east comer of the park. This line is shown on all the maps 
and runs south of the former field boundary between Upper Tyning and Dunsdown 
Furlong. The original line was of elms, planted by William Blathwayt. These were 
felled in 1976 (Mitchell, 1978,96). Another original lime avenue (10) which ran 
south, west of this row, was also felled in 1976. 
At the west end of avenues 2 and 4 (at position a on Fig. 6/17) is a group of mature 
trees which includes a horse chestnut (of c. I 820s) and two tall limes (Figs. 6/24-5). 
The latter are extremely buttressed, making accurate girth measurement difficult, and 
probably date, therefore, to qfier their calculated planting dates, of C. 1840 and c. 1800. 
The limes are about 20m apart, are almost on alignment with the south side of avenue 
4, and may have been replacements for failed avenue trees. A smaller lime was 
planted between them as recently as the 1930s. To the north of these possible avenue 
limes are two horse chestnuts, planted in the 1880s and 1830s, and a lime of c. 1920. 
It seems likely that the horse chestnuts were planted to break up the line of the lime 
avenue. Further down-slope from this group, south-west of a small pond, is another 
stand of horse chestnuts with an average planting date of c. 1850. None of the trees in 
this part of the site is old enough to be a survivor from Blathwayt's tree nursery, 
which originally enclosed this area. 
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Figs. 6/24-5 Two buttressed limes, possible survivors from avenue 4 
July 2002. (50cm scale stick shown. ) 
At the west end of the main approach avenue (1). the drive bends south, then sharply 
west, around Neptune Hill to its north. This section of drive was added by Harcourt- 
Masters after 1798. It is flanked by informal planting of post-baroque trees: mainly 
beeches, horse chestnuts and sycamores. Only a few older trees survive: a group of 
six horse chestnuts stands just north of the east-west section of drive. Fourofthese 
trees, standing in a row along the edge of the drive, date to the mid to late 19th century 
but two, standing IIm apart, further back from the drive, appear to have been planted 
in the mid 17t' century. These two trees, one of which is hollow. have horizontally- 
spreading side branches, suggesting that they reached maturity in an open 
environment, unrestricted by other trees. These chestnuts much have been part of the 
'a fine winding Valley of about half a Mile in Length, planted with Horse-Chesnuts', 
which Switzer described in 1718. 
The Neptune fountain stands at the top of the slope 270m east of the house. The route 
of the long, stepped cascade which ran from it is still visible as a slight linear ditch. 
Kip's engraving shows the cascade to be flanked on each side by a line of coniferous 
trees. The rest of Neptune Hill is also planted with lines of conifers. None of these 
trees remains today but several limes now stand south of the route of the cascade. 
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Three of these, dating from c. 1850-80, are in line with each other and parallel to the 
route of the cascade. The others are slightly further south and date from c. 1780, 
c. 1830 and c. 1905. The gardens had been deformalised by 1790 so presumably the 
three limes parallel to the route of the cascade were positioned in order to maintain the 
view of the Neptune statue, and not because they were respecting the line of the 
cascade, which was no longer present. 
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Figs. 6/26-7 Neptune statue and cascade. Lfi: detail troni Kip, 17 10. Right: same view, June 2000. 
Neptune marked with arrow and former course of cascade indicated by dashed line. 
About 20m north-east of Deer Park Buildings (north-east of Dyrham House) is a 
single row of closely-planted limes and horse chestnuts (average planting distance 
9.3m), running east to west. The largest lime and the largest horse chestnut were 
planted in the 1850s to 1870s. Lateral ly-flattened surface roots on the north side of' 
their trunks suggest that the trees were originally growing against a hard, linear barrier 
such as a track or wall. This may have been the northern wall of the nursery, shown 
on the 1766 map. This row of trees in on line with a beech, planted c. 1780, which 
stands at the summit of the hill about 40m to the west. Another beech, just to the 
north of the first, has been dead for some time and its 5m girth gives it a planting date 
of at least the 1680s or earlier. Further west, still on the summit, is third beech, 
planted c. I 730s. All three of these substantial trees would have stood in the warren 
(marked 'Warrand' on the 1766 map) and must have been part of the post-Blathwayt, 
landscape park layout. 
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Fig. 6/30 
Living and dead beeches on hill-top 
north of house. 
On a gentle slope NNE of the house stand two horse chestnuts and a plane. The 
largest horse chestnut dates from c. 1690s and the plane from c. 1870. Thehorse 
chestnuts may have been part of Blathwayt's wilderness and the plane planted lateT, 
during the deformalisation of the park. 
On the hill south-east of the house is a l2m wide lime avenue running north-cast to 
south-west (11). The trees are planted in a quincunx with an average planting 
distance of 26m. Planting dates range from the 1830s to the early 1900s and the first 
map depiction of these trees is the OS of 1923. These trees are obviously too young 
to be part of the avenue shown here by Kip (limes planted 1699/1700 [Jacques & Van 
der Horst, 1988,79]) but they may have been replanted on the same spot. The 1766 
map shows an avenue further to the east - possibly the more easterly of the two which 
Kip showed enclosing a square of land planted with regularly-spaced trees (none of 
which remain today). The western avenue appears to have degenerated to a scattering 
of trees. By 1833, the east avenue has also disappeared. The west avenue was 
probably removed first during deformalisation as it was more visible from the house. 
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Leji: Fig. 6/28 Row of limes and horse cheý. tnuts NL ol Deer Park 
Right: Fig. 6/29 Laterally-flattened roots of north side of a horse chestnut from this row. (50cm scale. ) 
Both July 2002. 
Kip's engraving (Fig. 6/3 1) does suggest that the trees were planted in a quincunx. 
This, plus the fact that no empty planting pits could be found, suggests that the avenue 
is in its original position and, therefore, provides infon-nation on historical avenue 
width and planting distances. 
AV 40 i- 14 
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Figs. 6/3 1-2 Wooded hillside 
south of the house: 
Lýfi: Detail of Kip's 17 10 




Below: The same area from 
the north, July 2002. Avenue 
marked 'a' may correspond to 
s. that shown by Kip. 
The south end of the lime avenue terminates at a 1.5m high earth bank, with a ditch 
beyond, which is parallel with the present park wall. This may be a section of early 
park pale (though for containment of deer, the ditch is on the wrong side ofthe bank); 
a post-medieval long pillow mound (NMR Monument Report, ST 77 NW 3 1, July 
2003); or even part of the park pale from the first park at Dyrham, which lay to the 
south of the present one. A lime growing on top of the bank dates to the late 1800s, 
so the bank must have been constructed by then. A row of horse chestnuts growing in 
the ditch date this feature to pre c. 1870. 
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Fig. 6/33 Row of 
horse chestnuts in 
ditch adjacent to 
park wall (left of 
picture). 
July 2002. 
A row of irregularly-spaced limes stands along the north-south park wall, west of the 
avenue. The largest of these dates to c. 1900. A few sweet chestnuts, the largest of 
which dates to the 1830s, stand slightly to the east of the limes. 
West of the house, the outline of the gardens is still as Kip depicted it but most of the 
details have been lost. The avenues of trees (a) south of the pools have been replaced 
by sparse 20'h century woodland and a hazel walk. The vegetable plots and beds of 
topiarised trees (b) are now plain lawn. 11 The pools (c) are now sub-rectangular and 
have been reduced in size. The oldest trees here are a holm oak of c. 1840 and a tulip 
tree of c. 1905, both of which stand at the western edge of the garden. The oldest trees 
near the house are two large, hollow London planes which stand on the east side of 
the orangery. Girth measurements give mid 18th century planting dates. As this 
species was introduced to Britain c. 1680 (Mitchell, 1988,273), it has been suggested 
these two trees are amongst the earliest survivors. 12 
" Archaeological excavation in July 2002 had exposed a section of the central path across the main 
lawn and confirmed that its position was as shown by Kip. 12 Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England, 1985, part 36. 
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Fig. 6/34 The two 
London planes east 
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Kip showed a row of closely-planted deciduous trees (d) along the south side of the 
raised walk from the village to the church. Today a row of limes stands here. Many 
are multi-stemmed and buttressed and some appear to have been pollarded (Fig. 6/38). 
Girth size suggests they were planted in the 1780s, but, as they were grown in close 
proximity in fairly shallow soil, their growth rate would have been lower than average 
and it seems very likely that these were the trees shown by Kip. 
Leff: I: ig. 6 37 Looking, east along, Church \A alk. 
Right: Fig. 6/38 Detail of lime in Church Walk (50cm scale). Both photographs July 2002. 
Directly north of the church, Kip shows two terraces (e) on the steep slope here. A 
row of small trees grows along the south side of the lower terrace and another row. or 
possibly a tunnel arbour, stands on the south side of the upper terrace. Today these 
terraces are still present in earthwork forin and are, with the church walk, the only 
remains of the once extensive 18 th century terracing at Dyrham. The large quantity of 
loose stone debris in this area may be the remains of the walls shown here by Kip. A 
line of trees consisting mainly of beeches, spaced less than a metre apart, stands at the 
edge of the top terrace. Girth size suggests that the largest of these date only to the 
1940s, but, if these trees had fon-nerly been regularly pruned, as Kip's depiction 
suggests, their growth rate would have been drastically reduced. It seems very likely 
that these are the original 18 th century trees. 
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Figs. 6/3941 Remains of terraces 
north of church, shown in Kip's 
engraving (above). 
Top ltýff- Row of beeches, which 
may have formed a tunnel arbour 
(a in Kip's depiction). 
Left: Row of limes directly down- 
slope from the beeches (b in Kip's 
depiction). Level walk to their 
north (left) now lost due to soil 
movement. 
Both photographs July 2002. 
A line of limes runs along the bottom of the steep bank below the beeches. It appears 
that soil movement since the early 18 th century has concealed the once flat terrace 
beside them. At about 3m apart, the limes are not quite as closely-spaced as the 
beeches - this spacing is also indicated in Kip's depiction. The limes have masses of 
epicormic growth and trunk girth ranges from 3.3m to 5m, giving mid to late I 91h 
century planting dates. As with the beeches, however, it seems likely that growth was 
restricted and these are also 18 th century trees. A line of four closely-spaced yews 
runs north-south down the slope at the west end of the rows of trees. These resemble 
the lines of trees that Kip shows running vertically down-slope but girth measurement 
suggests they date only from the mid I 9th to early 201h century. An area of much 
younger conifers stands west of this line. 
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3 BADMINTON HOUSE 
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Fig. 6/42 Extract from 




Badminton Park and 
woods. House marked 
with an arrow. 
Badminton House (NGR ST806 828) stands in Great Badminton parish in the 
Cotswold District, about 20krn east of Bristol and Arn north of the M4 motorway. 
Dyrham Park lies l0krn to the south-west. The house is just north-east of the village 
of Great Badminton, which lies at the southern end of the 800ha park. The village of 
Little Badminton is around 1.5krn north of the house, west of the deer park. 
Badminton House stands at 130m OD but the park undulates from 120-140M OD. 
Two tributary streams of the River Avon flow east-west across the park. The site is 




From the mid 13 th century the manors of Great and Little Badminton belonged to the 
Boteler family. In 1612 financial problems forced Nicholas Boteler to sell to Edward, 
fourth Earl of Worcester. An estate map of 1615 shows the house to be an unusually 
large medieval and 16 th century courtyard building at this time (Kingsley, 1989,53). 
The estate was settled on Edward's third son Sir Thomas Somerset (Viscount Cashel) 
in 1617. By 1650, Thomas Somerset had remodelled the house to that shown by Kip 
in the early 18 th century. Edward had purchased part of Allengrove and Oakley Grove 
and Thomas went on to add the Sheep Sleight and Swangrove Wood to the estate, 
probably with the intention of enlarging the park (Berger, 1995,1). 
Thomas died in 1650 and on the death of his daughter Elizabeth Somerset in 1655, 
Badminton passed to Henry Somerset, Lord Herbert, son of the second Marquis of 
Worcester (and later third Marquis of Worcester himself). The estates of the 
Somersets had been seized by Parliament in the 1650s but Henry, a personal friend of 
Cromwell, managed to win most of them back. Henry had to abandon Raglan Castle, 
which had been ruined during the Civil War, so he made Badminton his main seat and 
began a thirty year building campaign (Verey, 1979). 
In 1657 Henry married the wealthy widow Mary, Lady Beauchamp (died 1717) who 
amassed a large collection of exotic plants at Badminton. In the same year, Cromwell 
allowed him to enlarge the deer park and in 1664, after visiting Badminton in 1663 
(Birmingham University, 1983,11), Charles 11, to whom Henry had transferred his 
loyalty, gave him permission to enlarge it further by adding 500 acres in Great and 
Little Badminton and Luckington and 900 acres in Hawkesbury Upton, Little 
Badminton and Horton to the original 400 acres (Berger, 1995,1). Acquisition of 
land to enlarge the park continued until 1697. Remodelling of the house took place 
from c. 1664 to c. 1675, when views by Danckerts show that the new north and east 
fronts had been completed. The architect for this remodelling is unknown but may 
have been the Duke himself (Birmingham University, 1983,2). By the end of the 17 th 
century, the park was a vast formal landscape, possibly designed by John Mansfield. 
gardener from 1683-8 (Chambers, 2000,1). 
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Henry became Privy Councillor and Lord President of the Council of Wales in 1672. 
He was created first Duke of Beaufort in 1682 in reward for his family's long loyalty 
to the Stuarts (Birmingham University, 1983,11). In 1685 he held Bristol against the 
Duke of Monmouth. He also held it against William of Orange in 1688 but must have 
quickly transferred his allegiance to the new king as William visited him at 
Badminton in 1690. 
Henry died in 1699 and the second Duke continued to develop the estate, building the 
banqueting house at Swangrove between 1703 and 1707 (Berger, 1995,3). The Duke 
retired to Badminton c. 1711 with plans to alter the house and make new plantations in 
the red deer park but his death in 1714, at the age of 30, stopped further work. The 
third Duke came of age in 1726 and embarked on a major remodelling of the house 
and deformalisation of the gardens, with Charles Bridgeman advising him on the 
latter. The fourth Duke inherited in 1745. William Kent helped him to further 
simplify the gardens and Thomas Wright was employed to design various buildings 
for the park. By 1768 the park had more or less reached its present form. The fifth 
Duke continued to make plantations in the late 18'h century, during which Tyning 
woodland was planted. In the 19th century, planting was carried out in Bull Park, to 
the north of the park, and Hinnegar Lodge was built there (Berger, 1995,5). 
Worcester Avenue was also converted from a series of small clumps to a continuous 
narrow belt of woodland. The sixth and seventh Dukes planted several small woods 
for use as fox coverts. In the later 19th century, tree planting was mostly carried out 
within the gardens. 
In the early 2& century, planting was mostly in Hinnegar Wood and Mount Wood. 
In the later 2& century there was a programme of avenue replanting and single tree 
planting in the park and avenues were planted along the roads to the north of the park 
(Ibid. ). 
3.3 Documentary sources 
A huge number of documents held at the Gloucester Record Office and at Badminton 
House refer to the development of the park. Many of them (from 1658 to 1697) 
mention enclosure and exchange of land for incorporation into the park. There are 
many references to trees and tree planting. Butler's survey of 1612 records 3 852 
trees, worth E359, on the demesne lands of Great and Little Badminton. 29.5 acres of 
the 466.5 acres of demesne land were woodland (MA 1/14, Badminton Muniments). 
Matthew Nelson's survey of the manors in 1615 noted that there was E20 of 'Copice 
wood ready etc' (QB 17/3/1, GRO). A survey and valuation of Swangrove, dated 
1625/6 (NC 4/4, Badminton Muniments), gives an idea of the coppice system used at 
Badminton: trees were not to be cut under fifteen years growth and five acres of 
sixteen years growth could be felled every year. There was no mature timber of any 
value. Sapling oaks could be cut and some were sold, presumably, for transplantation. 
According to Mary, the first Duchess, 'building at Badminton and the plantations' 
from 1664-1691, cost at least L29 760 (FmF 3/7, Badminton Muniments) - worth 
about E3.7 million today. One document lists over 70 tree species grown at 
Badminton from 1694-6 13 . It includes exotics such as Bean Trees from Java and the 
West Indies; carob trees; various palms; olive trees from Barbados; and other, more 
well-known imports like Arbutus (the strawberry tree); the 'lime tree of Virginia'; the 
evergreen oak; and the black walnut. As the Linnaean binomial system of plant 
taxonomy was not adopted until the 1753 publication of Species plantarum,, exact 
identification of most of the species listed is difficult. 14 The list is not exhaustive as it 
includes no native trees, even though these must have been growing in the park at the 
time. Presumably the list is concerned mainly with trees grown by Mary in the 
gardens and 'stoves' (hothouses) adjacent to the house. There are no papers relating 
to the layout of the pleasure gardens but Henry Wise was an outstanding creditor in 
1714 and may have had a hand in their design (Kingsley, 1992,59). 
In 1717, Charles Evelyn (p2) wrote admiringly in Gardening Improved: the lady's 
recreation of the greenhouses and parterres of the first Duchess: 'And as an 
encouragement to the fair sex, in this most pleasant and agreeable employment, a 
certain lady of the first quality, who had a soul above her title, sense beyondwhat is 
common. in her sex, and greatness and good nature so agreeably mix'd, as to leave few 
equals behind her (the late Duchess Dowager of Beaufort), thought it no diminution to 
concern herself in the directing part of her gardens; wherein, by her knowledge and 
" Trees, shrubs and some other out-landish plants growing at Badminton in the years 1694.1695. and 
1696, Fm 2/1, Badminton Muniments. 
management, she has given the greatest example of female horticulture, perhaps that 
any nation can produce'. 
Several 17'hand 18'hcentury documents mention tree planting (which seems to have 
been a continuous process) and the sources of trees. A document of 1663-91 (Fra 
4/2/1, Badminton Muniments) refers to the Beaufort's Monmouthshire manor 
(Raglan) which contained 55 00 acres of coppice wood which were 'usually cutt att 
sixteen years growth for the use of the Iron Works'. A letter of 1666 from Henry, 
Lord Herbert to his wife (Fm 1/2/10, Badminton Muniments), is concerned 'that there 
will not come trees enough from Mr Lloyd. ' It mentions one 'Price in 
Monmouthshire, that he may take care to have as many there, as may bee, when the 
Gardiner is a little at leasure and him whither to take them up. ' The letter appears to 
refer to the transfer of trees between estates but it is not known whether they were 
small saplings or more mature trees. 
A document of 1672-3 (RA 2/l/l, GRO) refers to lime tree berries from Nonsuch 
Park. It is doubtful, however, that many of Badminton's limes came from Nonsuch in 
this way as propagation by seed is unusual for lime trees, it being much easier to 
produce saplings by layering suckers. A letter of 1737 from one James Cock to a 
John Martins, Wimbledon, confirms that trees for Badminton were both sent from 
outside the estate and grown from seed at Badminton: Cock mentions a delivery of 
trees at Badminton and success in growing evergreens from seeds and oaks from 
acorns (Fm 1/4/14, Badminton Muniments). Tree planting continued even when 
economies were being made elsewhere. In 1715 the estate was being administered by 
trustees until the third Duke came of age. The second Duke had left large debts so 
expenditure had to be reduced. Nevertheless, in that year E2 000 was spent on 
planting trees in the park and avenues (PA 1/1.5.8, GRO). 
Badminton was often included in sight-seeing itineraries and descriptions by visitors 
in the late 17'hand early 18'h century back up Kip's depiction of the park and gardens. 
The biographer Roger North wrote in the 1690s: 'Divers of the gentlemen cut their 
14 www. cartage. org. lb/en/themes/Sciences/BotanicaISciences/AboutBotany/PlantTaxonomy/Mainpage-h 
tm. 
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trees and hedges to humour his [the Duke's] vistos; and some planted their hills in his 
lines for compliment at their own charge. All the trees, planted in his parks and about 





Fig. 6/43 The 
southern half of 
the wilderness, 
as depicted in a 




Visiting in 1697, Cassandra Willoughby, Duchess of Chandos was impressed by the 
grounds. She wrote: 'From ye top of the House, ye Ground appears so far as you can 
see, all smooth like a Bowling Green; there is not a hill nor anything to bound your 
Sight, 'tis indeed the noblest flat I ever saw'. Of the avenues she says: 'Ye trees are 
very high, thick and neatly kept, and ye walkes so contrived to center one in another: 
and fountains appearing every way render it one of ye most surprisingly pleasant 
places I have seen. ' Cassandra describes 'an Arbour-like walk to ye Wilderness 
which is a very long one and so close shaded on ye top that it kept us free from a very 
fearce shower of min. The wilderness itself was 'very fine, ye trees so large as to 
make it very shady: they are all Ash and Elm except shrubs to thicken it in ye bottom' 
(Johnson, 1981,66). 
A Cornish squire named Edmund Spoure visited Badminton in 1694 and wrote a 
lengthy description (Berger, 1995,2): 
'Imprimis, he has at least thirty miles walles all about with a firm stone wall, 
not one foot of any other man's land between. The grand house stands almost 
in the centre; and to add to its nobleness you have 24 entrances to it, 24 
several ways, through stately groves and fine ranks of trees; and from the 
beginning of each entrance you have nigh 5 miles from the nearest gate... He 
has six deer parks nigh the house, and all walled about instead of pales. He 
has a red deer park, an east India deer park; besides a great many ponds and 
wildernesses... Then he has several hare warrens, coney warrens; and for 
trees he has millions, planted in ranks for miles every way about his house, 
and every single tree walled round with a stone wall, that no cattle or anything 
may hurt thern. ' 
Celia Fiennes, who visited in 1699, also remarked upon the avenues, saying 'You may 
stand on the leads and look twelve ways down to ye parishes and grounds beyond all 
through glides or vistos of trees' (Kingsley, 1989,55). In 1712 Atkyns (p242) wrote 
that the Dukes of Beaufort, 'since the destruction of Ragland Castle in the Great 
Rebellion, have here fixed their chief seat; which, in respect of stately buildings, 
beautiful gardens, large parks and whatever can make a place delightful, is esteemed 
one of the noblest seats in England'. 
The designers of the baroque park are unknown. A bank payment of E13 was made to 
a Stephen Switzer 'the gardener and seeds supplier' in 1668 (Berger, 1995,2) but 
Stephen Switzer the garden designer was not bom until 1682. Perhaps this earlier 
Switzer was a relative. 
From 1726, the third Duke started to deformalise the park and gardens. Charles 
Bridgeman was involved and is referred to in letters from the third Duke to Lord Noel 
Somerset (Ibid., 3). In 1737, the third Duchess was also writing to Lord Somerset that 
much work had been done in the gardens 'but so buried in mud and dirt that I can 
make little of it' (FmJ 2/14, Badminton Muniments). Planting continued apace. From 
1740-57 disbursements included 37 700 beech trees, elms, more than 43 060 
whitethoms, 200 oaks and 360 hollies (QB 3/2, GRO). Avenue planting continued 
after the 17th century. The ninth Duchess records that 'In 1898 we planted the Avenue 
on the East side of the House, in the field called "Hercules Hill", and we cleared away 
many small bushes and some trees both in the "Pleasure Grounds7' and in the field so 
as to make the "Vista" complete' (RA I/l/l, Badminton Muniments). 
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3.4 Pictorial and cartographic evidence 
The first map of the manor was produced in 1615 by Mathew Nelson (QB 17/3/1, 
GRO). It shows a modest courtyard house, with various outbuildings, surrounded by 
a series of walled enclosures. Directly east of the house are simple parterres and what 
appears to be an orchard. To the north is the park. The rest of the demesne lands 
consist mainly of pasture with some woodland (Badmington, Fowles and Spoiled 
Coppices; Wood Pasture and Allen Grove) and arable. No trees are shown apart from 
the orchard east of the house and a line of trees along the field boundary between 
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Fig. 6/44 Nelson's map of Badminton, 1615. 
The house is next depicted by Hendrik Danckerts, in two ink and wash drawings of 
c. 1675 (Figs. 6/45-6, copies at Badminton Muniments). These show the north and 
east fronts of the house. A double avenue (with a short single section on the west 
row), the same width as the house, extends from the north fagade. A slightly narrower 
double avenue runs from the east front with another parallel avenue to its north. It is 
interesting to note that the view of the east front shows that a mature tree (a), 
encircled by a seat, has been incorporated into the new avenue. 
Two further engravings by Danckerts (1200.2.7 1, Badminton Muniments) next show 
the north front of the house around the 1670s and in c. 1678. The latter (Fig. 6/47) 






Figs. 6/45-6 Views of the east (top) and north (bottom) faqades, by Danckerts, c. 1675. 
Three views of Badminton were published in Britannia Illustrata in 1709. These had 
been drawn by Knyff and engraved by Kip. Kip later reworked one of Knyff s 
drawings which was published in 1712 in Atkyns' Glostershire. The first Duchess 
had brought Knyff to Badminton in 1701 to make the drawings. Her intentions were 
'to have some of them bound in books and give them to ffiends; indeed my chief aim 
is to show what a noble place my dear Lord has left this' (Berger, 1995,2). Two of 
the 1709 views were from the east and north and focussed on the pleasure gardens 
around the house. By c. 1712, these compartmental i sed gardens consisted of four 
large groups of parterres; several lawns, one of which was a bowling green; formal 
vegetable gardens; a quartered wilderness of tall hedges cut by geometric paths; a 
large orchard through which ran a canal; and a large grove of conifers. Straight 
avenues extended from the ends of the main paths, out across the park. An engraving 
of 1699 (Fig. 6/43,1200.2.71, Badminton Muniments) shows these gardens in plan 
form and confirms that Kip and Knyff's depictions of this area were accurate. 
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Figs. 6/48 Kip and Knyff s view of Badminton, 
published 1709 in Britannia Illustrata: view from the east. 
/1 
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Fig. 6/50 Kip's reworking of the view from the north, published 1712 in Atkyns' Glostershire. 
The parterres have been altered and cabinets created in two quarters of the wilderness. 
The third Kip and Knyff engraving (Fig. 6/5 1) shows the whole park, with the house 
and gardens at its centre. Intersecting avenues radiate in all directions from the house 
and from a rond-point to its south-east. Walls are clearly shown around the whole 
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I-igs. 6,49 Kip and Knytfs ofBadminton trom the north, published 1709 in Britannia Illusirata. 
park and within it, dividing it, from south to north, into the Virginia Deer Park (1), the 
East India Deer Park (2), the Fallow Deer Park (3), the Red Deer Park (4) and the 
Great Park (5). Four large areas of woodland are depicted: Bodkin and Swangrove 
Woods to the north-west of the house and two areas in the Fallow Deer Park. Avenues 
are shown extending beyond the parkland into the surrounding farmland. The 
destination, and distance to it, of 17 of the main avenues is labelled. These are 
(clockwise from the Paddock Course, west of the house): 
Given name and distance: 20th century narne: Actual distance and direction: 
Lygrove House 
Tormarton 3 Mile 
Tormarton Warren 
Marshfield Steple 6 Mile 






Sherston 3 Mile 
Tedbury 7 Mile 
Beasley 13 Mile 
To Dead Morton 
The Hare Warren 






Lygrove is 3.5km, 2.1 m to SW 
5.5km, 3.3m to SW 
3.5km, 2.1 m to SSW 
9.5km, 5.7m to south 
5km, 3m to SSE 
(The avenue itself is Runs SE from the rond-point 
labelled) 
Alderton Grove Farm 2.75km, 1.65m to ESE 
Alderton village 3.5km, 2.1 m to east 
Luckington village 3km, 1.8m to ENE 
Sherston village 5.5km, 3.3m to NE 
Tetbury village 13km, 7.8m to NE 
Main avenue North 
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Fig. 6/51 Kip and Knyff s view of the whole park from the north (1709, Britannia Illustrata) 
Thomas Smith's views of Badminton from the north and south, c. 1705, agree with 
Kip and Knyff on the details of the pleasure gardens but differ slightly on the layout 
of the avenues. Kip and Knyff show three, widely-spaced, parallel avenues extending 
from the south front of the house but Smith (Fig. 6/53) shows a patte-doie here, from 




views of Badminton, 
c. 1705. 
Left: looking north. 
Next page: looking 
south. 
Although it is widely thought that Kip and Knyff exaggerated the number and length 
of avenues on their views of Badminton, an estate map of 1708, surveyed by Joseph 
Gilmore (QB 17/3/4-7, Badminton Muniments), confirms that their representation was 
in fact largely accurate. This plan shows that the Great Park and Hinnegar were still 
divided into fields, apart from the avenues, two clumps, Lord's Copse and Swangrove 
Wood, all of which are shown by Kip. Bodkin Wood contained the star of 
intersecting rides seen on the Kip, as did the circular wood north-east of the house. 
South of the house and around Centre Walk (the rond-point to the south-east) was a 
mass of radiating avenues, the lines of some of which were confused by field 
boundaries here. Some avenues terminated at the park boundary, whilst others 
continued into the land beyond. Only a few continued south of the parish boundary. 
This might also agree with Kip and Knyff s representation as, although they labelled 
the places on which many of the avenues were aligned and the distances to them, they 
did not show the avenues actually reaching these destinations. Perhaps the avenues 
were shown reaching to the skyline to imply that they stretched into 'infinity', even 




Fig. 6/54 Tracing of main avenues 
from Gilmore's 1708 estate map. 
(Supplied by Margaret Richards, 
Badminton Muniments. Original map 
could not be reproduced. ) 
Two plans of c. 1711 (Figs. 6/55-6,1/25,26, Badminton Muniments) are thought to 
represent tree plantations or nurseries in the Red Deer Park (pers. cOmm- Margaret 
Richards, archivist at Badminton, 2003). The accompanying legend for one plan 
reads: 'One side of a square 43 foot of walling. 32 squares in ye red deer parke... 
One square requires 400 plants at 2 foot asunder. 32 squares will take 12 800'. 
Planted only two feet apart, these trees would not be able to grow to full size. This 
suggests that these plans were for tree nurseries and that the saplings would be moved 
from here at a young age. This would have been a highly productive nursery, capable 
of supplying many of the estate's trees. 
The other drawing is labelled 'a Draught of Platoon for Red Deer Park' and 'A Plan 
for a Plantation'. Its legend reads: 'One square ii perch 14 foot & half 32 squares in 
ye Red Deer parke... '. The plan shows eight rectangular beds planted with what must 
be regularly-spaced trees at 42 or 48 trees per bed. The size of the beds is unknown 
but again, if the beds are small, the trees must be closely spaced. Both plans show a 
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decorative arrangement of trees suggesting that, if these were nursery beds, they were 
aesthetically pleasing as well as practical. Margaret Richards (estate archivist, pers. 
comm. August 2003) suggests that they may have been located at the eastern edge of 
the Red Deer Park (Fig. 6/57). 
I t-i ýI. 
Figs. 6/55-6 Left and below left: plans 
for possible tree nursery beds in the 
red deer park, c. 1711. 
Plan below left entitled 'a Draught of 
Platoon for Red Deer Park'. 
Fig. 6/57 BelOw: extract from 1881 6 
inch OS map, showing possible 
location of nursery (circled) at north- 
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Canaletto painted two views of Badminton in 1748 (Figs. 6/58-9). At this time the 
fourth Duke was continuing the deformalisation of the gardens that the third Duke had 
started in 1726. The view from the north front of the house is, however, still largely 
as it was depicted by Kip and Smith. The formerly rectangular lake now resembles a 
sinuous river and more trees have been planted around the edge of the lawn 15 butgaps 
in the trees indicate the starting points of seven avenues, three to each side of 
Worcester Avenue. Kip, Smith and Canaletto do not agree exactly on the position of 
15 A lawn is defined, in this period, as a great plain in a park or a spacious plain adjoining a noble seat. 
Not less than 3040 acres (I 6ha) in large gardens or 8-10 acres (4ha) in modest ones (Symes, 2000,73). 
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these avenues but do place them in roughly the same places. In both Canaletto's 
views, carriages are shown on the grass in front of the north face of the house. Kip 
and Knyff also show a carriage here. This suggests that the house could be 
approached by vehicles from the north as well as from the south-west, via the stables, 
or that carriage rides were taken, presumably for entertainment, along the park's 
avenues. 
Figs. 6/58-9 
Views of Badminton 
by Canaletto, 1748. 
Top: north faqMe of 
the house. 
Bottom: looking north 
from the house, across 
the lawn. Starting 
points of seven 
avenues marked by 
arrows. 
A 1750 map of the estate, by Robert Whittlesey (QB 17/1 / 1, Badminton Muniments), 
shows that a number of clumps and some avenues had been planted since 1708, 
notably Swangrove Wood and an avenue from Swangrove House to Bodkin Wood 
(Berger, 1995,4). It can be seen that some of the earlier avenues had been 
deformalised by the removal of alternate trees, creating a quincunx effect. The 
addition of small clumps broke up the lines of the avenues further. 
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Fig. 6/60 Tracing of 
main avenues from 
Whittlesey's 1750 
estate map. 
Additions since 1708 
are highlighted. 
(Supplied by Margaret 
Richards, Badminton 
Muniments. Original 
map could not be 
reproduced. ) 
The second edition six inch ordnance survey maps of Badminton (Fig. 6/61), 
published 1903-23 (surveyed 1881 and revised 1899-1902) show the park much as it 
is today, one hundred years later. The lines of many of the avenues shown by Kip and 
Knyff are still visible: marked by trees in the park; and respected by field boundaries 
outside it. Worcester Avenue (a), the main north-south avenue, is the most prominent 
survivor and the edges of the lawn (b), north of the house (c), can still be made out. 
Other well preserved avenues are in the East India Deer Park (running east-west); six 
avenues radiating from apatte-doie in Swangrove; an east-west avenue, north-west 
of the house; and four avenues extending from the lawn. Nothing remains of the 
pleasure gardens around the house, as shown by Kip and Knyff and the 1699 plan. 
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Fig. 6/61 6 inch OS map, surveyed 188 1, showing core of park with many avenues still discernible. 
3.5 Aerial photographs 
3.5.1 Worcester Avenue and the Red and Fallow Deer Parks 
Aerial photographs such as Fig. 6/62 show that several avenues still radiate from the 
edge of the lawn, matching those depicted by Kip and other artists. It is clear that 
much remains of the early 18'h century layout but the straight lines of the original 
layout have been blurred by later tree-planting, at the north-west and north-east 
comers of the lawn (labelled a), for example. 
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Figs. 6/62-3 Vertical aerial 
photographs: 
L eft: 6 Ih September 1946 
(RAF/ I 06G/U K/ 1721,474,1178). 
Below: The lawn, I I, h June 1974 
(OS/74116,9738,202) 
3.5.2 Swangrove Wood 
Photographs of Swangrove Wood show the star of walks radiating from a circle north- 
east of Swangrove House. The younger woods to the north are compartmental ised 
and a sequence of photographs shows that sections have been clear felled and 
Fig. 6/64 Vertical 
aerial photograph of 
Swangrove Wood, 
I Oh July 1976 
(OS/76153,9896) 
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replanted in turn since the 1940s. 
3.5.3 East India Deer Park 
Fig. 6/65 Oblique aerial 
photograph, looking west 
across East India deer 
park to Badminton 
House, 8h May 2001 
(ST8082/130, NNM 
21204,22). 
Earthwork bank outlined 
in green, oaks in blue. 
In the early 18 th century, the gardens east of the house were divided into several 
formal sections including a wilderness of trimmed hedges, parterres and lawns. 
Aerial photographs show that although the rectangular outline of this area survives, all 
formal elements have been lost and the area is now informally planted with specimen 
trees. A wide avenue extends east from the former gardens, across the park. A 
substantial earthwork bank, marked by four mature oaks, crosses the avenue near its 
western end. 
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3.5.4 Centre Walk Avenue 
Fig. 6/66 Oblique aerial 
photograph, looking south-east 
from Badminton House along 
Centre Walk, 8 th May 2001 
(ST8182/4, NMR 21205,24). 
The great length of Centre Walk Avenue can be seen on the photograph above. Only 
a short section of the avenue lies within the park boundary (a), the rest runs across 
fields. The 1708 estate map showed that this area was covered by intersecting 
avenues. The lines of several of these survive as field boundaries and one was visible 
as a crop mark in the dry summer of July 1976 (see Fig. 6/67). 
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Fig. 6/67 Vertical aerial 
photograph of farmland south of 
the park, I It" July 1976 
(OS/76153,9896). 
One early I 8'tcentury avenue 
survives as a field boundary 







3.6 Site description and fieldwork 
3.6.1 The western Fallow and Red Deer Parks 
The main entrance to the park is now at Kennel Lodge, just WNW of the house. U'rom 
here, two drives (a and b on Fig. 6/69) run roughly parallel along the western edge of' 
the park to Little Badminton and beyond. The western drive, to Little Badminton, 
appears to have been present in 1615 (QB 17/3/1, GRO: Nelson estate map). Avenue 
I starts north-west of Kennel Lodge and runs west for 500rn. The avenue was 
replanted with limes, maples and horse chestnuts in the 1970s but many tree pits from 
the 17 th century avenue can still be seen. The width of the original avenue was 8.5m 
and the average planting distance 12.4m. About 20m south of the replanted avenue is 
a short section of older avenue trees (c) with an average planting distance of 15.3m 
and a width of 25.25m. Two oaks in this section have estimated early I 91h century 
planting dates. On the estate map of 1708, a double avenue was shown in this 
position, extending well beyond the western edge of the park. The avenue started 
north-east of Kennel Lodge (d). Four oaks still stand here, three ofwhich are almost 
in line with those north-west of the lodge. These date from the 1720s to 1750s and 
are planted an average of 24.85m apart. 
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Fig. 6/68 Avenue 1, looking west, November 200 1. 
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Fig. 6/69 Left: 
section of 1923 
6 inch OS map, 
surveyed 1881, 
showing part of 
fallow deer park. 
Avenues and t 
with numbers, trees 
with letters. See text 
for key to individual 
annotations. 
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Just north of avenue 1, west of the western drive, is a large oak stump (e) which lines 
up with another, living, oak a few metres to its WNW. The latter has a girth of 5.4m. 
and could date to c. 1650. Just east of this oak is a north-south running curvilinear 
earthwork ridge. A field boundary is shown here on the 1923 OS map. The ridge is 
marked by a line of largely late 20'h century sweet chestnuts, oaks, Norway maples 
and horse chestnuts but a large oak of girth 6.47m (Fig. 6/71) also stands in this row 
(f), with the stumps of two others of similar size. They are not evenly-spaced, 
suggesting they were not avenue trees. The oak has an EPD of c. 1520 so predates the 
Baroque layout. Between the two drives is another north-south low earthwork bank 
(2), on the top of which are occasional shallow tree pits, around 4.4m apart. No 
avenue or row of trees was shown here on the early maps or illustrations so perhaps 
this was a later feature. 
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Fig. 6/70 Le/k section of 1923 6 inch OS map, 
showing the lawn and remains of its boundary 
avenues. Annotations explained in text. 
Fig. 6/71 Below: oak on earthwork bank west of 
lawn. Girth of 6.47m suggests this tree may predate 
baroque layout. 
3.6.2 The Lawn and avenue to Swangrove 
North of the house, the rectangular lawn containing the lake, Park Pond, remains 
much as it was in the 18th century: a large open space flanked by trees. Kip showed 
the lawn to be bounded by double avenues, with a semi-circle at its north end. The 
lines of the double avenues have been confused by later planting (including late 20th 
century sycamores and horse chestnuts) and the removal of many avenue trees but, 
west of the lawn, trees and tree pits from the original double avenue can still be seen. 
The extant trees include mature limes and horse chestnuts (at a on Fig. 6/70). The 
girth of the largest horse chestnut here measures 5.68m, suggesting it was planted 
shortly after 1637, when the species was introduced to Britain, and would have been 
one of the earliest specimens to be grown in the country. The distances between 
planting pits in the row of limes and horse chestnuts average 15.4m. Measuring 
between planting pits across the four rows of the double avenue gave widths of 8.9m 
and 9.45m for the outer avenues and 18.3m for the inner one - the inner being roughly 
twice the width of the outer avenues. 
Slightly north-east of the line of limes and horse chestnuts, another row, of the same 
two species, runs parallel to the first. These date from c. 1920-40 and from the later 
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20t' century. The trees stand on a faint earthwork bank with some tree pits (an 
rk 
average of 13.8m apart) so appear to be on the line of the western, outer row of the 
late 17th century avenue. The position of the eastern, inner row is unclear but could be 
marked by 201h century replanting at its south end and, further north, by a lime dating 
to the mid 19th century and horse chestnuts planted around the turn of the 18th/19th 
centuries. 
At the north end of the lawn there is now no sign of the semi-circle of trees as shown 
by Kip and Smith, though this was still visible (at b, Fig. 6/70) on the 6 inch OS map 
of 1923. Worcester Avenue now extends further south, giving the lawn a simple 
rectangular shape. A tree pit and horse chestnuts dating from the 1650s to 1660s are 
located where the semi-circle would have been but later planting of trees, including 
horse chestnuts (mid- I 700s, and mid to late 1800s) and an oak (c. 1780), has reshaped 
this feature. 
-I"- 
I- ig. 6,72 1 rees border in,, north ed-e ot the la"n, trom t lie No uth. 
Mown grass marks route of Worcester Avenue. November 2002. 
At the eastern side of the lawn, very few trees remain from the double avenue here. 
The oldest survivors are horse chestnuts planted c. 1770 and c. 1840. Other avenue 
trees may be obscured by woodland around the icehouse and pond (c in Fig. 6/70). At 
the northern end of this side of the lawn stands a group of three oaks, planted from the 
late 1700s to c. 1840, and two stumps: originally a circle of four trees with one in the 
centre - another late I 9th century attempt to reduce the formality of the avenue. At 
the south end of the lawn's east avenue are three parallel rows of late 20th century 
trees, about 30m apart. Plotting the positions of planting pits and old stumps, 
however, (see Fig. 6/73) shows that the 20th century trees were not planted in line with 
the old avenue which consisted of four rows, making a double avenue. 
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Fig. 6/73 Scale plot of tree 
positions at south-cast comer of 
lawn. 
" late 20'h century trees 




former lines of older, 
double avenue. 
present lines of avenue. 
At least two rows of limes (marked 3 in Fig. 6/69) lead west from an open mass of 
trees at the north-west comer of the lawn. The trees are very burry and buttressed 
(Fig. 6/74) - probably the clone 'pallida' - making girth measurement difficult, but 
have planting dates of c. 1820-60. A horse chestnut in one of the rows dates from 
c. 1790. In 1708 this avenue extended well beyond the park but now the west end of 
the southern row is marked by a huge lime (Fig. 6/75) only 500m west of Park Pond. 
Its 5.7m girth suggests that it was planted c. 1730 but it appears to have been either 
anciently pollarded or headed 16 , both of which would have slowed its growth rate, so 
is likely to be substantially older than that. Its clear trunk and spreading branches 
suggest that this is the 'tall clone' of Tilia x europaea. 
16 Heading would have been done when the tree was a sapling, to promote strong, multi-branched 




I- ig. 6/74 Above: rows 
of burry, buttressed 
Ii mes leading west 
ftom north-west corner 
of lawn. 
Fig. 6/75 Left: veteran 
lime pollard (probably 
'tail clone' of Tifia x 
europaea) at west end 
of southern row. 
Rnth Nnvemher')00') 
Another, single, avenue extends NNW for 2.81cm from the north-west comer of the 
lawn, past Little Badminton village and through Swangrove Wood. The avenue is 
shown on the 1708 map but now consists mainly of 20th century sycamores. horse 
chestnuts and some limes with a few oaks dating from the 1760s, 1850s and 1920s. 
Many of the planting pits of the 17 Ih century avenue can be seen and some have been 
re-used. The avenue is 20m wide and the pits are at intervals of around 12.4m. West 
of the avenue, near the Park Keeper's House, is a clump of sweet chestnuts (a on Fig. 
6/78), the largest of which were planted between c. 1820 and c. 1870. Between 
Shepherd's Lodge and Swangrove Wood, the avenue (b) consists mainly of 20 th 
century oaks and five older oaks. At the edge of the wood stands a group of stag- 
headed oaks (c). 
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Figs. 6/76-7 
Avenue frorn NW 
comer of lawn to 
Swangrove Wood. 
Deceniber 2002. 
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a 
Left: Fig. 6/78 Section from 1923 
OS map showing avenue leading 
from NW comer of the lawn to 
Swangrove Wood. 
original route highlighted. 
Annotations explained in text. 
Below: Fig. 6/79 Stag-headed oak, 
which probably predates the 
baroque park, in 'The Launde'. 
December 2002. 
North-east of Clay Pond, near Little Badminton, a stag-headed oak stands alone, east 
of the recently-replanted avenue (Fig. 6/79). its girth of 5.8m suggests it was planted 
c. 1600, predating the baroque layout. Another oak of a similar age stands to its south. 
The 1923 OS map shows a scattering of trees in this area (d on Fig. 6/69) which, in 
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Fig. 6/80 6 inch OS maps showing north part of Badminton Park, divided north-south by 
Worcester Avenue. Top half published 1903 (surveyed 1881-3, revised 1899-1901 








3.6.3 Worcester Avenue 
Worcester Avenue runs south for 3.48km from Worcester Lodge (by Kent. c. 1746) to 
the lawn and is aligned on, and the same width as, the north faqade of the house. It is 
bisected by the east-west running road (2) which passes north of Swangrove. The 
northern section runs through Hinnegar, Bullpark Wood and The Gorses, planted in 
the 19'h and 20th century (highlighted in red on Fig. 6/80). Kip shows this area to be 
outside the park but Worcester Avenue extends into it nonetheless, terminating about 
400m south of Worcester Lodge. The park is entered through a gate in a large semi- 
circular wall (at I on Fig. 6/80). There were originally two ftirther gates. the north of 
which is still present (3), before the avenue reached the lawn and house. In Hinnegar 
today, the avenue is simply a fide cutting through beech and mixed woodland. 
It appears that the boundary of the park as shown by Kip was just south of the present 
east-west minor road. A stone wall (4), with a bank to its north, runs parallel to the 
road, a few metres to its south. On the bank are several large oaks, two of which date 
to c. 1660 and c. 1780 (Fig. 6/83). It is likely that these were boundary markers, either 
showing the boundary of the park or the boundary between Sopworth and Luckington 
parishes, which also runs along here. 






Note gated wall 
dividing Hinnegar 
from the deer 
park. 
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Fig. 6/83 Wall, 
with possible 
boundary oaks, 
south of minor 
road which 
divides Hinnegar 
(left) from the 
deer park (right). 
November 2002. 
South of the gates, Worcester Avenue is 44m wide. Blomfield (1901,62) exaggerated 
its width, saying that the centre avenue was 200ft (61 m) wide and the side avenues 
were 80ft (24m). The side avenues and all original avenue trees appear to have been 
lost and the avenue now runs between thin strips of beech and pine woods with some 
large horse chestnuts dating from c. 1790 and the 1850s and an oak of c. 1850. 
Avenue trees do not reappear until I km north of the house, where the double avenue 
can be easily made out. The avenue trees include oaks planted c. 1800 and c. 1850, 
mature horse chestnuts and many 20th century sycamores and horse chestnuts, 
presumably mostly planted as replacements for the original avenue trees. Planting 
distances average 11.4m and the width of the side avenue here is 17m, 7m short of 
Blomfield's measurement. 
Fig. 6/84 Looking 
south along 
Worcester Avenue 
to the lawn and 
house. December 
2002. Rows of 
original avenue 
trees still visible. 
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3.6.4 Swangrove Wood 
When Swangrove Wood, which ties nearly Arn NN\Vof the house (highlighted in 
green in Fig. 6/80), was surveyed in 1625/6, it contained coppices which were felled 
about every sixteen years (NC 4/4, Badminton Muniments). The banqueting house (5 
on Fig. 6/80) at Swangrove was built between 1703 and 1707 (Berger, 1995. _3 )) and 
the star of six avenues radiating from a rond-point in the centre of the wood was 
present by 1708. Kip shows nine avenues radiating from the banqueting house but 
only three of these remain today. Within the wood. the six rides (average width 8.4m) 
cut through differing types of woodland: hazel coppice-, hazel coppice with standard 
ash trees; and young to semi-mature oak standards. 17 th and 18 th century trees have 
not survived - not surprising in a coppice where trees are felled before reaching 
maturity. Some of the hazel coppice stools may. however. date from that time. 
Several 20th century oaks, poplars and firs have been planted along the edges of some 
of the rides, along with beeches dating from the 1830s. Two oaks were planted in the 
rond-point itself in the 1860s. 
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Wrest fladuAniton 
Fig. 6/87 6 inch OS map showing Virginia Deer Park (1), East India Deer Park (2) and 
Fallow Deer Park (3). North part published 1923 (surveyed 188 1, revised 1919), 
south part 1903 (surveyed 1881, revised 1899-1901). 
3.6.5 The East India Deer Park 
Kip and Knyff s early 18 th century views vary slightly in their depictions of the East 
India Deer Park, east of the house. Their view of the whole park shows two parallel 
double avenues, axial to the house. One starts at the north-east comer of the pleasure 
gardens, the other extends from the northern half of the semi-circle which projects 
from the eastern end of the gardens. Another of Kip's bird's-eyes shows this second 
avenue to extend from the middle of the semi-circle, on line with an axial canal. The 
latter depiction is at a much larger scale and is therefore likely to be the more accurate 
of the two. The 1708 map shows both double avenues going almost right up to the 
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VA 
house, crossing the southern extension of the avenue .% hich borders the east side of 
the lawn. Kip does not show them extending that far. 
Figs. 6/88-89 Detail of avenues in East India Deer Park 
from Kip and Knyff s engravings in Britannia Mustrata, 
1709: 
Below: from the east (position a on map) 
Ri,,, hi t-rom the north. 
Today, only the southern-most double avenue, aligned on the centre of the east face of 
the house, survives largely intact. The avenue trees are mainly limes (the oldest 
dating from the late 19'h and early 20'h century), with some horse chestnuts (early to 
mid 190' century), oaks (late 19'h and early 20'h century) and 20'h century sycamores. 
The average planting distance is 21.25m. The ninth Duchess may have been referring 
to the replanting of this avenue in her statement that 'in 1898 we planted the Avenue 
on the East side of the House, in the f ield called 'Hercules Hill - (RA I/I/1, 
Badminton Muniments). The avenue terminates at the road, 900m east of the house, 
but the 1708 map shows that it originally continued on the other side of the road, as a 
single avenue, for another 20m. As well as replanting the avenue in the late 19 th and 
early 20th century, two clumps of trees were planted in the East India Deer Park. One 
was created by incorporating two avenue limes of c. 1860 (one replanted c. 1910) into a 
group of four new limes (c. 1890s) in the north side avenue of the axial double avenue. 
The other, about 50m to the north, consists of eight limes (planted c. 1900-1930) 
incorporated into the parallel double avenue. 
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Fig. 6/90 Looking 
west to house 
along double 
avenue in East 
India Deer Park. 
December 2002. 
An earthwork bank about 30cm high runs north-east from south-east of the house, 
crosses the southern side avenue then runs east up the middle of the double avenue. 
The earthwork is not listed as an archaeological monument by the NMR but appears 
to be man-made and is marked, along its south side, by four oaks dating from around 
c. 1640,1710 and 1770. If this was a field boundary, it could be that which was 
shown bordering a field called Calves Leaze on Nelson's 1615 map, with a line of' 
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Figs. 6/91-93 Low earthwork bank in 
East India Deer Park. 
Top Iqfi: three of the four late 
17 th /early I 9'h century oaks on bank. 
Above: bank (outlined) continues 
south-west of the oaks. 
December 2002. 
Left: detail of field boundary 
(highlighted) from Nelson's 1615 
map. 
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The other double avenue, north of and parallel to the axial avenue. has largely been 
lost but part of its southern side avenue remains. just south of a ditch which extends 
east from the comer of the gardens (Fig. 6/94). The avenue consists solely of limes. 
Those along the edge of the ditch are large pollards with very burry trunks. The 
largest dates to c. 1820 but could well be older as pollarding would have slowed its 
growth. The second row of trees is about 14m south of the ditch and consists of early 
20'h century limes, spaced an average of 24.9m apart. 
I 
Below: Fig. 6/94 Remains of northern avenue in East India 
Deer Park, looking west. 
Right: Fig. 6/95 Close-up of one of the pollarded limes in 
northern row of avenue. Both photograph-g December 2002. 
3.6.6 The eastern Fallow and Red Deer Parks 
North of this avenue, in the eastern half of the Fallow Deer Park, are three avenues, 
extending NNE and north-east from the lawn. Kip shows five such avenues in this 
area but this part of the park is now heavily-planted with oaks which have obscured 
the remains of two of these. Many of these scattered oaks appear to be 
contemporaneous with or to predate the avenues. Two of the larger trees measured 
appear to have been planted c. 1570 and c. 1690. AtbonFig. 6/87asingleoak 
avenue, 22m wide, goes north-east from the house (Fig. 6/97). The trees are an 
average of 22.7m apart and the largest oaks date from the late 17 Ih century, early to 
mid 18th century and early I 9th century. The presence of late 17 th century trees 
confinns that this is the line of the original avenue. 
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Left: Fig. 6/96 One of the oaks in the Fallow Deer Park which may predate the baroque layout. 
Right: Fig. 6/97 Oak avenue b, Fallow Deer Park, looking north-east. Both December 2002. 
North of avenue b, another single avenue (c), mainly of oak, runs north-east at a 
slightly different angle. The avenue is 19.5m wide and the average planting distance 
is 20.4m. The largest trees date from c. 1770-1830. Further from the house, east of 
the 18 th century Rococo Root House, the same avenue retains some double sections. 
The central avenue is 18.4m wide and the side avenues are 16.5m. No original 
avenue trees remain in the outer rows but planting pits can be seen and there has been 
some late 201h century replanting here. Mature trees in the inner rows are mainly mid 
to late I 9th century oaks but a lime tree of c. 1690 is also present, bringing into 
question the original species used in this avenue. The average planting distance here 
is 17.8m. 
Fig. 6/98 Oak 
avenue c, Fallow 
Deer Park, 
looking SSW to 
house. 
December 2002. 
The third avenue, (d), is a single oak avenue extending NNE From the north-east 
comer of the wood surrounding Mount Pond, and passing west of the Root House. Its 
south end frames a view of the house's north faqade. The avenue is 25.5m wide but 
the 17th century planting distances are difficult to deten-nine due to a lack of original 
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trees (the oldest trees date to c. 1760-1840 and there has been much 20 th century 
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Figs. 6/99- 100 
Centre Walk Avenue: 
Left: section of 6 inch OS map 
published 1903 (surveyed 1881, 
revised 1899-1901). 
Below: oblique aerial 
photograph of Centre Walk, 
from the north-west 
(Tinniswoo(L 1997, p47). Star 
marks position of rond-point. 
3.6.7 Centre Walk Avenue 
Centre Walk Avenue, labelled 'London Road' (presumably referring to its 
destination) on Kip's engraving, is the only avenue of any length to survive south of 
the house. From the edge of the gardens south-east of the house, it extends south-east 
for 3.3krn to the B4039 which does indeed head towards London. Only 400m of its 
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northern end is within the park, with its scattered mature oaks, one of the largest of 
which dates to the early 1500s. The rest crosses fields south of the Badminton- 
Alderton road. South of the road, a 600m section of the 20m wide single avenue is 
contained by hedges through which the avenue trees, mainly oaks with some mature 
ash, grow. The trees are not evenly spaced but appear to have been planted in one 
phase, between c. 1750 and 1780. Halfway along this hedged section is the rond-point 
shown by Kip. Kip showed 23 single avenues radiating from this point in c. 1712, as 
did the 1708 map. Today there are only five obvious exits from the rond-point: two 
where Centre Walk passes through: and three farm gateways, one to the north and two 
to the south-west. However no obvious traces of 17 th century avenues remain in the 
surrounding fields. Just south of the rond-point, a lime tree dating from c. 1810 stands 
in the eastern row of Centre Walk Avenue. As most of the other trees in this avenue 
are oaks, it seems likely that oak was the original predominant species, even though 
none of the original trees appear to remain. 
Figs. 6/101-2 
Centre Walk Avenue, December 
2002. 
Top: looking north-west, across 
Virginia Deer Park to house. 
Left: looking south-east, outside 
park boundary. Centre Walk 
Brake Nvoods to the lel't (east). 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
By 1650 Thomas Somerset had modified Badminton House to that shown by Kip. 
From 1655 the first Duke and Duchess of Beaufort undertook a 30 year remodelling 
of the house, along with the expansion and alteration of the park. The two main 
expansions to the park were made in 1657 and 1664 but it continued to grow until 
1697 and later additions were made in the early and mid 18 th century by Beaufort's 
descendants. 
At Dyrham, the medieval deer park had lain slightly south of the present park, which 
may not have been created till after 1638. The baroque park and gardens, as shown 
by Kip c. 1710, in one of his more accurate depictions, were the creation of William 
Blathwayt who inherited the estate in 1688. In 1692 he started to rebuild the old 
house. Later that decade, the income from his public appointments allowed him to 
employ William Talman to add a wing to the house (from 1698) and George London 
to design the gardens, which were started c. 1694, nearly 40 years after landscape 
alterations had begun at Badminton, and completed in 1704. The landscapes at both 
Dyrharn and Badminton were remarkable in terms of their size, the complexity of 
their gardens and the extent and number of their avenues. 
Unlike at Westbury and Flaxley, both the Beauforts and Blathwayt had not only a 
garden but also a large deer park on which to stamp their ownership. At both sites, 
avenues of trees dominated the parkland, clearly indicating the extent of the demesne 
land. At Dyrham, these were contained within the park and rows of trees were also 
used to mark the edges of the park. At Badminton, however, the avenues paid no 
attention to the park boundary. A complicated and extensive network of avenues 
radiated from the house and two rond-points (the house and south-east rond-point are 
thought to represent the earth and the sun [McClain, 20011) and was allegedly 
continued by neighbouring landowners across their own land, at their own expense. 
Map and field evidence has shown that Kip did not exaggerate the number and length 
of these avenues in his engraving of 1701 (see Fig. 6/103). The conunon assumption, 
that this vast formal scheme was never fully laid out, 17 is therefore incorrect. 
17 Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England, 1985, part 36. 
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The main avenues were aligned on features outside the park - usually villages, 
churches and big houses, and occasionally roads and warrens. These destinations 
were generally more than two miles from the start of the avenue so were too distant to 
be easily visible, and in most cases the avenues did not even reach these termini. This 
was unimportant though, as the avenues, especially those crossing neighbours' land, 
were more symbolic than practical: 'a potent image of the way in which the Duke's 
influence radiated out across his estates and far beyond' (Kingsley, 1992,59). It was 
not unusual for parks and gardens of the period to have avenues extending beyond the 
park. Indeed, even small sites such as Westbury Court had axial avenues across 
neighbouring fields. What is unusual, however, is the sheer number of avenues - 107 
- at Badminton. Parks of other great, English estates, even of royal palaces, could not 
compete with this number. Hampton Court, for example, had only 7 main avenues by 
1736; Windsor Great Park had an elm avenue nearly 3 miles long, planted by Charles 
11 from 1680, and Queen Anne's Ride - of a similar length and planted 1708, but it 
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Fig. 6/103 Kip and Knyfrs view of the park from the north, c. 1709. 
All highlighted avenues appear on the 1708 map: green - avenue survives today; red - avenue partially 
survives as field boundary or track; blue - avenue was shown on 1708 map but has since been lost. 
had only a small number of avenues. At Boughton House, Northamptonshire, the first 
Duke of Montagu was laying out rides through the park and estate farmlands from 
c. 1720, and it is said that he intended to make an avenue which would reach London, 
I OOkm away. Again, though, in spite of the great length of the avenues here, they 
numbered twenty at most. The only site which almost rivalled Badminton, in terms of 
its number of avenues, was Cirencester, only 20 miles to the north-east. Planting at 
Cirencester started a decade after Badminton's avenues had been completed and it 
seems likely that Allen Bathurst would have been inspired by the existing avenues at 
Badminton, when he started to lay out his own rides. Even at Cirencester, however, 
the number of avenues did not exceed 50, and few of these extended beyond the park 
boundary. Badminton is rare indeed, and is made all the more significant by the fact 
that a quarter of its avenues survive, in some form, today. 
Documentary evidence does not make clear which tree species were being planted in 
the avenues but fieldwork suggests that, unlike at the other sites examined in this 
thesis, lime was not the dominant avenue tree at Badminton at the start of the 18'h 
century. The oldest surviving lime in the park dates to before 1731 but the rest were 
Planted after the mid 18'h century. The original avenue trees appear to have been 
mainly oaks, with some horse chestnuts. Many of today's replanted avenues are of 
more than one species: usually lime, sycamore and horse chestnut. The survival of 
late 17t" century horse chestnuts and oaks at the north end of the lawn suggests that 
some of the baroque avenues were also of mixed species. 
At Dyrham, Blathwayt must also have planted thousands of trees. Topiarised trees 
were planted in rows along the edges of terraces; in long beds set in lawns west of the 
house; and in tubs beside the canal. Thanks to Switzer (1718), we know some of the 
species that were used: pyramid silver hollies and yews and round-headed laurels and 
bays in the parterres; dwarf elms and firs on one terrace; with dwarf fi-uit trees below. 
Limes, some of which remain today, were planted along the church walk and small 
beeches and limes, also remaining, edged the terraces above the church. Trees and 
shrubs were clipped into large blocks in the wilderness. Trees were even involved in 
water tricks which might have been played in Italian renaissance gardens: two thorns 
at the bottom of the cascade were rigged with pipes to drench those sitting below. 
A 1766 reference to timber sold from the estate in that year names other species that 
were growing in the park in the early 18th century. As well as (horse) chestnut, wych 
elm, lime and elm, which other documents had already mentioned, it names ash, white 
poplar, walnut, beech and cherry as species growing in the park, nursery, warren and 
wilderness. In total, 405 trees were sold in this one transaction - perhaps many of 
these were formally-planted trees, being removed during the landscaping of the park. 
In the park, Switzer describes the valley south of Neptune Hill as planted with horse- 
chestnuts, with a wood at its upper end. Two of these horse chestnuts remain today. 
Kip shows these to be immature in 1710 and they are likely to have been planted in 
the mid 17'h century. Elms, some of which were wych elms, were used in the patte 
d'oie of straight avenues in the upper, east, part of the park. Before they were felled 
in 1976, the oldest trees were dated to c. 1706. These avenues probably survived the 
mid 180' century deformalisation of the park and gardens as they were not visible from 
the house. Most of the avenues and geometrically-planted lime trees on the slope 
south-east of the house did not survive this process. Although a lime avenue survives 
in this area, following the route shown by the most westerly of Kip's rows, these trees 
date only from the 1830s to early 1900s. Kip also shows two slopes planted with 
widely-spaced conifers. Perhaps these were grown from the 'Silver, Norway or 
Scotch Firr' seeds bought in 1692 or were Virginia pines imported from America. 
Unlike the other sites studied in this thesis, Dyrham has a noticeable lack of oak trees. 
This deficit is unlikely to be caused by geology as Badminton and Dyrham are both 
underlain by the same oolitic limestone. Dyrham's thin, alkaline soil may, however 
have been unsuitable for English oak, which has a preference for deep, fertile, well- 
drained clay soils - more likely to be found in the low-lying plain at Badminton. At 
Badminton, the presence of pre- 1660 oaks suggests that there had long been a 
tradition of planting oaks here, although lime would have been the more fashionable 
choice of avenue tree. 
The following table summarises the widths, planting intervals and species used in the 
avenues investigated at Badminton. Planting intervals ranged from I 1.4-24.9m but 
the most frequent intervals used were between 12.4 and 15.4m (40.68-50.53ft). Width 
of single avenues varied from 8.5-44m but the commonest width was around 20m. 
(65.62ft). The double avenues varied between a total width of 36.65-78m (120-25- 
255.92ft), with the inner avenue being 1.99-2.59 times as wide as the outer avenue. 
Table 6/1 Dimensions of surviving avenues at Badminton 
Location of Species and Double Width of double Total Width Average 
avenue estimated or single avenue width of of single planting 
planting dates of (M ft) double avenue interval 
surviving trees Inner Outer avenue (M & ft) (m. & ft) 
I I I (M & ft) 
I NW of Kennel Lime, sycamore Single .5 
12.4 
Lodge and horse chestnut (27.89) (40.68) 
-1970s 
2 Section of II Oaks - oldest Single 25.25 15.3 
C. 1800 _ _L82.95) 
(50.2) 
3 West side of Lime and horse Double 18.3 8.9 36.65 15.4 
lawn chestnut - oldest (60.04) (29.2) (120.25) (50.53) 
c. 1570 & 9.45 
(31.01) 
4 NE of '3' Tree pits Single 13.8 (45.28) 
5 SE comer of Tree pits Double 22 14 50 13.75 
lawn (72.18) (45.93) (164.05) (45.11) 
6 Leading from - Sycamore, horse Single 20(65.62) 12.4 
NW comer of chestnut and lime (40.68) 
lawn C20; oak - oldest (between 
1760s; tree pits pits) 
7 N part of Mixed woodland Formerly 44 
Worcester double, (144.36) 
Avenue now single 
8 S part of Mature horse Double 44 17 78 11.4 
Worcester chestnut; (14436) (55.78) (255.92) (37A) 
Avenue, lkm oak - oldest a 1800; from house sycamore and 
horse chestnut - 
C20 
9 Aligned on Lime - oldest late Double 21.25 house, in East C19; (69.72) 
India Deer Sycamore - C20 Park 
10 N edge of East I row pollarded Formerly 24.9 
India Deer lime - oldest 1820; double, (81.7) 
Park, parallel I row lime - early now single (C20 row) 
with 19, C20 
II E Fallow Deer Oak - oldest 1680s Single 22(72-18) 22.7 Park (74.48) 
12 E Fallow Deer Oak - oldest c. 1770 Single 19.5 20.4 1 Park (63.98) (66.93) 
13 1 Section of 112' Tree pits; Double 18A 16.5 51 A 17.8 1 Lime - c. 1690 (60.37) (54.14) (168.64) (58.4) 
14 E Fallow Deer Oak - oldest c. 1760 Single 22.5 Park (73.82) 
15 Centre Walk Oak and ash - Single T- 20(65.62) Avenue oldest oak c. 1750 
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The table below summarises the dimensions of the surviving avenues and rows at 
Dyrham. It is noticeable that the single avenues at Badminton tend to be wider than 
those at Dyrhain - about 20m/65.6ft at the fortner and 12m/39.4ft at the latter. 
Badminton's avenues may simply be wider because they are longer - following 
advice in contemporary treatises - or the use of spreading oaks at Badminton, 
compared to more upright elms and limes at Dyrharn, may have necessitated a greater 
width. The planting intervals between trees in their rows, however, are similar at both 
sites, ranging from 12-2om/39.4-65.6ft. These dimensions don't seem to relate 
particularly to the rod (I OF), multiples of which are supposed to have been 
commonly used for planting intervals (Couch, 1993,187-8). 
Table 6/2 Dimensions of surviving avenues at Dyrham 
Location of avenue Species and Double Width Average 
estimated planting dates or single of single planting 
of surviving trees avenue interval (m and 
(m and ft) 
ft) 
I E-W avenue, eastern Elm - c. 1706; large- and Single 18.8 10.5 
park small-leafed lime - 1970s (61.68) (34.45) 
2 NW-SE avenue, eastern Elm - c. 1706; large- and Single 12.9 19.8 
park small-leafed lime - 1970s (42.32) (64.96) 
3 NE-SW avenue, Elm - c. 1706; large- and Single 15.7 12.7 
- 
eastern park small-leafed lime - 1970s (51.51) (41.67) 
4 Avenue parallel to E-W Lime - C20 Single 15 20.6 
avenue, eastern park (49.22) (67.59) 
(used as boundary 
marker, not ride) 
5 Curving avenue, S side Lime - 1960s Single 12 13.7 
of eastern park (39.37) (44.95) 
(ornamental only) 
6 Single row, along field Sycamore - C20 12.2 boundary, S side of Originally elm - c. 1706 
eastern park 





8 Row, Church Walk Lime - pre- I 780s, possibly Close 
c. 1700 
Some of the sources of Badminton's parkland trees are known from documentary 
records. Exotic trees grew in the Duchess' gardens but native species, apart from the 
occasional horse chestnut, seem to have been preferred in the park. The plans of 
c. 1711 (1/25,26, Badminton Muniments) show that thousands of saplings were 
probably grown in the nurseries in the Red Deer Park, presumably to stock the estate's 
woods and avenues. There is mention of oaks being grown from acorns, lime berries 
from Nonsuch, and trees being sent from outside the estate, probably from the 
Beaufort's Monmouthshire seat. Tree planting was an important activity, continuing 
in spite of financial difficulties. Great care was taken of individual trees: Roger North 
recorded that every tree was protected by a stone wall. 
At Dyrham, documentary and map evidence has revealed that Blathwayt also ran a 
tree nursery, just north-east of the house. This is first shown by Kip on the slope 
above the wilderness and contains many small, closely-planted trees. Coates' map of 
1766 shows that it was sub-rectangular in shape and lay ENE of the wilderness. In 
1704, Hurnall, the gardener, refers to white poplars from the nursery and it is 
mentioned again, by Switzer, in 1718 as 'a large nursery of trees'. Judging from its 
size (the enclosure is over I krn long), it seems possible that the nursery could have 
supplied most of Dyrharn's indigenous trees. It is known, however, that Blathwayt 
also acquired trees and tree seeds from other sources: importing certain trees from 
Virginia and buying others from nurseries such as the Orange Tree in The Strand and 
from Bristol. It appears that young trees were also transplanted from nearby woods. 
It appears that Dyrharn's medieval deer park lay slightly south of the present park. 
The site of the latter, therefore, contains many prehistoric and medieval earthworks, 
which reflect its former use as agricultural land (NMR monument reports), but has 
few or no veteran trees dating from before the creation of the park after 1638. At 
Badminton, on the other hand, there has been a deer park on the same site since at 
least the medieval period and many ancient, non-avenue trees remain in the park 
today. Oak is the dominant ancient tree, including veterans dating from the early and 
late 1500s, early 1600s and mid 1600s to early 18th century. There are also horse 
chestnuts from the 1650s and 1660s, and the pre-1730 lime. Although he was 
planting regimented avenues, the Duke of Beaufort retained these older, scattered 
trees which must have stood in the park or wood pasture of the Botelers and 
Somersets. Some, if they stood in the right position, were even integrated into the 
avenues. An example of this is shown in Danckert's drawing of c. 1675: a mature tree 
is incorporated into an avenue running from the east front of the house. Other non- 
avenue trees appear to be associated with earthworks: two oaks dating from c. 1660 
and c. 1780 stand on the Sopworth/Luckington parish boundary, near Hinnegar; and, 
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in the East India Deer Park, four oaks ranging in date from the mid 17th century to late 
18'h century stand on a curving bank - possibly a fonner field boundary. 
So what influenced the Beauforts and Blathwayt to plant trees in the numbers and 
style that they did? The need to make money from selling timber is not likely to have 
been a factor - both had other incomes and separate areas of woodland which were 
managed commercially. " Income from rents and from their public appointments 
would have made it unnecessary for either landowner to seek income from timber 
within the park. It seems, instead, that at both sites, the owners were trying to create a 
landscape appropriate to their status. Dyrham's gardens were extremely ambitious for 
an untitled commoner but, as Tinniswood (1997,62) says, Blathwayt's plan was to 
turn 'the old house and its small garden into something more appropriate for a rising 
political star whose knowledge of Dutch, acquired during diplomatic service in The 
Hague as a young man, was making him one of William III's most trusted advisers'. 
As Harding and Lambert put it: 'Blathwayt was Secretary of State to William III, and 
the gardens at Dyrham reflect the Dutch taste that was de rigueur in royal circles - not 
the domestic Dutch style of topiary hedges and tulipomania, but the grandeur of 
William's palace at Het Loo' (1994,234). 
Badminton had extensive and intricate gardens, hothouses for rare and exotic species 
and the most extensive layout of avenues in the county (Harding & Lambert, 1994, 
32). What must have been an awe-inspiring landscape was only appropriate for the 
seat of Gloucestershire's only Duke who 'wielded his power like a medieval overlord 
rather than a Stuart courtier' (Tinniswood, 1997,44). 
In addition to the need to 'show-off' their status and wealth, however, it is clear that 
the owners of each seat had a genuine interest in gardens and plants and were deeply 
involved in the development of their landscapes. The Duke of Beaufort may have 
helped to redesign Badminton House (Tinniswood, 1997,45) and it seems likely that 
he also had a hand in the layout of the designed landscape. Mary, his wife, had 
18 Dyrham wood, for example, lay 1.51an south of Dyrharn Park and contained coppice wood that was 
ready for harvest in 1766. It is likely that this wood was being coppiced for the commercial production 
of wood in the early 18' century too. 
several connections with horticulture: her brothers were keen gardeners (Arthur 
Capel, I` Earl of Essex, at Cassiobury Park; and Henry Capel, at Kew) (Jellicoe et al, 
1986,42); she was a friend of the physician and plant collector Sir Hans Sloane (the 
Beaufort's London residence, Beaufort House, was near Sloane's Chelsea Physic 
Garden); and she was an accomplished gardener herself. It is very likely, therefore, 
that she too would have influenced the design of the park. 
Blathwayt's letters to his agent and gardener show that he was deeply involved in the 
details of the design at Dyrham. Whilst secretary to William Temple, who was 
himself an influential writer on gardens 19 and the creator of Moor Park in Surrey, 
Blathwayt is likely to have seen several Dutch gardens (including Zorgvliet, of which 
he owned plans [Fretwell, 1997,5]), and must have been particularly influenced by 
Het Loo, where he had an apartment (Bond & Iles, in Brown, 1991,46). This 
exposure may have influenced the design of Dyrham's gardens which, although they 
are not on level ground, do have several Dutch details, such as the use of Dutch fences 
(Fretwell, 1997,5) and the repeated use of water- in the canal, ponds and smaller 
pools. The latter is one of the most striking features of the design that could be 
considered to be Dutch, though the use of fountains and cascades within these pools is 
not typical of Dutch gardens. The many, narrow terraces at Dyrham are more typical 
of Italian gardens, whilst the overall style, including the layout of consecutive parterre 
gardens, is French-influenced. Blathwayt would have seen gardens of these, and 
other, nations when he made his grand tour of Sweden, Germany, Italy and France in 
1672 (Ibid., 3). 
When compared to the immersion of the owners in their parks and gardens, the 
involvement of London and Wise, the most influential and famous garden designers 
of the time, appears minimal. Although George London gave advice on the garden at 
Dyrham, especially when visiting nearby Longleat, his actual visits to Dyrham may 
have been few (Kingsley, 1992,13 1). At Badminton, Henry Wise appears to have 
helped to design the gardens, c. 1714, and Thacker believes that both London and 
Wise were also engaged at Badminton in the late 1690s. If they were visiting nearby 
19 Temple was an early exponent of informality and natural design in gardens (though his garden at 
Moor Park was largely formal). His book, On the Gardens ofEpicurus was in Blathwayt's library 
(Fretwell, 1997,5). 
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Dyrharn, it is possible that they also came to Badminton and gave advice on the 
design (Berger, 1995). A lack of references to them in documentary sources suggests, 
however, that their role was not made much of at the time and it seems that John 
Mansfield, gardener from 1683-8, may have been more deeply involved in designing 
the park (Tbacker, 1994,155). 
Although the style of the landscapes at Dyrharn and Badminton was, as at most other 
sites, due to fashion and the personal preferences of the owners, the final shaping was 
due to the physical character of the landscape. The irregular and hilly situation of 
Dyrhmn meant that the garden here could not be truly Dutch in style and its design, 
though balanced each side of a central axis, was not symmetrical. The design did not 
ignore the natural contours of the site but worked with them. Thus the slope to the 
north of the house was shaped into gravelled terraces planted with topiary, whilst the 
opposite slope, south of the house, was left unlevelled and was simply planted with 
straight rows of trees. The Neptune cascade, running down the steep hill opposite the 
house, took the place of the straight avenue which might be expected to continue the 
line of the main axis out of the garden. A curving avenue, unusual in this period, led 
round Neptune Hill to the eastern part of the park, where the more formal, straight 
avenues could be found. In 1718, Stephen Switzer, whose later designs were the 
forenmers of Brown et al's landscape parks, admired Dyrham's 'beautiful 
irregularity' and considered 'that Nature has a greater share in the Beauties I am 
proceeding to than Art' (Jacques, in Jellicoe et al, 1986,15 1). 
At Badminton, however, the flat plain allowed the avenues to completely take-over 
the landscape. Extraordinarily long avenues were able to be created. Uninterrupted 
by hills and valleys, they could be followed by the eye, into the distance. 
Continual replacement of failed trees since the early 18th century has ensured the 
survival of many of Badminton's baroque avenues. These must have been held in 
high regard to have survived the mid 18'h century, when so many other parks were 
being 'naturalised'. Clump planting and infilling of some sections of avenue did 
occur but, overall, there has been little alteration of the park in the last 300 years. 
Perhaps the Beauforts, wanted to maintain their visible hold over the land - something 
that a landscape park could not have achieved in such a dramatic way. At Dyrham, 
however, that part of the park visible from the house was 'naturalised' in the early 18'h 
century and only those avenues out of sight of the house survived. It seems that this 
part of the designed landscape tends to receive the most attention and be subject to 
almost continuous alteration. Even this century, recent research at Dyrham has also 




KINGS VMSTON AND CIRENCESTER 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Formal, symmetrical gardens such as those at Badminton and Dyrharn were extremely 
expensive to lay out and maintain and their association with France, and with Louis 
XIV's authoritarian regime in particular, meant that they began to lose their popularity 
from the early 1700s. At the same time, poets and writers were proposing a freer, 
more simple landscape style and, after the Whigs' victory in 1714, a more correct use 
of Classical architecture was adopted, requiring a simpler landscape setting, to replace 
the Tory baroque. The transitional style that developed was a combination of the 
formal garden and the true landscape park, still using formal avenues, groves and 
parterres but having cleaner lines, more areas of grass and classical temples and 
statuary. 
Charles Bridgeman, working from 1709 to the 1730s, is credited with creating the 
earliest transitional landscapes, as at Richmond; Lodge Park, Gloucestershire; and 
Stowe. John Vanbrugh, the architect of Kings Weston house and probable adapter of 
its grounds, worked with Bridgeman at Eastbury, Claremont and Stowe and was 
involved in the development of Castle Howard. Although there is no evidence that 
Vanbrugh was involved in landscape design, his placing of houses and garden 
buildings against picturesque backgrounds, as at Kings Weston, also helped to pioneer 
the transitional garden and it is suggested that, in the early 18 th century, 'his genius 
was the most important single stimulus to gardening imagination' (G Clarke, in 
Jellicoe el al, 1986,579). 
Stephen Switzer (1682-1745) also advocated less formal garden design, and is 
especially credited with developing 'rural and extensive gardening', which combined 
beauty with utility by bringing agricultural land and plantations into the designed 
landscape. This large-scale but simple type of gardening was affordable to local 
gentry as well as great landowners (Williamson, in Ridgway & Williams, 2000,29) 
and Switzer's 1715 The Nobleman, Gentleman, and Gardener's Recreation, was the 
first handbook to explain how to create this style. At Cirencester. Switzer and the 
poet Alexander Pope advised Allen Bathurst on the layout of his vast woodland 
garden. Switzer also knew Bathurst and, whether Switzer was directly involved in the 
layout of Cirencester or not, he may have had some influence, whether personally or 
simply through Bathurst's acquaintance with his books. 
Both Kings Weston and Cirencester are reasonably extant examples of early 18'h 
century transitional landscapes but are of quite different characters. At the former, 
evidence of two consecutive phases - baroque and classical - survives, both in the use 
of trees and buildings. The latter is a surprising landscape -a formal layout but 
created in the landscape style, punctuated by classical monuments and eschewing 
fussy details. 
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2 KINGS WESTON 
2.1 Location and physical characteristics 
Fig. 7/1 Extract from 
1: 50 000 OS map 
(Landranger 172) 
showing Kings Weston 
House (circled), park (I 
and Penpole Wood (2). 
Kings Weston House (NGR ST 542 775) stands south-west of Kings Weston Lane, in 
Henbury parish, north-west Bristol. From the park, which lies on a steep limestone 
spur (up to 67m OD) at the western end of Kings Weston Down, there are views to 
the River Avon, I km south of the house, and to the River Severn at industrial 
Avonmouth, 4km to the north-west. The park now covers about 20ha but was 
originally more extensive. During the 20th century it was considerably reduced by the 
construction of Lawrence Weston housing estate to the north-west and the 
development of a golf course to the south. The mansion at Blaise Castle stands just 
over 2km to the north-east of Kings Weston House. The two parks are connected by 
the ridge of Kings Weston Down. Kings Weston was registered grade 11 in 1987 on 
English Heritage's Register of Parks and Gardens o Special Historic Interest. of 
2.2 History 
King Henry 11 granted the manor of Kings Weston to Robert Fitzharding, an ancestor 
of the Berkeley family, in the 12 th century. By the 14 th century, the estate had passed 
to the Gournay family. then the Ap Adams and, in 1330, Sir Thomas Ap Adams sold 
it to Sir Maurice Berkeley. In the late 1500s Berkeley built a house on the site of the 
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present mansion. In 1570, the estate was sold to Sir Edward Wintour. it was later 
purchased by Humphrey Hook of Bristol, before being bought by Sir Robert 
Southwell, in 1679. 
Southwell was of a Norfolk family who had settled in Ireland during the reign of 
James 1, owning estates in Kinsale. Robert had a distinguished diplomatic career 
under Charles II and lived at Kings Weston House from 1680-90, 'amusing himself 
with improving the garden later shown by Kip and in correspondence with John 
Evelyn [1620-1706]' (Hussey, 1927,682). In 1686, Robert helped arrange the 
marriage of William Blathwayt to Mary Winter, heiress to Dyrharn Park in 
Gloucestershire. It is possible that Robert and Blathwayt exchanged ideas on garden 
design though it is unlikely that Robert's layout at Kings Weston was influenced by 
Blathwayt's Anglo-Dutch garden at Dyrharn as the development of the latter did not 
begin till c. 1698 (Garnett, 2000,23). In 1690 Robert was made Secretary of State for 
Ireland and probably lived there for much of his period of office (Kingsley, 1992, 
167). 
When Robert died in 1702, his 31 -year-old son Edward inherited Kings Weston and 
also became Secretary of State for Ireland. He was MP for Rye from 1702-11 and this 
seat in parliament probably gave him a closer association with his English property 
than he would otherwise have had (Hussey, 1927,682). In 1707 his period of office 
in Ireland ended and he became much more interested in English affairs (Kingsley, 
1992,167). In 1708 he was made clerk to the Privy Council (Anon., 1967,10) and in 
1709 his first wife died. The estate she bequeathed him would have increased his 
resources and may have been a trigger to rebuild the house at Kings Weston. From 
1710-25 he had the present house constructed, to designs by Sir John Vanbrugh 
(1664-1726). The house is small in comparison with Vanbrugh's other designs: it 
seems that Edward had 'neither the means nor, perhaps, the desire, to build a 
monumental house in the tradition of Castle Howard or Blenheim' (Kingsley, 1992, 
167). Edward later employed the Scottish architect Colen Campbell at Kings Weston 
(Rogers, 1978,324) and the fact that he commissioned designs by both Vanbrugh and 
Campbell, who had very different styles, suggests that 'he held no very strong 
partisan artistic views on the conflict between Baroque and Palladianism' (Downes, 
121) 
1967,10) and was 'quite content to mix and match' (Rogers, 1977,324). Edward 
married Anne Blathwayt, daughter of William, in 1717, continuing the Southwells' 
links with Dyrham. 
On Edward's death in 1730, his son, also named Edward, inherited and from the early 
1750s started to deformalise the gardens, following advice from Norbome Berkeley 
(of Stoke Park, Stoke Gifford) and Thomas Wright, architect and landscape gardener 
(Stoke Park, Badminton etc). The 1750-4 memoranda of Edward Southwell include 
the following activities, suggesting that Edward was actively involved with the 
development of the designed landscape at Kings Weston: 
Plant on the hill in the Park 
Beech 
Chestnut 
New England Oak 
Black (and) scarlet... 
3 trees at Mill Pill Bridge 
To cut down trees advised by Mr. Berkely 
Do. The elm tree advised by my wife, next to the chestnut tree 
The ash trees as seat in Long Combe 
The walk around the Parkfor my wife 
More trees to he planted in the semi circle 
Halfthe ash trees on the Hill to be taken away... Beech... 
Edward Southwell III inherited Kings Weston in 1755 and, with the help of the 
architect Robert MyIne, who he met in Rome, during his Grand Tour (Kingsley, 1992, 
169), carried out more extensive landscaping of the park. In the 1760s, Mylne laid 
out water gardens, remodelled the house and built stables. Edward became Lord 
Clifford in 1776 and died the following year. He was succeeded by his ten year old 
son and work on the gardens probably halted at this time. 
'Memoranda oftheHon. E. D. W Southwel/1750-1754 (British Museum ref.: BIBI Egerton 541. B). 
The popularity of Kings Weston and Blaise Castle in the late 18'h centurY is illustrated 
in Jane Austen's Northanger Abbey, 1798 (published posthumously in 1818). Whilst 
staying in Bath, the heroine, Catherine Morland is promised a day trip Bristol: 'We 
shall drive directly to Clifton and dine there; and, as soon as dinner is over, if there is 
time for it, go on to Kingsweston. ' Morland shows rather more interest, however, in 
the romantic Blaise Castle, which is described as 'the finest place in England - worth 
going fifty miles at any time to see' (Austen, 1818,63). 
In 1832, the estate was bought by Philip John Miles of Leigh Court. During World 
War 1, the house was used as an auxiliary hospital. In 1937, the Napier Miles family 
sold the estate to Bristol Municipal Charities and the building of Queen Elizabeth's 
Hospital school began in the gardens east of the house. World War 11 led to the 
abandonment of the school project and the use of the house by troops. After the war, 
the house and park were left in a very poor condition. 
In 1948, part of the estate was bought by Bristol Corporation, who, in 1952, 
demolished the garden building at Penpole Gate. By 1957 the estate was owned by 
Bristol Municipal Charities and the house was leased to Bristol Education Committee 
for use as a primary school. From 1971, it was used as a police training school. In 
the late 1990s it was sold to Bristol City Council and in 2000 was bought by the 
present, private owner. 
2.3 Documentary sources 
In August 1994, Nicholas Pearson Associates prepared a historic landscape survey 
and management plan for the Avon and Somerset Constabulary, the then owners of 
the house. The archival survey for this report included a review of all known 
documentary sources, including the Southwell papers at Bristol City Reference 
Library (Local Studies section) and the British Library (Manuscripts Room), London. 
Papers in these collections proved of limited use for information on the parkland and 
gardens at Kings Weston and were more concerned with the political careers of the 
Southwells (Nicholas Pearson, 1994,11). The report also consulted sources from 
Bristol City Museum, the British Museum, the Bodleian Library, the Royal histitute 
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of British Architects, the National Monuments Record, London and Bath Library 
Local Studies Section. 
Other sources consulted include the Bristol and Gloucester Record Offices and the 
National Monuments Record, Swindon. 
2.4 Pictorial and cartographic evidence 
The earliest illustration of Kings Weston is an engraving by Kip. Published in Robert 
Atkyns' Glostershire in 1712, this view probably shows the park as it was, or as 
Robert Southwell intended it to be, c. 1707 (Pers. comm. Tim Mowl, 2001). The view 
suggests that the main entrance to the original, Tudor house is from Kings Weston 
Lane, north-east of the house. A modest pair of gateposts lead into a stable yard (a) 
north-east of the house. From here, another gateway leads to a large, walled courtyard 
(b) in front of the house. A bowling green (c), with a pavilion at its south-west end, 
runs along the north-cast edge of this courtyard. From the main courtyard, a short 
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Fig. 7/2 Kip's view of Kings Weston from the north-east, c. 1707, published 1712. 
Annotations explained in the text. 
path leads, between lawns, to the middle of the north-cast face of the house. A further 
gateway leads from the north-west side of the court to a walled drive (d), the route of 
which is obscured by trees but may lead back round to the road, enclosing kitchen 
gardens (e) in the curve. 
Two rectangular parterres, enclosed by walls, extend from the south-east fagade of the 
house. A central, axial path is aligned on a door off-centre on the side of the house. 
The first parterre (f), nearest the house, is shorter and narrower than the second (g) 
and appears to consist of geometric paths, cut into grass and ornamented with topiary. 
Steps lead up to a second parterre, of a more complex design. A row of topiary 
marks the dividing line between the two. Steps lead up from the second parterre to a 
gravel terrace, running along its south-east end. Halfway along this terrace is a small 
garden building (h) which looks back over the parterres towards the house. 
A rectangular grove of young trees (i) runs along the south-west edge of the second 
parterre and further kitchen gardens 0) occupy the triangle enclosed by the parterre's 
north-east side and the lane. North-east of the first parterre is another small, enclosed 
formal garden (k), with an orangery at its north-west end. 
The parkland is simply laid out and is dominated by the lines of trees that extend from 
the house, south-west across the park. Four equally spaced rows of trees (1) form a 
very wide double avenue which extends from the house. The middle avenue/walk is 
exactly the same width as the house. The avenue terminates at a gate or clairvoyee in 
a wall which runs south-east from the edge of Penpole Wood (in). Another wall (n) 
runs parallel to the north-west side of the avenue. The north-west line of trees is a 
double row at its north-east end and is also bounded by a wall to the north-west. At 
the south-west end of the avenues is a semi-circle of trees (o) from which two further 
avenues lead: one (p) to the north-west, to Penpole Point; the other (q) to the south- 
west. 
Penpole Wood is enclosed by a wall, suggesting that it was not part of the parkland 
and/or there was a need to keep grazing animals from entering it. Three gates in the 
wall provide access to the wood from the park, suggesting that it would have been 
included in walked or ridden circuits of the landscape. The presence of an ornamental 
garden building or entrance lodge (r), on the nortb-west wall of the wood seems to 
confirm that this was part of the designed landscape. Just outside the woods, on 
Penpole Point, is a nail-like feature (s) that could be some kind of navigation aid for 
ships in the Bristol Channel. North-east of this point, the land drops steeply away to 
small fields on the floodplain. 
Having inherited the estate in 1702, Robert Southwell's son Edward employed 
Vanbrugh to design and build a new house at Kings Weston from c. 1710-25. An 
estate map, published in 1720 (Fig. 7/3), must therefore depict Vanbrugh's house, 
though it is difficult to conf inn this as the ground plan and position of the new house 
were identical to those of the Tudor building. There are a number of differences 
between the landscape shown on the 1712 engraving and that depicted in 1720. A 
forecourt with a circular carriage sweep (a) has been constructed on the south-west 
side of the house, suggesting that the main approach to the house is now from this 
direction, rather than from Kings Weston Lane. The removal of the wall across the 
semi-circle (now a circle) of trees (b) shown in the 1712 illustration also suggests that 
this avenue is now being used as an approach route, rather than just as a device to lead 
the eye across the park to the surrounding countryside. The original main entrance, 
east of the house, still appears to be in use but is probably now a secondary or service 
drive. 
A third parterre (c) has been added to the two already present. Together, the parterres 
extend for about 300m south-east from the mansion. The first parterre, nearest the 
house, is the smallest A line of trees, not shown in 1712, runs along its south-west 
side. The second parterre is larger and more complicated. The parterre furthest from 
the house is a similar size and shape to the seconcl. A small building (d) stands at its 
western comer. This may be the gazebo that is shown by Kip at the south-east end of 
the axial path. It would have to have been removed from its original position to give 
clear views from the house to the end of the extended garden. The bosquet shown in 
1712 is now enclosed by a wall and runs along the south-west side of the second and 
third parterres. 
The principal avenue (e), running south-west from the house, is now shoA-n as a 
double one and the wall flanking it has either been removed or is simply not shown. 
It may be that the outer rows of trees shown in 1712 have been removed and new lines 
planted closer to the middle two but it seems more likely that Kip simply exaggerated 
the spacing between the rows of trees - perhaps to fill in what what otherwise have 
been an empty stretch of grassland. The semi-circle of trees shown at the end of these 






Buildings have been removed from the north-west side ol'the housc and a double 
terrace (g) constructed here. From these terraces, an avenue (h), isolatcd from Ilic rest 
ofthe formal layout, runs for 300m to the Turnp. across an area originally covered by 
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Fig. T3 Map of Kings Weston estate, 1720. Annotations explaincd in the tex(. 
fields. This appears to be a single avenue, enclosed by a wall or hedge - presumably 
to keep out grazing animals. 
The area Of woodland or wilderness (i), today covered by Penpole Wood, is about 
400m longand 50-100m wide and also seems to be enclosed by a wall. Its southern 
half is cut by straight, narrow paths which converge at small circles. A broader path 
cuts east-north -east, from a small building 0), probably Penpole Gate (a gatehouse 
cum breakfast lodge) through the western end of the wood, its line continuing beyond 
the wood as a single avenue, enclosed by a hedge. This path could be another drive to 
the house but the presence of a wall across its western end and the fact that it leads 
from Penpole Point -a high ridge of land not easily accessible by carriage, make it 
likely that it was simply a footpath or ride. 
The Kings Weston Book of Drawings (Bristol Record Office) is a collection of early 
18" century architectural designs for Kings Weston and other sites. It Includes 
designs by Vanbrugh and Colen Campbell for Penpole Lodge and Vanbrugh's design 
for the Loggia. An undated plan of the north garden and west terrace (Fig. 7/4) shows 
two of the terraces north-west of the house and part of the bowling green. with a row 
of trees along its north-eastem side. The plan must predate c. 1718 as the Loggia has 
not yet been built onto the bowling green building. A plan by Vanbrugh dated 
1717/18 (Fig. 7/5) shows a seemingly unexecuted design for the 'forecourt'. 
presumably the area south-west ofthe house. It was to have been surrounded by an 
80cm high wall with afbssýe or ha-ha outside and below it 01 ussey, 1927.687). 
Opposite the front door of the house the wall would have been cut by an archway, 
surmounted by a pyramid. The whole structure would have been about 40ft high and, 
along with the massive terraces in Fig. 7/4, would have fitted in with 'the symbolic 
association between fortification and lordship which so evidently fascinated 
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Book ofOrenvitigs: 
Top: plan Ol'the north garden 
(a) and west terrace (b). 
Botiom: Vanbrugh's plans for 
a I'Oss& and forecourt oale. 
A view of the front ofthe house by James Stewart, 1746, (Fig. 7/0) shows that tile 
forecourt was indeed enclosed by a wall, though this was considerably higher than 
80cm. Vanbrugh's archway cannot be seen as it would, il'present, have stood hchind 
the artist. An undated engraving ofKings Weston From the north-cast (Fig. 7/7) 
shows that the forecourt walls were pierced by three sets ofplain gateposts with 
finials. There is no sign of an archway. This view does not make clear where tile 
principal approach to the house would have been -- trees appear to be growing across 
the line of the main avenue - but the walls enclosing the 11orecourt would have Inade 
access to it from the back (north-east) of the house impossible. The engraving is, 
however, distorted in terms of perspective and should not theretlore be rclied oil as an 
accurate source. 
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Fig. 7/6 View of 
south-cast front of 
house by James 
Stewart, 1746. 
Fig. 7/7 Undated 
engraving of house 
from the north-east. 
Arrow shows position 
of forecourt. 
By 1771, the park had been largely deformalised. Isaac Taylor's estate map (Fig. 
7/9), surveyed 1771 and published in 1772, shows that many avenue trees have died 
or been removed, making the avenues look patchy and thus more naturalistic. Clumps 
have been planted between the Walk and Shirehampton Road (a) and west of the 
circle (b). The parkland has been extended to the north-west, taking over an area 
previously divided into fields (c). Here, many former hedgerow trees have been left, 
standing in broken lines, to ornament the parkland landscape. The park has also 
extended to the south-east (d), into more land previously used for agriculture. Two 
linear areas of woodland which were depicted in this area on the 1720 map remain 
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and another, sub-rounded. patch of wood to the south ofthese has been extended. ']'he 





1. Non - ly 
Fig. 7/8 Estate map by Isaac Taylor. SUrvcyed 177 1, published 1772. 
Possible drive highlighted in blue; Shireliampton Road in red. 
The woodland west of Kings Weston I louse (c) has extended to the north and cast, 
obliterating the western avenue (t) to Penpole Point. The paths cutting through this 
wood are now sinuous, rather than straight and Iormal. Traccs ofall the other avenues 
shown on the 1720 map remain, except for the double or hedged avenue Icading 
north-west from the house to the Tump (11ormerly at g). The circle (h) From which 
several of the avenues radiate has lost most ofits north-eastern halfand is now .1 
semi-circle again. This is confirmed by the entry in Idward Southwell's memoranda 
( 1750-4) for 'more trees to be planted in the serni-circle'. 
The entire north-east boundary of the park is now lined by a bell oftrees. Trecs also 
surround the house and cover the area previously occupied by stables and coach- 
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houses. New kitchen gardens, stables and an orchard (i) have been laid out north-east 
of the house, on the other side of Kings Weston Lane. The terraces north-west of the 
house have been removed and apparently replaced with a ha ha. ' The parterres south- 
east of the house have now gone and most of the area they occupied 0) is covered by 
trees, cut into four sections by two intersecting straight walks. Only the former 
parterre nearest the house has been left largely unplanted. The garden building that 
stood at the western comer of the parterre furthest from the house has been removed 
and a new building, The Echo, now stands where that parterre would have terminated 
(k). A curving path leads from the house to The Echo, running parallel to Kings 
Weston Lane. 
Again, the location of the main entrance to the house is not clear. There appears to be 
a gate off Kings Weston Lane at the same point as in 1720 but now it would seem that 
the drive leads to the south-west front of the house, where the circular carriage sweep 
shown here in 1720 has now been removed, rather than the north-east faqade. A path 
(highlighted by blue dashed line in Fig. 7/8) curves first north-west then north-east 
from Shirehampton Road (red dashed line), across the park, following the line of the 
axial avenue and terminating at the south-western face of the house. As both roads 
and paths, however, are depicted using dotted lines, it is impossible to tell whether 
this is a drive or just a footpath/ride. A wall appears to enclose the house and its 
immediate surroundings on all but its north-east side. It seems to continue across the 
line of the path, suggesting that this may not be a drive. 
The Ordnance Survey old series one inch to one mile map of 1830, printed by David 
and Charles, shows very little detail. The park is labelled 'Kings Weston Park'. Two 
avenues are depicted: the Walk and Shirehampton Road. Three lodges are shown: at 
the Penpole Gate; Shirehampton Road; and Park Hill entrances to the park. The 
Tump is depicted as a small, steep hill, north-west of the house. The 1841 tithe plan 
for Henbury Parish labels the park west of the house - formerly fields - as 'The Great 
Park'. This is divided by a wall from the park to the south of the house. The map 
' As shown on an engraving of a drawing by JP Neale, published 1823, Bristol Record Office. 
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shows little detail of avenues: only part of the axial avenue which runs south-west 
from the house is clearly shown. 
Fig. 7/9 6 inch Ordnance Survey first edition, surveyed 1887, published 192 1. 
The first edition six inch Ordnance Survey map (Fig. 7/9), surveyed 1887 and 
published 1921 varies surprisingly little from the 1772 estate map, surveyed more 
than a hundred years earlier. For the first time, the park south of the road is called 
Shirehampton Park. The area of woodland south-west of the house is now labelled 
Penpole Wood and has extended further to the south at its eastern end. The whole 
park has been divided into large fields but many of the former avenue and hedgerow 
trees still remain. Traces of the avenue leading north-west from the house, to The 
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Tump, can be seen (outlined in red), though these were not visible on the 1772 map. 
Four out of the six lodges shown on the map are located south of the house, indicating 
that the main approaches to the house were from the south around the time the lodges 
were built. In spite of this, is appears that the main drive now leads to the back 
(north-east) of the house. There appears to have been some refon-nalisation of the 
grounds around the house, notably the reintroduction of a single terrace on the same 















Fig. 7/10 Map of King's Weston House and Land Adjoining, 
undated (probably early 20th century). Former avenue trees outlined. 
King's Weston House and Land Adjoining, scale 1: 2500 3 (Fig. 7/10) is an undated 
map based on the 25 inch OS map and published in the early 20th century. 4 The map 
shows similar details to the 1921 OS six inch but the large scale is useful as it shows 
some new features, especially south-west of Mylne's stables where an ice house and 
3 Traced from Ordnance sheets Gloucester LXXI 2,3,6,7. BRO, 33041/BMC/12/PLI79(h). 
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two paths leading west can be seen. As on the six inch map, traces of avenues to the 
Tump and from the house to Penpole Wood are depicted. The map even shows trees 
(outlined) in the triangle of park south of the house which may be remains ofthe 
south-eastern side of the main double avenue. On an 1831 lithograph by WA Frank 
(Fig. 7/1 1)5, one that of these trees appears to be a lime, suggesting it may be one of 
the outer avenue trees shown on Kip's engraving or one of the trees from the short 
line of trees shown on the 1772 estate map. 
Fig. 7/11 
183 1 lithograph of 
south-west front of' 
King's Weston. 
Possible former 
avenue tree marked 
by arrokk. 
2.5 Acrial photographs 
In a vertical aerial photograph of April 1946 the abandoned, half-finished buildings of 
Queen Elizabeth's Hospital School can be seen in the gardens south-east ofthe house. 
The buildings are limited to the north side of the former parterre nearest the house. A 
straight ditch running parallel with the central garden path appears to give access to 
the buildings. 
Further south-east of the unfinished buildings, around the Echo, several World War 11 
Nissen huts can be seen. More Nissen huts are visible in the trees along the Walk and 
along the path which runs south of Penpole Wood to Penpole Point. Penpole Gate 
had not yet been demolished and can be clearly seen, just north ofthe stone colunin 
thought to be a shipping navigation aid (Fig. 7/12). 
4 It must have been surveyed pre 1937 as the House in the Garden has not yet been built in the kitchen 
gardens. 
5 Kings Weston, the seal of'Lordde Clifford, WA Frank, 183 1, City of Bristol Museum & Art Gallery. 
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East-north-east of Penpole Gate, just north of the wood, a slight linear earthwork 
(highlighted in yellow in Fig. 7/12), double in some places, runs parallel to the edge 
of the wood. This is all that remains of the hedged avenue which ran from Penpole 
Gate and was shown on the 1720 estate map. The Tump has not yet been built on and 
is a sparsely-wooded hill. 
t 
It 
I tp cind (&"vc Ic/i. I iu. 71 -' I. mMLt Irom vertical aerial photograph of Penpole Wood, II 
Ih April 
1946 (N M R, fi Im 106G/ 140 1, frame 5008). Linear earthworks (possible avenue remains) 
outlined and enlarged. Above righi: Fig. 7/1 31 Detail of same area from 1720 map. 
Photographs taken in April 1947 (Fig. 7/14) show the extent of the wartime building, 
which must have had a negative effect on the early I gth century trees remaining in the 
park. Buildings were even erected in the circle (1), south-west of the house, where 
the main avenues converged. The limes of the avenues leading from the here to the 
house and to Penpole point can clearly be seen as circular. regularly-spaced tree 
canopies each side of a path. Three or four large, circular features are visible as crop 
or parch marks in the grass triangle (2) south of the house. Shirehampton Park (3) is 
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now a golf course but traces of the woodland from the 1771 landscape park remain. 
Many rectangular buildings, probably associated with WWII, stand along the south 
edge of Shirehampton Road (4). 
North of Penpole Wood, more of the linear earthwork visible in 1947 can be seen but 
it is starting to be destroyed by the construction of Mancroft Avenue. By May 1947, 
the construction of roads for Lawrence Weston housing estate has progressed but, as 
yet, few of the remaining parkland trees in this area have been felled. 
By March 1955, the wartime buildings south of Shirehampton Road have been 
removed and all that remains of those in Kings Weston Park is their concrete bases. 
Thicker tree cover along the Walk and over the former parterres obscures most of' 
these. The construction of Lawrence Weston has finished and all parkland trees in 
this area, apart from a few on the Tump, have been felled to make way 11or housing. 
Photographs taken in January 1969 show that the Tump is being colonised by scrubby 
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Fig. 7/14 Vertical aerial photograph ot'Kings Weston, 
26 Ih April 1947 (NMR, CPE/UK2026, frame 5112). 
tree growth and the mature trees becoming difficult to locate. Penpole Gate was 
demolished in 1952 and all that remains in 1969 is part of its southern corner. 
By October 1980 (Fig. 7/15), the Walk and former parterres have become thickly 
wooded, obscuring all World War 11 buildings. There are some faint earthworks in 
the triangle south of the house. The clearest of these is a line (outlined in Fig. 7/15) 
running parallel to the main lime avenue, towards the middle of the first former 
parterre. It is possible that this may correspond to the line of trees shown here by Kip 
in c. 1712 or on the 1720 map. 
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12'h October 1980 
(NMR, film 
05/80156, frame 
507). Box fi-ames 
faint linear 
earthwork, which 
may be remains of 
avenue (highlighted 
lefi, in detail from 
1720 map). 
The most recent photo, taken in June 1989, shows the park much as it is today: for the 
most part thickly-wooded with few obvious traces of the 18 th century formal layout. 
2.6 Site description and fieldwork 
Modem map evidence and site visits in 2001 revealed that about a quarter of the 
formal layout, as depicted on the 1720 estate map, has been lost under Lawrence 
Weston housing estate, north-west of the house. Shirehampton Park, that part ofthe 
18 th century park south of Shirehampton Road, is now owned by the National Trust 
and leased to a golf club. Landscaping associated with this amenity is likely to have 
destroyed most traces of the former designed landscape. In the Home Park, most of' 
the I gth century avenues and lines of trees shown by Kip and Taylor have been lost, 
though some original avenue trees probably do remain. 
2.6.1 House and immediate surroundings 
The entrance to the house is now from the north-east, as it was in 1712. A drive leads 
from Kings Weston Lane, past Vanbrugh's Brewhouse (c. 1718), to a car park behind 
the house. The drive then continues past the north-west face of the house to the front 
(south-west) faqade. 
North of the house. the walls of the bowling green depicted by Kip remain. At its 
north-west end is Vanbrugh's Loggia (c. 1718). This classical seat flaces south-west, 
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Below: Fig. 7/17 South-west face of Kings Weston House, 
November 200 1. Right: Fig. 7/18 Vanbrugh's Loggia, 1947 
(photograph from NMRC Swindon). 
along the terrace: before recent tree growth, it would have had clear views to Penpole 
Wood. Behind and below the Loggia are the remains of the laundry (date unknown) 
which would presumably have been underneath the original bowling green building, 
as shown by Kip, c. 1712. The bowling green walls are still in situ but the green itself 
is overgrown. 
The Loggia is not in-line with the balustrading along the edge of the terrace and may 
have been aligned with the original terracing, shown on the 1720 plan and removed by 
177 16 . The present terrace was 
built before 1887, presumably in a slightly different 
position. North-west of the terrace, the ground slopes down to a thick 20th century 
hawthorn hedge, planted to block views of Lawrence Weston from the house. The 
only significant tree in this area is a burnt out stump, believed to be that of a lime 
from the 1720 avenue to Penpole Gate (Nicholas Pearson, 1994,29). The other trees 
here are of relatively recent origin. 
At the south-west face of the house, which is presumed to have been the main 
entrance faqade in the early 18 Ih century, the circular forecourt has been replaced by 
an area of tarmac. All walls around the forecourt and house have also gone. Either 
side of the entrance are mature yew and bay trees. The earliest depictions of these 
trees are on 1823 and 1825 engravings, 7 then on the 1887 six inch OS map but it has 
been suggested that they may date from before 1790 (Nicholas Pearson, 1994,25), as 
part of the Picturesque planting scheme. Calculations based on girth measurements, 
however, suggest the oldest of the yews was planted after 1790 and before 1900 
(depending on site conditions) so they are more likely to have been part of the 
Victorian planting. 
2.6.2 Former parterres and the Echo 
The former parterre gardens, extending from the south-east face of the house, are now 
mostly overgrown with largely self-seeded trees, mainly sycamore, oak and ash. A 
6 Possibly by Lancelot Brown, who is thought to have carried out some landscaping around the house 
(Stroud, 1975). 
7 Engraving of a drawing by JP Neale, published 1823, Bristol Record Office and engraving published 
by Sherwood Jones and Co., 1825, City of Bristol Museum and Art Gallery 
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central gravel path runs from the garden door of the house" to the Fcho. The 11 rst of 
the parterres, nearest the house, is now a mown lawn. In 1994, former bed marks 
were visible in the grass (Nicholas Pearson, 1994,26) but these are likely to be no 
earlier than the late I 9th century, as shown in a photograph of] 999 (Country 1. ýfi% 
1899,955). 9 A mature Cedar of Lebanon stands in the south-west hall'ofthe parterre. 
A photograph of this tree in 1899 (Country Lýk, 1899,955) as a tall but not yet fully 
mature specimen suggests that it was planted around the mid I 800s, and this planting 
date is backed up by White's method (when assuming that the tree had grown in 
favourable conditions). The north-east half ofthis parterre is largely occupied by the 
remains of the unfinished Queen Elizabeth Hospital School. An carthwork ditch, 
about 5m wide, runs parallel with and around 15m north-cast ofthc I Irst partcrre. It 
appears that this was some kind of access route to the school buildings rather then in 
Top: 7,11) I. ookim-, I" 
house, along 11ormer parterres. Finials, 
beside step, are marked by arrows. 
Lcýft: Fig. 7/20 Close-up ot'gadrooned 
finial and step. 
Both photographs November 200 1. 
8 The rusticated stone surround of this garden door is said to be echoed by the stonework ofthe Exho, 
hence the name of this garden building (Kingsley, 1992,167) 
1) A resistivity survey, carried out by this author in 2001, confirmed that there are few below-grOtind 
traces of the early 18 th century layout remaining. 
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carlier ! iarden feature. Z, 
96m south-east of the house, a stone step and a pair of gadrooned stone finials with 
carved bases mark the end of the first parterre. These could well be in their original 
l8th century location though a short flight of steps without finials is shown here in 
Kip's c. 1712 view. North-east of the first parterre, all traces of the former Orangery 
garden, shown by Kip, have been destroyed by the construction of the hospital school. 
Two sections of carved, fluted stone, incorporated into the south-west face of one of 
the school buildings, could possibly have been salvaged from the Orangery. 
From the south-east end of the first parterre, the ground slopes up for around 120m, to 
the Echo. The thick tree growth here makes it difficult to determine where the 
boundary between the second and third parterres, shown on the 1720 estate map, 
would have been. ") A carved stone finial base, similar to those at the end of the first 
parterre, lies at the north-east side of the path, lOrn from the Echo. If this is in its 
original location it suggests that the third parterre did not extend right up to the Echo. 
Perhaps, as in Kip's view of an earlier garden building, there was a terrace between 
the Echo and the parterre, from which to look down upon the design. There is a 
considerable slope between the end of the first parterre and the Echo. 
The Echo is flanked by evergreen planting consisting mainly of holly and yew trees, 
with some mature box bushes at the back of the building. It has been suggested that 
Vanbrugh may have ordered this planting, to give a dark backdrop to his classical 
... Either of two breaks in slope, 34m and 74m from the end of the first parterre, could conceivably 
represent this boundary. 
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Le/k Fig. 7/21 The Echo, from the 
north-west. 
Below: Fig. 7/22 Simiiar rustication 
on side of house facing the Echo. 
Both November 200 1. 
building (pers. comm. Tim Mowl, 2001). The largest of the yews may date to the 
early 18 th century, ' 1 so could be part of Vanbrugh's scheme. The boxes, however, are 
more difficult to date and could well be Victorian or even 20(h century. The area 
north-west of the Echo contains the remains of many concrete wartime building bases. 
2.6.3 The Walk 
The Walk, which runs west from the Echo to the Circle at the end of the main lime 
avenue, is flanked in places by the park wall to the south. The Walk is not shown on 
Kip's engraving but, in 1720. consisted of a double avenue, with the park wall 
running along its centre. Today the area is wooded with both scrubby sell'-seeded 
hawthorn, ash, sycamore and alder and with specimen trees including beech, cedar of' 
Lebanon, broad-leafed lime, bishop pine, sweet chestnut, Turkey oak and horse 
chestnut. Most of the specimen trees were probably planted to replace dead 18"' 
century avenue trees and date from the mid to late I 91h century to the early 2()Ih 
century. The regular spacing of these trees: around I Orn apart, either side of a 15m 
wide path, supports the theory that they are avenue tree replacements (Nicholas 
Pearson, 1994,28). 
4 
ee of #I t4#fe 
'. Poo* 
Figs. 7/23-5 The Walk: 
Lcyi: deta iI firom 1720 map. 
Below IýIk horse chestnut of' 
c. 17 10, Just north ol'the Walk. 
Below: looking west, November 
2001. 
Assuming that is has always 4g, rown in a wooded, rather than open, environment. 
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It is not known which species were originally used for the avenue when it was laid out 
in the early 18'h century but if limes were used, as in the other avenues, there appear 
to be no originals left. The oldest lime located dates only from around the late 1800s. 
The oldest tree in this area is a horse chestnut which may date from the early 18'h 
century (Fig. 7/24) but it stands several metres further north than most of the other 
mature trees so may not have been in the line of the original avenue. 
2.6.4 Shirehampton Road 
Between the Walk and Shirehampton Road, which run parallel to each other, are three 
small clumps of trees. Two of these consist mainly of immature sycamore, greatly 
overgrown with ivy, and scrub and are probably no earlier than the early to mid 20 th 
century. They do not appear on the 1772 map. A larger clump to their west, also 
overgrown with self-seeded trees and scrub, does appear on this map and is a relic of 
the landscape park period. 
I'ig. 7/26 Looking 
ýý est to three 
clumps between 
Shirehampton 
Road and the 
Walk, 
November 200 1. 
Since 1720, cartographic evidence has shown there to be an avenue along 
Shirehampton Road. Today the avenue is mixed, both in terms of species and age of 
tree. The oldest species are sweet chestnut (c. I 820s), common oak (c. I 870s) and 
common lime (c. 191 Os), with several younger limes. There appears to have been 
continuous replanting of sycamore, lime and ash to replace failed trees from the early 
I 91h to the late 20th century. 
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Top: Fig. 7/27 
Aventic on 
River Shirehampton Iýoad, 
Avon fi-om the not, th-west. 
Lelk htý. 7/28 
I. ooking south over 
part of'Shirchamplon 





From Shireliampton Road there are views south across Shirchampton Park, nmý used 
as a golf course, to the River Avon. The 20th century golfcourse planting Includes a 
line of semi-mature poplars and individual red sycamores and silver birch. 
North of Shirehampton Road, near the west end of the Walk, a shallow quarry clits 
into the south-facing slope. It has been planted with five horse chestnuts, the largest 
of which dates to around the late 1700s. The quarry's position seems to correspond 
with that of a clump on the 1772 map, suggesting that the quarry dates to bef'Orc 1772 
and the clump was planted to mask it. 
2.6.5 The circle 
The outline of the circle, shown at the confluence of five avenues on the 1720 map, is 
now only roughly marked by scattered, irregularly spaced trees. There is no sign of' 
the park wall which crossed it in c. 1712,12 when it was still a scrill-circic, though 
12 Shown on Kip's engraving. 
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remains of the wall can be seen each side of it on the correct line. Nothing remains of 
the avenue which led south-west from the circle, continuing the line of the axial 
avenue from the house. This would have terminated at the junction between 
Shirehampton Road and Park Hill. The construction of tennis courts and wartime 
buildings across its route would have destroyed any remaining avenue trees. South- 
east of the circle a cedar (probably mid to late I 9th century) and an oak (c. I 920s) may 
be on the route of the avenue which ran across here in 1720 and could have been 
planted to replace failed avenue trees. 
2.6.6 Principal lime avenue 
In 1720, the principal avenue extended south-west for 450m from the circular 
forecourt in front of the house to the confluence of Shirehampton Road and Park Hill 
(Fig. 7/29). It was a double avenue for its first two thirds and single south of the 
circle. To the north-west of its double section, two short sections of single avenue ran 
parallel to it. 
Figs. 7/29-30 The lime avenue. 
Surviving section outlined. 
Below: extract from 1720 map. 
Right: extract from circa early 20th century 
map (based on OS map). Centre of former 
rond-point marked by red circle. 
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Today, only the north-west side of the double avenue remains, bordering Penpole 
Wood, which has extended since the early 18 th century. To the south-west of the 
circle, no avenue trees have survived on this line. The remaining avenue of common 
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limes (Tilia europaea) has been gradually replanted as trees died, giving a mixture of 
tree sizes. Girth measurements suggest that the oldest was planted in the mid to late 
1700s, but the majority date from the mid I 9th century to mid 20(h century. The 
spacing between trees ranges from 8.8m to 9.6m and the walk is 12m wide. 
Competition with neighbouring trees has caused the limes to grow straight upwards 
with relatively little spread to the sides. Many of the trees are extremely tall and have 
never been pollarded. Indeed there is little evidence of any pruning, apart from the 
removal of occasional side branches to give the trees a more upright and narrow 
profile. The bases of many trees are obscured by prolific suckering from the ground 
and shooting from the lower trunk. Past management of the avenue - either by human 
intervention or by browsing animals - appears to have included the removal of' these 
suckers: in many cases this has led to the formation of unsightly bLirrs on the lower 
trunk. 
I 'i gs. 7 3,1 - ', 
Fhe principal avenue: 
I. t, fi. - from the norlh- 
ca st. Top ot'higher 
1,, romid (possibly 
I'Ormer driveway) 
marked bv dashed line. 
1(fi. - SLIckering 
and burrs on one of(he 
JVCIILje limes. 
the avenue 1'rom 
the easi. 
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The ground south-east of the avenue is around Im higher than that of the avenue, 
suggesting that the approach drive, if it did run along this course, was slightly raised. 
2.6.7 Penpole Wood 
Penpole Wood has greatly extended and changed in character since the early 18 th 
century. In 1720 it covered only the western half of the area it occupies today and 
was enclosed by a wall (Fig. 7/34). An avenue ran along its northern side to Penpole 
Gate and two smaller avenues converged at its eastern end. The wood was cut by a 
narrow path from which further paths led off at four rond-points. 
Today the wood runs along the top and the north slope of the spur to Penpole Point, 
extending right up to the principal lime avenue and obscuring the two avenues in its 
eastern half. It is cut by a network of winding paths, some of which may date back to 
the late 18th century, when the straight paths were replaced with sinuous walks. The 
original park boundary runs down the centre of the wood and is marked by horse and 
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Left: extract from 1720 
map. 
Below: extract from 25 
inch OS I" edition map, 
published 1916. Red line 
marks route of former 
avenue (1) shown on 
1720 map. Purple circle 
marks position of mound 








In the eastern half of the wood, the main path along the northern edge of the wood is 
edged to its north by a row of closely planted limes. The mixture of sizes, spacing 
(from 3-6.5m apart) and the fact that the trees are not in perfect alignment suggests 
that they were not planted at the same time. Calculations based on girth 
measurements indicate that the trees were planted from the late 1800s to mid 1900s 
but Nicholas Pearson (1994,27) suggests they could date from the 1700s, with 
modifications in the early 20'h century. The trees could be part of the southern side of' 
the avenue which ran west to Penpole Gate but their situation, along the top edge of a 
steep slope to the north, makes this unlikely as the avenue would surely have been 
built on flatter ground. 
Fig. 7/36 Kow of' 
possible 18 th 
century limes on 
north side of 
Penpole Wood, 
November 200 1. 
The avenue passes a quarry to its south then a smaller path leads south-west from it, 
to a steep-sided rock and earth mound upon which is a circle of nine lime trees (two of 
them now stumps) (Fig. 7/38). The trees are about 2.5m/8.2ft apart and the diameter 
of the circle is 8m/26.2ft. The trees all have a similar girth size (1.5-1.8m), 
suggesting they were planted at the same time - at the latest, in the mid 20(h century, 
but probably earlier, having gown slowly due to thin soil and overcrowding. The 
ring of limes could be one of the circles shown on the 1720 map at the confluence of 
paths but the lack of mature trees implies that it is either of a later date or was 
replanted over a very short period of time - the latter is unlikely. 
A plan in The Kings Weston Book of Drawings, entitled 'Project for Conger IiiII 
1724' (Fig. 7/37) (Downes, 1967,29-30,80) has a strong resemblance to the mound 
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in Penpole Wood (pers. comm. Tim Mowl, 2001). The diagram is annotated: in the 
centre of the mound is a 'Cabinet of Yew 16 Feet Diameter with a Yew Hedge'. 
Eight evenly-spaced trees form a circle around the edge of the mound. Between each 
tree is aI Oft wide walk. These are labelled clockwise from the top: Longcomb, Inn, 
Westbury, Cote, Snead Park, River Avon, Leigh and Chariton. 
The location of this viewpoint has heretofore been unknown but was believed to be 
somewhere south-east of Kings Weston. It seems likely, however, that this was the 
original form of the mound located in Penpole Wood as the number and arrangement 
of trees and the shape and size of the mound are very similar to the plan. The fact that 
the measurements on the ground do not quite match those on the plan (which was not 
an as-built drawing) can be accounted for by major adjustments made during 
construction, to suit the site. Although the limes present today probably date from 
before the mid 20th century, they are not, however, likely to date right back to 1724 so 






Left: Fig. 7/37 Site plan for a view-point m (- onger iIiI1,1724. From I'lic King. ý 11'eston 
Book oj*Drawings. Right: Fig. 7/38 Mound, topped by nine times, in 
Penpole Wood - probable remains of the Conger Hill viewpoint. November 200 1. 
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West of the lime circle, the avenue is edged mainly with broad-leafed lime (early 
1900s) and beech (early 1800s) with occasional yews, up to 1.75m in girth and 
probably dating to the early to mid 1900s. 
The central walk through Penpole Wood runs roughly parallel to the northern path and 
is bounded by mature limes, yews and oaks, with a hazel and laurel understorcy. 
About a third of the way along its length, the path divides. One branch initially leads 
west-south-west to the top of the ridge, the other leads west, but both paths eventually 
converge, emerging from the wood at Penpole Gate where the remains of the 
gatehouse (low rubble walls both sides of the path and a 20th century gate fastening in 
the centre of the path) can be seen. Several lime trees grow beside the western branch 
of the path. The largest are 2.9m and 3.6m in circumference, probably dating from 
the late 1800s to early 1900s. The oldest yews and beeches along the path date from 
around the mid 1800s. As the path continues west and leads uphill, there are 1ewer 
mature trees and the woodland consists mainly of semi-natural sycamore, ash, elm 
and beech. Nearer Penpole Gate, there are many yews along the southern side ofthe 
path. The oldest dates from around the late I 9th century. 
Fig. 7/39 Tall limes in the 
remaining section of avenue 
west of the circle. View from 
the east, November 200 1. 
A winding path runs along the southern side of Penpole Wood, from the circle tojust 
east of Penpole Gate. At its eastern end is a 150m long, straight, lime avenue (marked 
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2 on Figs. 7/34-5) which originally extended from the circle. The oldest trees date 
from around the early 2& century but the avenue itself was probably present by 1720, 
its original trees having been gradually replaced. The trees are about 10m apart and 
the avenue is 14m wide. In 1720 the avenue originally followed part of the southern 
boundary of the wood. A sports ground to the south has since encroached upon that 
line. West of the straight section, the path continues on a meandering route - by 1772 
the avenue was beginning to merge with the serpentine paths in the expanding wood. 
Mature yews, beeches and occasional limes are iffegularly spaced along the south side 
of the path here. 
Between the central and western paths, the planting of wellingtonia, deodar and beech 
may represent a secondary phase of semi-formal planting, dating from c. 1870-90 
(Nicholas Pearson, 1994,27). 
2.6.8 The Tump 
The Tump is now separated from the park by residential development. Its slopes and 
summit are covered with scrubby woodland consisting of self-seeded ash, sycamore, 
birch and young English elm. At the summit of the hill is a wellingtonia stump, 
around 100 years old - this would have been clearly visible from the house (Ibid., 29). 
South of the track, which runs north-east along the bottom of the slope, the remains of 
a hedge run along the top of a north-west facing slope for about 12m (Fig. 7/40). The 
hedge contains some overgrown hedgerow hawthorns and ash trees and corresponds 
with the hedge shown in 1720 along the south-east side of a track (Fig. 7/4 1). The 
hedge was, therefore, part of the early 18th century designed landscape in that it 
formed the boundary of the park here, separating it from the fields beyond. The hedge 
survived the deformalisation of the later 18'h century, when many sections of the 
hedgerows in this area were removed. The Taylor estate map, surveyed 1771, shows 
that it had been incorporated into an informal belt of trees by that time. 
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Figs. 7/40-1 Left: overgrown hedgerowatnorth-west ed,, eof'l'heTump, November2001. 
Right: extract from 1720 map showing The Tump and adjacent fields. 
Stretch of hedgerow shown in Fig. 7/48 is highlighted. 
No remains of the 1720 avenue from the house to the Tump could be flound. The 
oldest trees in the area are two common oaks and a horse chestnut, all dating 11ron) tile 
late 1800s, at the west comer of the Tump. They are enclosed to the north-west and 
south-east by another mature hawthorn hedge, which could also date from c. 1720 
suggesting that this area may, therefore, have been outside the park in 1720. 
East of the Tump, between Moor Grove and Kings Weston Lane, stands a group of 
mature planes and sycamores. The oldest of the five sycamores dates to C. 1910-20 
and the larger of the two planes to their north has a huge girth of5.5m and may 
therefore date to the mid 1700s. The smaller plane was planted in the early 1800. s. It 
has been suggested that these trees date from around 1775 and were part ofthe castcrn 
peripheral belt (Nicholas Pearson, 1994,29). 
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3 CIRENCESTER PARK 
3.1 Location and physical charactcristics 
Fig. 7/42 Extract from 1: 50 000 OS map (Landranger sheet 163), published 1996, showing Cirencester 
Park, consisting of the Home Park (1), Oakley Wood (2), Overley Wood (3) and Hailey Wood (4). 
Cirencester House (NGR SP 020 020) stands just west of the centre of the town of 
Cirencester, l2krn east of Stroud, in the Cotswold District of Gloucestershire. Its park 
of over I 000ha extends westwards for 7krn and, at its widest point, measures 6krn 
from north to south. The park rises gently from II Om OD at the house to 21 Orn OD at 
its north-west comer. Most of the park (including Oakley and Overley Woods) lies 
north of the A419 Stroud Road, with only Hailey Wood to its south. The west end of 
the park is bounded by the deep valley of the River Frome but no water courses cross 
the park itself. The site is privately owned. In 1986 the park was listed grade I by 
English Heritage. 
3.2 History 
After the dissolution of Cirencester Abbey, the manor of Cirencester continued to be 
held by the owners of the Abbey but the tithing known as Oakley was granted to Lord 
Seymour of Sudeley, and then in 1554 to Sir Anthony Kingston (Kingsley, 1989,35). 
By 1592 it was held by Sir John Danvers whose son, the Earl of Danby, sold it to 
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Fig. 7/42 Extract from 1: 50 000 OS map (Landranger sheet 163), published 1996, showing Cirencester 
Park, consisting of the Home Park (1), Oakley Wood (2), Overley Wood (3) and Hailey Wood (4). 
Cirencester House (NGR SP 020 020) stands just west of the centre of the town of 
Cirencester, 12km east of Stroud, in the Cotswold District of Gloucestershire. Its park 
of over I 000ha extends westwards for 7km and, at its widest point, measures 6km 
from north to south. The park rises gently from II Om OD at the house to 21 Om OD at 
its north-west comer. Most of the park (including Oakley and Overley Woods) lies 
north of the A419 Stroud Road, with only Hailey Wood to its south. The west end of 
the park is bounded by the deep valley of the River Frome but no water courses cross 
the park itself. The site is privately owned. In 1986 the park was listed grade I by 
English Heritage. 
3.2 History 
After the dissolution of Cirencester Abbey, the manor of Cirencester continued to be 
held by the owners of the Abbey but the tithing known as Oakley was granted to Lord 
Seymour of Sudeley, and then in 1554 to Sir Anthony Kingston (Kingsley, 1989,35). 
By 1592 it was held by Sir John Danvers whose son, the Earl of Danby, sold it to 
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Henry Poole of Sapperton in 1615. Around 1645 it passed by marriage to the Earl of 
Newburgh. Oakley was sold by the widow of Charles, Lord Newburgh, to Sir 
Benjamin Bathurst in 1695 (Hussey, 16/6/1950,1796). Bathurst, a Tory with strong 
Royalist sympathies, was a Governor of the Africa and East India Companies and 
financial advisor to Princess Anne (Hussey, 1967,78). By 1700 the manor of 
Cirencester had been sold to Bathurst by the owners of the Abbey. 
Benjamin's son Allen (1684-1775) inherited the estate in 1704. His marriage to his 
cousin Catherine Apsley in the same year brought him Richings Park in 
Buckinghamshire and he lived mainly there from 1705-10 (Ibid., 79). He became MP 
for Cirencester from 1705 and was a leading supporter of the Tory government of 
1710-14 (Kingsley, 1992,100) and of Queen Anne, who visited in 1708 (Alexander 
Hankey, 1889,60). He was made first Earl Bathurst in 1712. In The ancient and 
present state of Glostershire (1712), Robert Atkyns said of Bathurst: 'He hath a very 
great estate in this place, and in the neighbourhood, in Bedfordshire, and in other 
countries'. 
The collapse of the Tory government on the death of Queen Anne in 1714 led to early 
retirement for Bathurst who then began to improve his house and park at Cirencestcr. 
He had a new house built, from 1714-18, on the site of 16 th century Oakley House of 
the Danvers family, incorporating the main block of the old house. Bathurst showed 
little interest in architecture at that time and the remodelling was not a great success, 
the house being too cramped for rooms of Georgian proportions (Kingsley, 1992, 
100). It seems that Bathurst, like many Tories, was content to use local craftsmen and 
to retain the connection with the village, compared to a Whig's preference for 
removing the village to made room for a new, Palladian house (Hussey, 1967,79). 
Bathurst was described as 'an intimate associate of all the principal men of letters of 
his day; Swift, Prior, Congreve, Gay, Arbuthnot, Addison, Pope, Atterbury, St John, 
Sterne and Burke' (Alexander Hankey, 1889,62). He was a member of the 
Scribblerus Club (named for Swift et al's humorous character, Martinus Scribblerus), 
the centre of the Tory propaganda campaign against Walpole (Jacques, 1976,36). 
The club was led by Swift in 1713 and 14 and its members included poets, 
philosophers and politicians such as Bolingbroke, Pope, and Arbuthnot and Edward 
Harley, 2 nd Earl of Oxford (Granziera, 2003,69). By 1718, Bathurst was in 
correspondence with the poet Alexander Pope (1688-1744), a friend and advisor and a 
frequent visitor to Cirencester whom Bathurst had met at Richings. Pope worked with 
Bathurst, a keen forester and gardener, to plan the development of the park which 
would combine commercial forestry with a grand baroque layout, going against the 
nascent fashion, at that time, for the landscape park. 
Oakley Wood 13 and Sapperton Manor, at the western edge of the park, were bought 
from the executors of Sir Robert Atkyns in 1716 and added to the park which now 
measured 2 500 acres (1011 ha) in area (Thacker, 1989,35) and had been open to the 
public since 1714. Bathurst and Pope started to lay out the area between Cirencester 
and Sapperton as a series of wooded parks, united by one long avenue: Broad Ride, 
which stretched west from the house (Kingsley, 1992,100). Classical garden 
buildings, mostly designed by Bathurst, were built as focal points at the confluences 
of avenues. Bathurst was also responsible for the construction of one of the earliest 
buildings of the Gothick Revival: Alfred's Hall, built in 1721 at the centre of Oakley 
Wood. He later decorated Alfred's Hall with stonework salvaged from the despised 
Sapperton Manor (Verey, 1979,186), which he demolished c. 173 0 (Kingsley, 1992, 
101). 
The early 1730s was one of Bathurst's recurring periods of financial difficulty, caused 
by continual overspending. He sold Richings in 1735 (Hussey, 1967,82) but was 
again planning more garden buildings in 1736. Such was Pope's faith in the financial 
viability of Bathurst's plantations that, in 1738, he invested L2 000 at 4% interest. By 
1744,115000 had been repaid (Hussey, 23/06/1950,1880). 
Bathurst was also associated with Stephen Switzer, whose notion of 'rural and 
extensive gardening, described in his Ichnographia Rustica of 1714, is practised at 
Cirencester. Switzer produced gardening pamphlets from 1724, to back up his seed 
shop in Kennington. One of these, the Practical Kitchen Gardener, 1727, was 
13 Oakley had been imparked in the ITh century (NMR). The park pale in Oakley Wood also 
constituted the parish boundary between Daglingworth and Cirencester. 
dedicated to Lord Bathurst 'best of Masters, best of Friends' (Jacques, 1976,96), 
suggesting that Switzer had been employed by Bathurst, possibly at Richings, and was 
on close terms with him. Switzer called Bathurst an 'improver' and describes 
Richings, the kitchen garden of which he particularly admired. Brogden and 
Desmond (in Jellicoe et al, 1986,119) suggest that Cirencester's general design is 
probably due to Stephen Switzer, though there is no real evidence for this. Whoever 
the designer, it is quite apparent that Bathurst was keenly interested in the execution 
and the detail of the design. 
Planting continued up to Bathurst's death in 1775. At this time the park was 
unfinished and the house unsound. The third Earl employed the architect Robert 
Smirke from 18 10-11 to add the present north wing and remove the west porch. 
Smirke also extended the east front in 1830. During World War II, two army 
hospitals were built in the park. As at Kings Weston, their concrete bases remain 
today. 
3.3 Documentary sources 
Many written references to the park at Cirencester were by Pope, who appears to have 
spent much of his time 'with Lord Bathurst at my bower' drawing 'plans for houses 
and gardens, open avenues, cut glades, plant firs, contrive waterworks, all very fine 
and beautiful in our own imagination' (Sales, 1981,50). After his first visit, in 1718, 
Pope wrote of 'high timber' and high hospitality. The former must have been a 
reference to old Oakley Wood as other, new plantations would still have been young 
(Hussey, 1967,80). Bathurst involved Pope in the creation of parts of the park. 
Writing to him in 1723, for example, he said 'I am resolved to begin the alteration of 
my wood house, and some little baubling works about it, which you shall direct as 
you will' (Sherburn, G, 1956, The correspondence ofAlexander Pope, 207, in Mowl, 
2002,69). Pope's poetry showed the extent of this admiration for Bathurst's work: 
'Who then shall grace or who improve the soil/ Who plants like Bathurst or who 
builds like Boyle' (Heath-Stubbs, 1916, p77) and in a letter of 1720 he discusses '... a 
promise of a better life in the Elysian groves of Cirencester... ' (Alexander Hankey, 
1889,65). 
It appears that Pope saw himself as a guardian and guide to Cirencester. Referring to 
a forthcoming visit by one Mary Digby of Dorset, he says 'How much I wish to be her 
guide through that enchanted forest, is not to be expressed; I look upon myself as the 
magician appointed to the place, without whom no mortal can penetrate into the 
recesses of those sacred shades. I could pass whole days in only describing to her the 
future, and as yet visionary beauties that are to rise in those scenes. The palace that is 
to be built, the pavilions that are to glitter... the meeting of the Tbames and the 
Sevem... through secret caverns... but till the destined time shall arrive that is to 
manifest these wonders, Mrs Digby must content herself with seeing what is at 
present no more than the finest wood in England' (Ibid., 65-6). 
Pope's letters also contain more down to earth references to Cirencester such as, in 
1730, a mention of Bathurst ordering English elms from a nursery in Isleworth. 
Bathurst must, however, have raised most of his own seedlings as, in the same year, 
he asked Pope to come and live in the park: 'and I will immediately assign you 3 or 4 
million plants out of my nursery to amuse yourself with' (Hussey, 1967,82). 
In 1733, Mary Delany wrote to Jonathan Swift of her visit to the Bathursts at 
Cirencester: 'Oakley Wood adjoins to his Park; the grand avenue that goes from his 
House through his Park and Wood is five miles long; the whole contains five 
thousand acres... the wood is extremely improved since you saw it; and when the 
whole design is executed, it will be one of the finest places in England' (Alexander 
Hankey, 1889,63). In 1735 or 1736 George (later Lord) Lyttleton wrote: 'lord 
Bathurst's seat is a vast design; and when it has had time to grow and form itself, 
there will be nothing in England equal to it, in the grand French manner... but at 
present it is only a fine sketch, and most of its beauties are in idea' (Thacker, 1994, 
180). Pope refers to work in progress in an undated letter: 'I saw the steeple of 
Cirencester... and the great vista in Oakley Woods to the said steeple... being 
widened beyond its former hedges... I beheld with singular satisfaction every tree that 
bore the least pretence to high timber, totally cut down and done away. Whereby I 
see with delight the bare prospect you have made... ' (Hussey, 23/6/50, pl 884). 14 
" Letter must have been written by Pope's death in 1744 
Samuel Rudder gave an account of the park in A new history of Gloucestershire, 1779 
(p355), describing it as 'distinguished by its extensive and elegant plantations'. The 
Cecily Hill entrance does not appear to have been present at that time as Rudder says 
'the entrance to it [the park] is at a lodge on the north side of the house, by a spacious 
gavel-walk, lined on each side with a row of stately elms'. He describes the two 
paths which lead from the entrance, one of which 'runs... in a serpentine direction, 
above a mile in length, finely arched and shaded by the plantation through which it 
passes. At suitable distances it communicates with the terras, where are several 
buildings and benches for the convenience of resting and prospect. At the end of the 
serpentine walk is a small building, called Pope's Seat... There is a lawn before it, to 
the centre of which eight vistas are directed, which terminate with the prospect of 
neighbouring churches, and other agreeable objects'. 
Rudder's account suggests that the individual parks which make up today's park had 
not yet been merged: 'Adjoining to the deer-park westward, are the lodge-park, and 
Oakley Woods, particularly meriting the traveller's attention'. He mentions the rond- 
point, Ten Rides, in Oakley Wood: 'Near the middle of them, on a rising ground, is 
the point from which, like so many radii, ten cuts or ridings issue. The largest, about 
fifty yards wide, has the lofty tower of Cirencester to terminate the view; others 
directed to neighbouring country churches, clumps of trees, and various distant 
objects, produce an admirable effect' (Rudder, 1779,357). 
In 1791, Ralph Bigland (p348) gave a description of the park at Cirencester: 'the more 
embellished Division of it [the park] consists of what is termed 'a Belt', surrounding 
plantations of Beech and Fir'. It was 'ornamented with several Buddings 
[buildings? ], which pleasingly mark the Distances, though in themselves neither 
sumptuous nor beautiful. An artificial Lake, some Acres in Extent, is certainly the 
most striking Feature in this cultivated Landscape, which is unavoidably deficient in 
Water, & Variety of Ground. ' Bigland recognised that the design of the park 'may 
decline a Comparison with those in a modem and more correct Taste' but calls it 'a 
first Specimen of an Art, the Invention of this Age, in which even it seems to have 
gained the utmost Perfection'. 
Bigland obviously admired Bathurst himself and notes: 'and as the Business of 
Planting, as subservient to the united Purposes of Omament and Utility, had been but 
little, if at all considered; he adopted this Idea with great Spirit and Judgement; & his 
singular and happy longevity permitted him to enjoy with philosophic Calmness the 
Shade of those Trees himself had planted'. 
3.4 Pictorial and cartographic evidence 
Kip's bird's-eye engraving of c. 1710 records Oakley House and the park before 
Bathurst started his improvements in 1714. The park is still divided into fields and is 
virtually treeless, with no avenues. 
Two plans in Rudder's New History of Gloucestershire show that by 1779, four years 
after Bathurst's death, the Home Park and Oakley Park have been planted with 
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Fig. 7/43 Kip's view ofCirencester, c. 1710. Lookingwest. 
The land later to become the park lies beyond the house. 
extensive woods but are still separate, divided by the Cirencester-Hampton Road 
(Mowl, 2002,72). The map of the Home Park (Fig. 7/44) shows two main axes 
running west from the town: one avenue (1) extends from the house to Queen Anne's 
Column; the other, Broad Ride (2), runs north-west to Seven Rides. The eastern end 
of Broad Ride stops at Seven Rides, level with Queen Anne's Column. The thin strip 
of woodland covering the remaining 1.75km to the town (and Broad Ride's present 
end, at Cecily Hill) is cut by Rococo-style paths and by a narrow, straight ride, 
leading from the Hexagon to the house (Fig. 7/45). 
It is not known for certain when the avenue from the Hexagon to the house was 
replaced by the current, eastern extension of Broad Ride but in 1733 Mrs Delany had 
remarked that 'the grand avenue that goes from his House through his Park and Wood 
is five miles long' (Alexander Hankey, 1889,63) - this is the exact length of Broad 
Ride today, from Sapperton Common to Cecily Hill and suggests that the change had 
taken place by 1733. Mowl, however, suggests that the Rococo woodland dates to 
c. 1735 and was one of Pope's changes to Bathurst's original scheme (Mow], 2002, 
70). A map showing the original avenue and Rococo woodland still in place C-. 1830, 
backs up a late date for the extension of the Broad Ride. The clumping of trees along 
the three avenues to Queen Anne's Column was perhaps carried out about the same 
time as the creation of the Rococo woodland, c. 1735 (Ibid. ), presumably in an attempt 
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Fig. 7/44 Rudder's map of the eastem part of Cirencester Park, 1779 (Mowl, 2002,71). 







Fig. 7/45 Detail of the avenue and Rococo woodland between Oakley House and Seven Rides. 
Only a relatively small area of the Home Park, around Seven Rides, is wooded on the 
1779 plan but the map of 'Oakley Great Park', of the same date (Fig. 7/46), shows 
most of this area to be wooded, in roughly the same places as today. Broad Ride can 
be seen continuing west through the woods, with avenues extending from a circle at 
Ten Rides. It is interrupted by another circle, from which four avenues extend, in the 
northern, unwooded part of the park. Alfred's Hall is shown in a clearing, with a fine 
network of fides to its south-west. Hailey Wood, to the south, and Overley Wood, to 
the north, are not shown on the 1779 maps and had not, perhaps, been brought into the 
design at this time. The plans also omit the western extension of Broad Ride to 
Sapperton, suggesting that this too had not yet been planted, though if Mrs Delany's 
statement that Broad Ride was five miles long is correct, then the western extension 
must have been present by 1779. As in the Home Park, several curving rides, some of 
them natural valleys, have been added to Oakley Wood. 
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Fig. 7/46. Rudder's 1779 plan of Oakley Great Park. the western part of Cirencester Park 
(Mowl, 2002,72). Alfred's Hall outlined. 
A map of the town, dated 1795 (Photocopy 1795, GRO), shows Oakley [louse and 
Cecily Hill but does not cover the park area. The Home Park is next shown on a map 
of c. 1930 (D2525, GRO). This plan is so similar in style and detail to the 1779 map 
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of the same area that it may have been copied from the latter. There are no significant 
differences between the two maps. 
Robert Creighton's map of Cirencester, c. 1835, (Fig. 7/47) 15 shows that the Rococo 
woodland (1) is still present and that the area which will later become the eastern end 
of Broad Ride is still a road - the continuation of Cecily Hill. A single avenue (2) 
leads from the house towards Queen Anne's Monument but the remains of the rond- 
point around the column, and the other avenues leading from it, are not depicted, 
perhaps due to the small scale of the map. 
The tithe map of 1838 (D674b/E40, GRO, scale 6 chains: I inch) depicts the same 
area as the 1795 town map, again showing Oakley House, but omitting the park. A 
short road is shown extending north-west from the west end of Cecily Hill (called 
Cicely Hill on the map), suggesting that Broad Ride has not yet been extended along 
here. 
" Engraved by J&C Walker for Lewis' Topographical Dictionary. 
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Fig. 7/47 Robert Creighton's map of Cirencester, c. 1835 (GRO). 
An 1856 map of Hailey Wood (D2525, acc. 3865, GRO) shows the Ten Rides rond- 
point in Oakley Wood. Two avenues extend from here, over the Sapperton- 
Cirencester road, into Hailey Wood. One goes south, terminating near Smith's 
Cottage (later Hailey Lodge), at the north edge of Hailey Wood. The other, which 
started at Wood House (King Alfred's Hall) goes south-west and continues across the 
entire western side of Hailey Wood. Two-thirds through the wood, it is cut by a rond- 
point from which another ride leads north-east. 
The Ordnance Survey 10.5 inch to I mile map of c. 1875 (D674bP49, GRO) shows 
that by this date the strip of Rococo woodland south and west of Cecily Hill has been 
removed and Broad Ride now extends right up to the gates. Tree spacing in this 
avenue varies: in the first I 00m west of the gates, trees are quite widely spaced and 
there are only a few avenue trees north of the path; beyond I 00m, the distance 
between avenue trees is half that of those nearer the gates. This suggests that these 
two sections were planted at different times. 
The Ordnance Survey 6 inch to I mile first edition maps (surveyed 1874-82, 
published 1885-8) show the whole park in great detail and show that it has changed 
little since Rudder depicted it in 1779. The road from Hampton to Cirencester has 
now been removed and the Home Park and Oakley Park have been amalgamated (Fig. 
7/48). Overley Wood, to the north, and Hailey Wood, to the south, are now linked to 
the formal scheme by avenues from Ten Rides and are themselves cut by numerous 
straight rides, radiating from rond-points. The west end of Broad Avenue is shown 
extending out of the park, from Sapperton Plantation, across fields to Sapperton 
Common. Other, shorter single avenues also extend out of the park: Bishop's Walk 
stretches north-west for 700m from the west end of Oakley Park; Coates View runs 
north-east from Seven Rides, continuing outside the park for 250m; and Overley Ride 
continues north as a treeless path for I lcm outside Overley Wood. Remains of the 
avenues which radiated from Queen Anne's Column are still visible as clumps, much 
as they were in 1779. Occasional winding paths within the woodland flanking the 
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Fig. 7/48 Extract from 6 inch OS maps, 1884-5, showing Oakley House and eastern part ol'park. 
3.5 Aerial photographs 
As no maps of Cirencester in the first half of the early 18 th century are available. it is 
not known how much today's park varies from Bathurst's newly laid out landscape. 
Aerial photographs of the park do show, however, that its basic layout has not 
changed greatly since it was depicted by Rudder in 1779. 
3.5.1 Cirencester House to Seven Rides 
Aerial photographs of this area from 1947 to 1980 (from the NMRC, Swindon) show 
that the main impact on the Deer Park (between the Home Park and Seven Rides) was 
the construction of World War 11 buildings, as seen in Fig. 7/49. It is likely that much 
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Seven Rides can be seen clearly and the clumped avenues to its west, in Lodge Park, 
are still, though diminished, much as they were on the 1779 map. 
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3.5.2 Ten Rides and Oakley Wood 
Aerial photographs of Oakley Wood show that the forested part of Cirencester Park 
consists simply of informal I y-planted woodland. The straight rides, leading from 
rond-points are the only formal element in the landscape but are bold enough to give 
the park here its Baroque appearance. The large size of trees at the edge of the rides, 
compared with those in the woodland, suggests that the avenue trees are not 
commercially harvested. 
Fig. 7/51 Vertical 
aerial photograph of' 
Teti Rides, I I" Ju ly 
1976 (SO975028, 
NMR12223). Alfred's 
Hall labelled 1. 
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Fig. 7/52 Oblique 
aerial photograph 
showing Broad 
Ride running north 
through Oakley 
Wood to Overley 
Wood, 18th June 
1999 (S0968024, 
NMR18380/02). 
3.5.3 Sapperton Park 
A vertical AP dated II th July 1976 shows that Sapperton Park, like the rest of 
Cirencester park, remains very much as it was in 1779. Broad Ride leads west from 
Oakley Wood, passing first between thin strips of woodland (originally a triple 
avenue), then between clumps. In a vertical AP of 30th March 1946, remains of the 
triple avenue could be seen, before the area thickened into woodland. At a rond-point 
west of the clumped section, two other avenues lead off to the north and south. Broad 
Ride then leads through post- 1779 woodland, to the edge of the park, beyond which it 
continues. This western extension must have been present by 1779 and appears to be 
represented by dotted lines on Rudder's map of this year (Fig. 7/54). 
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Figs. 7/53-4 Left: Aerial photograph showing Sapperton Park and the western extension of' 
Broad Ride, II th jUly 1976 (S0968023, NMR 12223). Right: The same area in Rudder's 1779 map. 
By 1999, aerial photographs (S09602/3,18 June 1999, NMR 18378/22) show that tile 
rondpoint and the north-south avenues leading off it have been lost. Only two clumps 
remain, survivors from the rondpoint's eastern side. 
3.5.4 Overley and Hailey Woods 
Bare patches within both woods suggest that some areas have been clearlel led and 
replanted. Other areas have undergone selective felling. Rides extend 1rom Ten 
Rides into both woods and the line of Overley Ride even continues north of Overley 
Wood, across an adjacent field. OS maps show that until at least 1884 this ride 
stretched even further north, as shown in Fig. 7/55. 
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Fig. 7/55 Lqft: Overley 
Wood, I I, h jUjy 1976 
(S0980055, 
NMR12223). The line of 
Overley Ride fonnerly 
continued north of the 
road, as shown by dotted 
line. 
Fig. 7/56 Below: Hailey 
Wood, I" December 
1952 (S0969013, 
NMR3026). Ride 
labelled I is a 
continuation of 
Bath/Overley Comer 
Ride which leads south- 
west from Ten Rides. 
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3.6 Site description and fieldwork 
The eastern end of Broad Ride starts at the gateway at the western end of Cecily I lill 
road. A metalled path, 5.7m wide, runs along the centre of the avenue for the first 
1.2km of its length. For the first 75m, the path is edged by the occasional mature 
trees, including an Atlas cedar (its girth of 4.1 m suggests it was planted soon after the 
species was introduced to Britain in 1854 [Mitchell, 1988,267]) 23m north ofthe path 
and two yews (late 1800s and mid 1900s), a cedar of Lebanon ofgirth 4.1 m and a 
coppiced horse chestnut south of the path. The lack of earlier avenue trees concurs 
with the idea that this part of the avenue was not laid out until some time between 
1838 and 1875. A Im high bank of earth and rock runs parallel to the path, 24m to its 
south. The ground south of the bank is level with its top. This earthwork is labelled 
'South Terrace' (presumably the 'terras' described by Rudder in 1779) oil OS maps 
and, on the 10.5 inch to I mile OS map, marks the south edge of Broad Ride, the 
avenue trees being planted just to its north. 
Fig. 7/57 Broad Ride, 
looking west firorn Cecily 
Hill entrance. July 2002. 
Fig. 7/58 1 lorse 
chestnut beside 
earthwork bank of 
South Terrace, 200m 
west of Cecily II ill. 
July 2002. 
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AI km section of the Broad Ride avenue, starting 200m west of Cecily Hill gates ( at 
the point where planting distances between avenue trees halved on the 10.5" OS map) 
and terminating at a pair of stone pillars, 1.2km west of the gates, is planted purely 
with horse chestnuts (Fig. 7/57): with single rows about 20m north and south of the 
central path. Distances between trees range from 9.2 to 18.44m (the latter occurring 
where a tree is missing), giving an average planting distance of 9.25m. Planting dates 
for these trees range from the late 1700s to the 1920s/30s. The horse chestnuts in the 
southern row are parallel to and about 5m north of the top of 'South Terrace'. The 
park wall runs north of and parallel to the north row of chestnuts and the area between 
is covered by mixed woodland of yews and sycamores. Yew trees, the largest of 
which was planted c. 1930, also stand along the wall, at 2-5m intervals (Fig. 7/59) 
t-. 7,59 Ix/I: Yews and horse chestnuis idong, the northern park wall, east end ot'Broad Ride. 
Fig. 7/60 Right: The Ilexagon, built 1736, from the south-east. 
Note the inclusion of dark evergreen trees in the planting behind. Both photographs July 2002. 
The Hexagon (1736) stands on the north side of Broad Ride, 500m west of CecilY 
I fill. It faces south-south-east along Windsor Walk, which leads to the south side of 
the park. It is backed by mainly deciduous woodland with several yews, which, even 
in winter, provide dark foliage, contrasting with the light stonework (Fig. 7/60). 
West of the horse chestnut section of Broad Ride, the ride no longer has a surfaced, 
central path and consists of grass, flanked by a mixed avenue of regenerating elms, 
mature ash and beech (two of which date from c. 1878 and c. 1884) and semi-mature 
oak. At Pope's Seat (1741), 2km west of the start of Broad Ride, the avenue opens 
out into Lodge Park and Seven Rides. 
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Fig. 7/61 Extract from 1885 6 inch OS map (surveyed 1875), showing the I lome [lark and Deer Park 
Windsor Walk (with ha-ha to its west) is highlighted in red; Elm Avenue in blue. 
South of the eastern 2km of Broad Ride lie the I lome Park, adjaccnt to the house. and 
the Deer Park. These areas of open parkland, with little woodland, tire separated by a 
ha-ha (which is indicated on Rudder's 1779 map) running along the west side of 
Windsor Walk avenue, which leads north-south from tlic I lexagon to the southern 
edge of the park. No avenue is shown along Windsor Walk on the 1779 niap, 
although a short row of trees does appear on the south side ofits northern end. By 
c. 1830, map evidence shows that both sides ofthis section had rows ol'trccs. Today, 
the whole length of the walk is flanked by a 12.9m wide single avenue offinics, flic 
largest of which date from c. 1830s to c. 1910s. The average planting distance is 
17.8m. 
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Fig. 7/62 Looking north along Windsor Walk toThe I lexagon. Jul. \ 
Figs. 7/63-5 
Left. - looking west over Fulham 
Bridge to Queen Anne's Column, 
February 2000. 
Bel"it lefi: part of ha-ha parallel to 
Windsor Walk. with Fulham Bridge 
to its west (dashed line marks top of 
, lope. figure stands at base). July 
2002. 
Below: Depiction Of Fulham Bridge 




Elm Avenue leads from the house, through both parks, to Queen Anne's Column 
(1741), 1.2krn to the west. Much earth-moving was involved in the creation of this 
vista. Bathurst wrote to Pope in 1736: '1 have begun to level the hill before the house, 
and an obelisk shall rise upon your order to terminate the view* (Country Life. 
8/8/1908,96). This levelling must have been subtly done, in the landscape style. as 
the only obviously man-made earthwork is a raised section of avenue, known as 
Fulham Bridge, west of the ha-ha. 
The original avenue elms succumbed to Dutch elm disease and the last of them were 
felled in the late 20th century. The avenue's eastern end was replanted with beech in 
2000 (Chambers, 2000) and earlier replanting further west includes horse chestnuts 
(the largest dating from c. I 830s); oak, beech and black poplar from the mid 1800s; 
and lime (late 1800s), all planted at an average interval of 20.7m. At this point, the 
avenue is 47.8m (I 57ft) wide. 
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Fig. 7/66 Detail from Rudder's 1779 
map of the eastern part of the park, 
showing planting, in platoons, around 
Queen Anne's Column. Queen Anne 
view leads off to the north-west; another 
avenue leads north. 
There are now no obvious remains of the rond-point around Queen Anne's Column 
(Fig. 7/66). Some of the trees which formed this may have been destroyed during 
World War 11, when this area was heavily covered by army buildings, the concrete 
bases of which still remain amongst young, scrubby woodland. 
Seven Rides lies at the western end of the Home Park, just east of the former route of 
the Hampton-Cirencester road which separated the two parks during the 18 th century. 
At this point, Broad Ride has widened to 60m and avenue trees consist of irregularly 
spaced beeches, two of the largest of which date to the mid 1700s and early 1800s. In 
the woodland north of Broad Ride, are other species including a lime of girth 6.5m 
(mid 1600s), a horse chestnut and beech (mid/late 1700s), a late I 8th century sweet 
chestnut and early to mid 19th century oaks. Between Seven Rides and Oakley Wood, 
the edges of Broad Ride are marked by clumps of trees, which were present by 1779. 
Fig. 7/67 Left: Pope's Seat, 174 1, at 
Seven Rides. July 2002. 
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Fig. 7/68 Extract from 25 inch OS maps, showing Seven Rides. Published 1921-2. 
Three other rides issue from Seven Rides: Coates View, Queen Anne View and 
Kemble View. The north-east, tree-edged section of Coates View (I in Fig. 7/68) 
extends out of the park for 250m, tenninating at a minor road. This extension, like 
the western extension of Broad Ride, was not shown on the maps of 1779 or c. 1830 
but was presumably present in the early 18th century. Coates View is edged by open 
beech and ash woodland to the south and by denser ash, beech and sycamore 
woodland to the north. The majority of the woodland trees in both areas are immature 
- the mature trees presumably having been felled for timber. A multi-stemmed beech 
(Fig. 7/69) stands at the intersection of Coates View and Broad Ride (2). The largest 
trunk has a girth of 2.1 in which, under normal circumstances, would date it to around 
the 191 Os-20s. This beech however is probably an example of bundle planting, 
whereby several trees, planted in the same hole, partially fuse together as they grow 
(pers. comm. Ted Green, 2003). Growth is stunted by the close proximity of the trees, 
making each trunk appear younger than it actually is. The tree may indeed be 
contemporary with Bathurst's layout. 
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The south-west arm of Coates View is aligned on Coates' church tower, 3km from 
Seven Rides. In 1779 this ride was bordered by woodland to its south and by clumps 
of trees to the north. Today. mixed woodland remains to the south but only one 
clump survives to the north. This consists mainly of young trees (pine, yew, beech 
and cypress) and two stag-headed oaks. The view to Coates church tower is now 
blocked by woodland. 
The ride from Seven Rides to Queen Anne's Column (3) is also blocked by woodland. 
above which the top of the column can be seen. This ride cuts through dense 
woodland of beech, with some ash and sycamore. Occasional mature beech trees 
remain, the largest of which measure about 3m (giving a mid to late I 9th century 
planting date). The north-east arm of Queen Anne View echoes the south-west arm of 
Coates View. being edged by young mixed woodland to the north and clumps (one of 
pines, another of mixed woodland) to the south. The ride passes just south of Round 
Tower and north of Ivy Lodge and Square Tower. 
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Fig. T69 Possible earl) 18" centurý. bundle-planted beech at the intersection of 
Coates View and Broad Ride. October 2002. 
Kemble View, about 27m wide, leads south from Seven Rides. It passes through the 
young, scrubby woodland of Sally Copse (ash, sycamore, beech and occasional oak 
and lime) for its first 150m then continues as a sight line across open fields. Openings 
cut in a clump and a small wood (Kembleview Plantation) allow the spire of Kemble 
Church (5krn to the south) to be seen from Seven Rides (Fig. 7/71). 
Ten Rides lies 3.3km west of Seven Rides, 350m from the western edge of Oakley 
Wood. Broad Ride, which is 32m wide at this point, runs east-west through it. North 
of Broad Ride, 17m wide Park Comer Ride (leading to Park Comer farm), 22m wide 
Overley Ride (to Overley Wood), 15m wide Woodhouse Ride (aligned on Alfred*s 
Hall) and 13m wide Barnsley Ride (aligned on Barnsley Park, 12km away) extend 
from it. South of Broad Ride, Park Comer Ride becomes Coates Ride (25m wide, 
aligned on the church in Coates), Woodhouse Ride becomes Bath Ride (26m wide), 
and a new ride, Wiltshire Ride (I 7m), extends to the south-east. Overley Ride. now 
28m wide, leads south into Hailey Wood. In 1888, this section of Overley Ride was 
called Bath Ride and the northern arm was Duntisbome Ride. Today's Bath Ride was 
known as Oakley Comer Ride (Fig. 7/72). 
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Figs. 7/70-1 Two ways of fi-dming a view from Seven Rides: 
Left: continuous tree cover along the SE arm of Queen Anne View, Right: Kemble Church framed by 
intermittent clumps and small woods. Both photographs October 2002. 
Fig. 7/72 Extract of first edition 6 inch OS map, surveyed 1874-82, published 1888, 
showing Ten Rides and Alfred's Hall. 
The largest trees around Ten Rides are beeches at the edges of the rides. These range 
in date from the mid 1700s to mid 1800s. Not enough regularly-spaced mature 
beeches remain to be able to measure the planting distance. Most of the woodland 
between the rides consists of much younger plantations of ash, beech and conifers. 
Figs. 7/734 Two avenues 
leading ftom the Ten Rides 
rondpoint: 
Top: looking west along 
Broad Ride, February 
2000. 
Below: looking south-east 
along the much narrower 
Wiltshire Ride, July 2002. 
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Woodhouse Ride leads from Ten Rides to Alfred's Hall (1721), 750m to the north- 
east. 250m from Alfred's Hall, the fide meets the south-west comer of a square of 
woodland (marked I in Fig. 7/72) which is divided by straight paths and. in 1779, 
appeared to resemble one of John James 1717 designs for groves in The Theory and 
Practice of Gardening. Several yew and box trees grow beside the rides here (Figs. 
7/76-7). The yew girths range from 1.1 m to 3m, giving planting dates in the mid 
1800s to mid 1900s, had the trees grown in average/parkland conditions. These trees, 
however, have grown at the woodland boundary so must be considerably older than 
this. White (November 1998) gives no data for yews grown in this environment but 
an early 18th century date seems likely. Perhaps, by using small paths and darker 
planting, Bathurst was trying to create a more sombre and secluded mood on the 
approach to the Gothic Alfred's Hall. Mowl (2002,73), and some of Thomas Robins 
views of the Hall, suggest that this area was a formal garden in Bathurst's time and 
the yews, hollies and laurels here are overgrown topiary. Few mature trees survive 
within the woodland here. This now consists of young evergreen plantations, 
Figs. 7/75-7 
Left: Alfred's Hall in the 
early 1700s, by Thomas 
Robins (from Mowl, 
'002,12). 
Below: Evergreen shrubs 
and trees create a sombre 







including Sutchuen fir (Abies farge. vii). 
The small rond-point in the centre of this square of woodland was shown in 1779 to 
contain a single tree. This was still present in c. 1888 (first edition OS) but no trace 
remains of it today. Several young sequoia now line the path north of the rond-point. 
Alfred's Hall is in poor condition but remnants of the original planting, including 
yews and laurel, survive around it. North of Alfred's Hall, straight, open lime 
avenues lighten the mood. The limes in these avenues appear to date from the early 
20th century, but may be replacements for older trees. 
From Ten Rides, Broad Ride continues west for another 3krn to Sapperton Common. 
After leaving Oakley Wood, it passes through the largely unwooded Sapperton Park. 
Rudder (Fig. 7/78) and the first edition OS map show that the ride here is flanked first 
by a triple avenue then, after crossing a belt of trees, by a single avenue leading to a 
rond-point which is crossed by another single avenue, running north-south. The triple 
avenue appears to have been infilled by self-seeded trees since c. 1888 and the line of 
the avenue is now marked by bands of beech and sycamore woodland, about 40m 
wide, with no obvious alignment of trees. The largest beech in this woodland dates 
only from the early 1800s. The rond-point has not survived, though it was still visible 
in aerial photographs of 1976. Rudder's map shows that the single avenue consisted 
of rows of clumps of trees. Two clumps, of three beeches each, remain north and 
south of the ride. The largest appears to date to the 1890s but its proximity to the 
other trees would have slowed its growth, making it older than this date. 
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Figs. 7/78-9 Left: Extract from Rudder's 1779 map of 
Oakley Great Park showing Ten Rides and Sapperton Park. 
Below: Looking west along Broad Ride, from the Park 
Comer to Chapman's Cross road (position I on map 
below), towards Sapperton Common, October 2002. 
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From the rond-point to Sapperton Common, the avenue edging Broad Ride survives 
mostly as thin strips of woodland, rather than evenly spaced avenue trees. The fide is 
contained by hedges or I rn high stone walls. Sapperton Plantation, which marks the 
western edge of the park, consists mainly of beech trees, one of the largest of which 
dates to the mid to late 1800s. Sapperton Lodge stands next to a pair of gates across 
Broad Ride, at the entrance to the plantation. 
Overley and Oakley Woods are separated by the Park Comer to Daglingworth road. 
Overley Ride extends for 1.4krn from the north edge of Oakley Wood to the north 
side of Overley Wood, then continues, as a track, for a further 530m. At the south end 
of Overley Wood, Overley Ride is 26.5m wide and is flanked by an avenue of mature 
beeches, dating from the early to mid 19'h century and planted 23-33m apart (Fig. 
7/82). Woodland east and west of the avenue consists of beeches, planted around the 
mid to late 19'h century, and self-seeded hazel, sycamore and ash. 
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Fig. 7/80 Detail from 6 inch OS map, 1888, showing Sapperton Park 
and the western extension of Broad Ride. 
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7/81 Above: Extract 
I*rom 6 inch OS maps of 
1884-8 showing Overley 
\\ ood and Botanybay 
Plantation. 
1, -,. 7/82 Lýfl: Looking north Z' 
AI ong Overley Ride from 
, outh side of Overley Wood 
(position I on map above), 
J Line 200' 3. 
The south-east comer of Overley Wood extends from the main body of the wood to 
merge with Oakley Wood. This part of the wood is known as Botanybay Plantation 
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so presumably dates from after Cook's discovery of Botany Bay in 1770. it is a 
mixed plantation of young to semi-mature Scots pine, ash, beech and coppiced hazel. 
Daglingworth Path leads north from Alfred's Hall, over the Park Comer to 
Daglingworth road and through the plantation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The formal gardens at Kings Weston were created in two phases - the geometric, 
French-style scheme laid out by Robert Southwell from c. 1680-90 was altered by 
Edward Southwell, with garden buildings by Vanbrugh, from c. 1710-25 to a 
transitional landscape approaching the Arcadianism of the English landscape park. 
Robert corresponded with John Evelyn and knew William Blathwayt, at Dyrham. 
Both may have had some influence on the layout he chose. The late 17th century 
landscape, as illustrated by Kip c. 1707, is not strikingly different to the majority of 
other landscapes of a similar size, also illustrated in Atkyn's Ancient andpresent state 
of Glostershire. It is obviously shaped by the constraints of the landscape: to the 
south, the east-wcst running Avon gorge; to the north, the steep-sided spur of Penpole 
Point. The secondary axis of the site runs parallel to both features. 
Bathurst's landscape at Cirencester was a later creation, not started until 1714 but 
subsequently continuously developed until his death in 1775. It was laid out largely 
on a virgin site, most of which had previously been agricultural fields, with no 
particular geographical constraints - giving Bathurst free reign to create whatever he 
(with some encouragement from Pope, and possibly Switzer) desired. Although 
Bathurst displayed characteristics of a typical, quiet Tory when altering his house - 
choosing not to separate it from the town and employing local craftsmen to work on it 
- he showed no such restraint when designing his park (though it may have been his 
Tory values which led him to open the park to the public, in 1714). He rejected the 
'Arcadian prettiness' of his former residence, Richings (Hussey, 1967,80), and set 
out to create a grand forest park, in the style of Fontainbleau or Compiegne. He may 
have been inspired by the existing large area of Oakley Wood (Kingsley, 1992,33) 
and perhaps was also trying to rival the Duke of Beaufort's extensive scheme at 
nearby Badminton (Bettey, 1993,84). 
The design of the park, with its network of straight rides, was old fashioned compared 
to the landscape parks which were then starting to be created, but was more advanced 
than the 'fussy' French- or Dutch-style gardens which designers and writers had 
started to ridicule. Indeed, some of its details were groundbreaking: Cirencester has 
the first irregularly-shaped lake in the country and Alfred's Hall is one of the earliest 
Gothick follies. The park was still formal and grand in its design but some of the 
irregularity of the landscape park was starting to be adopted. Although there is no 
evidence to suggest that Switzer had any hand in developing Cirencester's layout, 
Switzer and Bathurst appear to have been on good terms and it is possible that Switzer 
may have had some influence over Bathurst's choices. Design principles proposed in 
Switzer's 'rural and extensive gardening' can be seen in Cirencester's c. 1735 
serpentine walks through woodland; the inclusion of the adjacent agricultural 
landscape, by running avenues through the fields; and, most of all, by the combination 
of beauty and utility (the commercial forestry enterprise), by which 'both profit and 
pleasure may be said to be agreeably mixed together' (Switzer, 1718, vol. 1, xvii). 
The huge scale of the Cirencester landscape allowed the creation of a park in the 
grand manner whilst avoiding the 'crimping, diminutive, and wretched Performances' 
that Switzer saw as the Englishman's attempt at recreating this style (Ibid., xviii). 
As no maps could be located which depict the park as first laid out, the precise details 
of Bathurst's early landscape are unknown. Maps published by Rudder in 1779, 
however, suggest that some alterations were made in order to adapt to the English 
landscape style, but also show that the earlier landscape is still almost completely 
intact. It appears to have undergone little change - mainly the removal of avenue 
trees and the formation of clumps from those remaining. From the early 1740s, 
several Classical garden buildings and monuments typical of the landscape park were 
erected in the park but these fitted into the existing, formal landscape as though their 
introduction had long been planned. 
The second phase of development at Kings Weston also embraced elements of the 
landscape park, thanks partly to the involvement of John Vanbrugh. Vanbrugh was 
not a professional garden designer but a 'Baroque architect moving reluctantly into 
the Palladian of the new century' (Mowl, 1985,589). He was, however, architectural 
partner to Charles Bridgeman at Stowe, Eastbury and Claremont and close friend and 
adviser to the Earl of Carlisle (Castle Howard) and Lord Cobham (Stowe) (Jellicoe et 
al, 1991,579). At Castle Howard, Vanbrugh designed several garden buildings but 
also strayed into garden design, planning the approach to the house and laying out a 
large parterre (Ibid., 98-9). The extent of his involvement in the development of 
Kings Weston is unknown but he may well have designed more than just the 
buildings. Vanbrugh deferred to Edward Southwell on a number of architectural 
issues (Downes, 1987, Sir John Vanbrugh; a biography, in Nicholas Pearson, 1994, 
18) and it is possible that this 'particularly well informed and articulate client' 
(Nicholas Pearson, 1994,18) was personally involved in the laying-out of his own 
park. As the Nicholas Pearson report states: 'Vanbrugh and Southwell succeeded in 
making the utmost of the site, tying together axes, buildings and apparently using 
labyrinthine wooded walks to create a drwnatic, theatrical Baroque landscape of a 
type which survives nowhere else in Britain today' (Ibid., 33). 
Edward Southwell did not, however, greatly alter his father's gardens. Although The 
Kings Weston Book ofDrawings suggests that Vanbrugh aspired to create a dramatic, 
almost fortified landscape at Kings Weston, his more adventurous ideas, such as the 
pyramid gateway andfossie, were not carried out and his new garden buildings were 
constructed on or near the sites of previous structures: Penpole Gate replaced an 
earlier building; the Echo, at the end of the third parterre, was a replacement for the 
building that originally terminated the second; and the Loggia was built onto the side 
of the bowling green building, above the laundry. Only the Brewhouse was built on a 
virgin site. 
The siting of the Loggia is interesting though, as, instead of facing the enclosed 
bowling green, it now looked along the terrace to Penpole Wood. It was, however, 
though more outward-looking than its predecessor, still relatively inward-looking as it 
ignored the view of the Bristol Channel, beyond the park. Penpole Gate did have 
views to the Channel but also looked back to the house. The rest of Vanbrugh's 
buildings are still strictly introspective - both the Echo and the Brewhouse look back 
towards the house - but it appears that Vanbrugh was beginning to embrace the 
landscape park ideal of long views across the landscape which was to become the 
fashion only a decade or so later. His buildings certainly complimented the later 
landscape park layout. Mowl supports this idea, stating that the garden buildings 
firepresent in miniature the battle of styles between the fading Baroque, the 
fashionable Palladian and the emergent neo-medieval. The Echo, with its rusticated 
arcade and grotesquely masked urns, is still in overblown Baroque, axial to the east 
front of the house looking inward down a formal vista. The Loggia on the other hand 
looks outward to an Arcadian landscape of which it is a proper part, being in a correct, 
though richly sculptured Palladian' (Mowl, 1985,588). 
The removal, by 1720, of a wall across the semi-circle; the addition of a turning circle 
by the house; the appearance of a track along the avenue some time before 1772; and 
the raised earthwork platform visible here today suggest that Vanbrugh and Edward 
Southwell's alterations also involved the re-routing of the main carriage approach to 
the house. This would confonn to Evelyn's ideal in that the principal avenue leads 
directly to a court in front of the house; the courtyards are squeezed out of sight 
behind the house; and the lawn is bounded with walks radiating from a circle 
(Nicholas Pearson, 1994,14). To gradually approach the house between widely- 
spaced rows of limes running across the park, would have created more dramatic 
build-up than the original approach, when one would have suddenly pulled off Kings 
Weston Lane and been confronted with the back of the house. 
Tree planting has formed the main body of the designed landscape at both Kings 
Weston and Cirencester, being dominated by avenues across open land at the former; 
and rides through woodland at the latter. These different uses of trees can be 
accounted for by the purpose to which they were put. At Kings Weston, the avenues 
were purely ornamental but at Cirencester, Bathurst was combining commercial 
forestry with ornamental grounds and needed a large area of woodland, which could 
be felled and replanted on rotation. 
At Kings Weston, most of the avenues shown by Kip and on the 1720 estate map have 
been lost, with the exception of part of the north side of the principal lime avenue. 
Gradual replanting over nearly three centuries has, however, preserved the line of 
many of the avenues, notably the Walk and its extension west of the circle; 
Shirehampton Road; and two walks in the eastern half of Penpole Wood. One cannot 
state what species of tree might have been used for the post-Restoration avenues here 
but the use of common lime in the main avenue and in Pcnpole Wood suggest that this 
may have been the tree of choice. The use of one species for all the avenues would 
have given the gardens the air of uniformity and formality suggested by Kip in his 
early 18'h century engraving. The dimensions of two of the surviving original avenues 
are surnmarised in the following table. 
Table 7/1 Dimensions of surviving avenues at Kings Weston 
Location of Species and Double or Width of double Total Width Average 
avenue estimated single avenue width of of single planting 
planting dates (m ad ft) double avenue interval 
Inner Outer avenue (m and (m and 
(m and ft) 
Main avenue, Lime - oldest Was 12 50 9.2 SW of house c. 1770 double, (39.37) (164.05) (30.19) 
only W side 
remains 
Penpole Lime - early 20' Single 14(45.93) 10(32.81) Wood, W of century 
circle I I I I 
Limes in surviving avenues tend to show closer spacing than other species (Couch, 
1992,187), presumably because the lime is a tapering, rather than spreading tree, 
needing little lateral space. Limes in the main avenue at Kings Weston are spaced an 
average of 9.2m (30.19R) apart with an average of 12m (39.37ft) between rows. The 
distance between trees in their rows is quite large but was recommended by 
contemporary writers such as Langley (30-40ft), Miller (3540ft) and Cook (2 rods - 
33ft) although Evelyn, with whom Robert Southwell is reputed to have been in 
contact, suggested only 18-20ft for lime walks. It must be remembered that the 
planting distances measured would have related to the width of the central avenue 
(now lost) rather than the side avenue. 
Ile 1720 map shows that the central avenue was almost as wide as the house and the 
side walks are exactly half its width, following Cook's recommendations. The central 
avenue must, therefore, have been around 24m, making the whole double avenue 
nearly 50m (164.05ft) wide. 17th/early 18'h century garden writers appear to have 
made no references to double avenues where the outer walks are wider than the inner. 
This supports the theory that Kip's engraving may have exaggerated the width of the 
outer walk of the main avenue and its original width is that which survives today. 
The lime avenue which runs west from the circle is 14m. (45.93R) wide and the trees 
are planted about I Om (32.8 1 ft) apart. This was only ever a single avenue and was 
not directly aligned with the house. A relatively narrow avenue and close planting 
would therefore be expected. 
Langley recommended pruning trees up to 20 feet high to give a clear view through an 
avenue. London and Wise suggested 15-16 feet. John Evelyn (1670,142), however, 
sometimes preferred avenue trees to be less rigorously pruned, liking the 
'intermingling [of] their reverend tresses'. The limes in the surviving avenues at 
Kings Weston do not appear to have undergone much pruning. This is probably 
because their natural habit is to grow more or less straight upwards so little trimming 
of side branches would have been needed. Past removal of basal and epicormic 
shoots does seem to have been carried out, either by hand or by grazing animals, 
giving rise to the development of burrs on the lower trunk. 
At Cirencester, Bathurst planted trees to extend the wooded areas, then cut straight 
rides through these woodlands. The use of rides between solid plantations could be 
said to make even more of an impact on the landscape than Beaufort's avenues across 
open parkland at Badminton. Broad Ride formed the main axis but, unusually, was 
not aligned on the house - the much shorter, elm avenue to Queen Anne's Column 
fulfilled this function instead. From Broad Ride, narrower rides radiated from the 
rond-points of Queen Anne's Column and from Seven Rides and Ten Rides, on Broad 
Ride. Unlike Oakley Park, Overley and Hailey Woods, the Home, Deer, Lodge and 
Sapperton Parks were not solid woodland but the avenues running through them and 
the belts of trees along their edges gave the impression of extensive planting. 
Although some of the parks were separated from one another in Bathurst's time - 
Lodge and Oakley Parks by a road; and the Home and Deer Parks by a ha-ha - the 
avenues or rides running across them gave them a unified feel. 
Although Bathurst may have been trying to rival Beaufort's park at Badminton, his 
use of avenues is quite different. Few of Cirencester's rides extended out of the park 
and those that did were short and did not cross onto others' land. As at Badminton, 
Bathurst's rides were directed at focal points. Bathurst, however, tended to use 
nearby places that could be seen from the park. These were usually village churches 
or features within the park. He also used park buildings - the Hexagon, Hartley's 
Temple and the Horse Temple - to terminate some of his rides. Only twice were 
distant destinations - Bath and Wiltshire - used. Beaufort, in contrast, often aligned 
his avenues on places that were several miles away and could not be seen from the 
park. The aim of this may have been to give Badminton's avenues the impression of 
infinite length. Only a few of Cirencester's avenues, notably Broad Ride, achieve this 
and even Broad Ride was not as long in Bathurst's time as it is now. Perhaps Bathurst 
was not trying to dominate the surrounding landscape in the same way as Beaufort 
and was bringing the local area into the park, rather than ignoring it. Beaufort was 
starting to use design ideas which would be further developed in the landscape parks 
of the mid 18th century: his occasional employment of clumps and woods tofirame 
vistas, rather than enclosing them in a rigid avenue, and the use of buildings at the 
ends of vistas are examples of the transitional style of the park at Circncester. 
Table 7/2 summarises the dimensions of the surviving early 18'h century avenues at 
Cirencester. Avenue width ranges from 12.8 to 60m. As expected, Broad Ride, the 
axial thoroughfare, has the greatest width, although it does almost halve in width 
between its eastern end and Ten Rides. Little data was available on planting intervals 
of trees within their rows as few sections of regularly-spaced trees or planting pits 
remain. 
Table 7/2 Dimensions of surviving avenues at Cirencester 
Location of Species and Double Width Average 
avenue estimated planting or ofavenue planting 
dates single (m and ft) interval (m 
and ft) 
I Broad Ride, 200m Horse chestnuts - c. 1780- Single 9.2-18.44 
W of Cecily Hill 1930 (30.19-60.5) 
2 Windsor Walk Lime - oldest c. 1840- Single 12.8(42) 17.8(58.4) 
1910 
3 Elm Avenue Originally elms. Now Single 47.8 20.7 (67.92) 
mixed (I 840s-80s) and (156.83) 
beeches (2000) 
4 Broad Ride, at _ Beeches - oldest c. 1740 60 (196.86) IzTegular 
Seven Rides and 1810 
5 Broad Ride, at Ten Mixed 32(104.99) 
Rides 
6 Broad Ride, at Mixed. Oldest beech Formerly 40(131.24) 
Sapperton C. 1810 triple and 
Common single 
7 Overley Ride Beeches - c. 1800-1860 1 26.5 (86.95) 23-33 (75.46- 108.27) 
As Circncester Park has always been run as a commercial timber-producing operation, 
most trees would have been felled and replaced, as soon as they reached maturity. 
This explains the notable lack of early 18'h century trees on the site today. Most of the 
avenue trees, however, probably stand in or near the positions of their early 18'h 
century predecessors. It seems that the most common avenue trees at Cirencester in 
the early 18'h century were beeches and elms. Girth measurement suggests that the 
oldest avenue beeches found today date to the 1740s but as they grew at the edge of 
woodland, competition for light, soil and water would have slowed their growth and 
they could well be older than they appear. In the majority of avenues, not enough 
avenue beeches remain to be able to determine the planting interval used. Original 
beeches from around the 1730s also survive in Sapperton Park, in clumps along Broad 
Ride. 
Horse chestnuts were used as avenue trees mainly in the I krn section near Cecily Hill 
that replaced the Rococo woodland shown on Rudder's map. The oldest horse 
chestnuts appear to have been planted in the late 1700s, around the time Rudder's map 
was published. Yews were used occasionally at the edges of rides in an apparent 
attempt to create a sombre mood. Examples are behind the Hexagon and on the route 
to Alfred's Hall (though at the latter site, the yews may just be overgrown topiary). 
Lime avenues appear to have been unpopular in Bathurst's time and were only used 
along Windsor Walk, from the 1830s, and near Alfred's Hall, in the 20, century. 
Perhaps this was for commercial reasons: beech being a more versatile timber than 
lime (Amold, 1968,324&330). 
The woods now contain several different species including oak, beech, elm, ash, horse 
chestnut, sycamore and conifers. Most of the trees arc immature, the mature trees 
having been felled for timber, and many of them, particularly the ash and sycamore, 
appear to be self-sown. It seems likely that Bathurst planted many beech trees in the 
woods (Pers. comm. Lord Bathurst, February 2000) though documentary evidence of 
this was not found. 
Documents have disclosed that Bathurst had a large tree nursery at Cirencester -a 
necessary operation for the commercial production of timber. Some trees were, 
however, still brought in from outside, such as English elms from a nursery in 
Isleworth. Perhaps Bathurst was raising the forest trees himself but had to acquire 
some of the more decorative trees for his avenues from elsewhere. 
The sources of trees for Kings Weston are not known and no tree nurseries are visible 
on the illustrations and maps studied. It is likely that, as replacement of avenues trees 
would have only been occasionally required, the Southwclls would have bought their 
trees from suppliers rather than bothering to raise them themselves. 
The remains of the gardens at Kings Weston are now limited but have not been altered 
beyond all recognition. Vanbrugh's house and garden buildings: the Echo, the Loggia 
and the Brewhouse, remain and although Penpole Gate has been lost, its site and 
design are well documented. The Orangery has been lost but some of its stonework 
may survive in the buildings that now occupy its site. The parterres were swept away 
during later 18'h century landscaping but their site remains, with the central path and 
even the termination of the first parterre intact. Parts of several avenues have 
survived deformalisation during the mid-I Wh century and this study has also 
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CHAPTER8 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
I AIMS AND METHODS 
The aim of this thesis was to examine how and why trees were used in West Country 
formal parks and gardens from 1660 to 1730. This has been achieved by: 
9 Examining the ways in which trees were used throughout England, in the 
designed landscapes of the period. 
e Summarising the recommendations of popular, contemporary treatises regarding 
trees. 
Analysing tree use in 63 of Kip and Knyffs early 18th century bird's-eye views 
of West Country gardens. 
* Carrying out detailed desk-top research and fieldwork to look at tree use at six 
West Country, post-Restoration sites, varying in size, aspiration and style. 
2 THE USE OF TREES AS HARD LANDSCAPING 
In large-scale gardens of all periods, the framework of the design has traditionally been 
laid out by the placing of trees, in their hundreds or thousands. In the formal gardens 
examined in this thesis, trees were the most expensive and critical element of the 
designed landscape, forming the axes and lines to be followed by paths, water bodies, 
parterres, and all other constituents of the garden and park. As large forms, standing in 
the landscape throughout the year, their visual impact was huge. This made them suitable 
for use as symbolic indicators of ownership, wealth, taste and fashion. 
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The symmetry of new houses after the Restoration required equally symmetrical gardens 
to set them off. Trees were used to extend the lines of the house and to boldly mark out 
the axes and compartments of the landscape. Trees were the only objects that could have 
been used for this purpose: walls would have been slow and expensive to build and would 
have been solid barriers, impeding the passage of the eye and the body across the 
landscape. Trees were not, however, planted just to complement new, classical houses. 
They were also planted formally around non-symmetrical Tudor and Jacobean houses, it 
being quicker and cheaper to bring gardens up to date than houses. 
2.1 Available species 
By 1660, the number of tree species imported into Britain had been growing slowly but 
steadily over the last few decades. Trees had been sourced from Europe, the Near East, 
Canada and Virginia (Jellicoe et al, 1986,435) and about 74 tree species, 33 of them 
exotic, were available. From 1687, the rest of North America was explored and by 1730, 
another eight species had been introduced. In total, 63 deciduous broadleaves, five 
evergreen broadleaves and 14 conifers were growing in the UK by the end of the period 
this thesis examines. Most garden treatises of the formal period (the latest published in 
1718) knew about half of the available species but together they referred to a total of 118 
different species or varieties, divided into 84 deciduous broadleaves, 17 evergreen 
broadleaves and 17 conifers. Confusion in naming plants, before the Linnaean system 
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The graph above shows that the real boom in tree introductions did not occur until the 
19th century. The arrival of new species during the period covered by this thesis was, 
therefore, a relatively uncommon event and these trees must have been greeted with 
considerable excitement. The pride in possessing new species is evident in the boastful 
lists of exotics found in the archives of the larger sites such as Badminton and Dyrham; in 
the placing of these trees close at hand, in the gardens, rather than the park; and in the 
construction of hothouses to protect and display the more tender varieties. The exotics 
would, no doubt, have been eagerly shown off to visitors. 
Very few of the original plantings of species mentioned in the late 17 th and early 18 th 
century gardens survive today and the post-Restoration planting that does remain is 
usually dominated by common/European limes and oaks. This is not necessarily because 
these were the favoured species - at Dyrham, for example, Switzer listed many other tree 
species which are no longer present today - but because their relative longevity (at least 
500 years for oak and 400 for lime), combined with their distance from the house (where 
changes to the gardens, including tree removal, were most common) made them more 
likely to survive than other trees. Exotic evergreens from the formal period have not 
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The graph above shows that the real boom in tree introductions did not occur until the 
I 9th century. The arrival of new species during the period covered by this thesis was, 
therefore, a relatively uncommon event and these trees must have been greeted with 
considerable excitement. The pride in possessing new species is evident in the boastfIll 
lists of exotics found in the archives of the larger sites such as Badminton and Dyrhani. in 
the placing of these trees close at hand, in the gardens, rather than the park; and in the 
construction of hothouses to protect and display the more tender varieties. The cxotics 
would, no doubt, have been eagerly shown off to visitors. 
Very few of the original plantings of species mentioned in the late 17 th and early 18 Ih 
century gardens survive today and the post- Restoration planting that does remain is 
usually dominated by common/European limes and oaks. This is not necessarily because 
these were the favoured species - at Dyrham, for example, Switzer listed many other tree 
species which are no longer present today - but because their relative longevity (at least 
500 years for oak and 400 for lime), combined with their distance from the house (where 
changes to the gardens, including tree removal, were most common) made thcIll more 
likely to survive than other trees. Exotic evergreens from the lormal period havc not 
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survived well, probably because they did not fit aesthetically into the later landscape 
park, and those in the gardens were removed when it became fashionable to bring the 
park's grassy sward right up to the house. 
Commercial nurseries had appeared in England in the mid 17th century (Jellicoe et al, 
1986,403) and these, particularly London nurseries such as Brompton Park, were a 
popular source of trees. Landowners were willing to pay several times the amount it 
would take to source trees locally in order to obtain large numbers of uniform trees, 
several years old. 
Treatises did, however, encourage landowners to create their own nurseries and three of 
the six landscapes studied in this thesis (the larger sites, with more land to plant and 
enough space to accommodate a nursery) had done so. Those without and, to some 
extent, those with nurseries obtained trees by exchanging them with neighbouring estates, 
buying them locally or transplanting them from woods and hedgerows. 
2.2 Uses and layouts 
2.2.1 Avenues 
Avenues were undoubtedly the most striking arboricultural feature of the period and the 
best and quickest way of imposing a formal scheme onto any kind of landscape, be it an 
older deer park, common land or agricultural fields. A park need consist of no more than 
scrubby, uneven grassland crossed by one or two straight avenues for it to be instantly 
identifiable as a formal space, under the control of a single landowner. So strong, indeed, 
was the impact of an avenue, that the park need have no other formal features - and this 
was often the case. 
Avenues had been used in gardens since Roman times, appeared in the park in the 1670s 
and remained popular even in less formal, transitional landscapes, up to about 1730. 
Straight avenues were then gradually replaced by serpentine walks which, unlike their 
straight counterparts, only allowed the view to be revealed gradually, rather than 
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,,, proclaiming their length in one grand stroke. The number of avenues per seat did not 
necessarily depend on the size of the seat and the wealth and influence of the landowner, 
although Gloucestershire's only Ducal seat had by far the highest number of avenues of 
the seats examined. Nearly all of the West Country sites studied in this thesis had at least 
one avenue and nearly three-quarters had one or more axial avenue, around which the 
formal gardens and park were arranged. The majority of axial avenues were aligned on 
the house. Interestingly, most avenues were single - under a quarter of the sites 
examined had any double avenues. 
Avenue length varied from very short avenues leading from the edge of the garden to the 
house, to those several miles long, running across parkland and/or farmland, such as the 
five mile-long Broad Ride at Cirencester, the two mile Centre Walk and the 2.2 mile 
Worcester Avenue at Badminton - their length allowed by the increasing consolidation of 
estates (Williamson & Bellamy, 1987,143). 'Me width of an avenue depended on its 
length (the longer, the wider); its purpose (to carry vehicles or pedestrians); the distance 
from the house (width decreasing with distance, as at Cirencester, where Broad Ride 
decreases by 92ft); and the tree species used (spreading trees requiring a greater avenue 
width). Axial avenues were usually the longest and widest but, even so, 61.5% of axial 
avenues aligned on the house were less wide than the building, 28.8% were the same 
width as the house and only 9.6% were wider than the house. The narrow width of many 
axial avenues was possible as they rarely carried the approach road to the house, so 
needed only to be wide enough for pedestrians. 
Treatises varied considerably in their recommendations for avenue width. Width was 
largely related to the length of the avenue and recommendations ranged from 30-60ft for 
avenues 600-1800ft long, to 50-72ft for those more than 2 400ft long. The six case 
studies in this thesis revealed a variety of avenue widths, ranging, for example, from 28- 
74ft (single avenues) and 120-256ft (doubles) at Badminton; 46ft (single) to 164ft 
(double) at Kings Weston; 42-62ft (singles) at Dyrham; and 42-197ft (singles) at 
Cirencester. The maximum width of 72ft, recommended by James in 1712, was regularly 
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exceeded. It seems that no one treatise held sway at all sites and other factors relating to 
the properties of the site and to the owner's personal preference were more influential. 
In contrast, Sarah Couch's research into avenues found that published guidelines on tree 
spacing within rows were closely followed. Spacing usually ranged from 18-36ft and 
multiples of 3 and 5ft or of rods (16ft 6 inches) were often used (Couch, 1992,187-8). 
The species used and the effect required would determine the planting distance. Different 
treatises suggested varied planting distances. For limes, for example, Cook suggested a 
spacing of 33ft -2 rods - (or less for a shady walk) while Evelyn recommended 18-20ft 
and James 12R. For elms, Evelyn says 16-18ft, London and Wise 15ft and James l2ft. 
Switzer recommended much greater spacing than previous authors, saying that old 
avenues should be opened up by removing every other tree. 
It is usually straightforward to measure the width of surviving avenues and to count the 
number of rows but infilling and uneven replanting often make it hard to determine exact 
post-Restoration planting distances. Some measurement is, however, usually possible. 
At the sites studied in this thesis, spacings for lime have ranged from 30ft (Kings 
Weston), 58 ft (Cirencester) to 58-70ft (Badminton). Elms were spaced 68ft apart at 
Cirencester and 34,42 and 65ft apart at Dyrham. Oaks at Badminton were 50,67 and 
741 apart and beeches at Cirencester 75-108ft apart. Measurements between empty tree 
pits (unknown species) at Badminton gave spacings of 41,45 and 58ft. The maximun 
spacings discovered by Couch and advocated by Cook, Evelyn et al were regularly 
exceeded, again, probably, due to the idiosyncrasies of individual sites. 
The post-Restoration treatises studied recommended a total of 21 species, five of them 
evergreen, for use in avenues and walks. At the sites examined, however, documentary 
and field evidence could only be found for the use of six species in avenues: lime, elm, 
horse chestnut, beech, pear and oak. The latter two species were not recommended for 
avenues in any treatises, although oak was the main avenue tree at Badminton. Lime was 
by far the most popular avenue tree and was used at five of the six sites. Evidence of elm 
avenues was found at two sites. It may have been used more extensively at the time but 
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Dutch elm disease has since destroyed these avenues. Lime and elm were popular as they 
could be easily reproduced by layering of suckers and were tall and slender trees, idcal 
for avenues. 
Complicated avenue-linking devices such as rond-poinis and patios d'olo were rarc in the 
West Country. Only six of the 63 sites studied used them - at most sites one avcnuc 
simply led directly into another, at an oblique angle. 
2.2.2 Groves and woods 
Formal areas of trees, known as groves or bosquels, were little mentioned by English 
writers such as Cook and Evelyn, who were more concerned with proritable planting in 
woods and coppices. Elaborate, formal groves were generally a FrcnclI conceit and 
James, translating from d'Argenvillc's original, describes three main kinds of grovc: 
groves of a middle height, with tall palisades; open groves in compartimcnts; and groves 
planted in a quincunx or squares. Only the latter category, however, made regular 
appearances in West Country gardens and are shown, in Kip's engravings, as evenly- 
spaced rows of trees, without hedges or underplanting, and usually forming a rcctangular 
block. Most of these groves were not cut by walks as trees were often spaced widcly 
enough to allow walking between them. 
Groves which have been created by adapting an existing wood are not easily identifiable, 
in illustrations, as part of the formal landscape, unless trimmed into geometric shapes. A 
simpler way of formalising a wood, particularly if it covers a large area, as at Circnccstcr, 
was to cut through it with straight rides and to add cabinets. Interestingly, very few 
cabinets existed at the sites studied, in spite of their popularity in treatises. Again, this 
seems to be a rejection of the more fussy elements of the French style. 
Groves were prolific by the late 17'h century and were common in Wcst Country gardens: 
84.1% of the 63 sites studied had at least one. The number of groves per site increased, 
not surprisingly, with the size of the site, from an average of 1.39 groves for small sites, 
to 7.33 for large sites. It is easy to confuse simple, rectangular groves with orchards as 
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engravings of the time tend not to differentiate between fruit and forest trees. There is no 
reason, however, why productive orchards could not have doubled up as ornamental 
groves and this appears to be the case at Westbury Court, where what resembles an open 
grove, used for strolling and contemplation, on Kip's depiction, is revealed by archival 
documents to be a mixed fruit orchard. 
Wildernesses were another type of grove, usually consisting of more closely planted 
trees, cut by gravelled paths which sometimes led to ornate cabinets. Three kinds of 
wilderness were equally popular in the West Country: small, closed groves, without 
paths; extensive, informal woodland, with straight or curving paths; and closely-planted, 
sometimes hedged wildernesses cut by geometric paths (similar to James' 'groves of a 
middle height'). Nationally, geometric wildernesses appeared first and were common 
from the 1680s to 1720s. Informal wildernesses were popular from the 1710s to 20s, 
when transitional and woodland gardens were becoming fashionable. Only 12 of the 63 
West Country sites examined had wildernesses, perhaps because they were too expensive 
and time-consuming for the grounds of the only moderately rich, which Kip tended to 
depict. 
Post-Restoration treatises suggested 21 species, seven of them evergreen, for use in 
wildernesses and groves, compared with 17 species for woods and only five for coppices. 
Groves were obviously meant to be more ornamental than woods, although extensive 
woodland could be used as a kind of large-scale grove when cut by straight ridings or 
sinuous walks and containing geometric cabinets. 
Physical remains of groves tend not to survive close to the house as this area was most 
subject to change during the era of the landscape park. In parks, the outlines of once- 
formal groves may endure as areas of woodland but the original trees, if they survive, are 
difficult to locate amongst later planting. 
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2.2.3 Other arboricultural features 
It is surprising that straight or curving rows of trees were hardly mentioned in post- 
Restoration treatises as 67% of the West Country sites examined had at least one. Cook, 
at least, recommended rows of limes to bound a lawn as 'they would sliew themselves 
more clearly than when set in double rows to make walks' (Cook, 1717,98). Rows were 
also used to divide the park and garden into geometric areas and to cmphasise boundaries. 
They were either deliberately planted or adapted from former hcdgerows. Treatises 
recommended only ten species, three of them evergreen, for use in rows, as opposed to 21 
species for use in avenues. 
Other arboricultural features in the post-Restoration park and garden included perimeter 
belts of trees (though these only really came into their own in the cra of tile landscape 
park); scattered trees in parkland (ollen dating from long before the Restoration, such as 
the early 1601 century oaks at Badminton); and pruned, topiariscd and cspalicrcd trees in 
the gardens. Treatises recommended 12 evergreen species - six broadleavcs and six 
conifers - for use in the garden. It seems that, as mentioned above, cxotic-looking trees 
were used near the house to give year-round interest and to show off species new to tile 
country. Indigenous deciduous trees were largely conflned to the park. Trees in formal 
gardens around the house did not tend to survive dcformalisation during the creation of 
landscape parks as their bold shapes and colours and the formal way in which they were 
planted would have made them too conspicuous for this new, toncd-down style. 
3 INFLUENCES ON DESIGN 
We have examined how trees were used in formal landscapes of the period but tile 
reasons why they were used in these ways are more complex. In spite of fears of a timber 
shortage, which would particularly affect the navy, and the urgings of Royalists to plant 
in order to prevent such a crisis, prorit, not patriotism, seems to have been the main 
reason for planting trees in post-Restoration England. Although Royalists like Evelyn 
were closely associated with trees (afler the destruction of trees during the 
Commonwealth) all landowners, notjust Royalists, planted trees singly (in parks and 
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avenues) and in groups (in plantations, woods and groves) whenever possible. 
Landowners even continued to plant during periods of financial difficulty, as was seen at 
Badminton in 171 S. A great deal of money and effort was invested in obtaining, planting 
and protecting trees and a decent profit was expected in return. Writers such as Evelyn 
and Cook continually underline the monetary gain to be made by growing trees and 
selling them for wood and timber. 
Thus monetary gain explains why trees were planted, but doesn't explain why particular 
ornamental layouts were chosen. Although the West Country gardens studied loosely 
followed the formal rules of Franco-Dutch style, the final form and style of each site 
studied was determined by many factors, including: 
" national garden fashions, influenced to some extent by the tastes of the monarch, 
" regional architectural and garden style, 
" the wealth and status of the landowner, 
" the degree of inclination of the landowner to alter his or her grounds, 
" knowledge'of other local, national and international designed landscapes, either 
visited personally or seen in illustrations and books, 
" advice from books, friends, neighbours, architects and garden designers, 
" the uses of the land (deer-breeding, agriculture, hunting, forestry, fruit and 
vegetable growing etc), 
" the natural topography, size and physical conditions of the site, 
" the existence of an earlier designed landscape. 
The layouts of individual landscapes were probably most affected by whatever the owner 
wanted his landscape to symbolisc, be it wealth, taste, modesty or power. Some 
symbolism is easy to understand and must have been accessible to all. Avenues, for 
example, clearly marked out the areas of land under the influence of, but not necessarily 
owned by, the landowner. Formal groves of trees planted in straight lines could be said 
to represent man's control over nature. Rows and belts were used to dcrine the edges of 
the garden or park showing, like avenues, the extent of the owned land. Wildernesses cut 
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by straight or winding paths were meant to encourage solitary contemplation. Different 
kinds of trees could be used to create certain moods in different area of the part or garden. 
Box and yew, for example, could create a dark, dramatic backdrop to a garden building, 
as at Cirencester and Kings Weston. 
Easier to overlook are the subtle allegories incorporated into some designs, in which even 
individual trees could have a deep but hidden meaning known only to the owner. It is 
not, now, often possible to determine many of the symbolic meanings of post-Rcstoration 
planting as meanings are lost if not written dowm At The Greenway, Shurdington, for 
example, William Lawrence created a garden of mourning for his dead wife and son, 
including cypress trees as 'Emblems of Death, old and new orchards to represent old age 
and second childhood respectively and yews to show 'the Boundcs of Life' (Mowl, 2002, 
44). Many similar references must surely have been lost at other sites simply through 
never being written down. 
The following diagram looks at many of the documented personal links between the 
landowners and garden writers and designers who may have influenced the development 
of the six landscapes studied in the latter chapters of this thesis. It shows complex 
interconnections between owners, their friends and relatives, designers and monarchs, all 
of whom cannot be discounted from having influenced, to a lesser or greater extent, the 
development of the landscapes studied. 
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Fig. 8/2 Possible influences on garden design: some personal connections between the 
landowners and garden writers/designers studie d in this thesis. 
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4 HISTORY VERSUS ARCHAEOLOGY 
Traditionally, in the disciplines of history and history of art, the designed landscapes 
produced in Britain from 1660 to 1730 have been ascribed names that reflect their 
continental European origins: Dutch, Baroque, French grand manner and Italian. Those 
which have been less affected by continental influences have managed to retain the name 
'traditional English'. This thesis, however, challenges the idea that gardens can be 
categorised in the same way as architecture and care should be taken, therefore, in 
labelling a garden as an example of a particular style. This has been avoided as much as 
possible in this study. Details of individual landscapes, revealed through documentary 
and archaeological evidence uncovered in this thesis, show that, in reality, garden makers 
were pragmatic, choosing to mix and match elements of a great variety of styles, 
according to personal preference and the characteristics of the land in question. 
Most of the West Country gardens studied in this thesis were based on earlier layouts 
which had been reworked to some extent. Some, such as Flaxley Abbey, had changed 
relatively little since they were laid out in the Renaissance as not all landowners could 
afford or wanted to change as fashion dictated. Others, usually when accompanying a 
new or altered house, such as Dyrham, changed more radically. In every case study in 
this thesis, however, traces of the pre-Restoration landscape, ranging from individual 
trees to moats converted to canals, could be found in post-Restoration parks and gardens. 
Franco-Dutch formalism is usually considered to have had the greatest influence on post- 
Restoration English gardens. Although it did increase greatly in popularity after 1660, it 
was not a new concept in the West Country. A simplified version of it, descended from 
formal medieval and Tudor layouts, had long been fashionable here, well before the 
publication of The Refird Gard'ner (1706), The Theory and Praclice qf Gardening 
(1712) and other treatises which made French works available to the British. Books, 
travel and gardeners trained on the continent would have brought Franco-Dutch ideas to 
England, where a fundamentally similar style was already in use anyway. Sometimes 
only minor changes. such as the addition of approach avenues, had to be made to these 
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layouts, which consisted already of formal forecourts, twinned terraces, pavilions and 
bowling greens, to make them fit the early 17'h century style (Mowl , 2002,30,40). 
5 FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
The evolution of garden style has always been a gradual process: in the post-Restoration 
landscape, medieval methods continued to be used in the management of trees; and the 
individual arboricultural features used were more or less the same in form from 1660 to 
1730. The only significant changes over the period were the gradual increase in the size 
of the designed landscape as the park, then the rest of the estate, was brought into the 
scheme; a slight loosening of the rigid formality of late 17'h century landscapes; and a 
decreased use of small compartments as block planting and broad vistas became more 
popular. 
West Country gardens and parks were generally not grand, symmetrical landscapes. 
Those trying to emulate grand manner gardens like Versailles were in the minority. Most 
had simple, traditional English layouts which just happened to share some of the formal 
features used at French and Dutch baroque sites. Garden treatises were not rigidly 
followed but their advice was adapted to suit the site and the whims of the landowner. 
It has often been stated that formal, post-Restoration landscapes were completely swept 
away by mid 18'h century landscape parks. This thesis has discovered, however, that, 
even if all other above-ground elements of the designed landscape were lost, post- 
Restoration trees were tenacious in surviving the era of the landscape park. Landowners 
seem to have been happy to get rid of the high maintenance elements of formal gardens, 
such as rolled gavel walks, fountains, walls and parterres, but they were reluctant to 
remove trees, woods and avenues. These elements were simply softened, by clumping 
and infilling, to make them fit into the new scheme. Arboricultural features formed the 
skeleton of formal layouts so, by examining their remains (be they living trees, dead 
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stumps, or empty planting pits) on the ground, or on aerial photographs or large-scale 
maps, a good idea of what the rest of the formal scheme was like can be had. 
This thesis is the first to bring together contemporary illustrations, documents, treatises 
and archaeological remains in order to make an in-depth examination of trce use in West 
Country post-Restoration formal gardens and parkland. It has challenged some of the 
misconceptions about the form and survival of formal designed landscapes and 
discovered previously overlooked arboricultural features which survive in the ficld today. 
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A method of age estimation is proposed that avoids any damage to vulnerable specimen trec%. It relics upon comparison 
with lists of measurements of known date. From these the likcly performance of various species in diffcrcnt 1()cat1()n11 (MI 
particular site types can be evaluated. Cross-rcferencing between individual specimens is credible because trees develop 
predictably through well-defined patterns of growth. Age can be calculated largely front annual ring areas within the stein, 
as determined by a simple girth measurement. 
Large trees of historical or conservation significance 
cannot be cut down or weakened in any way by 
boring holes in them to count the annual rings. Age 
can only be estimated by exterTial measurement and 
then by direct comparison with other trees of similar 
species, size, and known planting date on comparable 
sites elsewhere. Accurate comparisons of this kind can 
only be made after a considerable amount of data 
from a wide range of situations has been accumulated. 
A lot of detective ývork must then he carried out on 
the trees to be dated. Detailed site notes are essential. 
Some knowledge of landscape archaeology (Rackham, 
I 990a) will provide useful information about how a 
location in which trees now stand has chan-ed over 
time. Only through very detailed observation can we 
interpret much of what ancient trees are telling us. 
Direct comparison with other trees is practical in 
Britain because there is a wealth of recorded data and 
historical inforniation to draw on. The Forestry 
Commission's National Tree Register (Mitchell and 
White, unpublished) contains numerous measurements 
and ages of trees gathered over a period of 40 years 
from 1952. It also incorporates earlier published 
measurements. New records of tree size continue to be 
accumulated oil TROBI, the Tree Register of the 
British Isles (Alderman, database manager, TROBI 
Lill pu H ished). Fnglish Nature, through its Veteran 
Tree Initiative, is at present in the process of listing 
ancient trees on a huge scale. Patterns of growth and 
ultimate sizes of trees, particularly very large 
specimens, have emerged from all these databases. 
Forest Research Dendrologist (retired) 
Current address: 8 St Andrew's Drift, Langharn, Holt, Norfolk NR25 7AG 
I ILIIILII'C(. IS of ring counts relative to stern diameter 
measurements have also been made on cut or broken 
sturrips. From all Of thIS CVidCIICC, tdhICS Of CXj-)CCtCd 
growth relative to stern size have been forlYlUlated for 
a FILIFIlber of commonly planted spccics. 
Trees progress through three phases of growth: a 
formative period, middle agc or the 'mature state', and 
SelICSCCIICC. PlantCd tree',, and ý'Otlng natural seedling" 
may take a few seasons to bL'COIIIL- CStabl1ShCd, bUt 
. soon growth picks tip as crown -, Iz(- and consequently 
leaf area increases year by year. The increment of new 
wood, nourished hy ever more foliage, will uicvitahl. ý 
increase each season until the canopy is fully 
developed. This may or maN not be hindered by 
adjacent trees or other physical obsti-LICtIOns. The 
growth of new wood in the stern generally produces 
more or less constant ring widtlis during this period. 
I lo\, \, evcr, 11111LIal rings of equal width progre%sivuly 
increase in area as the stem diameter expands. 
Once OptinILIT11 crown size is reached, usimlly after 40 
to 100 years, annual procILIC171011 of plýjlit food from 
the foliage is likely to stabillse and remain uniform 
except f. or the occasional effects of weather and 
clefoliators such as caterpillars (Rackham, 19901)). 
The CUrrent annual increment of new wood (( ýAl) \vIII 
also remain more or less constant III terins of volume. 
This is Lild down each year is a fresh layer over the 
entire under-hark surface of the tree. As the size of the 
tree increases it is spread ever more thinly over a 
FCIN12 
larger area. This produces annual rings in the stem 
which are of the same cross-sectional area but theý 
progressively decline in width (Figure 1). In old age 
the crown of a tree may sustain damage, branches 
begin to fall off or die back. The leaf area that can be 
supported decreases and annual production of new 
wood is reduced. Ring width, often thinly distributed 
anyway, declines further. Most species can barely 
survive when rings are reduced to 0.5 mrn (20 rings to 
one centimetre). 
Some species groups such as oak and chestnut keep 
faithfully to the three phases of growth format 
outlined above. I lowever other trees do not. Pioneers 
such as poplar, willow and alder frequently have a 
productive but short formative period and then go 
straight into senescence. Birch, which is relativelý 
short-lived, tends to have an extremely brief middle 
age period. Yew, on the other hand, lives a charmed 
existence. It can return to formative rates of growth at 
almost any stage in its very long life. It may be 
stimulated by a boost of plant food from branch 
layering, or by vigorous regeneration after 
catastrophic damage. For this reason it is the most 
difficult of trees to date with any degree of confidence 
-nere are several features of a tree that can he measured. 
Height and crown spread are perhaps the most apparent. 
Unfortunately, after middle age these dimensions are 
an unrealistic guide to age. Thickness of the stem is a 
constant non-reversible feature of tree growth in so far 
as it has to increase each year that the tree lives. By 
good fortune stem girth is easy to measure and 
consequently it can he recorded with great precision. 
Provided there are no branches, swellings, buttresses 
or abnormal lumps. girth should I-v measured with a 
tape at breast height (1.3 m or 4 ft 3 in above ground 
level). Girth is the single parameter which sums the 
infinite number of diameters in an irregular cross- 
section (. '%Iitchell et A, 1994). Diameter at breast 
hei ght (dbh) is the measurement on which the 
estimation of age suggested here depends. Conversion 
of girth measured in centimerres to diameter is 
achieved by & iding girth by it. Some recorders still 
prefer to measure in feet and inches. This can be 
converted to diameter centunetres as follows: 
(feet x 12 + additional inches) x 0.80,85-. 
Increasing CAI produces a core of even rings 
The first optimum CAI ring 
-0 -- Constant CAI rings 
49 Senescent growth 
Figure 1. Diagrammatic cross-section of a tree 
Figure 2. The correct positions at which to take measurements 
-1 radmoti, ill. \ riinbcr mci, h, mts mc. iurcd st, inding t1'L'C" 
five feet above ground level rather than at breast height. 
For the purposes of age calculation for very large trees 
this makes little difference. Where deformities, branch 
swellings and other irregularities occur the narrowest 
part ot . the trunk should he measured and its height 
above ground noted (Figure 2). If a grove of similar 
sized trees exists, a mean diameter measurement 
ultimately gives a more realistic estimate of age. 
The process is split into either two or three parts 
depending upon the phase of the tree (paragraph 3) 
and each requires a different approach. First there is 
the rapid formative expansion period Lip to optimum 
crown development (core development). Second there 
is the inore constant middle age period (the mature 
state). Finally, there is the period after cro,. N-ii decline 
(senescence). 
Core size and the speed of early growth is fairly 
predictable within a given species group on a 
particular site type. The information in Table la has 
been compiled from numerous annual ring and StI. 1111p 
measurements. Such inforination IS not USLIallV 
avallable directly froin large or old trees of the sort for 
which age is being estimated. They are likely to he 
ll(dl(m or k: oll I plcwk rottcli II It I wkk I It Iv. 11.11 d 
t. rom younger trees oil comparable siltes have to be 
used. There are indications that in spite of climatic 
changes, core growth in some species of oId trees has 
not varied InUch for many hill1dred, of years. AIlCIL-Ht 
bog oak it Wicken Fen in Cambridgeshire, for 
example, has ring widths similar to N'0LJJIg oaks 
growing nearby in Fast Anglia today. 
There Is obvIOLISIý7 SOIIIC gradation of I-Ing Width fl-0111 
core development to the ncxt more stabic grwvth 
phase. Trees do not suddenly stop cxl-unding their 
crowns and annual wood production at a given age. 
However, most species do appear to chango. - from 
evenly spaced core rings to diminishing 'middle age' 
rings Nvithm a relatively short perlod. Tablc la is 
compiled from am-age maximum core agus. If it is 
feasible to do so, it is better to compile a local -site 
table to replace Table la if enough evidelicL. from 
broken or cut stunips or half-rotten wood from stem 
cavities is available (see Table I b). 
Great carc IS 11CCLICd \VlICII dCCI(. 111Ig WhICII 'tltC 
category to use in order to determine core size 
(Table I a). This is criticil 
I)CC. ILISC AI tile 
C, lICI. IlatIOIIS of age Oil thC Core agC and ring 
width indicated. 01), wrvcd conditions at tile sitc of the 
tree must be thorough but trcatCd With CILItI0II. Thesc 
probably did not prevall many year,; ago when thc trec 
III que.. "tion was young. Much will have changed 'mict, 
then. Deternlination of site history IS often .1 IIIItt(T of 
sonic SPCCLII. ItiOTI. I'vidciice of big Imv branches ()I- old 
branch 
., 
cars IlIIV nIdIC3tC 0I)CII C, II'IN 
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Champion tree 706 30 10 60,, 6 80,6 100,5 6 605 60, C) 70 7 40/8 
potential (ideal 
site conditions) 
Good site, open 8014 40,6 70's 70,5 70 55 5A 40,3 So S 80! 5 Sa 5 (>0 6 70,5 45 5 70 5 
5M 50,7 60ý6 80/6 
grown, sheltered 
Average site, 100,35 50/5 80/4 70M 606 50/4 30.3 70A 70.5 4Q5 706 60,, 
4 80A 604 70,5 50,6 60/6 
garden, parkland 
Churchyard 40/6 60/4 50/4 80/5 50"S 7015 55/3 804 
60/6 
Poor ground 120/3 6014 40/5 S013 
40/3 50, '3 60 3 oo' 5 50A 8Oi4 90/3 60/5 
and/or some 
exposure 
Woodland 100/33 20/5 
boundary pollard, 
or open woodland 
Inside woodland 7012-5 120/3 100/3 1005 3013 
60/4 
Notes: This table h as been compiled from variable amounts of information presently available. It 
is incomplete and will be subject to revision as further 
trees of known date are measured. Individual local category additions can 
be compiled in the light of special investigations (see Table 1 b). 
The absence of any low branch" might indicate dense 
woodland in the formative year,;. Ancient woodland 
ground flora may or may not be present, even if 
woodland as such has now gone. Artefacts Such as 
tiles, bricks or pottery might give Clues about sites and 
the age of extant trees. Ground disturbance, ridge and 
furrow cultivation for example, can be dated 
accurately. This will usually indicate a maximum time 
that trees could have been present. A building or a 
ruin of known age may serve a similar purpose for all 
but ancient wildwood species that might predate it. 
Designed period landscapes are also good indicators 
of maximum tree age. Old qumps, of oak usually, 
may remain in place for up to 200 years after cutting. 
They give helpful clues to the minimum length of time 
a site has been under woodland. 
At the nominal completion of the core development 
phase the area of a single annual ring is measured. 
This ring area (mature state CAI) is then assumed to 
remain constarit until senescence sets in. The ring 
areas suggested in Table 2 are based on Table la 
averages of many assessments. This to some extent 
irons out possible anomalies due to periods of good or 
bad growth but it also detracts from precision. The 
possibility of more permanent fluctuations of growth 
due to local environmental changes has not been taken 
into account. Only adj'acent stump ring counts and 
designated CAI calculations can indicate Such changes. 
It has been found that very old trees which retain a 
reasonable head of branches do actually maintain 
their mature state CAI very well. A senescent growth 
amendment to the calculation is not Usually needed 
until dead wood mounV, Lip or serious crown damage 
has occurred. 
If seriou,, crown disintegration OCCUrs through pest 
predation or disease, environmental extremes, or 
simply old age, the CAI might lie reduced to almost 
g. 
Ring widths of less than 0.5 nim are likely. nothing 
Stem diameter may not reflect this small annual 
increase it parts ()f the trLink ha%e died or 
fallen awaý. 
On a %ery large stein it is likelN that the ordinarN 
inature state CAI hasal area formula will lie producing 
outer rings of the expected absolute minnimin 
sustainable vvidth (20 rings per cm), in which case no 
action to change the calculation procedure need he 
taken. On smaller diameter rrees It rna v be necessar I 
to estimate how long the crown has been in decline, 
calculate how many centimetres of diameter it would 
account for (sav 20 vears per cm) and exclude this 
from the basal area calculation. Then add the munher 
of years since decline set in to the calculation. For 
dead trees follow the sarne procedure without 
reducing the perceived basal area. 
To calculate the number of rings in the outermost 
centimetre of a stern subtract 2 cm froin the dbh and 
calculate a new basal area (BA) (see paragraph 16, 
calculation 3a). Then Subtract this from the total BA 
and divide by the indicated mature state CAI (sec 
paragraph 16, calculation 2d). 
Table I b. (Example) Staverton Estate 
Common oak 80/2 
Staverton 'Thicks' 
Mean of best stems 
Common oak 10012 
Staverton deer park 






Moccas Knoll Oak 80/5 
Moccas Woolhope Oak 90/6 
Additional Table 2 data for the above core development 
categories: 
60/2 = 12 cm radius = 452 cm basal area = 15.0 cm CAI 
80/2 = 16 cm radius = 804 cm basal area = 20.0 cm CAI 
10012 = 20 cm radius = 1257 cm basal area = 25.0 cm CAI 
Notes: Tables such as this can be compiled from stem analysis. Even 
tiny fragments of semi-rotten wood can provide vital information 
it their position (radius) in the stump or stem is measurable. 
Table 2. Core deveiopinent, age and ring width 
when optimum crown size is reached, and 
the associated mature state CAI 
7012.5 17.5 962 27.3 
30.3 9 254 16.7 
40/3 12 452 22.3 
50/3 15 707 28.0 
55/3 16.5 855 30.8 
60/3 18 1018 33.6 
80/3 24 1810 45.0 
100/3 30 2827 56.3 
120/3 36 4072 67.6 
100/3.5 35 3848 76.6 
40/4 16 804 39.7 
50/4 20 1257 49.8 
55/4 22 1521 54.8 
60/4 24 1810 59.8 
7014 28 2463 69.9 
80/4 32 3217 79.9 
40/5 20 1257 62.0 
45/5 22.5 1590 69.9 
50/5 25 1963 77.8 
60/5 30 2827 93.5 
7015 35 3848 109.2 
80/5 40 5027 124.9 
100/5 50 7854 156.3 
40/6 24 1810 89.3 
50/6 30 1827 112.0 
60/6 36 4072 134.6 
7616 42 5542 157.2 
80/6 48 7238 179.8 
90/6 54 9161 202.4 
100/6 60 11310 225.1 
50/7 35 3848 152.4 
6017 42 5542 183.2 
7017 49 7543 214.0 
40/8 32 3217 158.8 
30/10 30 2827 185.4 
Notes: This table circumvents the need to calculate BA and CAI for the 
categories listed in Tdble I& CAI has been calculated by 
subtracting one ring width from the radius, to give a new basal 
area, and subtracting this from the full core basal area indi(ated. 
EASUREMENT AND 
ALCULATIONS 
The sequence of data capture and calculation is as 
follows. See also Appendix 1. 
1. On the site: 
a. Identify the tree. 
b. Take situation notes (with reference to the core 
development category in Table 1a). 
c. Measure girth (paragraph 7). 
d. If several trees occur together, measure all of 
them. 
e. If crown decline or damage is found, estimate 
bow long ago (paragraph 14). 
f. Enquire about the history of the location. 
2. Using a calculator and Tables 1a and 2: 
a. Determine the age when optimum crown 
development occurred and possible average annual 
ring width up to that point (Table la or 1b). 
b. Calculate core radius (age x ring width) or refer 
to Table 2. 
c. Calculate basal area of this central core of wood: 
[dbh] 'x3.1415 9 (or refer to Table 2) 2 
d. Calculate CAI of the outer annual ring on the 
core (mature state CAI). Subtract one ring width 
from the core radius (2b), calculate a new basal 
area (as in 2c). Subtract this from basal area 2b 
(or refer to Table 2). 
3. Using a calculator and following the assessment 
sequence (Appendix 1) determine the age of the tree 
as follows: 
a. Calculate basal area of the whole tree: 
dbhl 'x3.14159 (or refer to Table 2) 21 
b. Subtract basal area of core (2c from 3a). 
c. Divide remaining basal area by the mature state 
CAI (2d), to give the age of this outer section. 
d. Add 2a (age of core) to 3c to obtain total age of 
tree (subject to 4 below). 
4. After crown decline, annual rings on most species 
can be presumed to be in the region of 0.05 cm (20 
rings per cm). For the estimated duration of decline 
a separate calculation is required (see paragraph 14) 
and diameter at 3a reduced accordingly. If a tree is 
dead the time since death has to be estimated (or 
determined) and simply added to the calculated age. 
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or from the Research Communications Officer, address 
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16, The sequence of data capture and calculation is as 
follows. See also Appendix 1. 
1. On the site: 
a. Identify the tree. 
b. Take situation notes (with reference to the core 
development category in Table 1a). 
c. Measure girth (paragraph 7). 
d. If several trees occur together, measure all of 
them. 
e. If crown decline or damage is found, estimate 
how long ago (paragraph 14). 
f. Enquire about the history of the location. 
2. Using a calculator and Tables 1a and I 
a. Determine the age when optimum crown 
development occurred and possible average annual 
ring width up to that point (Table la or 1b). 
b. Calculate core radius (age x ring width) or refer 
to Table 2. 
c. Calculate basal area of this central core of wood: 
[dbh]2 x 3.14159 (or refer to Table 2) 2 
d. Calculate CAI of the outer annual ring on the 
core (mature state CAI). Subtract one ring width 
from the core radius (2b), calculate a new basal 
area (as in 2c). Subtract this from basal area 2b 
(or refer to Table 2). 
3. Using a calculator and following the assessment 
sequence (Appendix 1) determine the age of the tree 
as follows: 
a. Calculate basal area of the whole tree: 
dbhl 2x3.14159 (or refer to Table 2) 21 
b. Subtract basal area of core (2c from 3a). 
c. Divide remaining basal area by the mature state 
CAI (2d), to give the age of this outer section. 
d. Add 2a (age of core) to 3c to obtain total age of 
tree (subject to 4 below). 
4. After crown decline, annual rings on most species 
can be presumed to be in the region of 0.05 cm (20 
rings per cm). For the estimated duration of decline 
a separate calculation is required (see paragraph 14) 
and diameter at 3a reduced accordingly. If a tree is 
dead the time since death has to be estimated (or 
determined) and simply added to the calculated age. 
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APPENDIX 1- ASSESSMENT SHEET (worked example) 
Tree age estimation from stem diameter measurement 
Tree name: Scientific name: 
Location: Grid reference: 
Stem girth/cm: Stem diameter/cm: Stem radius (r)/cm: Total basal area (BA)/CM2: 
(r xrx3.14159) 
Core category (Table 1 a): 
Core age/years: Core ring width/mm: 
Core basal area (Table 2 or paragraph 16,2C)/CM2: 
Area (CAI) of outer core ring (Table 2 or paragraph 16,2d)/CM2: 
BA excluding the core (total BA minus core BA)/cM2: 
Age of outer section of the stem/years: 
(above divided by CAI of outer core ring) 
Add core age/years: 
Add years of decline (see paragraph 16.4)/years: V 
Total of last 3 entries (= estimated age of tree/years): 
Planting year (date measured minus estimated age): 
Additional notes: 
Date measured: 
APPENDIX I ASSESSMENT SHEET* 
Tree age estimation from stem diameter measurement 
Tree name: Sdentific name: 
Location: Grid reference- 
Stem girth/cm: Stem diameter/cm: Stem radius (r)/cm: Total basal area (BA)/cm: 
(r arx3.14159) 
Core category (Table 1 a): 
Core age/years: Core ring width/mm: 
Core basal area (Table 2 or paragraph 16,2c)/cm* 
Area (CAI) of outer core ring (Table 2 or paragraph 16,2d)/cm. 
BA excluding the core (total BA minus core BA)/cm: 
Age of outer section of the stem/years: 
(abovo crmkied by CAJ of outer core ring) 
Add core age/years- 
Add years of decline (see paragraph 16,4)/years: 
Total of last 3 entries (= estimated age of tree/years)- 
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APPENDIX 2 
Major 16 Ih to 18 Ih century Gardening Treatises, particularly those relating to 
timber trees 
1534 'Master' Fitzherbert, Boke ofHusbandrie 
1563 Thomas Hill, A most briefe andplesaunte treatyse teachynge how to 
dress, sowe, and set a garden, London 
1568 Thomas Hill, The profitable arte ofgardening, London (revised 
version of A most briefe andplesaunte treatise) 
1591 or 4 Dydymus Mountain (aka Tbomas Hill), The gardener's labyrinth, 
London (published posthumously) 
1572 Leonard Maschal, A Book ofthe Art and manner how to graffand 
Plant all sortes o Trees.... LM London Pf 
1578 Barnaby Googe, Foure Books ofHusbandrie, containing the whole art 
and trade ofHusbandrie, Gardening, Graffeing and Planting with the 
antiquilie and commendation thereof, (translation of Conrad 
Heresbach's 1570 Rei Rusticae libri quatuor), reprinted with additions 
in 1614 by Gervase Markham 
1597 Francis Bacon, 'Of gardens', in Essays 
1611 Arthur Standish, The Commons Complaint, (advocated planting of 
trees in hedges and park pales, for timber and firewood) 
1613 & 15 Arthur Standish, New directions ofexperience ... for the planting of Timber and Firewood, &c. And how wood may he raisedfrom 
hedges, as may plentifully maintain the kingdom for all purposes 
without loss ofground: so as within thirty years all spring woods may 
he converted to tillage andpasture, London (this pamphlet was so 
highly approved by James I that a2 nd edition was issued 1615). (Did 
not describe the ornamental use of trees). 
1613 Gervase Markham, The English Husbandman, London 
1614 Gervase Markham, The English Husbandman, Book 2, London 
1615 Arthur Standish, New directions ofexperiences, for the encreasing of 
limber andfire-wood 
1617 William Lawson, The countrie housewifes garden, containing rulesfor 
hearbes ofcommon use together with the husbandry ofbees, published 
with secrets, very necessaryfor every housewife. Together with divers 
new knotsfor gardens. (the latter by John Marriott). London 
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1618 William Lawson, A new orchard and garden, London 
1618 John Marriott, Certaine excellent and new invented knots and mazes, 
for plotsfor gardens 
1629 John Parkinson, Paradisi in Sole Paradisus Terrestris 
1640 John Parkinson, Theatrum Botannicum or Theatre ofPlants, or an 
Herbal of large extent 
1644 Isaac de Caus, Nouvelle invendon de lever Peau (later translated by 
John Leak) 
c. 1645 Isaac de Caus, Wilton Garden (in New and rare inventions of 
waterworks? ) 
1645 Joseph Hall, (of Shedley, Yorkshire, or possibly Richard Weston? ) An 
essay on Timber Trees 
1651 Andr6 Mollet, Lejardin de plaisir, (editcd by M Conan, 198 1) 
1653 Ralph Austen, A treatise offruit- trees and The spirituall use ofan 
orchard (in W Lawson, 1982, A new orchard and garden) 
1658 John Evelyn's tmnslation of Nicolas de Bonncfons', The French 
Gardener 
1659 Thomas Hamner, Garden Book 
1664 John Evelyn, Sylva, or a discourse offorest trees 
1665 John Rea,. F7ora seu de Rorum Cultura 
1669 Evelyn/de Bonnefon, The French Gardener (2 nd edition) 
1670 Andr6 Mollet, The garden ofpleasure, London 
1670 Leonard Meager, Ae English Garden 
1670 Robert Sharock, (or William Hugbes), The American Physiciam or a 
Treatise of the Roots, Trees, &c. growing in the English Plantations, 
London 
1676 Moses Cook, The manner ofraising, ordering and improvingforrest- 
trees 
1677 John Worlidge, Systema horti-culturae or The art ofgardening, 
London 
400 
1692 William Temple, Essay: The garden ofEpicurus; or ofGardening in 
the year 1685 
1693 John Evelyn's translation of Jean de la Quintinie's, The Compleat 
Gard'her, London 
1699 George London and Henry Wise, abridged version of 7he Compleat 
Gard'her 
1700 Timothy Nourse, Campania Foelix 
John Evelyn, Sylva, or a discourse offorest trees (4h edition) 
1706 Francis Gentil, Lejardinier solitaire (The solitary or Carthusian 
gard'ner) 
Translated by London and Wise as The retirdgardner, London 
1707 Leonard Meager, The new art ofgardening, with the gardener's 
almanack. - containing the true art ofgardening in all its particulars, 
London (I" edition 1670? ) 
1709 Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d'Argenville, La thiorie et lapractique du 
jardinage (translated by Switzer) 
1709 Kip and Knyff, Britannia Mustrata 
1712 John James, The theory andpractice ofgardening Translation of 
Dezallier d'Argenville's (1704) La theorie et la praclique du 
jardinage 
1714 John Laurence, The Clergy-man's recreation: shewing the pleasure 
andproji't ofthe art ofgardening, (part of Gardening improvd). (6h 
edn by 1726) 
1715 Stephen Switzer, The nobleman, gentleman and gardener's recreation 
(vol I of 3 of khnographia Rustica) 
1716 John Laurence, The gentleman's recreation or the secondpart ofthe 
art ofgardening improved, (part of Gardening improvd) 
1717 London and Wise, The Retird Gardener (2 nd edition) 
Charles Evelyn, The Lady's recreation or the third and last part ofthe 
art ofgardening improved (2 nd edition 1718,3 rd 1719) 
1718 John Laurence, Gardening improvd, London 
1718 Stephen Switzer, khnographia Rustica 
401 
1721 Moses Cook, The manner ofraising, Ordering and improvingforest 
trees (not first edition) 
1724 Philip Miller, The gardeners andflorists dictionary, or a complete 
system ofhorticulture 2 volumes 
1728 Batty Langley, A sure method ofimproving estates, London 
Batty Langley, New principles ofgardening, London 
17334 Stephen Switzer, ne practical husbandman and gardener 
1741 Batty Langley, Landed gentleman's useful companion 
1764 Duhwnel du Monceau, Des semis elplantations des arbes, et de leur 
culture, Paris 
1775 William Boutchcr, A treatise onforest-trees, Edinburgh 
1805 Pontcy, Theforest pruner, or the limber owner's assistant 
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APPENDIX 3 
A list of the West Country sites depicted by Kip in Atkyns' TheAncient and 
Present State of Glostershire (1712) and by Kip and Knyff in Britannia Illustrata 
(1707) 
The Ancient and Present State of Glostershire. 
Modern name Name given Owner, c. 1712 Location 
By Kip/Knyff 
Aldcrley Aldcricy Mrs Hale, widow of Aldcrlcy, SE of Wotton-U-E 
Matthew Hale Esq 
Alveston Alveston Edward Hill Esq Alveston, S of Thornbury 
Ampney Park Amney Robert Heydell Esq Ampncy Crucis, E of Ciren 
Badminton House Badminton Duke of Beaufort Great Badminton 
Barrington Park Barrington Edmond Bray Esq Great Barrington, E of 
Northleach 
Batsford Park Battsford Richard Freeman Esq Batsford, NE Glos 
Berkeley Castle Berkley Castle Earle of Berkley Berkeley, W of Dursley 
Bradley Court Bradley Thomas Dawes Esq Bradley, W of Wotton-U-E 
Broadwell Broadwell Danvers Hodges Esq Broadwell, NE Glos 
Brockhampton Park Seavenhampton Sir Wm Dodwell Sevenhampton, E of Cheltnhm, 
Cassey Compton Little Compton Sir Richard Howe Bart Little Compton, NW of 
Northleach 
Cirencester Park Circncester Allen Bathurst Esq Cirencester 
Clearwell Castle Clowcr-Wall Francis Wyndham Esq Clearwell, Forest of Dean 
Cleve Hill House Cleeve Hill Wm Player Esq Mangotsfield, E Bristol 
Coberley Coberley Jonathan Castelman Esq Coberley, S of Cheltnhm 
Didmarton Didmarton Robert Codrington Esq Didmarton, Wilts border, N of 
Badminton 
Dumbleton Dumbleton Sir Richard Cocks Bart Dumbleton, Worcs border, N 
of Winchcombe 
Dyrham Dyrharn Wm Blathwayt Esq Dyrham, S Glos, nr Wilts 
border 
Eastington Manor/ 
The Leaze Easington Nathaniel Stevens Esq Eastington, W of Stroud 
Estcourt Park Shipton Moyne Walter Estcourt Esq Shipton Moyne, S of Tctbury 
Fairford Park Fairford Samuel Barker Esq Fairford, E Glos, W of Lechladc 
Flaxley Abbey Flaxley Mrs Bovey Flaxley, Forest of Dean 
Hailes Abbey Hales Abbey Lord Tracy Hailes, N Glos, NE of 
Winchcombe 
Hampton (Gatcombe) Hampton Philip Sheppard Esq Gatcombe, S of Minchinhmptn 
Hardwick Park Court Hardwick Prk Ct Wrn Trye Esq Hardwicke, SW of Gloucester 
Hatherop Castle Hatherop Sir John Webb Bart Hatherop, E Glos, NW of 
Lechlade 
Henbury Awdelett Henbury Mr John Sampson Henbury, N Bristol 
Henbury Great House Henbury Simon Harcourt Esq Henbury, N Bristol 
Hill Court Hull Als Hill Sir Edward Fust Bart Hill, N of Thornbury 
Kempsford Manor Kempsford Lord Viscount Weymouth Kempsford, E Glos, SW 
of Lechlade 
Kings Weston Kingsweston Edward Southwell Esq N Bristol 
Knole Knole Thomas Chester Esq Knole Park, N of Bristol 
Leckhampton Court Leckhampton Revd Thomas Norwood Leckhampton, S of Cheltnhm 
Lypiatt Park Lupiatt Thomas Stephens Esq Lypiatt, SE of Stroud 
Maugersbury Manor Maugersbury Edmund Chamberlain Esq Maugersbury, E Glos, S of Stow 
Misarden Park Miserden Wm. Sandys Esq Miserden, NE of Stroud 
Nibley House Nibley George Smyth Esq N Nibley, N of Wotton-U-E 
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Over John Dowell Esq 
Rendcomb Sir John Guise Bart 
Sandywcll Ifenry Bret Esq 
Saperton Sir RobeTt Atkyns 






Mrs Hodges relict 
of Thos Hodges Esq 
Samuel Trotman Esq 
Joseph Jackson Esq 
Kinard de la Bere Esq 
John Tracey Esq 
Over, N of Bristol 
Rendcombe, N of Cirencester 
Sandywell, SE of Cheltenham 
Sapperton, W of Cirencester 
Shcrborne, E Glos, E of 
Northleach 
Shipton Moyne, S of Tetbury 
Siston, E of Bristol 
Sncyd Park, NW Bristol 
Southarn, NE of Cheltenham 
Stanway, N Glos, NE of 
Winchcombe 
Stoke Bishop House Stoke Bishop Sir Thomas Cann Stoke Bishop, Bristol 
Stoke Park, Stoke Gifford Stoke Gifford John Berkeley Esq Stoke Gifford, NE Bristol 
Swell Bowl Swell Sir Robert Atkyns Tween Upper and Lower 
Swell, W of Stow 
The Abbey, Circncester The Abbey, CircnT"nomas Master Esq Cirencester 
The Grcenway, Shurdington Dulcibella Lawrence rclict Shurdington, E of Gloucester 
Shurdington of Wm Lawrence 
Toddington Manor Toddington Lord Tracy Toddington, N Glos, N of 
Winchcombe 
Tortworth Court Tortworth Matthew Ducy Morton Tortworth, W of Wotton-U-E 
Upper Dowdeswell Upr Dowdeswell Lionel Rich Esq Dowdeswell, E of Cheltenham 
Westbury Court Westbury Court Maynard Colchester Esq Westbury on Severn, F of Dean 
Wick Court Wyck Richard Haines Esq Wick, E of Bristol 
Williamstrip Williamstrip Henry Treton Esq Hatherop, E Glos, NW of 
Lechlade 
Witcombe Park Witcombe Park Sir Michaell Hickcs Witcombe, SE of Gloucester 
Wotton Wotton Thomas Horton Esq Wotton, N Gloucester 
Brilannia Illustrata: 
Brympton d'Evercy Brymtorn Sir Phil. Sydenham 
Orchard Portman Orchard Portman Henry Portman Esq 
Longleat Long Late Lord Weymouth 
Brympton, SW of Yeovil 
Orchard Portman, S of 
Taunton 
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